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A. INTRODUCTION OSSION

Criterion 13, "Instrumentatsen and Control."of Appen. In& cations of plant van etc requ!rce by the control

dix A. " Genal Design Cnteria for Nuclear Power Planta," room operatirf personnel durm ccident rituations to (1)
to 10 CFR Part 30," Domestic 1.icensing of Production and provide ir. formation required to pe . the operator to take
Utihastion Facihties," includes a requirement that instru. preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe plant shut-
mentation be ptcvided to ruonitor vanables and systerns down; (2) determine whether the reactor trip, entmetred-
cert their anticipated ranges for acddent cond2tions as safety feature systems, and manually initisted safety
appropriate to ensurs adequate safety. systems and other systema iraportant to safety are performing

their intended functions (i.e., reactivity control, core
Criterion 19, " Control Room," cef Appendix A to cooling, maintainmg reactor coolant system integrtry, and

10 CFR part 50 includte a requirement that a control room maintaining containment integdty); and (3) provide informa-
be provided from which actions can be tsun to rnaintain tion to the operators that will enable them to determine the
the nuclear power unit in a safe conition under accident pctential for causing a grou breach of the barriers to
conditions, irtcluding lossof coolant accidents, and that radioactivity relene (Lt., fuel claddmg, reactot coolant
equipment, inclading the necessary instrumentation, at pressure boundary, and containment) and to determine if ap)

( apprepnate locations outs;de the cotttrolroom be provided gross breach of a barrier has occurred, in addition to the
with a design capability for prompt hot shutdewn of the above, indications of plant variables that provide Informa-
reactor. tion on optration of plant safety systems sad other systems

irtportant to safety are required by the control room
CrtW'on 64, "Monitorir.g Radioactivity Releases," of operatirg personnel during an accident to (1) furnish data

Appendtx A to 10 CFR Part $0 includes a requirement that regardirig the operathn of plant systems in order that the
rneans be provided for monitorin6 the reactor containment operator can make appropriate decisions 45 to their use and

atmosphere, spaces containing componerts for recircula* ion (2) provide Normation regarding the release of radioactive
of loss of-coolant accident fluid, effluent die:hargt paths, materials to allow for early indication of the need to

j and the plant environs for radioactivtty that may be released initiate action necessary to protect the pubhc snd for en
from postulated accidents, estimate of the magnitude of any Imptading threat.

This guide describes a metnod acceptable to the NRC At the start of an accident, it may be difficult for the
staff for complying with the CornmissioTs regulations to operator to determine immediately wbst accident has
provide instrurerntation to momtor plant 1,ariables and occurred or is occurring and thereforr to determine the

systems during and fo!!cving an accident in a lightvattr- appropaists response. For this resson, reactor trip and
cooled nuclear power plans The Advisory Co.nmittee on certain other safety actions (s.s., ernergtney core cooling
Reactor Safeguar,'. has been consulted concerning this actuation, containment bolation, or depressurir.stion) have

guide ar.d has concurred in the regulatory position. been designed to be performed automatica!!y during the

r _

8nitial stages of an accident. Instrumentation is also provided
to indicate information about ptant variables required to

f 'Th. susstanost numt of chansu in this entifon ans m.& :
, imsrictical to indicate tu cunges wun knes in ttte snarsin. enable the operation of manually taitiated safety systerns
I
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and other appropriate optator a:tions itvoNirs systems bunt presme cf the containment in order that the operators
wm not ts uninfonned as to the pmsare inside the contain.

important to safety.
ment, *lte availabasty of such Instruments is 1nSortant so

Independent of the abost tasks. It is impcrtant that that responses to corrective actions can te observed and the

CWrutud be infomed lf thz hrritrt en the rel ase of
need for, and magnitude of, further actaons can be deter-

radioactive materials att being cha!!cnged. The- it is mined. It is also necessary to be sure that whts i flys !!
m a

cssential that instrument ranges be selec* io 'ha, the tztended, the sensitivity and accuracy of the instrument are

instrument w!11 slways be on scale. Narrq arde1:acurne ta within acceptable umits for monitoring the extended range.

may not have the necessary range to t .e count of the

accident; contequcntly, inultiple ing . with cVcr= Normal powir plant instrumentatie. rernainhg functional

Isrcing ranges rea) be necessary,(In son /bstru- for all accident conditions can provide indicatfon, records,

ment targte have been selected ba ) ;@t value an d iwith certain types of instruments) time history tes;onsts

tial that fe, r_tany variablesirnportant to following the course of the

fer euromatic protection er alar /mh)degraded cond!' ons and their ris Wentified so accidett, Therefort, it is prudent to select the required
J

the operaters can take actions Alable to mitigate accident-moeitoring instrumentation from the nomal

the consequences. It is not .ed that operators be power plant ins'rurentation to enable operatnn to use,

encourtged to prematurely 'g smvent systems important during accident situations, instnments with wh!ch they are
-

to safety but that they adequately ir.fortned in order most familiar. Since some occidents could impose severe

that unp;anned actions can be taken when necessary. cperating requtrements cn instnmentation ccmponerats,it
may be etcessary to upgrade those normal power plant

Examples of serious events that could thretten safety!!
instrumentation cc,mponents to withstand the more tevert

conditions degrade see loes-of-coolant cecidents (LOCAs), operstmg conditions asid to measure greater variations of
monitored variables that maybe associated with an accident,

overpressure tttements, anticipated opetational occurrences it is essentist that instrumentation so upgraded does not
that becorre accidents sach as anticipated tramatents without
scram (ATWS), and reactivity eacursions that result in degrade the accuracy and sensitivity required for normel

rem , of radicactive insterials. Such events require that operation. In seme cases, this 411 necessitate use of over-

the operaton understand, within a short tirne period, the tapping ranges ofInstruments to monitor the required rangt [
Lof the variable to be monitored, pos Ibly with different

abulty of the barriers so lirnit tadioactivity release.i.e., that
they urderstand the gotential fo esch of a b. trier or performance requirements in each range.

whether en actual breach of a barrier has occurrcJ because ANS1/ANS-4.51980,8 " Criteria for Accident Monitoring4 of an a:cident in pregress. Functions in Light Water-Cooled Reactors '' delir. cates

it is essential that the requirtd instru nentation be criteria for determining the variables to be morutored by

capsW of survinns the accident env!ronment in which it is
the control reem operator, as required for safety, during

located fer the length of time its functica is requtrad. It the course of an accident and during the long term stable

could therefore either be designed to withstandthe accident shutdown phase following an accident. ANS-4.5 was

enviromnent or be protected by a local protected enviten- prepared by Working Group d.5 of Subcomrdttee AN54
with two primary objectives:(1)to address thatinstrurcenta-

n'ent, tion that permits the operators to monitor expected param-
eter change In an accident period and (2) to address

It is desirable that accident monitenes instrumentacon extendeJ range instrumentation deemec appropriate for the
components and their mounts that cannot be located in Tossibility cf encountering previously unforeseen events,
seismica3y qualified bui; dings be de:tsned to continue to AN54.5 references a revision to IEEE Standard 497 as the
function, to the extent feasible, following scismic events. source for specific instnrnentation design criteria. Since the
An acceptable method for enhancing the seisciic res: stance revision to IEEE Standud 497 has not been completed. its
of this instamentation would ' ' to design it to meet the applicability cannot yet be determined. Hecce, specific
seistnic criteria applicable to like instrumentation insta!!ed instrumentation design criteria have been included in thl
in seismica!!y c,ualified locations although a lesser crver, regulatory guide.
all qualification resulta.

AN54.5 defines three types of variables (definitions

Variablee for accident rnonitoring can be selected to rnodified herem) for the purpose of alding the designer in

provide the essentialinforr:stion needed by the operstor to
selecting accident monitoring instrumentation and appilcable

.

dctermine if the plant safety funct ens are being performed, criteria The types are: Type A,those variables that provide
s

i 11 is essential that the rangt selections be sufficiently primary information needed to permit the control room

great to keep instrments on scale at all times. Further,it is
erudent that a limited number of those vanables that are
functionally significant (e.g., containment pressure, prirnary
system pressure) be Inonitored by instrurments walified to ,tyg g)gtagf3thgmygegSg{.
more stringent environmentalrequirements and with ranges
that extend well beyond that which the sciected variatles bc ;amn.t;,n w inform.tm that is essenut r2r etw

9 cta attain under !miting conditionst for example, a racle Q8,|g'g/g[|(8p|g[';j'gyggTy*g
for the centainment prewa e monitor extending to the tm rey amo t>e mentified in wettien crecedurvS
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cpentmg pe*sonnel to take the stedfied manually contro3ed
tequittments and generally at;1ica to instrumentatior,

9 actions for which no autornatic control ti provided et that
designated for irdicatmg system operating status. Category 3
is intended to provide requirtmenta that will ennte that

are required for safety systems to accoraphsh their stfaty highquality off thwhelf insuumentation is obtained and
funct%na for deign bads seddegl ever:tt; Type B, thcs:
variables that provide information to indicate whether plant

applica to tackup and dhsnostic instrunnentation. It it a3e
used where the state of the art willnot support requ:rernents

safety functices are being accomphshsd; and Type C, those for higher qualified instrwrientation.
vsMables that previde infortnation to indicate the potential
for being breached or the actual bresch of the barriers to In geural, the sneasurement of a single key vanath resy
fission product release,i.e., fuel claddeg, primary coolant not be sufficient to indicate the accomplishmetc of a phen
pressure boundary, and containrnut (roodified to reflect safety function. Where snultiple variables are needed to
NRC staff position; see regulatory podtie* 1.2). The indicate the accornplishment of a g:ven safety function,it it
sources cf potential breath are hmited to die energy easentfa! that they each be conside ed key eisbles nd be
sources within the barrier leself. In additjan 1o the accident. meanted with high1uality instrumentatiot.. Additloca!!y,
moniterin5 variables provided in ANS 4.5, variables for it is prudent,in some bstances, to melude t.he tr.es.urement
mor.itonng the operation of tys'ema irnportant to safety of additional variables for backup information and for
and radioactive effluent releases are provided by this diagnosis. Where these additional rneas.nernents att indu ded,
regulatory guide. Two additionalvariable types are defined the measures applied for design, qualifscation, and <tvality
Type D, those variables that provide information to mdicate assurance of the instrutnentatica need not be the same u
ths operation of individua! saf6y systems and other systems that applied for the instrumentation fot key variab! 3. A
important to safety, and Type E, those vanables to be key variable is that sing!c variable (or minium number of
monitored as required for use in determming the magnituds vanables) that most directly indientes tha accomplishttent
of the refuse of radioactive materials and for continuously of a safety function tia the case of Type B and C) or the
assessing 1uch releases. operation of a safety system (in the case of Type D) or

radioactive material release (in the ease of Type E). It is
A minimum set of Type B, C, D, and E variables to be essential that key variables be qualified to the more stringent

measured Ls lirted in this regu'atory guide. Type A variables design and quahfication criteria.The des gn and qualification
have not beeni.sted because they are plant spec 0c anc wil enterta catetery usiped to each variatle indicates whether

.

depud on the open! ions that the designer chocc*s for the variable is considered to be a key varistle or for system
planned manual action. Types B, C D, ar.d E are vuisths status mdication or for backup or ditgnosis,t.c.,for Types B <

fot following the course of an accident and are to be used and C, the key variabit: are Category 1; bachp variables
(1) to detarmine !! the plant la responding to the safety a-e generally Category 3. For Tyn D and E, the key9 mearnes la operation and (2) tc inforre the operator o variables are generally Category 2; backup va:iables are

c

the necessity for unplanned actiots to rnitigats the con-
Category 3.

sequences of an acddent. The the dassifications are not
mutuaDy exdus:ve in that a given variable (or instrumeet) The variables ars Lated, but no mention (beyond redure
rnay be a;phesbie to one or more typca, as weD as for dancy requirements) is rnaec of the number of points of
normal power p ant opetation or for automaticall) initiated measuremnt of each variable. It is important that the
safety actions. A vanab!c induded as Type B, C, D, or E number of peinta of measurement be sufficient to adequately
does not p eclude that variable from the be:ct induded iridicate the variable vatue, e.g., coctttninent temperatu e
as Type A. Where such multiple use occurs, it is essential may require spatial location of sever:4 pints of measurt-that estrutnentatAcn t4 capable of meerms the more

ment.
stringent requirements.

The time phases (Phases I and II) delineatedin AN54.5 This guide provids: the minimum number of variables to
are not used in this regulatory guide. Thes* aor olderations be rnordtered by the control room operating personnel
an plant spect'ic. It is important that the 2 ; tid instru-
mentation survive the accident enetrontoent and function

dunns and fonowing an accident.Thvee vanables are used

as long as the information it provides is needed by the
by the control room operating personnel to perforrn their
role in the emergency plan in the evaluation, assessment,

conttJ room operating personnel, monitoring, and execution oPoontrot room functions when
the other emergency response facilitica are not effectively

The NRC sta!!le wi! hrs to work with the ANS working marined. Variables are also defeed to permit operators to
group to attempt to itsolve the above differences. perform their long term monitoring and enscution respon.

sibaltics after the emergency respense fadhties are manned.
Regulatory positiens 1.3 and 1.4 of this guide provide The application of the crittna for the lastrumen'.atirm is

design and quabfication criteria for the inst:umentation limited to that part of the instrumentation system and
used to measure the various va iables Listed in Table 1 (forIta vital supporting features or power sources that provide
BWRa) and Tab!: 2 (for PWRs). The crirena are separatad the direct display of the variables. These provisions are not
into three separate groups or categories that provide a necessarily applicable to that part of the instrumentation
g:sded approach to requirements depending on the impor- systems pic'vidad as operator aida for the purpose of
tance to safety of the measurteent of a spedfic variable, enhancing information presentations for the IdentiGcat:en
Catego-y 1 provides the most stringent requirtments and is or disposis of disturbatres,9 intendtd fer key vuisbits. Category 2 provides less et:irigent

.
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C. AEGUI.ATORY PoslTIDN
follow!r.g. tivt not restenruy during, a safe shuttewn
tarthquskt. Instrumentation whose inngts are requittd to9 ester.d beyopd those sanges calculated in the rnott severt

1. AccidenlManitoringInstramtatation design bat.s occident evett fer a given variabit thould be

The criteria ed requtrernents contajned an ANSI /AN$-4.5
quahfied using the gJident prodded in paragraph 6J.6 of
ANSJ.J.1960,"Crn'er.: fof Accident Manitoring Functinas in Lfght.

Water Cooled Rttetois, an ceraldend by the NRC ttaff to b. Ne stag]s failurs within titter the stcident.monitoting
"

be generally Neptable (c.t Froylding instrurntnistion to instruteentation, its suitiliary supportmg featunt, of its
monitor s . - - for accident tendit10hl subittt to the power tourtes sonrarrent with the f attures that art a

fousm4rts- contition or res4!t of a spectise occident should prevent

1.1 lasteed of the kfinificit pu in Section 3.2.1 of
the operstors from bett.g presented the informatton titces.

ANSJ.$. the definta of Typt A eariables should bet
isry for them to deterintne the uftty natus of the riant
and to brir.3 the plarrt to end resintaan itin a safe condition

Type A, those variablts to be moeitertd that provide the following that accident. Whtrt faQure of one tscident.
ttimary infstmatiun' tequired to permit the conticl room mor.itoring ct.annel teralts in information ambiguity (that
opersters to tete the sptstfied rntnusuy etmtro!!ed actices is, the redundant display s disegret) that could lead operators
for which no automatic tontrol la provided and that are to deftst es f all to accorrrhah a required safety functiert,
required for asftty rytterns to accomplish their ufety addJtunt. Information should be provided to ellow the
function for design bails see, der t events, operators to deduce the actud eenditions in the plant.This

may be accomplhhed by providing addttiond independent
1.2 in Section 3.2.3 of ANS4.$, t'.e defirJtion of channels cf infortnation of the samt variable (addition of

Type C includts two items. (!) or.d (2) Item (1)indades ident4 cal channst) of by providing an independant
those instruments thet indtee tt the e atent to which variableschannel to momtot a different variable that bears a known

art

that have the n"entid fot causing a breach in the primary relationahlp to the multiple char.nels (addition of a dtvetu
ssetor contauuntnt have etceeded the design basis values.

channeD. Re dundant ce diverse channels abould be alcetricall/in conjur..non with the 9anables that indicats the potent:a! independent and phytteally separated frorn each other and
fet causing a brtsch in the primary rettf.or contahment,] the vansbits that indieste tne potentut! for caustes a breach

? rom equp*nt not chts! fled important to taitty in

m the fuel claddirs (e.g., sore enLt tempetature) and the
accotdar' wth Rephtery Guide 1.75, "Pbys! cal Inde. .

reactor c;olant prestart tm*dary (t g., tractor coolant
l' "* % ' Itectne Systems." up to and inchtding any
inlation devlet, At least ont channel should be distlaycd

prusurt) should also be indoded. The sour;es of 9eteritial on a direct. indicating or recording device. (Notet With!n9 teesch are lirn!!sd to the erergy sources Mthin the chdding, esch redundant division of s safety system, redundant
coolant boundsty, or corttinrserit. Referenets to Type C moaltoring channels are not needed except eer sttam
irsituments. and auociated paranste's to be intasured,in generitorleselinstrumentatien in t*crioop plants.)Ah54.5 (a t-. Sectinns 4.2, $ 0,5.l.3,3.2. 6 0,6.,1) she'ld
1: clude thin 4 pande6 definition. c. The instrumentation should 1,e energized from station

1.3 Section 6.1 of AN54.5 pertains to Genstal Cnteria
Standt y Power scarces as provided in ReFulatory Guide IJ2,
" Criteria for Safet) Ralated Electric Power Systems for

for Tytta A, 8, and C sccident mon 2toring variables. In hou Nuc!sar Power Phnts."and should be backed up by batteries
cf Section 6.1, the follow;rg des!&r. and qualification where motatotary mterruption is not tolerable.
enter's estegettes should be used;

d. The irstrumentatwn channel thould be avadsbleJ.J.! Denga eed Qualification C>rteria a Cstesory / priot to an accident sacept as ptovided in pangraph 4.11,

s. The instrumentation should be qualifit8 in accordance
"Etemption," as defined in IEEE $tandard 277 or as

with Regulatery Cutes 1.89, " Qualification of Chas IE
specified in Technical Specif.oations.

Equipment for Nuclear Pever Plants,"and the methodology t. The reeminendations of the to!!owing regulatory
described in NUREGOl88, " Interim Staff Position on

gulds pertain,es to quality assurance should be fottowedtEnvironmental Qualification of Safety Ra'.at J Electrkal
Equiptrient." Qualification appbts to the complets irstru. Regulatofw Guide 1.28 "Quahty Anurect Pro < um
mentation channel from sensor to display where the of splay Requirements (Denp and
is direct-ind!cating meter or recording device. M. ors the Ccnstructiony'
instrumentation chat.nti signd is to be used in a computer-
based d'tplay, recording, andict diagnostic pregrwm,
t;usilfication applies from the sensor to and includes the

P, sulatory Guide 1.30 " Quality Asr. trance Requee-
ments for the instdhuon,

diannel isolation devic 4. The location of the isolation inspection, erid Testins of
*. device thould be such that it would be accesalble for Instrumentation and Dcetric

rnalnttnance dut%g accident conditions The setsWe Equiprnent"
porr.c of qualification should be in accordence with
Regd cry Guide 1.100," Seismic Qualif6 cation of Dectric Reguhtory Culdt 1.38 "Quahty Anurar.cc Require-
Equiprnent for Nudett Power Plants." Instrumentation ments f or Packati95, Shipptat,
should continue to read within the reqwtd accuracy

1.97-4
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Receiving. Storate, and Han. the channel spalh te be trecetted or disp ayed en dernand,

dlins ofitemsfor vetes Cooled
qual.!ficata applies from the sensor through the isolater/

Nuclear Power Pjants" input buffer. The location of the isolation dettee shot.ld be
such that it would be accesaltle for maintenance durfng

Rapistory Guide 1.58 "Qahti: stim cf Niear Pmr acc4 cent conditions.

Plant instecrien, Euadnstion, b. 'the lettrumentation shnuld be energized frori a
and Testing Personne!"

high n'Jakuity rewer source, not nrcts arLy Standby

Reptstery Guide I.f>4 "Quably Atratence Require- Power, and should be tacked up by batteries e here mornen-

ments for the Dessa of Nu-
tary interruptien ts not tokrsble.

clest Power ?! ants"
c. The out of ser"te inttrval should be based on normal

Replatery Guide 1,1d "Qua*,ity Atrurante Terrr.s s.nd
Techni:sl Spec 4ficatien nouirements on out of service for
the system it serves where appli:stle or where spo:ified byDer:Mtjens"
other requirements.

Reguistory Guait 166 "CoUectiori, $ sorage, ard h!ain. rec 9mrnendations of the regvletory tvidesd. Theteranen d thelearPowerPlant pertaanleg to quality assurtne Ihtedunder rangtsph 1.3.ltOuvity Assurance Records"
of this pide should be fo!! owed. Reference to the above
nguistory pides(except Repistory Guides 1.30 and 1,3M

P.eplatory Guide 1.121 "Quauty Assurance Require. is being made ptadirg issannee of a teruistory pHe
merits for Control of Ptocun-
mer.t of !tems and Services

(Tssk R5002 5) thalis under developreent and wi!! andone

for Nuclear rower Dants" AN51/ASME NQA 11979. Strice some instrumentation is
less important to safety than other ir.rtiumentatun,it may
set be riocenary to arply the same quality assurenes meerures

Reruistory Guide 1,144 "t udting of Ouauty As8ura't:8 to.atl instrununtation. The quality seeurance requirements.

Prettsms for Nutlear Power that are impimented should provice control over octMia,
l'Isn ts" affecting quality te an extent consistent with the ltnportarice

Regulatory Guide 1.146 "Qualif4 cation of Quauty
to safety of the instrumentation These seguirements should

Assurance Program Audit be determ:ned and documeritetJ ty personnel knowledgeable

Penonnel for hueltar Power in the end use of the instrumentation.

( Punts" e. The instrumentation signal inny be dhplayed on an

Referer.ce to the above reguistory guiden . u ert Repla-
ind)vidual instrument or it may be processed for diaptay on
demand by CRT or by other appropriate meant.

tery Culdts 1.3th and 1.38) is being made petding issuanca
of a replatory guide (Task R5 002 3) that h under develop- f. The method of dirplay rasy be by dial, digital, CRT,
ment and wCl endorse ANS!/ASME NQA 11979,"Quauty or strighan recorder mdication. Effluent tidi.. activity
Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power monitors, area tadiation roeniton, and rceteorology moniton
hants." thould be ncorded. Whete direct and immMitte trend or

f. Contisuous indication 01 may be by recording) display
transient information is m ntialfor opentorinf ormation or
action, the recording abould be coritinuously available en ded-

: should be provided. Where two or more instrurntnts are Iseted tecorden. Othervise,it may be continuously updated,
needed to cover a particular range, overlapping of instrv. stored in computer memory, and displayed on dernand,

I
tuent span thould be prov!dsd,

1.J.3 Derciesd puart/testion Crftena Category 3
p. Resording of instrumentation readout information

should be provided Where direct and Irnmediate trend or a, he instrumentation should be of high quality
tntwient infortnation is essential for oper. tor information cornmercial grade and should be selected to withstand the
or action, the record!ng shculd be cont;nuously availstle

| on dedicated neerders. Otherwbe,it may be continuously
specined ser%ce invironmerit.

'

updated, stored in computer memory, and displayed on b. The snethod of display may be by dial, digital,CRT,or
demand, intarmittent displays euch av dets logpts and rtripchart ricorder indication. Eff,uent raicactivity rnordters,| scanning recorders may be used if no sigrJfleant transient area ndistion mordtora, and meteorology rnonttors should be' ,

response information is likely io be lost by such dedcas.
recorded. Where direct and immediate trend or trastient
information is essentin! for operator information or action,

f,/.2 Desfra and Quelfflestfos dhrerfs Crretory 2 the recorf.ing should be continuously avausble on dedicated

a. The instrumentation abould be quatfled in ascerdance
recorders. Otherwise, it tney be enrtinuously updated,l
stored in computer memory, and dieplayed or demand.

edth Repistory Guide 1.89 and the methodology described
'

in 17JREG 058s. Selenic qualification according to the pro- 1.4 in addition to the enteria of replatnry posities. l.3.
vinens of Regulatory Guide 1.100 rney be needed provided the foUow'ng crite-ia should apply to Categents I and 2;Oj '

the instrumentation is part of a cafety.related erstem. Where
.
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of hatrument t.htnnels (Note Respann time testint not
a. Any e:pipreent that is use d f or tither Catt gory 1 or Cat- usually neede d.)

egory 2 should be designated u part of sceident monitcrms
irstrwrentaten cr systems operetten trA effhsent serJtorieg 1.6 5ections62.2, 6.13, 6.2.4, 6.21. 6.2.6.6.3.2,
inxturnentation. ne tranemission of tigr.als from such 6.3J,6.3.4, and 6.3J of ANS 4.5 portam to earhbles and
equipment for other use should be ttiough isolabon devices variable tanges for monitor!r.g Types B and C variables in
that are designated as part of the roonitoringinstrunnentation con) unction with the stove-listed sections of AN44.5.
and that meet the previsions of this doeuroent. Tatles 1 and 2 ef this regulatory pide (which include those

variables mentiened in these sectets) should be cons!dend
b. Tbt instruratnts designated u Types A, B,and C ud as the tiniraum number of instrutnents and their tespectivs

C&tttenet I ard 2 should be specifica'ly identified on the ranges for ace Jent-morJtoring instrurnentation for each
control pnels 6: that the operstor can ess2y discern that nuclear poetr plant.
they a+t intended for use urider acddent totditons.

l.$ In addition to the above crittna the following
2. $ystems operation Monitoring and Effluent Release

MeMtorir instrumentation
criteria should apply to t/st;. tories 1. 2. and );

2.1 Definitions
r. bervicit$, testing, ani calibration Frograms abald be

spectfled to maints.in th capability of the rnonitoring a. Type D, thesa .ariables that premde informatien to
instrumentation. For those ins.ruments where the required indicate tht cperation of individual ety syltems ord
tr. terra! between testing Mll be less than the acrrnal time cther rystems trnportant to safety.
interval between generstag station shutdowns,a cepsbility
for t sarg during power operation should be provided. b. Type E, tnote tanables to be monitored as required

for use in de'ermining the mapituce of the release of
b. e/henever means for removing chstmels from sereies radacutive snaterials and in continus!'y estesting seth

are included in the design, the design thculd fael'itate
releans.

adrotristrative control of the accessto such remeral rneans.
2.2 ne plant designer should select varidles and

c. The design sticulJ facihtste admirdattative centrolof it: formation dispisy channtls required by his dene to
the access to att setpomt adjustments, module cahbra:fon enatte the sentrol room operating personnel to.
adhsttrents, and test pomta,

s. Ascertain the operstics status cf esch individual
d The nenitermsit.strumentation design should animite Safety rystem and other systems important to safety to that

the develcpment of conditions that would cause rseters, an- extent riegestary to deternJus if each system is opersteg or
nunciatois, recorders alarms, etc.,to sin anorralous indlee can be placed in opeattoa to http rettigate the consequences
t>or's potentally confumir, to the coerstor. Pla' nan factors

of an sccident.
analyns should be used in dltermining type and location of
dieplays. A Monitor the efflutat dischaste paths and erwirons

withm the site boundary to ascertain if there have been
e. The instrumentation should be designed to fac!!! tate sfgr.lficarit releues (planned or unplannad) of radioactive

the recopition location. replacement repair,or adjustrnent matenals and to continually assess such releases
of rnalfunctionir4 components or nodules.

c. Obtain required infusination through a backup or
f. To the aster t pra.cticable, rnonitertesbstrurnentation diagnosis channel where a single chantal may be likely to

inputs thould t.e from sensors that directly nicaruto the
desired variables. An indirtet measurement should be made

give arnbiguous indicahon.

only wheri it can be shown by sna!ysisto provide ur.aretfru. 2.3 The process for selecting systern otetation and
cus infortnatien. efDuent release variables should include the lointificaten

oft
3. To the extent practicable, the same instrutpents

should te used for accident monitoring as are used for the
norreal operations of the plant to enable the operators to a. For Type D
use, during accident s!tuations, instruments with which
they are most familiar. However, where the required range (1) The plant safety systems and other systems
of monitoring instrumentatien tesalts in n loss of instrurnen- Impertant to safety that should be operating or thr.t could
tation sensitivity in the normal operstng range, separate be pisted it. Operation to help enitgate the consequences of
instruments should be used. an acddent; and

h. Periodic checking, testintt. calibration, end calibration
(2) The variable or ininimum nurnter of variablesunfication should be in accordauce mth the arpheable that indicate the cperstng status of each systmidenticed

pottions cf Regulatory Guide 1,115 **Periodie Testing of;n (1) above.q Electric Pc est and Protection Syste ras," pertain!cs to testingi
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mstrumentatien should be taken from the enterla provided
b. For type E Lt. teralstory positions 1.3 and 1.4 of this guide. Tables !

and 2 of thl regulatory guldt should be considered es the
(1) The planr.ed paths for ef0uent releau; telnirnum number of instruments and' their respectfie

targes for syntr'u operation toonitorieg (Type D) and
(2) Plant s'eas tr.d inside bu0 dings where necess is effluent telesse taenitoring (TYrs E) instrureentation for

nquind to service equiment necesury to mitigste the tach asclear power platit.
consequences of an sceldent;

(1) Onsitt locations shtts unplanntd idstees of D, IMPLEMENTATION
radiosctise tvsterials should be es.t'.rtef:ed

All p! tats going into opention after Ivne 1983 should
(4) The variables that shousd be itsenitored in eithm6et ths provisions of this gvide.

location identified in (1),(2), and r 3) ebeve,

Plants currently operating should meet the provisions of
2.4 The t'etermination cf performance requirements for this guide excert as modified by NUREC 0737 and the

system operation monitoring and effluent ralien monitorins Commisstoti Memorandum and Order (CL180 21),by June
infermation dirplay channtjs should include, si a rninhoum.

1983.
identification of;

Plants xhedaled to be licensed to operate before f one I,
a. The rsest of the proess va-istle. 1933. should rneet the requirernents of NUREG 0731 and
b. The required accursey of measurement. the Commission Memorandum and Order (CL180 21) sndt. The ttquired rtsronse cherecteritttes, the schedeles of then documents or prtor to the Isivance of
d. The time interval dures which the rnetsurement is a licenn to operate. *bichevet date is latit. The balance of

e. The local enyttenmert(s) in which the informauen
the provisions of thJs guide should be cernpleted by Juner.ee ded,

1P83.display thschel cornponents must cperate.
f. Any requ!rernent for rate or tretid infessation. The difficulths of procuring and installing additions or

Any requirements to group displays of relatedinfor. mudifications to in place inetrumentation have been con.3
rnation. sidered in estati!ahing them s;bedules.

h. Any recutted spatisi distribution of sensors.

Ou 2.5 The desfp and quallflestion enteria for system
Exceptions to provisions and schedules w!!!be considered

opention monitoring tad effluent release monitoring
for ettnordinary circumstances.

.
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TABLE 1

SWR VARIABLES

TYPE AVerleblest those nriables to be ruonitored that provide the primary information retstred to permit the control
room opettlet to take spee!St manuauy controlled sc"Jons for tahich no automatic controiss profloed ens that ar) nguired

for safety systems to accorr.pilth their safety functions for design bants scddent events. Prirnary information is tr. forms-tion that it esuntla! for the dittet accomplishment of the opsclued safety functMas;it does not trdude those varistles
that are associated with contingency actions that may alene idenuf.ed in vrlttee procedures.

A verittle included as Type A does not preclude it from being included as Typs P.C. D of E of vice versa.
Cetegory (su
Reguletory
Position 13) P8tPo#

Verletple MR
Plant speciflg j Infofmellon required for operatot

Plant specific setton

TY?E 5 Verlebies: those varistles that previde information to indicate whether plant safety functions ste being secompbshed.
Plant safety functions are (1) teactivity control. (2) ' tre coohns. (3) maintaining enetot coolant system integrity, and (4)
maintaining contairtrnent integrity (including rodienctin effluent control). Variables are listed with designated ransen and
category for design and que!!!! cation requi menta. Key varistles are indicated by oedgn and qual 10cetion Category ).tt

Reestielty Control

Neutron Flus
10% to 100% fd power i Function dettetion; sceomplishment,

of mitigation
($RM APRid)

P

Control Rod Position Fullin et not fuu in 3 Vertflestiott

RC5 Soluble Bcron Con:en.
O to 1000 ppm 3 Verification

tretion (SampleI

Coes cooling

Coolant t.evelin Reactor
Bottom of cort support plate to 1 Function detection; secomplishment

of smtisatient long terra surveitisace
leswr of tcp uf vesest et center-
line of main stearn line.

3 200'F to 2300*F 1 To provide diverse ladication of8 ,

BWR Cors Thermocouples water level

Maintaining Rosetor Coolant
System laiss leye

3 i Function deteetion; accornplishrnent
RCS Pressurg 15 reis to 1$00 psig of mitigation; verification

8 0 to der.gn p asure (psis) l Function detection;accomphshmentl

- Dry well Pressurs of mitigation;veriflestion

Four thermecomplw pts ovaaraat. A eminnraum or one messetement per quedaent is togered for operet6on.I

Where a vsMake is nated ser more tren one pursees.the trurtrotneaution seqvtreenests ma r be Latogratee and anir one sneesurement peMded.I
tetow sode< towable estees ret meterial des;49

Deste pr+esmo is that volve corse.oontins to ASME code vetees that are obtalped at etI

eir .

1.97*$
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TASLE 1 (Continued)

Category (see
Reguletory

Range Position 1.3L Purpose

Vg

TYPE 8 (Contim,ed)

8 1
Function detectioni accomplishecent

| Dry wet 11emp l. eve 1 Dottern to ter of mitigatientverification

Maintsnning Conteinment
lateority

Prirnary Contatrtment Prepur 10 psis to dentsn pretscre 1
Function detection; secotoptishment8

8
of mitigation;veification

Primary Contaktment teole- Closed-cot clcsed 1 Accompinhmtat of isolation

tion Valve Position (eactue-
irit check tstres)

TYPE C Veriebiest those vanables that trortde is'.wmation isindicate the potential for heit:s ttesched or the setual trasch ofd (3) con-
the barriers to nsalon prodcct rolesws.The bttriers ett (1) fuel cleddin6. (1) Pnmary ceotant trenure boundary.an
talt. ment.

Fuel Goddifsg

Radioactivity Concentretbn er 1/t Tech Spe6 limit to 100 times 1 Detection of treact.

Red.stion i.evelin C'rculatie
Tech $ pes limit. R/hr

Primary Coctant

Analysis of Primary Cootant 10 uCl/gm to 10 C1/sm or 3' Detail ar.slysts: secomplishment of

(Gamens $pectrum) TfD 14844 source term in
mittsation; verification; longserm
su.eeillancecoolant volume

BWR Cors Thermocouples 200'F to 2300*F II To monitor core cooling
2

Reactet Coolant Pressste
Soundary

RCS Pressure'
15 pais to !!00 rats l' Detection " etential for or actual

breacht at . sptishment of mitiga.
tion;long terrn surveiUance

Primary Contelament Aree i Rfht to lo R|ht f '' Detection of breach; verifications

8Radiation

ta.mp e.s.. .s.3 thnci n. unee m.ais ce see..i. ee i.l6 mali.e ,i.ie.ei .e,sete.e u. 4 f.e s .re .a.e..e e .se..p 3.er9. une ,,,,1.r ..e. .t,ur
-

ert il N( u e i v t D
s e , i

,eeu
.

io . e
laelsee;

s. Shielitng se malatain todtattom desel ALARA.t. Esmete sentairers tsith contautergempling eart sensester eerptttbilltf.
e. Capab(11ty of sempimt utter Peitheff lf $lefn Free $efe tai tegallet pressutet.
d. Handlms and transport espobustf. sed
e. crearreegetnent for analysis and intorytetst6ee.

The motimem enlee eney to eeelsed upward to estWy ATW8 eegidrements.I

Ibnnamom of two monitors et widely setersted toestions.
ene tuse from 6e beV to 3 MeV wtit en enees, rtepeene steveecy

' Detectors should testand to safeme restatter hotow within ent Mey to 3 Me . Ove 11 systern accuracy thonald be mattiin a f actet or i over the veteet
.o.f.Se.o pertent 48 Dfly Opeenfle Ph0lO4 shergy fromt

l.M 9
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f ASLE 1 (Cattenued)
'

Cetegory (see
Repuletory
PeelWon 1.1)

Purpose
Renes ,

v3
l

TYPE C (Continued)

Mesetor Coolent Preseare
,

Soundery (Cettinued)
1

Detection of bruch;eccornplishment
8 Bottorn to top of mitisation;venfication;long term'Drywell Drain Sump tr*e1

(Identified and Unidentified rumillance
Leelrage) 4

Suppetsalon PoolWater imel Bottomof ECCSsuctJonline
!-

Detectionof breath;occomp!!shrnent
of tr.itigatJon;eerification;long term

to $ fl abots notreal meter sumulance
level

s 1 Detectionof breechiverification
Dryatti Pressure *

O to design pressure (pois)

Contelament
8 : Detection of potential for breech;

1
l 15 psis to 1500 psig secompilshment of mitigationRCS Premure

t 1
Peteetjen of potential for or actual

-

Primary Containment Premore 10 psla presure to 3 times design breacht accomplishment of misige-
prepute fat cenetete;a times tion
desian pressure for stui

Contalemert and l'tywell
0 to 30% (capabllity of operating ) Detection of potential for breischt

8 tecomplishrnent of mitigation ,

front 12 psla to des:Sn preuvre )
Hydrogen Concentretion

Containment and Dawell
0 to 107.(capability of operatint i Detection of potential for breach;

8 accomplishment of mitisattori
from 12 pale to design Pressure )

l
Onyson Concentration (f or
intried contalfimtat plants)

3' Detection of setus! breech; escow8j

t
1 Radio- 10'8 $lle: to 10'8 uC1/cc plishment of mitigation; verdits-

/ Containment Ef!! vent
activity * Noble Gents (from tiott'

[ lacetificd teleese pointa it:clud- -

ing Standby Cas Trestment
f Systrm Vent)

Radiation Esposure Ret:8 (in- 10*8 R/H to 10' R/hr
3' '!cdication of bruch

'

! side buildings or areas, e.g., -
aukulary building, fuel harid-

| ling budding, secondary con-
talninent, which nie in direct
costast with peirosty son.,

.

tainmorat where penettstions

h and hatches are looeted)

skev1d be mese to emonita en idenuned psehwers fee mies.e of esseeve radioeestve mate.r.ie.ts to the e.wi.r.o.ns in een,fermones.o e c suce ene a e r 4 ear eti inio (n'fwitsi c.ve.n,sl<ms.iien criterten es. stonnertas er 4,4msue .muni v
m. is .et, e...v. . . f 4 te Streem $ <

enetremment. If (tre SP more strt99tt are sembined pttof te rejette tr9ft e intemen eiseherge poles. mo44tering o the tem ma
I c ao g to measure motstgens gelages,

99atif tted 40 ##ert (fl4 Oriftdit Of thes F#fu!499ff Svjet Pftfdt( Such fRestleptng hgg a ruppe pesqwe e|

'M0filtert theuld be estable Of dettttiel aRd Stestf'in{ te4best06*e gespete efflutet entitefitreWong etth eempeelstems spaging froni freshh far*ev of 2. Ernment ennsentra-
equillbtlgm fl%Ble ett fleBlon P fidest mit'WPte to today on. mistures,wth evitallstatest: scourecies wtt ee a

i

be 45 7f0404c tR 48tffti or Xe l)) 9e89ftlehta et in tetess of Ariy pebir gas nuttsdr(s). it is met esPetted that a tengle monitettas dev cefP 48tB Of $7869f'tB *tII be
.f.or.$44..th.,at fRult.i.o.04 89.ei ...

u.fn.tlf.Al '9,9,.99 40.o.m,t.e.rp r.e.s.t.t.he,.f 9.firt ft.h.e.e.P,P996d9d IB t.hl4 f.ee,W8t.ef.)
tiefit fB87 ee m..

. n- . o er me it ,e
will b.. $U . < $ .,l.e s.

(
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T AtLE 1 (Continood)

Category (seei

Repuletory
Position 1.3)

Purpose

g g

TYPE C ICondnued)

Centeinment '. Continued)
.

8 2' Indicadon of heach
Efnuent Radioactivit)8 * Noble 10'8 Wilet to 10 At/cc
Gases (from butidings ei
trad4cated above)

TYPE D VerieNos: those variabics thet providt information to indicete the operstion of indMdual safety systeins and other
systems important to safety. These vanables are to help the operator snake bpprepriate decisions in using the individual sys-
tems irnportant to safety in wJtigating the consequences of en accfMnt.

Condensete end Feedweter
System

u 'o llM dealsn flow ' 3 Detection of operation; analysis of3

Main Fredwater Flow cooling

Indicatten of evallable water for3
condensat Stortse Tank Level Bottom to top cooling

*

Primary Contelament Refsted
Systemt

Suptresslen Chamber $ pray 0 to llM det4n flow ' 2 To monitor operationl

Flow
2 To mnnitor operation

Drywou Pressure' 12 Pets to J psts
8

0 to i10% design pressure

Suppression PoolWater Level Top of ver.1 to top of weir wett 2 To monitor operation

30'F to 230'T 2 --- To monitor oPetation
Sappression Pool water
Temperature

a0'F to 440'F 2 To monitor operation
Drywe'j Atmosebere
Temperature

o to lin d$msn flow ' 2 To menitor operation .l
Drywell $ prey Flo,-

Mein 9*eem tystem

Msin Steemline Isolation 0 to 1$" of s ater 2 To provide indication of pressure
t.oundary mainter.:nce

Valves' 1.eekage Co. trol 0 to 5 peld

System Pressute

Frtrnary system Safety Relief closet-not closed of 0 te 50 pois . 2
Detection of a:cidect; boundary

,

integrity indicatlon
Valve positions,lacteding ADS ~

of Flow Through or Pitssute
in valve 1.ines

''D,eign tiew is tha mentenam new entittretes in *cemet operet6cn.

.

l.971I
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1 JLE 1(Centinued)

U]
/

(sto9ery (set
Hegulatory

yeeltble 6 psit'on 1.3L Purpose

TYPE D s reit.nued)

Safety $yttems

Ino'.shon Cendenser $ysterr Top to t<ttom 2 To monitos operation

w ter Levei$hte$1de a

Isolation Condenser System Open or ctrsed 2 To rnonitor statvs

Valve Positjon

0 to 110% design now ' 2 To snonitor oprtation3

itCIC Flow

0 to i10% design no=8' 2 To monitor operaJon
HFCI Flow

0 to 110% dcolon flo*8' 1 Tc monitor operation
Core Sprsy System Flow

so 2 To enordtet opetition
LFCI System Flow 0 to 11% design Gow

0 to 11% destga tow ' 2 To mordtor operstbnl
SLCS Flow

$LC5 Storage Tank Level Bottom to top 2 To moeltor operetion

Residual Heat Removel (RHR)
tymms

0 to 11N Jengn Dow ' 2 To rnonitor overstion8

RHR System Flow

RllR '! cat Exchanger Ovuet 32'F to 350*F 2_ To monitor operation

Temperature

Cooting Water System

Cooung Water Temperature to 3 'F to 200*F 2 To snonitor operation

E$F 5) stem Cornponents

Coo'etWster Flow to E 5F 0 to 110% detism saw?' 2 To monitor opera + ion

Syst(m Components
i

Hedwreste System

High Rad >osctivity Liquid Tank Top to bottom
3 To enonitor operation

Leyt!

' VenWistion Systr*is

Emery,nsy VentCation Damper Open. closed status
2 To morJtor operation

| Position
i

| Power Supplies
88 To monitor system itstv

Status cf 5tandby Power and Voltages, currents, presturs: 2

Other Energy Sourcesimportant
to Safety (hydraulic, pneumatic)

e of att Standto Power e.c. 66 . d.c.tuses,inverset overvt livses,and paeumstic secolies.
(# 88sintie nesie

\
1.9112
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TABLE 1 (Continued)'

f TYPE E Ver6sblest those earistles to be rnonitored as requind for up in determin(ng the magnitude of the relou of tealo-
,

settvt inattrials ted continually nuessing such releases.

Cotepory (ooe
Resuistory

Verteble Renee Position 1.3) Purpose _

-

Containment Radletion

Primary Cnntainment Ares ! Rfhr w 10' R/hr l ' '' Detection of signiffeant releuts;
eelsese askasment;long terrn

Radiation * liigh Range' survedaract emerrtacy plan
actuation

Ructor Building er Secondarg 10*8 R/hr to 10 R/hr for Mark i 2' Detsction cf significant relesets;8

release snessment!!ong term
Containment Aru Radiation and 11 conta' aments

i R/hr to 10' R/hr for Nask !!! l ' '' surssillance

containtrent

Aves Mediet6on

Radiation Esposure Rate' 10'8 R/hr to 10' R/hr 2' Detection of significant relenee;
relene 6sussment;lotts term

(isside buildings of artes where survetnence
aseets is rewired to service
equipment trepcrtont to saftty)

Airborree Radioactive Meterials
Re wed from Plant

Noble Genes and Vent Flow Rate

|
* Drywell Purse, Standby Gu 10 Wi/cc to 10 Alec 2' Dettetion of significant releues:|

4 8 ,

88 rencera assessinent
Trostment system Purge 0 to !!M vent des;gn flow

j (for Mark I and 11 plar.ts) (Net needed if ef 0uent discharges

and Secondary Containa through common plent vent)i

ment Purge (for Matt !!!
plants)

10" tCi!ce to 10 uCifcc 2' Detection of significant releases;4
5ccondary containrrent

0 to 11% vent detisn flow'' .. release assesament
Purge (for Mark I,11 and
!!! plants) (Not ateded Li ffluent discharges

j through coinmon plant vent)

(
4 SI/cc to 10* uC1/cc 2' Detection of msnificant releases;

Secondary Containment 10'

0 to 1101, vent design flow'' release assessment*

(reactor @ld buUding
annulut,if in demsn) (Not needed Lf effloent discharges

throu6h comroon plant nat)
l

' * Auxiliary Bu!! ding 10'' pCi/cc to 10 uC1/cc .
2' Detection of rigedf; cent atleans;8

(including any bv0 ding
0 to 110% reet design flow'' release asseesraent;nong-tenn

surveillance
contairdn6 primary system (Not needed if (fluent d*harges

sases, e.g., waste gas decay through common plant vest)
| tank)
I

uCl/cc to 10' UC1/cc 2' Detection of significant retsases;4
Common Plant Vent or Multi 10
purpose Vent Discharging

0 to llof, vent dealsn Dow ' release asses nv at; lens term3e

surveillance
Any of Above Releases (ifi

'

dryweller SCTS pusse is
included) 10 $1/cc to 10' Wilce4( '-

1.97 1)
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T ABl.E 1 (Continusell
j

Cetegory (me
Reguletory

Wrkbie Aenge Positio" 1.3) Purpon'

TYPE E K,antinued)

Altipotes Red.ooeWoe Meterials

Re6eesed from Plent (ConWnued)

Noble Genes and vent Flow
Kate (Contmuod)

uti/cc to 10' uCl/c4 2' Detection of sismiscani esleases;410
. AllOther identified Release 0 to !!O4 eent design flow ' rel6ase wwwment.lons terml

survel!!ancereits
(Not needed 11 effleont discharges
through other enor.itend piant
vents)

Ferti:ulates and Halogens

AllidentL'ied Plant Relesw 10*8 uCl/cc to 10 uCi/c4 3
Detection of elsnificant teltows;8 88

Po'4ts. $4mpikt Tith Oneite 0 to !!0% vent design flow''
release pesarrent;long terine

surveillance
Analysis Capabi,ttp

!

.

Eneitt,<4 Radiat6en and Radio-
estivity

Verify sitnificant re) eases and local
Radiation f.tposure Ideters Ranes,' location, and tiualifica-

malmitudes
(coctinuous indestion at

tien criterk to Os developed to

flRed locations)
satisfy NUREC 0654. Section
11.11.5b and 6b tequirements for
emergency redlolopceltnenitors

8 88 Release emeesmet:t; analysis
' Airborne Radiotelogent and if' W/cc to 10 tCl/cc 3

Particulates(portable sarnpling
with onsitt snelysis capability)

88 ' Release assessment;vaalreis

Flant and Environs Radiation
10'3 R/hr to 10' R/hr, photons - 3

88
10'8 feds /hr to 10' rads /hs, beta 3

(pos:able histismontation) radletions and Ic+snorgy photons

3
Release assessment; onelysis

Plant and Environs Radio-
. Multichannet gamma ray

activity (porteble instro- spectrometer

rnentation)

:
ntsti ,sampleeresio. %

tire ere ide entorestien reverdise nisese oriedioests's hahosens end partie.istes. contamoons sonection of rea, gansuna, ame enettsteel
nmues for racehstosere end peettsutatu. The deten ente ore for ah6eievernse sensentreiten et to sci /ce et riectodenes

tr onsite istoretory mewunme- *epurrois shevis movne so nunutes of inseyeted aneptic,ktime et sovipser dessen ow, anle sessou oe vapor retm. en envese coneontenties or as uCL/ts of partisunste titleipdanee e_,6 particuleMe othet then ra o
n di 4edtaes. sad on -

orgftge setnme photon energy of c) MeV pet desintegretles.

Fot estunetans mieges nts of rescocew metwtaas released durens an madent.- 38 h e lile
To Mofdtee tenatio4 and Sirbote, tediose,Mtf ecceemtretions (R Ita87 6fted thr0ughoot the fee $ltp and the gjM enfar$ml w er

koprsettted to instaC Stetsonety imonitose espeDne or Sovering both norinal ase esadent le' Tis

1.9T Ia
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T ABLE 1 (Cont 6nued)

i

Category (see
R6Aulstory
Positlen 1.3) Puroote

Wdeble Reage

TYPE E (continued)

l8Meteorology

0 to 360* (25' accuracy with a 3 Releste anessment

Wtnd Direction atflestion of I$'). $tartang speed
0.45 mps (1.0 mph). Demping ratio
betwenn 0.4 and 0.6, dietance eon-

stant it meters

0 to 30 mps(67 rnph) :t0.22 mps 3 Release sesenment
Wind speed

(0.! mphi accuracy for wind speeds
less than !! :ps (25 mph) *1th a -
etaiting threshold cf less than -
0.45 rnp (1.0 mph)

|

F**lmation el Almoo-
Bsted on vertical tttnptrature 3 Raleaw ,esessment

|

difference fiom primary ystem.pherte Statt!!ry
' 5'C to 10"C ( 9'F to il F) and ..

$.15*C accursey per 50 meter
intervals (9.3*F accuracy per J
164 foot intervals) or analc.pous i

tatpe for alterrstivt stability |
estimates

Accident templingsa Cape.
Imtity (Analyels capabib
ity Ga $lte)

3 '8' Ratent steessmentiverification;8

Primary Coolant and Surrp Grab Sample !
entlysis

* Gross Activity 10 uC1/mlto 10 Ct!ml
. Garnma Spe:tnm (Irotoric Analysis)

. Beton Content
0 to 1000 pp:rt

* Chloride Content
0 to 21 ppm
0 te 2000 ce(FTP)/kg

. Dissolved Hy,drosen or
Total Gas'

88Dissolved onygs3 O to 20 ppm
.

1t013* pH
3' Release asseminentiverification;

Contalement Air
Grab Sample

analysis

O to 10% .Hydrogen content .
O to 30% fos inertse o.mtalamente

e

0 to 30%Oxygsa Conterite
(Isotopic analysis)e .Oamma Speetrvm -

_

. ., -e.di,ap, u.. ii.no . ,o i.u.~,,e.,0.. i__

,,..%t..,,.e.n. .,,= =w..e ..

-

<. ri . l rt for th8.rtde.

.
'The ti.me. foe 66k.i.nt6m.d tralysins samples should De $ lene,e er less trem the insas the detts66ais mese 1.samp e, esseI

.eu e ..

*""'* "" * ' ' * * ' ""* * "' a =' Sec' " a a* a = '" *' * *' - *"
a.u!.h*/ita :: "'"'""not.... .e e..,.

%,, -, ,7 es

1.97 15
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TABLE 2

PWR VARIABLES

TYPE AVerlebless those variables to be monJtored that provide the prirnary bfortnation required to Hrmit the contro!
room operater to takt specific manua3y controDed estions for erLich no automatic controlls provided and that art required
for safety systems to accomp!!ah their esfety functions for d s%n bads accident events. Pntnery Information is infoma-tion that is casertal for the dtrce* accornpliabment of the specified safety functiorm it does not thclude those variablesj

|

that tre tssociated with contingency actions that ansy also t4 identafied in written proceduits.
'

,

A variable included as Type A does net prec!vde it from being inclu ded as Type B,C. D, or 5 or t ice vena.
Category (see
Reguletory
Position 1,1{ Purpoos

Verlehle Reser
I

1 Inictmetis required for operatof
Flant tredfic

Flant specific
action

TYPE 3 Vertebles: those variables thu ttovidoinformation to indicate whether plant safety functaora an being becomplished.
Plant safety functior.s are (1) reactietty control,(2) core cooling, (3) meantainmJ reactot coolant system Intes:ity, and (4)
malfitalning corttainment integrity (bcluding radioactjve effluent control). Vanebte are listed with detaaristed retages and
category for design and qualification requirements. Ety variables are indicated by dedsn and quahfication Category 1,

a

Reectivity Control

Neutron Flux
10**5 to ' W *sti power i Function detection: accomplishment

of trdtigation

Control Rod Posl:lon Fullin or not Ivl!in 3 Verifftstion

RCS Scluble Berets Concen- O to 6000 rrm 3 Verification

tration

RCS Cold Leg Water Temper- 50*F to 400'F 3 Verification

8sturc

Cure Cooling

RCS Hot Leg Water Temper- $0*F to 7?O'F 1 Function detection; accomplishment .
i

of mitasation; verification;long term
sture w:veillance

RC$ Cold Les aterTemper- Jo*Fto730*F 1 Function detection; accornplishment
w of mitsstion; verification;long term

8sture surseillanu

RCS Fressure'
0 to 3000 peig (4000 pds for 1 Function deteetion;accornplishment8

of mitigatkm; verification;longterrn
CE plants)

survelDance

<

-

_

M.ff e e 9thable 4 liste 4 br fRDft (Le on8 Itaf5008,(b8 AMtrtthefMUOP revuttfDefits may be intipagted m4 chlt ent nessu'ement ptowided.
The mtElmof9 falt0 m4) b9 ft9tkd upwSF$ to letilr AT*'s esqutraments,r

|1.97 16
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I TAOLE 2 (Continued)
i

i -

Cet6pofy (6ee

! Repelstery
r

Posit 6en 1.3) P erpose _

Verlebte
Ranga

(
i

TYPE 8 (Continued)

Core Cooling (Continued)

8 200*F to 2300*F (for operating J Verifiestion8

, Core Exit Temperature ytants. 200*F to 1650'F)

Bottom of core it, top of vessel 1
Verification: accomplishme'.t of

Coolant level tra Reector (Dire ct- mitigation
indicating or
recording
device stot'

needed)

Degreescf Subcoolies 200'F sdcoohng to 2 Verification and analysis (.. plant

$!'F superheet (With con- conditions
Elemstory
opersto'
procedures)

Mainteining Reactor Cootent
Svetem imagrity

8 0 to 3000 pits (d000 reis for 1
Function detection; accomplishmeet8

RCS Pressart of mitigstion
CE plantJ)

i

Contstamtat Sump Wstor know renre (sump). 2 Function detvctioni secomp'.ishment

8 Wide range (bottom of contab I cf matisation; verification
Level ment to 600,000 st11oo level

I equivalent)
l

0 tra deskr. pressurs' (reis) 1
Function detection; accomplirAmerit

8

Containment Pressure of m!t4ation;vertfication

Melntelning Containment
interhy

Containment isolation Valve Clossd-not closed 1 Accomplishmcat of Laolation

Pos'tlen (ezelukng check valves)
.

Punt.tlon detection occomplishment
10 pes to design pressuis' 1-l

Contalrunent Presente of mitigation;eenfication

| -

f tation._

fRepinement teatrementscom 62eute meet the pooT rense provts6en.) etten. Affisteet evenber ehevid be tenenned se secount or at34 gni,,, ,g g,,, ,,,,,ements per evedrept h retenu ror oper

oesten peaswo is that volum ooecespondies to ASWT, code velses taat are obte6*ed et ce below cose suomble esten for meterts! desigad

etrees.

.

1.91-17
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7ARLG 2 (Cofitinued)

TYPE C Varlsb:ss: tnote variabits that provide infom6 bon to Indicate the potentfej fet beg '< <sehed of the acfual breach of
the tarriers to !!asion product relseses. The tarriers us (O ful cladding, (2) Tr:rnary coolant pressure boandary,and(3) con-
tainmcat.

Category (see
Repatatory

VerlaWe Rente _ hPoetion 1.3l

Fuel Clodding

Core Erit Terrretsturc'
200'P to 2300'I'(for opersar 18 Detectlen of potential for breacM

a:corsphshment of mitigation;long.
T!stta . 200'F to 1650*F) terra survelDance

Radioactivity Concentration or 1/2 Tech Spu urrJt to 100 times
! Detection of breach

Radiation levelin Circulating Tech $t oc Umit, R/hr

Prtr:ary Cociant

3 Deta3 anahsis; accomplishment of8

Analysis of Primary Coolant 10 @/gm to 60 C1/gm or Initigation; verincatiot lens ter n
(Garnma SpecttNm)

TtD-14g44 source term an
survelDanco

coolant eclums

Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary

8 Detection of potential for or actual
8 0 to 3000 psis (4000 rs;g for CE 1

breecht accornrushment of mit44-RCS Pressare
riants) tion;long terrn surveillance ,

8 10 pais to design Precrure" reig ! Detect:en of breachiaccorn9tishment
of mitigation; verification;long termContainment Precrur:

($ paia iet substmespheric
surveitance

containments)

containment Samp Wate* Narton rar.se tsump), 2 Detection of breach;accomplithrnent

l %de range (bottom of containment 1 of mitigation: verification:long-tetru
1.evcI surveitanceto 600,03hatlevel eautvajest)

Containment Area Ratation' I R/hr to 10' R/hr 3'o Detection of breach; verification

4 uti/cc to 10*2 uC1/c: 3a Detection of brer,ch; verification
Effluent Radioactivity Noble 10

Gas E.fnuent from Condenser
Air Removal System ExAsus*8

_ *Sernpfing av monite.etog of vee'actwy thaulds and gates should be performed in a stahner that instrof ptoeVrement of representstfve
semples. For soses, the critert. of AN11 tell.1 should 49 septied for rapids, g=e%ew homas be mode for samolist trote weli mised turbulenth t should andden
Sotes,shd $4mD|tng UAe5 sh0did be destned le pttrdtplse plateott et deposition.For ante and conventent sempheg.t e peovtstoe

s. Shielding to maintain esd:stion deses Al.AR.A.ple COntsyters with Contasieressapimg port so6PDetof cofal atibDity.
b. $ aft'et!!ity of nampling efiuse eftmary systeei prttaure end begattet Pfeasares,g. Cap
o Hant.ts and tramport asututti,and
s. Preeffang9 Pent for analysts sed interpretation.

OMinimuse of two feerstors St sidely seperttedlocatlees. response scoursey of
Detector $ thould respond to gamma redists.n photons with e any energy esste from Oo kev ta 3 MeV with an erh ovet the eaute tsagt.Witt erstem acevrgey should be within a lectot

sto perecat et any spedfk photon energy troan o. 74eV to 3 tes

Montters should be espeble of detuting sed measurtet redleective peeous effluent contentrations =4th cornpesatione renglas frora freshEMuent contentrs*
eeu:!fbrtum notte get flastos product mixtures to todsy old mistures. wtth overt 0 afsetm eccytettea witNa a factor of 1.

I
l t r ag dome

tiens may to sapremed in terme of Ke L 33 sqwvalents ee in teems of any noble gas nutt,de(s).It is Act tap.cted that 4 stria e snear e stonants et systems e6D tiel

wiu have aumensat rangt its eriremrass tfie eftilte rangt previded ta this regulatory rulde and that ruikt e ectsnetied. Esistirg eqdigment m87 be used to Inorut9r Gny poffloG of the litted r$#34 m4thn the equiptrient Gesign rating.

N
1.9*.18
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TABLE 2 (Continue ()

Cate9ery (m
Repstory

Varishts
Renge Position 1.3) Purpose

TYPE C (Continusd)

Containment
8 Dettetun of totential for bresch:

l 0 to 3000 prig (d000 pais for 1
assomphshrnent of inittentionRCS Fr.asure CE plants)

Containment Hydro;cs O to l0% (capable of eterattog i Detectise of potentist for becach;
tecomplishmtr:t Cf mitigation;

fror 107)siA to fnaAlmum design long terri survelilanceConcentrition
pressurt
0 to 3% for let<ondeneer typc
containtnent

i Detectiot of poteritla! for or actual
Contair.rnent Fressure

10 psia pressure to 7 dmes desist breath; atcomplishment of stiltigs-l

pressurt* for concrete; 4 tatoes tiondesign prtisatt for steel ($ pria
for substmospheri: containmr..'its)>

2 '' Detection of httach: occornpilsh-8

Conta!r. ruta EfDucat R. db 10** uC1/:: to IO'S uCi/cct rient of rt.itigation;vertfacation
activity . fintts Geset from
Identified Releast Frtr.ts'

Radiatiers tapesare Rata On- 10'' R/hr to 10' R/hr 2' ladleation of breach

side tulldirgs et atass, e.g.,

V sux111ary bu0 ding, reactor
shield building annulas, fut!
handling building, which are
Ln direct centsct with prirnsry

containment where benet-
tions and hatchts are tocated)'

Effluent Radioactivity 8 . Noble 10 W.i/cc to lo uC1/cc 2' It.dic4 tion of brusch4 s

;
Cases (from butidtngs as

indicated above)

TYPE D Vertsbles: thosc tariah!*s that provide information to indicate the operation of indhidut! tafety s> steins and other
systems important to safety. Thesc variables are to help the operster make sp;topriate dectrions Ln using the individual sys-
tems important to safety in mitigates the consequences of an accident.

Residuel Host Removel (RHR)
of Decay Heat Removal System

0 to !!05 design flow'' 2 To rnonitor of arstion
RHR $ystem Plow

Ru.R Hest Eachanser outlet 32*F to 350'P 2 To monitor carstion andior ar.alysis

Temperaturs

'Provutons shostd be feede te manhet so identined rathways for release of gaseous esdiesettw rnsterials to the enettone in conferrmanceequires were such streams sto rsteased directly into the
with Central Pesism Critetton 64. Mor6tionas of ladt,tissi efhent streams is one 's discharte point. mentiortns a: the combines stream is
environmeet. if two et more stresses are soroines ermr to reles.se t-em a comeno

l

ionsidtred 46 meet the tatent et (Ms regulatory guide provided asch anonatories has s tengt S Aquate to measure worse te eases.

Design how is the monimum flow 490ctsated 1A nortes! eteretion.Io*

r}

l.97 19
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TABLE 2 (Continued) r

Category ', set |
Regulatory
Poet tien 1.36 Purpose

Rangevge
I

TYPE D (Continued)

Sehty injection Systems

2 Ta rnoniter oMatiem
Accurculator Tank 10% to 9@ volame

Level and Preasure
O to 150 psig

2 Opciation status
Accufnulator 1601stion Vahe

Oosed or Open

Postion

0 to 110% des!sn flow ' 2 To monitor opetetion3

Boric Acid Charging Flow

0 to 11M design flow ' 2 To monitor ontstion8

Flow in HPl $ystem
l8 2 To snonitos cotration

Flow in 1.Pl System 0 to llM derlsn flow

2 To monitor operation
Refueling Wster "terste Tank Top to bottom

Level

Primary Coolent System

S To monitor operation
Reactor Coolant Purnp $tatus Motor current

Prirnary System $afet', aW:f coatd-not c!osed 2 Operadon status; to rect:itor for
loss of coolant

Valve Fositions (inclue;
PORY cad code valves) or
Flow Throagh or Presrors in

Rebe' Valve lines
1 To ensure proper operation of

| Pressuriter Level
Bottom to top

pressurizer

j 2 To determee operating etatus
tressurir.er Hentar Status Dectric current

J To rnonitor crerstion
Qaench Tank Level

Top to bottom

50*F to 750*F 3 To monitor opvation
Quench Tank Temperature

0 to des:sn prearart" 3 To monitor opuation
Qusash Tank Pressurt

8. Mary tr tem (Stearn
Generstoi,

Steam Generator Leve.1
Frorn tube sheet to separatori i To monitor operation

Stuarn Generster Fressure
Frera atmospherte pressure 2 To monitor operation

to 2% above the lowest safety
valve setting

$r.fety/ Relief Votre Positions cosed-not dosed 2 To enerdtor operation

or Main Steam Flow

O to 11% desfsn flow ' 3 To rnonitor operation*

f Main Feedwater Fla.

d
1.97 23
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TABl.E 2 (Continued)

Cetopory (we
b eidetery

Verlet,4e Renee Position 1J)_ Purpose

TYPE D (Continued)

Auxillery Fwdester er Emw.
PneY *ed+f ter SystemF

Av.alliary u: Emerpney Feed. O to 110% design flow" 2 Yo monfter operation

(IbrB&Wwater Flow
3.%nts)

|
Condensste Storage Tank Flant specine 1 To ensure veter supply for swalliary

feedsster(Can be Category 3 f not
Water Lent primary source of AFW. Then what.

*

evet is pr!rr.ary source of AFW should
be listed and should be Category 1.)

Containment CooI4ng $ystems

| Cor.tainment Spray P'ow 0 to 1105, design flow ' 7 To mertitor operation8

Hest Remeval by the Contain- Plant specific 2 To monitor operation
j

ment Fan Heat Removal System
.

f Containment Atmosphere 40*F to 400'F 2 To indicate accamplishrnent c/ cootms

Temperature'

Centainment SampWstet 50'F to 250'F 2 To maalter operation

Temperature

Cheminal er.d Vetume Control
System

Makeup Flow In 0 to 110% dentsn now'' 2 To mon (ter eperation

Letdown Flow.Out 0 to 110% des *n flow ' 2 To monitor crerstfon '3

Votorce ControlTank Lan! Top to bottom 2 To monitor operation

Coot! rig Water treem

Component Coohng Water 32*F to 200'F 2 To monitor operation

Tersperature to ESF System,

'

ccmpownt Coolins Water Flow 0 to 110% design flow''- -2 To monitor operation
to ESF System

Redweste Systems

High Level Redioecthe Liquid Top to bottors 3 To indicate storsse voturne

Tant Level
d

Radioactive Gu Holdup Tank 0 to 150% desisn pressure 3 To indicate stor*se 5tracity

"
,

_

1.9M1
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O TABl.E 2 (Continued)

Category (see
Repu1 story

Position 1.31
Purpose _

Renee
Varlstde

|
TYPE D (Continued)

Ventitetion Sfrtems
2 To indicate dampf t status

Emergency VentUstion Damper Opewtosed ststus

Fontion

Power Seppths
88 To indicate systern status

Status of 5tsney Power and Voltsges, currents, pressures |2

0*her Energv Sources import-
ant to Safety (hvdrculle,
pneutnatst)

TYPE E Vetlab!es: those vanables to be rnonitored as ftquired (of use in determimeg the magnitude of the release of radio-
sciive rnatcrials sad contir:uaI1; essir!X such rticsst.s.

Coetainment Redietleri

Containment Arce Radiation- I R/br to 10' R/tu
l ' '' Detection of significant relesses;

release assenstnent;1oog tarm

liigh Rangt survel!!ance; emergency plan3

actuation

s

Area RedistJon

Radiation Espowet Raxc' 10~ 3 R/nr to 10' R/hr
2' Detection of sg.'!! cant releasts;

release assc<tment,long terrn
(inside bud $tngs or arces where survettancs
access is required to service
equipment importsnt to safety)

Airbome Bedioactive Materials
Refessed from Plant

Noble Cases and Vent Flow Rate

10 uCt/cc to 10' uCi/cc 2
Dettetion of significant releases:84

* Containment or Furse 0 to 110% vent design flow'' release sueument
Effluent' (Not needed if effluent discharges

through comrnon plant vent)

Rea: tot Shield Ballding 10 $/cc to 10 uC1/cc 2' Detection of significant releases;4 7

80 relcue assenment
Annulus' fif in design) O to I10% vent deogn flow.

(bot ritaded if efDuent discharges
through ccmmon plant vent)

10 tCl/cc to 10 pC1/cc 2' Detection of sissificant releases;4 3
Analitary Buuding'

0 to !!0% ent design flow''
releast assesstnest;1ong term.

fincluding any buildmg surveillance
(Not ritaJed if af!!aent ditchersesi:entairung prirnary system

gases,e s., wasts su decay
thmugh common plant vent)

tank)

O States indiestice of al stand ty Powet e e. t'usts,6.4. titsee. mvertet e41p41 buses, sed pneumstJs seppliekII
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1 TAtti 2 (Cor.3aved)

Category (see
Regulosory
Position 1.3) Purpow_

Verieble
Rerige

Type E (Continued)
l

Airbome Rodionetite Motoriels
Releaml from Plant (Continuedi |

'

t

Nobse Gases and Vent Flow
Rats (Conttaued)

4 s 2' Detection of significant releases:

Condenser AJr Retnova!
10 pCi4c to lo pC1/cc

release essessmentH
s o to 110% vent destari Dow

e

Systern Exhaust (Not neededif ef0uent discharges
through common plant vent)

yCi/cc to 10 pCf/cc - 2 Detection of significant re! cut:1 ~8 ,

84
Common Plant vant or Multi 100 to 110% vent design flow ' retesse secessrnent:long termle

purpose Vent Discharsias survel!!ance
Ary of Above Releases (if.
containment pu*ge is

10"' sc/cc to 10' tc/cctaeladed)
88 Detection of significant releans;8 2

Vent From Steam Gen- 10*8 che to 10 A/cc release assessment
erefor 1sfety Relit! Valves (Duration of rolessee in seconds'

e

or Atmoipteric Dump and mais of stearn per ut.it time)

Valves i

10 pCl/cc to 10 pC1/cc 2s Detection of significent releases;4 8

All Other Identified Release 4 to llor. tent desisn flo*I'
release assessment;long term! e

Pomes survei: lance
,

(Not neededif af0uent discharges
'

through other monitertd plant
vents)

{ Paniculates and Halogens
;

if3 @/cc to 10 @/cc 3 Detection of significant teleaps;-3 88

AllIdentifled Plsnt Release O to 110% vent design flow '
ritesee assesstaent;1ong tenn8e

Points (except stesm gen. surveillance
erster safety relief valves or
atmospheric steam dump
valees and condenser air
removal system exhaust).
Seinp1 Lng with Onsite
Analysis Capability

L

ehecid te espeble of appeari-_.

II rfluenti monit6es fet FWR p1esti safety vales discherees and strmenpherte steem dveit um dhehsu system essweer should be
sutely letar torposes to esmene radiation photons Wh ooetales from appresametely c.: MeV to s NeV.J MeV (e.g., Cs 137, Mn se, f46 82. andE

I

witatM S fact 08 of 1. Cellbratsn soortse ahpold fell wttle the tente of appronianately 4.s MeV to ICo4e), ErPuent esseentrations should be espesased in Lettas of eny althms9thitting ichb est netlide within the specifleg eneray rence.
Calce

|
d d Dr the

ladonel metnods should be provided fer estemsung sentwtont telesen of lowenerg/ noble gases that eenmot be ettecte et mewure
'

snethods or techniques employed fee pierdtertne.

by castte laborotory rosesuremens or samples for te&ohe'logens and twt <uistes. The doelen ervelops for sb.lettinfo Pto*lde inforeaction rese# ding toisest of redicet9 e holocette and perticalstoe. Cof!!nuots cosecflee of tegressetsues temples followsdU g. and entlytical
titne et easidet deelgn flew, an s'erage consestrata e or WQtes of radiedodanas

saseous er super term, an perus renantrettes eIuc/se of perecussee redudeetnes and perucuse:es other thea tsdiosoames, and anet should passent 3o metatet of Mtegrated sem

corsse setema photen ene'sr of 63 Wev per eutetesituen.

e

n

1.97 23
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f TABLE 2 (Continued)
|

Category (see
Rtpulstory

Verleble Renee Poshion 1.3) Purpose _

-

TYPE E (Continued) .

l
Environs Rediation and Radio-
ectivity

Radiation Esposure Meters e it. location, and qualifier Verify s:gnificant releases and local

j
(continuous indication at

flor mteria te be developed to magnitudes
l

I fixed locations)
astisfy NUREG-06!4. 5ection
11.H.5b and 6b requirerntnts for'

ernergtriey radiological # Ators
'

I
Altkne Resichalo3:es and

10 143/cc to 10'8 pC!/cc 3 Rele:Se assentnent; ana!ys;n884

Particuletes (portable semp!&t
with onsitt analys3 capability)

Plant and Env' ons Radiation
10'8 R/hr to 10' R/hr, photona 3H Release etwsoment; snelysis

t 8 88

(portable instmmtntation) 10'3 : ds/hr to 10 rads /hr, beta 3

: distions andlowenergy photocs

Plant sai Environs Radio.
Multichannet samma ray 3 Release enessment, analysis

| setivit, portabla instro- spectrometer

( mtatation)

30fatteor0.ogy

Wir.d Desction
0 to 360* (15' accuracy with a 3 Relesse anessment

deflectien of 15*). Starting speed
0.45 mps (1.0 mph). Damping ratlo
betwetn 0.4 and 0.6, distance con-
s: ant 5,2 meters

Wind Speed 0 to 30 mps(61 reph) 10.22 mps 3 Release unssenent

(0.5 inph) securacy for wind speeds
less than 11 rors(25 raph) with a .-

stuting threshold ofless than
0.45 mrs(1.0 mph)

| Estimation of Atinos.
Baud on vertical temperature 3 Release unessment

pheric Stability difference from grimary system,'

-$'C to 10'C(.9 F to 1B*F) and
20.15'C accursey per 50 meter
intervals (:0.3*F securacy per
164-footintervais)or analogous
range for alternativt stabuity
estirnates

I" Fee estianettas selease rotes of retBoactive resterials roleseed dering an secldent.

impesettest to ineeet fterianary mentiers estan.activit; eencestre .ons in wr areas th.rouanout the factilty and the dts eavtrons Mere it is
v

Isfo modtor radletion and sirborne radio o coverva both m sne acadentle e*r

Pagutstory Guide s.ts. "Meteoro4cycs!
-r n.f.J.fefhetl518 DelP( developed in a Proposed Rettston 1 toCal ffMa

rroer. O.uldente R IF,lettor.o.!, .-in smon e nopza
1.97 24
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Category hee
Reguletory

Verteble Range Position 1.3) Purpose

TYPE t icontinued)

Aeoldent templing ' Cepe-8

thlity (Analysis Cepebil.
4ty On Bite)

Primary Coolant and Sump Crab 5emple 3 '88 Reline stamment;venfication;
8

analysis

* Grass Activity 10 tO!ml to 10 C1/ml
Os:ntna Spectrum (Isotopic Analyse)e

Boron Content 0 to 6000 ppme

Chleride Content 0 ta 20 ppm.

Desolved Hydrogen 0 to 2000 ccf 57F)/kie

or Total Ges"
8Disolvtd hystn ' 0 to 20 ppm.

pH I to 13e

Containment Air Grab $smple 38 Releew assessment; verification;
analysis

Hydrogen Centent 0 to 10A.

0 to 30% for tct ecodenwrs
Oxygen Content 0 to 305.e

Garnrna Spectrurn (1sotopic analysis).

,

8IThe time fet 16tdawhkh should to witMn 34gn analystag samples should be 8 hosts or less from the lases the 6eeWen de mete to sempet.ta sept fo* thteetde

88
sDding samp taquis semples.Am lastalks taaebutty shound be provtded foe obtaining conte 6 ament osmp. ECC5 Pump room threes, and other elmust suminary

I'AepGet ealy to erimary coGant, not to sume.
.

.
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V
val.UEllMPACT STATEMENT

l. FROPOSED ACTION
act.on will estabilah an NRC position by taking advantage
of previous staff effort (1)in cernpleting a generic activity

1.1 Description ( A 3d), (2) La avsluetmg the lessons learned frorn the TMI 2
event (NUREG 0$78), and (3p in conjunction *1th effort in

The a;rlicant for a license (cr licenect) of a nwchar devslopins a nolonal standard ( ANg.4.$). For future

power riant is required by the Commission's retutst: ens to plants, the staff review will be s!mplifted with gutdance

provide trstrurnentation to (1) rnonitor variables and contained in the endoned standard developed tr e volucery

systems over their anticipated ranges for accident cond:tiens standards group and in the regulatory guide. which inchadts

as appropriate to ensure adequate safety and (2) monitor a !!st of variables for accident monitortng. l.fforts by the

the reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing staff to treptement Revision I to Regulatory Guide 1.97

cornponents for rectreulation of lon.of cooltat accident heet been fraught with frustration and met with delays

fluid, effluent discharge paths, and the plant enefrons for becauw the pide was adjudged by lleennes to be vague

radioactivity that may be releued from poetulated accidents. and ambiguous. Revision 2 elimmates the problems encoun.

This revision to Regahtory Guide 1.97 proposes toimprove tered with Revisien I becauseit ptovides a rnhimum set of

the guidance for plant and enviro'ts monitoring dures and variables to te measured and hence gfves more guidance in

( ,1)owing an occidertt. Intladi,ng extended ranges for some the talestion of accident.mordtoring instramentation.
13truments to account fot consideration of degraded core . Connquently, there will be no sign!!icant impact on the

staff. There will, hewever, be effort required to review eachcooling,
operating platit and ea:h plant under review to asscu

1.2 Need :onformance with Regulatory Guide 1.97.

Rerut.itcry Guide 1.97 was issued Sa an effective guide d.2 Other Government strencies
m Aupst 1977. At the tin e the pide was luued,it was
recognised that more spec.fte guidance than that contair.:d Not app 11::ble, unless the government agency is an

/ in the guide would be required tiewever, the cittaculty a pplicant.

f in d$veloping the guide to the point where it could be
initially lasued was evidence that experiarcs in using tht 1.JJ Indststry

guide as it then enisted wu essential before further develop-
ment of the guide weuld be retaningf61. The proposed action establishes a rrcre clearly defmed :

NRC position with regard to instrumentation to usess plant
Thertfort, in August 1977, the att!f trdtlated Talk and epiror:e conditions during and following an accident

Action Ple'k A 34, " Instruments for Moniterms Radiation and therefore reduces uncertainty as to what the stlff
and Procou Vartables Dunes an Accident."The parpose of cons!ders acceptable in the tres of accident monitoting. $

the tuk action plan was te develop pliance for applicanta, Most of the impact on indmtr> will be in the area of
lictastes, and staff reviewers concerning ircplementation of providing instrumentation to indle.a the potential breach

Rep'atory Gulce 1.97. Sch e!! ort would provide a beats and the actual breach of the barriers to radioactivity

ior revidag the gulde. release,i.e.,f ael cladding,reacter coolant pressure boundary,
and containment. Some itstruments have extendtd ranges

When the staff was ready to usue the results of the Test and others have hasher gullfication tequirements. There
Action Plan A 3d effort, the accident at TM1-2 occurred, will be additional impset dae to heretofore unspecified
Subsequently, the TMt.2 buona barned Tuk Force has vertables to be monitored (Le., water level in reactor for
iseued its"$tatus Report and Short Term Recocunendations," PWRs ard radiation level in the primary coolant water for
NUREG 0373. This eeport, along with the draft Task PWRs and BWRs) that have been identified during the
Action P;an A 34 report, Drsft I of Regulatory Guide 1.97 evaluation of TMI 2 experience and wt1! require development.

(dated April 12, 1974), and Standerd ANS 4.5, provides
emple hans for revising Regulatory Galde 1.97 Atterspts were made during the comment period to

determine the cost impact on induetry for future plants and

1.3 Valueftmpact o! Proposed Action los backfittirig existing plants. Estimates ranged from
54,000,000 to over 520,000,000. The ldsher estimates

JJ.I #AC 0peresfons undoubte dly charged all accident.rnoratorirs tantturner tatlan
to Revision 2 to Repu! story Guide 1.97. This should not be

$mce a bst of selected variables to be provided with the case. The requirement for accident monitoring has
instruarentation to be monitored by the plant operator alwtyt been 8 part of the rtgulations. Consequently the

during and fcIlowiry an accident has not been explicitly impact of Revision 2 to Regulatory Golde 1.97 should only

agreed to in the past, the preposed action sho61d result in be the delta added by Rettsion 2. A comervative estimate
' more effective effort by the staff in reviewit.: appheations of the increus in requirtments are the additions cf Type C

for construction pctmits and operating ti:ensea.no progosed measurtments and the upgrading of some of the Type Il

1.97 26
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r raessartmenis to higher qua'ift:ation of the instrumentstien. d. STATUTORY CON 1tDERAT10NS
There are 17 unique Type B and C variab:es to be menused
for FWRs, less for BWRa. A conserfstrve mrage cost for 4.1 NRC Authority

each measurernent is $130.000 making a total cost impact
of $1,210,000. If this figure were doubled to account fer Authority for thf guide would be denved from the

overhead costs and about a 15 percent contingency added. Safety requtrements of the Atorruc Energy Act. In particular,

the cost irnpact would be about $$,000,003. This cost Cnterion 13 Crsterion 19, and Caterion 64 of Appendit A

estimate is the same for operating plants as for plants under to 10 CFR Part 50 require,in part, that irstrureentation be

construction and future planta. While it is recognited that provided to monitor variables, tysterns, and plant environs

for operating plants the costs associated with ba:kfitting to ensure adequate safety,

an generally higher than the sosts astoelated with new
plants, some concessions are rnade in some rtquirernents as
a mult of esisting licensing cornrnitments that bring the d.2 Need for NEPA Asocestment

cost estimate to sbout the same salue. The proposed setien la net a maje: action as definedin
rarstraph 51.$ftX10) of 10 CFR Pan $1 and does not1.M Mhc
require an environment:11mpact staternent.

The proposed action w!] trnprove public safety by
ensurirns that the plant operster willbsve tirrely infortnation
to take any nectstary action to protect the putlic. $. RELATION $mP TO CTTIGR EXISTING OR PROPOSED

RECULATIONS OR POLICIES

No impset on the pubits can be foreseen.
No ennflicts or overlaps with requirements prernulgsted

1.4 Deer. ion on Preposed Action by other ageneses are fortscen This guide does include the
vanables to be monitored on site by the plant opersterin

As previously stated, more da'initive guidance on order to provide riscessary inforrr.ation for emergency
instrurncntation to essess plant and environs conditions planning. llowever,information oft ernergency planning end

during and fo!!owing an accident should be given. its relationship to other agencies is provided elsewhere.
Irnplementation of the proposed action is discussed in

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH 5ection D of this revision.

This section is not applicable to this value/trarsetb
statement s: nee the oroposed action is e rettslon of an 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS10NS

esisting regu5 tory guide, and there are ac alternatives
to provtding the pitat oterstor with the required infotreaticri.

Revision 2 to Regalatory Guide 1,97 " Instrumentation

1. PROCEDURAL APPROACH
For Light Watercooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
Plant and Enviroris Conditior.: During and Followirg

Previously diseassed. en Accident,'should be issued

..

;

! 1
*

l
I
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Docket No. 50 364 pyg,g{ %'g, .

!WitNt!d FreiTijfa tic Disclosure

6.H4
ED #0enio Vice dent /C.CA&/A)Gb/ kg h a f.7,yAlsbama Power Company

k NRIS4e}?/g> .
'

mi g a a 35291

Dear Mr, Clayton: 9////D '

. ,

$UBJECT: $AFETY EVALUATION REPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF #c. p.' 333; ,

'
SAFETY-RELATED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

-

,

RE: Joseph M. Farley Unit No. 2

This letter transmits the Safety Evaluation Report for the Enviromental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment at your facility. This
evaluation is based on your response to our previous Safety Evaluation Report, i

dated March 1981 (Supplanent No. 6 to NUREG-75/34, Appendix 8) and subsequent
sutnitta)(s) dated July 1,1981 and March 2.- April.23 and June'25,1982. This
Safety Evaluation Report presents the results of the Enviromental QualificationO ,

Review for safety-releted electrical equipment, exposed to a harsh enviroment.
in accordance with NRC requirements. We request that you provide your plans
for qualification or replacement of the unqualified equipment and the schedule
for accomplishing your proposed corrective actions to us within ninety (90)
days of the receipt of this letter.

As indicated in the conclusion so: tion of the safety Evaluation Report, we
request that you reaffirm the justification for continued operation and within
thirty days (30) days of receipt of this letter, sutnit.information for itens
in NRC categories I.B. !!.A and 11.5 (presented in the enclosed Technical
Evaluation Report) fee which justification for continued operation was not-i

L previously sutrnitted to the NRC. We suggest that the clarification set forth
in-itet. 0 of Generic Letter No. 82 09, " Clarification Questions and Answers
on Enviromental Qualification Requirments.* should be considered in your

| justification for continued operation.. .,,

| The Technic.1 Evaluation Report contains Proprietary Information from
manufacturers' proprietary test reports and should be withheld from public'

disclosure. We request that you inform us as indicated in the proprietar/
section of the Safety Evaluation Report whether any portions of the identified
pages require proprietary protection'. 1

hM2N'

c. ,

t. My. -

O v.c.'.? CD'.I? *~ Atta:Nment To Be
Wit 5cid From Put:!!c D:::!ctre

-

-
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' *

ghe~ld t m nt o eMr. F. L. Clayton 2-

.

!At your option, the staff will be available to discuss the findings in the
Safety Evaluation Report as augmented by the Technical Evaluation Report.
Questions regarding this letter should be directed thro 9gh the NRC Project
Manager for your plant.I

pincerely.
U

-

fki
even A. Varga, Ch -

Operating Reactors r nch #1
Division of Licensin

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluatien Report i

2. Technical Evaluation Report

cc w/o TER:
-

,

See next page

I

|

.

.

,-

4

b|

'' Att.*:N.T.:nt To Be-

Wilheld Frt/.i Pe!!c O!s:!: sura
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Mr. F. L. Clayten, Jr.
Alabama Power Company

i.

cc: Pr. W. O. Whitt
Executive Vice President i

Alabama Power Company
Post Office Sox 2641
Sirmingham, Alabama 35291

Ruble A. Thomas, Vice President
SoJthern Company Services, Inc.
Post Office Box 2625
Birmingham, Alabama 35202

-

George F. Trowbridge, Esqure
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washingtore, D. C. 20036 -

, i,

,

Robert A. Buettnar. Esquire
Balch, Bingham, Baker Hawtho .ie,

W1111ans and Ward
Post Office Box 306 -

Birmir" Alabama 35201,

Resident inspector
U. S. Nucleer Regulatney Commission -

,

Post Office Box 24-Route 2
Colurtia, Alabama 36319

, ,

Mr. R. P. Mcdonald
Vice President - Nuclear Generation i
Alabama Power Company
P.O. Box 2641 -

''-ingham, Alabama 35291 *
,.

.mes P. O'Reilly
) ional Administrator - Region !!
L. * Nuclear Regulator;,' Commission
101 e.rietta Street. Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 ,

*
-

. . .

e .

[
-
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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT BY THE '

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION BRANCH

FOR ALABAXA POWER COMPANY
FARLEY 2

DOCKET NO. 50-364 cs.

' ,

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF SAFETY-RELATED ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
,m

F INTRODUCTION
~ ,

General Design Criteria ~. and 4 specify that safety-related electrical <

[ equipment in nuclear facilities must be capable of perfe itt safety-
-

related fur.ctbr. under environmental conditions associatea th all

normal, abnormal, and accident plant operation. In order to ensure

com;:liance with the criteria, the NRC staff required all licensees of.t

*
operating reactors to submit a re-evaluation of 't.he qulification of

1
,

'

safety-related electrical equipment which may be exposed to a harshO
'

environment.
,

BACKG30UND

On F.onsy 3,1979, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) '

-

issued to all licensees of operating plants (except those included in the
9

systematic evaluation program (SEP)) IE Bulletin (IEB) 79-01, " Environ-

mental Qualification of Class IE Equipment." This Bulletin, together

with IE Circular 73-08 (issued on Ma9 31, 1978), required the licensees

to perform reviewu to assess the adequacy of their environmental qualifica-
tion programt.

On January 14,192a, NRC issued IE Bulletin 79-OlB which included the

00R guiMin=s and NUREG-0588 as attachments 4 and 5, respectively.
* Subsequently, on May 23, 1980 Commission Mer.orandem and Order CLI-80-21

was is ucd and s+.ated tne DOP guidelines and portions of HUREG-0588 form

@ygdi// .

.
-- - -
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the requiremerits that licensees must meet regarding environmental

qualification of safety-" lated electrical ec,uipment in order to satisfy

those aspects of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterien (GDC) 4.

Supplements to IEB 79-018 were issued for further clarification and

definition of the staff's needs. These supplements wre issued on

February 29, September 30, and October 24, 1980.

In addition, the staff issued orders dated August 29,1980 (amended. in

September 1980) and October 24, 1980 to all licensees. The August orde

required that the licensees provide a report, by November 1,1980, docu-

menting the qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. The

October o* der required the establishment of a central file location for

the maintenance of all equipment qualification records. The central

| file was mandated to be established by December 1, 1980. The staff,

subsequently issued Safety Evaluation Reports (i. irs) on enviromental

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment to licens es of

I all operating plants in mid-1981. These SERs directed licensees to
1

"either provide documentation of the missing qualification infomation
1

which demonstrates that safety-related equipment meets the DDR Guide-

lines or NUREG-0588 requirements or conunit to a corrective action

(re qualificaticn, replacement (etc.))." Licensees were required to,

respond to NRC within 90 days of receipt of th'e SER. In response to

| the staff SER issued 1981, the licensee submitted additional
'

infomation regarding the qualification of safety-related electrical
I

equipment.
*-

.
,

v
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EVALUATION

The acceptability of the licensee's equipment environmental qualificction

.
program was resolved for. the Division of Ergineering 2, the Franklin

Research * enter (FRCs as part of the f7 Technical Asristance Pre sam

in support of NRC operating reactor licensing actions. The consultant's

review is documented in the report " Review of Licensees' Resolutions of
.

Outstanding Issues from NRC Equipment Environs tal Qualification Safety

Evaluation Reports," which is attached.

We have reviewed the evaluation performed by our consultant contained in

the enclosed Technical Evaluation Report (TER) and concur with its bases

and findings. ,

The staff has also reviewed the licensee's justification for continued

operation regarding each item of safety-related electrical equipmente

identified ry the ' "ensee as not being capable of meeting environmental

qualification requirements for the service conditions intended. . ,
,

CONOLUSIONS

Based on the staff's re.iew of the enclosed Technical Evaluation Report
,

and the licensee's justification for continued operation, the following
'

conclusions are made regarding the qbklification of safety-related elec-

trical equipment. ,.

*

.

e

h

.

O

- m
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Continued operation until completion of the licensee's environmental--

quelification program has been determined to not present undue risk

to the public health,and safety. Furthemore, the staff is continuing.

to review the licensee's environmental qualification program.- If any

additional qualification deficiencies were identified during the course
.

of this review, the licensee would be required to reverify the justif 4-

cation for continued operation. The staff will review this information

to ensure that continued-operation until completion of the licensee's

environmental qualification program will not present undue: risk to

the public. health and safety. In this regard, it is requested that

the licensee do the following:

| o Resolve any deficiencies identified in Appendix 0 of the FRC

TER regarding justification for continued operation. If as a

result of resolving these deficiencies, the previous justifi-

cation for continued operation is changed, provide.within thirty

(30) days of receipt of this SER the new justification for

continued operation regarding each affected item. .
.

The major qualification deficiencies that have been identifieri in the-

enclosed FRC TER (Tables 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4) must be. resolved by
'

tiie licensee. hres requiring speciai attention by the licensee are
.

summarized below:
,.

o Submission of information within thirty (30) days for items

in NRC categories 1B, 2A and 2B for which justifica'lon for

tinued operation waws not previously submitted to NRC or -

1 FRC,

O .

- - _ _ _ . _ - _ - - . -. -..-. _ -.-
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o Resolution of deficiencies associated with Equipment Items

18 and 20 that have been assigned to NRC Category II.B

(Equipment Not Qualified).

o Resolution of the deficiencies identified in Section 4.3.2

of the FRC TER regarding the containment spray system.

The licensee must provide the plans for qualification or reple' ment of

the unqualified equipment and the schedule for accomolishing its proposed

correction action in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49.

PROPRIETARJ REVIEW

Enclosed in the FRC Technical Evaluatitn Repe t (TER) are certain identi-
#

fied pages on which the information is t.%1med to be procrietary.

( Ouring the p eparatien of the enclosed TER, FRC used test reports and

other documents supplied by the licensee that included saterial claimed

to be proprietary by their owners and originators. NRC is now preparing

to publicly relcese the FRC TER and it is incumbent on the agency te

seek review of all claimed proprieta y material. As such, the licensee

is requested to review the enclosed TER with their owner or originator

and notify NRR within seven (7) days of receipt of this' SER whether

any portions of the identified pages still req'uire prt,prietary
eprotection. If so, the licensee must clearly identify this infor-

mation and the specific rationale and justification for the protection

from public dis osure, detailed in a written response within twenty
,

(2"0) days o eceipt of this SER. The level of specificity necessary
,

for such continued protection should be consistent sith the criteria

enumerated in 10 CFR 2.790(b) of the Commission's regulatiens.,
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NNOFebruary 4,1983 -

I Docket No. 50 348

dth$ggg, g,-181Fyr m Putil: Disc!:sure
p.

i
i f - BeIlevel.yMr. F. L. Clayton

Senior Vice President -

? ", , f, j97

i Alsbama power Company _ /\)M AMd/M 4c.arjyog
: post Office Box 2641 |

Birmingham, Alabama 35291 [[M [M[ % NM '

,

| 't/h/ O
; Dear Mr. Claytor.: ,

A Dj- $UBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF
: SAFETY-RELATED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT /_CW"/703 -
i

| RE: Joseph M. Farley Unit No.1
<- >

! This letter transmits the Safety Evaluation Report for the Environmental !
~

! Qualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment at your facility. This ;

and subsequent submittal (previous' Safety Evaluation Report. .-i evaluation is based on your response to our i

s) dated August 25,1901 anddated May 21, 1 981'

| February 19, March 8. April 13. June 23 And 25,1982.- This St.fety Evaluation
i Report presents the results of the Environme9tal Qualification Review for
j ( sifety-related electrical equipment, exposed to a harsh envirement, .in

accordance with NRC reguirments. We request that you provide your plansi

for qualification or replacw:ent of the unqualified equipment and the schedule4 y

! for accomplishing your preposed corrective actions to us within ninety (90) -

| days of the receipt of this letter.

As indicated in the conclusion section of the Safety Evaluation Report, we
request that you reaffirm the justification for continued. operation and within

,

| thirty (30) days of receipt of this letter, submit information for items in
; NRC categories I.B. !!.A and !!.B (presented in the enclosed Technical Evalua- '

;_ tion Report) for which justification for continued operation was not previously -
| submitted to the NRC. We suggest that the clarification set forth in item 8
i of Generic Letter No. 82-09, ' Clarification Questions-and Answers on Environ-
| mental Qualification Requirements.* should be considered in your justification
j' for continued operation.

The Technical Evaluation Report contains Proprietary efomation from |

; manufacturers' proprietary test reports and should be withheld from public l
; disclosure. We request that you infom vs as indicated in the proprietary' !

| section of the Safety Evaluation Report whether any portions of the identified
'

p pages izquire proprietary protection.
i -
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''~~ 7'ii004 .* t To B.
.

?
Mr. F. L. Clayton -2- Wit 5 eld From Pubti: c;sigegg7,

t

r
At your option, the staff will be available to discuss the findings in the
Safety Ev 16ation Report as augmented by the Technical Evaluation Report.
Questions regarding this letter should be directed through the NRC Project
Manager for your plant.

$4 neerely.

.

| &.

ven A. Varga, i et
Operating Reactor granch #1
Division of Licen in

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluation Report
2. Technical Evaluation Report .

cc w/o TER:
See next page
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Mr. F. L. Clayton, Jr.
Alabara Power Company .

,

cc: Mr. W. D. Whitt e

Executise Vice President
Alabama Power Company
Post Of fice Box 2641
Birmingham, Alabama 35291

Ruble A. Thomas, Vice President
Southern Company Services, Inc.
Post Office Box 2625
Birmingham, Alabama 35202

George F. Trowbridge, Esqukre
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W.'

Washington, D. C. 20036 ,

Robert A. Buettner Esquire
Balch. Bingham, Baker, Hawthorne,

Willia.s and Ward
Post Office Box 306
Bimingham, Alabama 35201 ,

Resident inspector

( U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 24. Route 2-

Colu cia, Alatama' 36319

Mr. R. P. Mcdonald
Vice President - Nuclear Generation
Alabama Power Company
P.O. Box 2641

-

Simingham, Alabama 35291 ,

James P. O'Reilly
Regional Administrator . Region II
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT BY TFE

O OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACT 0k REGULATION
EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION BRANCH

FOR ALABM A POWER COMPANt
FARLEY 1

DOCKET NO. 50-M8

ENVIRONMFNTAL QUALIFICATION OF SAFETY-RELATED ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

'
*

JWTRODUCTION

General Design Critaria 1 and 4 specify that safety-related electrical

equipment in nuclear facilities must be capable of performing its safety-
.

.

go,-

related function under environmental conditions associated with a1 { 7%r

normal, abnormal, and accident plant operation. In order to ensure-
*

compliance with the criteria, the NRC staff required all licensees of

oper,v ing reactors to submit a re-evaluation of the qualification of

( safw, related electrical equipment which may be exposed to a harsh
f

environment. *

BACKGROUND ,

On February 8,1975, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE)

issued to all licensees of operating plants-(except those included in the

systematic evaluation progtm (SEP)) IE Belletin (IEB) 79-01, " Environ-

sental-Qualification of Class IE Equipment." This Bulletin, together

with IE Circular 78-08 (issued on May 31,1978).. required the licensee-

to perform reviews to assess the ad6quacy of their environmental qualifica-

tien programs.
-

,
-

.

On January 14,'1980, NRC issued IE Bulletin 79-018 which included the

DOR guidelines and NUREG-0588 as attachments 4 and 5, respectively.
.

d

.

* * (,,.

s
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Subsequently, en May 23, 1980, Commission Memorandum and Order CL1-80-21

was issued and stated the DDR guidelines and poetions of NUREG-0588 fom-

; the requiremants that licenstes must meet regarding envirorwental

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment in order to satisfy

those aspets of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 4.

Supplements to IE8 79-01B were issued for further clarification and

definition of the staff's needs. These supplements were issued on-

February 29, September 30. and October 24, 1980.

In addition, the staff issued order's dated August 29 -1980 (amended in

September 1980) and October 24, 1980 to all licensees. The August order-

required that the licensees provide a report, by November 1, 1980, docu-

( menting the qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. The

October order lequired the estaolishment of a central filt location for

the maintenance of all equipment qualification records. The central

file was mandated to be established by December 1, 19?0. The staff

subsequently issued Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs) on enviromental

qualification of safety-related electrical ecuipment to licensees of-

all operating plants in mid-1981. These SERs directed licensees to

"either provide documentation of the missing qualification infomation

which demonstrates that safety-related equipse.n$ meets the D0R Guide-
|-

lines or NUREG-0588 requirements or_ commit to a corrective action ,.

-(re qualification, replacement (etc.))." Licensees were required to

respand to NRC within 90 days of receipt of the SER. In response to

.

4

O
| 4
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.

the staff SER issued May 21, 1981, the licensee submitted additional

information regarding the qualification of safety-related electrical
.

equi;eent.

{/ALUATION

h e accepttbility of the licensee's equipment environmental qualification

p ogram was resolved fo? the Division of Engineering by the Franklin

Pesearch Center (rRC) as part of the MRR Technical Assistance Program

in support of NRC operating reactor licensing actions. The consult. ant's

review is documented in the report " Review of Licensees' Resolutions of

Outstanding Issues from NRC Equipment Environmental Qualification Safety

Evaluation Reports," which is attached.

. ! We have reviewed the evaluation performed by our consulttnt contained in

the enclosed Technical Evaluation Report (TER) and concur with its basesp).L andfindings.

The staff has also reviewed the licensee's justification for continued

operation regarding each item of safety-related electrical equipment

| identified by the' licensee as not being capable of meeting environmental

qualification requirements for the servica conditions intended.-

.

CONCLUSIONS
,-

f ased nn the staff's review cf the enclosed Techni. cal Evaluation Report

andthelicensee'sjustificationforcontinuedoperation,thefollowing

conclusions are made regarding the qualification of safety-related elec-

trical equipment,
.

w

h

.

N
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Contined operation until completion of the licensee's environmental

qualification program has been deterstned to not present undue risk

to the public health and safety. Furt.hermore, the staff is continuing

to review the licensee's environmental qualification program. If any

additional qualification deficiencies were identified during the course.

of this review, the licensee would be required to reverify the justifi-

cation for continued operation. The staff will review this inforntion

to ensure that continued operation until completion of the licensee's

environner.tal qualificadon p-ogram will not prosent undue risk to

the public health and safety. In this regard, it is requested that

the licensee do the following:
.

o Resolve any deficiencies identified in Appendix 0 of the FRC
(

TER gegarding justification fer continued operation. If as a

b result et resolving these defidencies, the previous justifi-

cation for continued operation is changed, provide within thirty

(30)daysofreceiptcfthisSERtheaewjustificationfor
.

,

continued operatica regarding each effected item.

The major quslification deliciencies that have been identified in the

enclosed FRC TER (Tables 4-1, 4 2, 4-3 and 4-4) must be resolved by

the licensee. Itemsrequieingspdia;attentionbythelicenseeare

i summarized below: ,-

|

| c Submission of information w1*.hin thirty '(J0) days for items
|

| in NRC categories 18, 2A and 2B for whien justification for
;

L
continued cperation was not previously submitted to NRC or

FRC,-

.

'

!
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c Resolution of the deficiencies associated with Equipment

Itees 21( 25, that have been assigned to NRC Category II.B

(CovipmentNotQualified). -

Tne licensee must provide the plans for qualification or rep 1pcoment of - ,

the unqualified equipment and the schedule for accomplishing its propesed
;

coreaction action in accordance'with 10 CFR 50.49.

PROPRIETARY REVIEW

Enclosed in the FR? h:hnical Evaluation Report (TER) are certain identi-

fied pages on which the information is claimed to be proprietary.
,

( During the preparation of.the enclosed TER, FRC used test reports and
:

other documents supplied by the licensee that included material claimed.
;

to be proprietary by their owners and originators. NRC is now preparing >

to publicly release the FRC TER and it is incumbent on the agency to
|

| seek review of all claimed proprietary satarial. As such, the licensee .

is requested to review the enclos .:t TER with their owner or originator

and notify NRR within seven (7) days of receipt ,of this SER whether
i

any portions of the identified pages still require proprietary

protection. If so, the licensee abst clearly identify this infor--
c

j sation and the specific rationale and justification for the protection

from publir. disclosure, detailed in a written responu within twenty.

(20) days of receipt of this SER. The leel of rpecificity necessary

for such continued protection should be consistent with the criteria

enumeented in 10 CFR 2.790(b) of the Commission's, regulations.
.

O ~

|
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Jg/) REGULATORY 1 GUIDE B

(_) % * . . . f/ OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH I I '"3 C,
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I REGULATORY GUIDE 1.89
(Tosk EE 042 2) qr. t j q g y. <

hauni i M ','ir M i

ENVIRC. MENTAL QUAllFICATION OF CCFsTAIN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENTilMPORTANT TO.

SAFETY FOR NU LEAR POWER PLANTS.

A. INTRODUCTION Section 50.49 does not incrade r9quirements for
seismic and dynunic quahfication, protection of electrie

The Com=!ssion's reralstions in 10 CFR fut 50, equipment ag. inst other natural phenomena sad exernal'

" Domestic Licensas of Production and Utilization events, and equipment located in a mijd enyttonment.
Faccties," require that structurea, systems, and com-
ponents important to safety in a rucleu power plant This reguhtory guide describes a method acceptable
be designed to accommodate the effects of enviren- to the NRC staff for complying with Q 50.49 of
,nental cond:tiotis (ie., rtmain fune:icnal under postu- 10 CFR Paat 50 with regud to qualiccation of etectric

lated accident conditions) and that desan control equipment irnportant to safety for service in nuc!ett
4

mearsres such u testing be used to check the adequacy power plants to ensure that the couapment can perform
cf des:sn. These general requirements us contained in its safety funct2on durinb and after a design basis

; General Des:gn Cnteria 1, 2, 4, and 23 of Appendb, accident.
A, " Genera! Design Criteria for Nuclear Powet Phnts,"
to Put 50; in Cnte ion III, " Design Control" Cntenon The Advisory Cornmittee on Reactor Safeguuds hu
XI. " Test Control," a r.d Cnterica XVII, "Quaht y been consulted concerning th:s raide and tu con-
Assurance Records," of Appenda 3, ' Qudity Assurance curred in the reguhtery pos:tiort Any guldance in
Cnte-ia for Nucleu Power Punts and fuel Reprocessi.g this decument related to infor nation collection activities
F; nts," to Part 50: end in 9 50 55a. hu been cleared under OMB Clearance No. 31'0 001).

,

Specific tequtternents pertaining to quahfication of B. DISCUSSION<

j eer.am electnc equipment impertant to safety ue
i centuned an Q $0.49, "Ev:ronmental Qualification of IEEE Std 3231974, "!EEE Standard for Qualifyira

Electric Equipment !=p orset to Safety for Nuclear Citu IE Eqaipment for Nackar Power Generating
Pow er Plants," cf 10 CFR Part 50. Section 50 49 Stations,"3 published February 28, 1974, was pnptred
requ;tes that three categones of electric equipment by Subcommittec 2, Equipment Qualification, of the
1,tror:L.t to safety be quahhed fo' their appi! cation Nuclear Power Engineering Comm+ttee of the Inst 2tute
at.d specified perfctmance and provides r: qui ernents of EH.mcal and Electronics Eng:neers (IEEE) and wu
fer estac'ist:ng environmental quahlicatien methods approved by the IEEE Standuds Boud on Decem,
and qut!ift:stion paramete s. These three catesones us ber 13, 1973. The standud describes basic procedurts
'l) safety related electnc equ:pment (Class I E), (2) for talifying Cass IE er,ulprnent and interfaces that*

non safetprelated electric equ pment (non Class IE) are 50 be used in nuclear power plaats, includag com-
whose italare onder postu!ated environmentt! conditions ponents or 61dpment of any interface whose fallare

,

could prevent satisfactory accom;hshment of safety could advently affect any Cass IE equipment.
,
' functions by vs.fety related equipment, and (3) ca.etaja

postacc2 dent morJtormg Naprnent. This regulatory For the purposes of this guide. "quahfication" is a"

gmde appbes cnly to these three categories of electric venfacrtion of design Lmited to demonstrating that the
equipment important to safety. electric equipment is capsMa of performfra its safety

I
lastitut. o.r.?, W.nca.1 a24
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Electric equirrnent to be quahfied in a nucisu
function unoer significest environmentd sttoases resulting radiation environment thould be exposed to radiation
from design baals accidents in order to avcid common- simulates the calculate.d integrated dose (normsJthat
cause fa'Sres. Puagraph,50.49(c)(5) cans for equipment and accident) that the equiprnent must wl;hstand pnet
quahfled by test to be prsionditioned by natural or to completion of its intended 6tfety functier, Regulatory
art ficial (sceejerated) aging to its end of instated kfe Position C.2.c proposes the use of source terms that are

,

conditun and further spec!,fies that consideration must consistent with previous guidance in the original edition
be given to aD alg-lficent types cf dipadation that ca.n of this guide, NUREG 0586, "Interita Staff Position on

an effect on the functional capabi! sty of the Environmentd Quah!ication of Safety Re!sted Electricalhave
equiprnent. There are censiderable uncertainties reguding Equipment,"2 and the DOR Cuidehnes. " Guidelines for
the pecesaca and environm ntal factors that could teralt Evaluating Environmental Qualificatien of JE

Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors.", Classin such depad: tion. Ox> gen diffusien, humidity, and '

accumulation of deposits ue exampics of tach eftects.
Because of these uncertainties, state-of the-art preconde Jtem (8) of Regulatory Position C.2.t addresses

tiorung techniques ce not capsb!c of simulating av quattication of equipment expond to low level radiation
missficant types or depadation, and nan.ral pt:-n;:ng is doses. Numerous studies that have cornpued radiatbn
diffeult and costly. As the state of the att advances effects data on all classes of organic compcunds show
and uncertainties ua resobed, preconditioning sc.hniques thst compounds with the least radiation resistance have
may becema more effective. Experience suggest,, that

s a combi- demage thresholds peater thaa 10' rods r.nd would
considersten shrald be given, for example, remain functional with exposures somewhat above the
nation of (1) precceditioning cf test sample > employing threshold va!ue. Thus, for organic materiais, radiation
the Arrhenius theory and (2) surveAHance, testing, and qualification sney be readily justified by existing test
maintenance of sciected equipment specifical'y directed data or operating experience for radistian exposures
towed detecting those degradation proctues that, based 10' rads. However, for electronic components,below
on experience, es nct am:nable to preconditioning and studies have shewn failures in metal exide semi:enductor
that could result in cermon-cause functional failure ofdevices at scmtwhat lower doses. Therefore, radia-
the equipment dunng design bats acciden... tion qualification for electronic components may have a

It u cuental that ufety reisted electric equipreent be
Icwcr exposure threshold.

quahfied to demenstrate that it can perform its safety The regt! story positions delineated in this guide
funcuon under the envuonmental service conditions in reflect the state of the art. Research prognms currently
which it wi:1 be required to function and for the leng:h of in progress ue investigating such concerns as the effects
time its function is required end that non safery related of oxygen in a LOCA environment, the vahdity of
electnc equipment coured 'cy pespaph 30A9(b)(2) sequential versus simultaneous applicatons of steam and
be able to withstand envuonmental stresses caused radiation envirenments, and fisston product releases

,

by detsn bats accidents under whnh its fr.ilure could following accidents. The staff recegnizes that the teralts
prevent the satisfattery accomph.hrnent of safety func- lead to revisions of theof rescuch programs may
tions ey safety related equ:pment. This concept applies
th:oughout this guide The specific environment for reguistory positierts,

which indmdud electric equipment must be qualified C. REGULATORY PO$1 TION
wiL depend on the instaned location and the conditions
under w!u:h it is requeed to perform sts safety function. The procedures described by IEEE Std 323 1974,

"IEEE Standud for Qualifying Class IE Equipment for
The followins are examples of cons derations to be Nucleu Power '3cnerating Stations,"' are acceptable to

taken into account when determmi.ng the erwitonnent the NRC staff fcr satisfying the Commisuon's regulatiens
for which the equi; ment is to te quahfied: (1) equip- putaining to the quth! nation of electne equipment for

outaide containment would general!y see a less service tr. nucitar power plants to ensure that thement
sevece environment ths.n equipment inside containtatnt; can perictm sts safety functions subject toequipment
(2) equipment whose location is shielded from a radia-
tien source wculd generah receive a smaner radia-

the following:

tion done thsn equipment at the same distance from the Section 50.49, " Environmental Quahfication of1.source but *xposed to its di ect radiation; (3) equ'p- Electnc Equipment important to Safety for Nuclear
ment required to trattate protective scuon would generd!y
be requ: red for a shorter pvnod of time than mstrumem
taton required to follow the course of an accident; and
(4) analyses taking into account arrangements of equip-
ment and radiation sources inay be necessa.y to deter- 'Com mer be etitatn*J rrom the NRegCPO sales Pregsss..

am
co m on, w sun,aC.srnme whether equipment needed for mitigation of design u eo

basis ac ci:',ents cther than less of coo!snt accidents
could be Avan.eie to, ins pm> 1, cc,yte, .i the u.s Nuci4ar3

(LOC A) or high-energy hne breaks (HELB) *y& omfrgn ,Putyc oeg jo iji giC

exposed to a more severe environtrent than the ? OCA anvuy 14, foto.
g

or RELB envircnments de!!neated in tid guide,
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Power plants," of 10 CFR Part 50 nquins that safety- b. Effects of Sprays and Chemicals. The effects of
related electric equipment (Class IE) at efined in containn eat spray system operation should be considered.
paragnph 5049(bXD be quMined to perform its intended This consideration should include, as appropriate, the

# aafety functions. Typical dicty relatedequipment and effects of dominerahacd water spray or cheudcal sprsy
systems an listed in Appendix A to this gece. Paragnph systems.
50.49(bX2) requires that non safety related electric equip-
rnent be environmentary quahfied if its failure under c. Radhtlon Conditions ineWe and OutsWe Contain-
postulated ermronmentaj conditions could pavent satu- men t. The ndiation environment for quahfication of
factory secomphshment of the safety functions by electrse cquipment shodd be bued on the radiation
safety related equ!;rrent. Typical examples of non safety- environment normary expected over the instaBed hfe of!

related electric equiprnent are includ*d in Appendix 3 the c<uipment plus that usociated with the most severe
i to this smde. Pangsph 50.49(bX3) requires that certain design basis a:cident during or following which the

postaccident monitoring equipinent also be environmere equipment must remain functional The accidant related
taty qualified. These are speciEed as " Categories 1 environmental conditions should be assumed to occur at
and 2" m Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instru- the end of the instafed ufe of the equipment. Methods
mentation for Ligh'.4ater-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants acceptable to the NRC staff for estabbsrhg radiation
to Aueu Plant and Environs Conditions Duritig and doses for the quelification of equipment for BWRs and,

'

Following an Accident." FWRs are provided in Appendix D and the following:

(1) The sounc term to be und in determinins2. Parapath 50.49(d) and Sectcr 6.2 of IEEE Std the rsJiation environment as.ociated with a dealga bans
3:3 1974 require equipment spe:$ cations 'o include ; A.c. ahould be talen as an instantaneous release to
performance and environmental conditions. For the the containment of 100% of the noble su activity, 50%
nquirernents called for in item (7) of Section 6.2 of of the hajegen activity, and 1% of the vaining fission
IEEE M31974 and paragarh 50 49(d)(3), the following product activity. The fusion product wdds shodd beshodd be included;

assumed to remain in the primary coolant and to be
carned by the coolant to th= cents:.nment sump (s).

n. Temperatun and Preseure Conditiona laside
Centairument for LOCA and Main $ team Line Break (2) For all other destsn basis accidents (e.g.,
(MSLB). The following methods are acceptable to the non LOCA high energy 1!ne breaks or rod ejection or
NRC staff for calculatir.g and estabbshing the contain- tod drop accidents), the qualification source termy i rnent pressure and temperature envelepes to which calculationa should use the percentage of fuel damage

( / equipment should be quahr.ed:
V anumed in the plant specific anajyns (provided in the

Fmal Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)). The nuchde
(1) Methods for calculating mass and energy im entory of the breached fuel elements should be

release rites for LOCAs and MSLE: are referenced in calcu!sted at the end of core life auuming continuousAp pendi.* C to this guide. The calculations should fullpower opeution. The inventory of the fuel rod gapacccunt for the time deper.dence and spatial distnbetaon should be assumed to be 10% of the total rod activity
,

| of thee vanables. For exunple, superheated steam inventory of fodine and 10% of the total activity inven-i foUowed by satunted steam may be a imuting condition tory of noble gases (except for krypton 85, for which a1

and shodd te considered. releue of 30% should be assumed). All the gueous
constituents in the gaps of the breached fuel rods

(:) For pressurued water reactors (PWRs) Mth should be suutaed to be instantaneously releued to the
i etry containment, caledste LOCA or MSLB contain.

primary system. When cubstantial fuel damage 1: postu-
4.ut env;tenment usir,g CONTEMPT LT or eqdvalent lated,100% of the noble gases, 50% of the halogens,indutry codes.

and 1% of the remaining fission product solids in the
affected fuel rods should be suumed to be instantane

(3) For FWRs with an !ce ecndenser contam- outly released to the primary system.
; rnent, calculate LOCA ct MSLB cor.tthment emiron-

ment us:rg LOTIC of equiva'ent industry codes.
(3) For a hmited number of accident.mordtoring

;

instrumentation channels with instrument ranges thati (4) For boihng water reactors (BWRs) with a extend well beyond the valuu the selected variables can
,

; Mark I,11, or Ill containment, calculate LOCA or
attaan urder ti.miting conditions u specified in Regulatory! MSLB envitenment unns CONTEMPT LT or equivalent Guide 1.97, Revision 2, the environmental qualifiestjonindustry codes,
should be consistent with Reguhtery Postrions C l.3.1.s
and C.I.3.2.a of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Reviaion 2.i

Since the test profiles included in Appendix A to
'

. IEEE Std 323 1974 are only representative, they should
(4) The calculation of the radiation environtnent| not be considered an seceptable alternative to uaing apoc:sted with design basis acetdents shoujd take into

! plant specific containment temperature and pressure account the time. dependent tnnsport of releaud fission
| design profiles unless plant spectSc analysis a provided products within vanous regions of the containment and!

to verify the applicability of those pronjea. s2xfhary structures.

1.89-3
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(5) El:ctnc equiprnent that could be exposed
4. Electric equipment that c:uld be submergedto radhtion should be environmentally qualifled to a

redataon dose that emuhtea the calculated radiation should be identified and qualified by testing in a sub-
merged condition to dernonstrate operability for ti.eennronmer.: (norma! and accident) that the equipme:1
duration requered. Analyticat extrepolation of sceults forO abould Mthstand prior so completice, of its required

safety functiors. Such qualiScation should consider that test r tioh sacrter than the rmired duntion sboulde

be junined,
equipment damage is a function of total integrated dose '

and can be influenced by dose rate, enstry spectrum,
arid particle type. The radistica qualification should b. Electric equipment bested in an area where

rapid pressure charises sie postulated siraultaneouslyfactor in doses from all potenttal radiation sources at
with the most adverse relativs humjdity should hthe equipment locataen. Plant specific analysa should be

used to furtify any reductions in dose or dose rate qualified to demonstrate that the equipment seals and
vapor barners will prevent mois:ure from penetratingtendting from component location or thielding. The
into the equipment to the degree necessary to maintainqualincation esvtrenment at the equipment location

abould be estabiiahed usang an ana3ysis similar in nature
equipment functic tability.

and scope to that induded in AppeDdlK D to thia guide
and incorporating appropnate factors pertiner,t to the C. The parameters to wh}ch 41rctric equipment is

btbg qualified (e 3., temperature, prersuit, radiation) byactual , plant design (e.g., reactor type, containment
des!&n). exposure to a simulated environtnent in a test chamber

should be measund suftlciently close to the equipment

(6) Shielded competents need be quahfied only to ensure that actaal test conditions accurately represent

to the samma radiation environment orovided at can be
the environrnent characteri:ed by the test.

demoratated that ths sensithe ponions of the compo-
nent et equipment are not exposed to a;gnificant bets d. Perfortnance chancteristics that demonstrate the

operab!11ty of equipment should be verified before,radiation dose retes or that the effects of beta radiation, after, and periodically during testmg throughout itsincluding heating and seccndary radiation, have no
deleterious effects on component performance. If, after - range of required opeMihty. Vanables indicatJve of,

momentry fa!)ure that prevent the equipment fromcensidenng the approprate shielding facton, the total
beta radiation dou contribution to the equipment or performing its safety function, e.g., mcmentary openint
component is calculated to be less than 10% of the of a relay contact, should be monitored continuously to

enrun that 'nomentary failures (if any) have beentotal samma radiation dose to which the equipment or
accounted for dunns testing. For long term testin;,component has been qualined, the equipment or compo-
however, monitoring during penodic intervals may tecent is considered quahSed for the beta and pmma used if justified,radiation em ronment.

x.

(7) Electne equiement located outside contain- e. Chem 2 cal spray or demineralized
that sater spray

ment that is exposed to the ridiation from a recirculat- is represent the of service conditions should be
ins Suid should be quahfied to withstand the radsation incorporated during simulated event testmg at pressure
penetraths the conta.inment pha the radhtion from the and temperature conditions that would -occur when the
tscirculating Guid. spray systems actuate,

(8) Electric equipment that may be c. posed to f. Cobalt 60 or cesium 137 would be acceptable '

low 4evel radiation doses should not generally be consid- gamma radsation sources for environmental qualification.

tred exernpt from ndatica qualification testms. Excep-
tiona may be based on quahncation by analysis supported 4. The suggested valaes in Section 6.3.1.5, "Marsm,"

..

of IEEE Std 323 1914, except time margins, a e accept-by test data or opersting capenence that venfica that3

the dose and dose rates wt! not degrade the operability able for meeting the requirements of paragraph $Q4$(c)(8),
of the equipment below acceptable values, Alternatively, quantified margins- abould be applied to

the enviror. mental parameters discussed in Regulatory
Position C.2 to ensure that the postulated accidentd. Ezrvironmental Conditians for Equipnent outside

Contahment. Electric equipment that la subjected to the conditions have been enveloped durms testing. _ These
effects of pipe breaks and is required to mitigate the marsina should be applied in addition to any conserva-
consequences of the breaks or to bring the plant to tism applied during the derivation of local environmental
safe shutdown should be quahLed for the expected conditions of the equipment unless then conservatisms
environmental conditions. The techniques to ulculate the can be quantihed and shown to contain appropriate
environmental cond2tions should employ a plant. specific margins. The rnargins should account for variations 41

commercial production of the equipment and the ,nac-model -
cuncies in the tert equipment.

3. Section 6.3, " Type Test Proce ures," of IEEE Sic
Some electric equipment may be required by the323 1974 should be rapplemented wtth the fo!!owms:

design to perform its safety function only within the

~
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first ten boun of the evet'. Thts equl; ment shodd a. The item of equipment to be repla:ed is a
remain functional m the accident environtment for a
pened of at least I hour in excess of the tune assumed component of equipment that is tout:nely replace 4 u

part cf normal equipment mai:tenance, e.g., gaikets,
'.

O[ in the accident analysis unless a time mars.m of lesso rings, cells; these may be re;1a:ed tith icenticalthan one hour can be justined. This justitution muet(f in:Jude, for es:h ple:e of equipment, (1) cons:dcr: tion
co=ponents.

|
'

of a spe:trum of breaks, (2) the potential need fct the
eqw; ment later in an event er during recovery opera-

b. The item to be repla:e4 is a c+mponent that is

tions, (3) a determination that ftilure of the equipment part of an item of equipment quahfed as a.n asembly;
these may be nplaced with identical competents.

I after performan;e of its safety functaon 5-;U not bc
. detnmental to plant safety or mislead the operator, c. !dentical equipment to be uasd as a replacement| and (4) A determination that the mug.n appbed to the wu en htad u a put of the unuty's stock prior tominimum operabihty time, when corntined with the Februsty 2h 1983.

other test rntipns, will account for the un:ertainties
usociated Mth the use of analytical techraques in the d. Replacement eqdpment qutEfled in accordance
derivaton of enntonmentti peanieten, the number of with the provisions of $ 50.49 does not exist.
urJts tested, production tcierances, and test eqdptnent
inaccuraciet For at other equipment (e s., postaccident e. Repla:cment equipment qualdled in a:cordance
monitenng. recembiners), the 10% time marpn ident:fied with the prov;tions of { 50.49 is tot avaihble to racet
in Se: ten 6.3.13 of IEEE Std 323 1974 should be insttUation and operation 4:hedde4. Houever, in suchused.

case, the replacement sod; ment may be used orJy unti!
uppaded eqdpment can be obtained and an cutage of5. Sect:n 6 3.3, "Anns," of IEEE Std 323 1974

and panpa;h .0.49(eX5) should be supplemented nth
sufScient duration is available for np!a:cment.

the fu;!c n ng-
f. Repla:ement equipment quth5ed in accordance

with { 50.49 would requin sipulicant plant modd4:e-
a. If synerpstic effects hase been identihed pner ttons to accommodate its use.

to the i .maton of qualuication, they should be accounted
fct an the qualifa:at::n pregam. Syne psti: effects

g. The use of replacement equipment quaS!ied in
known at th:s time are dose nte effects and effects
resJtes from the ddferent sequence of applying radia- a:ccrdtn=e with $ 50.49 has a cgnificant prebability of
t2:n and (elevated) tempers *ure, creating hurnan fa: tor prebkm: that wedd negatively

tffect plant aafety sad performance, for exunele:

b The expected e;erating tamperature cf the
(1) Knowledge, skal!s, and abibty ef exis.i .gegipment under sem:e conditions should to a: counted

pit-t staff would requite s;gnificant uppain; to operatefor m therma! agag. The urhenius methodolery is
consdered a.n a:ceptatie method cf a:dretung accelerated or mt:nttin the specific replacement equipment,

thermai t;mg nth;n the L 'titation of state of the-trt
(2) The use of the repla:ement equ:pmentte:Anclery. Other steg methods %11 be tvtluated on a

cue ty case tins. would create a one-of+ kind apph:ation; or

(3) Maintenante, surveillan:4, or calibration activ.c. The aging a:ce:erati n rate and actn ation
energ:es used danng quahn:aton testing and the basis ities wedd be unne:esaarily complex.

upon which tr. rate and a:t:vation energy were estab- 7. In addition to the requirements o.' paragraphhshed sh: Jd be dermed, jusnLed, ar.d documented.
50.49(j) of 10 CFR Part 50 ::d Se: ton L *Documen-
tation," of IEEE Std 323-1974, documentation shouldd. Penedi: curvel:Jan:e and 'tsting prognma tre
additu the in. formation ident;!ied in Appendix E to thisa:ceptatle te account fet uncertainties ngtrding age- guide. A record of the qualification shodd be maintainedrelated degra dation that could affect the functona.1
in an auditable IUe to pennit venScation that ea:h itemcapabihty of equiprnent. Results of such programs win

| be acceptable u ongoing quahfi:stion to modify desig- of ele:'nc equipment is quaS!!cd to perform its safety
function under its posN1ated environmentt! condationsnated life (cr qualiSed Efe) of equipment and should be throughout its installed hfe.

incorporated eto the mamtenance and refurbishment /
replacement s:hedules

0, IMPl.EMENTAT10N

6. Replacement electri: eqmprnent instaDed subse-
The purpou of this sets, is to provide informationquent to Februtry 22,1983, must be qualified in a.cor- to

dance with the provisions of @ 50.49 unleu there are appheants and Lcensees regardirig the NkC etaffa

sound reasons to the centrary. The NRC staff consider plans for unng th;s regdatory guide.

' the foDowir.g to be sound reasons for the use of replace- E nept in those cues in which the appli: tot or.nent equipment pnviously quahf! d in a: ordance vdth
licensee proposes an acceptable alternstrve method for

the DOR Guidehnes or WREG0588 m lieu of ups admg. complyms with specined portions eu the Comrnisalon's1 %
i
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y:suisttom, the methods described herein will be used in
the NRC has previoudy required guthncation of thatthe evaluation of the qushfication of electne equipment

for all operating plants and plants that have not recehed equipment in accordan;e with "Culdehnes for Evsjuating a

$p an opersting license subject to the following: EnvironmentaJ Qualification of Clau IE Electrical Equip.
soent h Operating Reuters" (DOR Ouidelines), orDj

in accordance with partsrsph 50.4F(h), applicants for NUREG4388, ''Interirn Staff Posi:icn on Environmental

and holdtts of- operatirts licenses are not required to Quahfication of Safety Reisted E1cetrical Equipment,"

requelify electdc equipment impettant to safety (replace These appilca.nts and licensses may teatinue to use the
criteria in these documents for quah!, 23 electic equip-ment equfpment excepted) in accord 6nce with the pro- rnent itaportant to safety in the affected Mants, withvishns cf Q 50.49 and in accordance with this guide if the exception of repiscement equipment.

a

O
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%

}
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b
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APPENDIX A
~ ) \'

TYPICAL SAFETY RELATED ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEMS'
i Enginested Safety Feature Actuation Emergency Core Cooling

Reactor Protection4

Centainment Heat RemovaJj Containment Isolation
Containment Fiasion Product Rer-ovalSteamhne '.roistion
Containment Combustible Gas ControlMain Fee

Emergenc,dwater Shutdown and Isolation Auxiliary Feedwater
i y Power

Ccatainment Ventilation
_ Containment Radiation MorJtorir4

i d'Isties ^'r efehf*e"eN" $ !fnNn's* s 'NretyQ Control Roorn HaMt W Wm (e4,.WAC, Redauon
' *s o

*dNhry*Y th[ gpment that bme t
i conn e it na ihe e rened vrion to remass tune. Filters)'

nec N 'efEl'aN N Ee" N undery".* " h' N' Y'"tih!IC" IC' Areas Containing . Saltty Equipment
capeDLhty to shut down the tosctor and ma&ritt.n 18 in e) safe

*

thdldown conditiefs. or (3) the sapsbuity te >rtwent or stuttgste Co!!dpoDent Coch.ng
,

the consequence could result in potentia Service Water
ottene expo wr=s of eccidents thatcompuebie to the io cra Piet soo rutschne lEmerge,7cy Systems to Achieve Safe $htdost:

i

;
.

.

g
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m APPENDIX B

TYPlCAL EXAMPLES OF NON SAFETV RELATED EQUIPMENT

Associated circuits, as defined in Regulatory CWde core cooling system pump) wt!! include termtnation
1.75, "Phyucal Independence of Electrie Systems," netd
only be quahfied to ensure that they will not fait under commands on loss of lubrication ou pressure or low

postulated ennronmentaJ conditions in a manner that suction pressure. These features are provided for equip-
ment protectivn. Failure of these features, however,codd prevent satisfactory accomphshment of ufety would delen the safety.rt!sted function. They mustfunctions by safety rela.ed equipment.
therefore be environmental!y quabfsed.

The equipment identifled in Examples 1, 2, and 3 Example 3
has typically been classified as safety nlated on recchtly
beensed plants. However, some operating plants were

A safety related fluid system may have non4sfety-bcensed using less definttive safety clastif cation critena
related portions of the system that are isolated from the

than those apphed to recent designs, and they rosy safety related portions of the systern upon the generationcontam non-nfey rtlated equipment such as that in
of a safety feature actuation sigt.a1 Isolation may beExamples 1, 2, tad 1 The provisions of g 50.49

requue that the b:ensee provide appropriate environ. performed by motor operated valves These valve opera.

mental quahfi:stion for equipment described in these tots must be environmentally qualified.

examples regardless cf the safety clusjfication of that Example 4equip mtat.

Hanh em'ironments associated uith HELPS couldExample 4 applies to some plants, depending on the
specif2c location of centrol tystem components. control system malfunctions resulting in conse.cause

quences more severe than those for the HELBs analyzed
in the Ff,AR (Chapter 15) or beyond the capability of

Eaample I operators or safety systems. If, these cases, the control
system failures could prevent sattafactory accomplish-

O The irgection et emergency feedwater (EFW) fer
Typical examples of contre! systems that could fail as a
ment of the safety functions required for the HELBs.

FWRs and Ngh pressure coolant iruection (HPCI) for
teruit of an HELB and whose comequential failure mayBWRr are safe ty-related functions. The EFW system
not be bounced by HELBs analyzed in the FSAR are:and the HPCI system tre initiated upon detection of

low water level. Automatic termination of these systerns
upon detection of high water level may also be provided. 1. The astomatic tod 9ontrol system,

The highlevel tnp in some cues hu been considered an
equipment protecticn device; however, the inadvtrient 2. The pressuriter power operated re'ief valve centrol.

system,
termination of EFW or HPCI dve to raisoperation of
the level sensmg equipmer.t when nibjected to e htish

3. The insin feedwater control system,ervirent ent could defeat the safety related irJettien
function. Thus the ele:trie equiprnent associated with

4. The steam generator power. operated relief valve
autcmatic termination of the irdection must be envi- control system, andrenmental!) quabfied.

Example 2 5, The turbine generator control system.

In some cues, the electrical control system for a Based on the above, it may be neceuary to environ-
rnentally quahfy components usociated with vanouspump (for example, a charging pump or an emergency control systems.

\

?
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APPENDIX C

METHODS FOR CALCULATING MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE

LOSS OF. COOLANT ACC M MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK

Accept 6bic methods for caJculating tbt mass and Acceptable methods for calculating the mass and
energy release to determine the lowof coolant accident
emitonment for FWR and BWR plants are desenbed in

energy release to determine the mali steam line break<

the foto@.g: environment are described in the following:

1. Topica! Report WCAP 6822 (MARVEL /TRA.NSFLA)1. Tepical Report WCAP 8312A for Westinghouse
plants, for Wettinghouse plants. Use of this method is accept.

able for au Westinghouse plants with the exception
that

1, Section 6.2.1 cf CESSAR System 80 PSAR for a plant. specific containment temperature analyt2

Combustion Engineer ng plants.
wili be required for ice condenser containments.

.

2. Appenda 6B of CESSAR System 80 PSAR for3. Appendix 6A of B-SAR 205 for Babcock & Combustion Engineering plents.Wilcox p' ants.

3. Section 15.1.14 of B.SAR.205 for Babcock &4. NEDO 10320 and Supplements 1 and 2 for General %ilcox plants.
Electric plants. NEDO 20533 dated June 1974 and
Supplement I dated August IP75 for GE Mark 111.

4. Same as item 4 abeve for General Electne plants. '

(

[

\
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(n) APPENDIX Da

METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE CALCULATION
FOR QUALIFICATION RADIATION DOSE

Th;s appendix I!!ustrates the staff model for calcuht- 1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE ANALYSIS
ing dose rates and integnted doses for equipment
qualificat on purposes. The doses shosn in Figure D 1 Gamma and beta doses and dose rates should be
include contributiens from airbome and plateout radia- determined for three types of radioacthe source distri-
tion sou ces in the containment ud cover a period of butions: (1) activity suspended in the containment
one > ear folloming the postuhted fission product relcue. at nosphere, (2) acthty plated out on containment
The dose vahies showT are provided for illustrauen su. faces, cnd (3) actmty mixed in the containment
or.'.y and may not be apptcpriate for plant specific surnp wate* A given piece of equl; ment may receive a
application for equipmer.t quahfication levels. The dose dose contnbuuen from any or all of these sources. The
lesels intr.nded for qualification purposes abould be amount of dose contributed by each of these sources is
determined using the maximum time the equiprnent is determined by the location of the equipment, the
intended to funcuoru lt should be noted, however, that time-depend ent and location-dependent distnbuuon of
for equipment that mt.rt be quahfied for more than the source. and the effects of shieldeg.
thirty days, a source term that incorperstes considerable
cutsuties of cetium u suggested by the accid ent at Following the Th!! 2 accident, the staff concluded
Three Mile taland Urut 2 (TMI 2) may produce doses that a thorough examination of the ssurce term assump-
g eater than those est:rnated by the present source tions for equiptnent qualification was warranted. It b
term - recognized, nowner, that the TMI 2 accident represents

orJy - one of a number of posaible accident acquences
,p- leadir.g to a release of fis. tion products and that the mix

} = s. w o... ia. .. of fusion products relcued under vanous core condiuons
; c. c .--. o. .. a .. u e.a. ' could vary tubstantially,
im

\ '#

(O !
i Research under way may had to modifications in

* source term aasumptions. Tne research will consider theI i experience from the Th!! 2 accident of 1979, con-
$ temporary fis, tion product release phenornenology, thej transport and attenuadon of fission product.s in pnmry
= coolant ayr m and containments, and distinctions
E

,e} between des 4n basis accidents and events beyond the
denigr. basis. This research may result in revision of this
guid e.

'#
, , . y. Te

'

i,, 2. ASSUMPTIONS USED Li CALCUL ATING TISSION
w,, , ,, 3 , , , , 620 DUCT CONCENTRATIONS

"*''"''Cf7c'.M.C.*Uc'.L*2%**"'''''**"*" This secuen discusses the usumptions used te simulate
the PWR a.;d BWR containments for determirang the
time dependent ud location dependent distnbuton of

The beta and garnma etsgrated doses presented in the airborne noble su and lodme activity with;n the
Tables D 1 and D 2 and Faure D 1 have baen deterr.ined containment atmosphere, the neuvity plaicd out on
using models and assumptions contained in this appe9d;x. containment surfaces, and ths activity in the aump
This analysis inectporates the important time dependent water,

phenomena related to the action of engineered safety
features (ESFs) and each natursl phenomena as lodine The staff used a computer progr.m TACT, to model
plateout, as in previous stiff anajyses. the tirne-dependent behavior of Johne and noble gases

within a nuclear power plant. The TACT code et other
Doses were calculated for a point inside the conta:n- equivalent industry codes would provide an acceptable

ment (at the midpoint of the containment) taking method for modeling the transfer of actaity from one
sprays and clateout mechanisms into account. The containment region to another and for modehng thedesea pruented in Figure D 1 are values for a PWR reducuen of activity due to the action of ESFs. Another

y1 plant having a containment free volume of 2.5 million staff code. SPIRT (Ref.1), is used to calculate the 3

( ) cubic feet and a power nttre of 4100 MW1. removal ntes of elemental lodine by plateout andv

1.89 10
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rprays These codes were used to develop the sourca of iodine. Further, tbh model assumes that durir. the
term totimates. The assumptions in the following sections acircuistion phuse, the pH of the rump water is
were used to calculate the distnbution of radioactivity maintained a ove 8.5.
within the containtnent followes e dulgn buis LOCA.

2.1 PWR Dry Containments 8. The spray removal rete constant (A) wu calculated
using the staff's SPIRT program, conservatively anumics
tbe operation of only one spray train and an instanta.

The following methods and usumptions wert usM by raous partition cocic: lent (H) for elemental iodine of
the staff for calculating the radiation environment ir. 5000. The cdctlated value of the spray asmcmal corJtantPWR dry containments:

for elemental lodme wu 27.2 hr'3

1. In the anajysis of the accident radiation e" aton- 9. Naturd deposition (Le., plateout) of airborne
ment, the staff assumec that 50% of the iodine core setivity should be determined using a sect.anistic model
activity inventory and 100% of the core noble gas (se4 Reference 1). In the stMs ext:cple, plattout of ' -

activity inventory were nleued instantaneously to the iodine on containment internal sun' aces wu modele4 ucontaintnent atmospt.ere. One percent of the remainir. a first order rate ramoval procou, and best estimates for
" solids" activhy inventory wu usumed released from snodel parameters were assumed. Buad on an assumed
the core and canied with the primary coolant directly totat surface are* Within containtnent ff approximatelyto the contair. ment sump. 5.0 x 10' '?, the crJeulated value for the over.11

plateout constant for elementd iodine su 1.23 hr'8
2. The containment free volume wu taken u 2.52 x The suumption that 50% of the activity is hitante-10' ft . Of this volutne, 74% or 1.86 x 103

ft85 wu neousjy plated out should not be used.
assumed to 'oe directJy covered by the contajnment
sprays, ic4ving 6.6 x 108 3ft of the containment fne 10. The spray removal and plateor 1 proccases were
volume unsprayed. The latter includes regiens within the modeled u competing iodine removal mechanums.
main containment space under the containment dome Removal of iodine from rurfaces by the Cow of com
and compu.ments telow the operating floor level. densed steam or by weshoff by the containment spray(F; ants with different centainment free velames should rney be assuned if such effects can be verified seduse plantspecific vdues.)

quantified by andyeis or experiment.

3. The initial dastnbution of act!vity within the 11. A s;rty removal rate constant (A) for particulate
contahment should be bued on realistic assumptions, iodine concentration was cabisted using the staffs
The staffs txarn;N assurned a relatively cren (non- SPIRT program (Ref.1). The staff cajeulated a value of
compartrnented) conta:.nment with a hise release urs A = 0.43 hr'8 and allowed the ternoval of particulatefonrdy distributed in the cor.ta:ntnent. This is a reason-

iodme to contmus until the airbome concentration wuable aim;hfication for dose nuessment in a large dry 4

PWR containment and it h rettstic in tenns of speetly-
reduced by a factor of 10 . The organic iodine concen-
tration in the containment atmosphere is assumeding the time depezdent radiation environinent in most

ateu of the containment. riot to be aftected by either the containment spray or
phteout removal mechanisma.

4. The ESF far.: sere assumed to have a design flow 12. The spreys were assumed to nmove elemental
rate of 220,000 cfm m the post LOCA environment,

iodine until the bstantaneous coacentration in theMixing between all rnajor unsprsyed regions and compart-
ments and the rnam sprayed region wu assumed, sprt>ed region was reduced by a factor of 200. Thh h

necesaary to achieve an equi'ibtf .m airborne iodine
concentration consistent with previous LOCA analysea.5. Effects of the ESF systems that remove airborne

activity or redastribute activity 'A h containment (e.3, 13. The att rais assumed that more than one speciescontainment spray and contai. are ventilation systems) of radiosettva .odine is present in a desis.n basis LOCA.v
should be evaJusted using a*.r; 41ons connstent with The edeuhtion of the postilOCA environment usumed
previcus licenses practice For nample, the air exchange that, of the 50% of the core inventory of lodine released,between the sprayed and unsprayed regions wu sarumed
to be one half of the design flow rate of the ESF fans. 5% is anociated with airborne particulate materials, 4%

forms ersan.ic compounds, and 91% remains u elementalGood mixing of the containment activity between the
lodine.1-or conservatism, this composition wu tarumedsprayed and unaprayed regions is ensured by natural present at time * = 0. (These assumptions concerningconvection cunents and ESF fans. the iodine form are obtained from Regulatory Guides
3.3, "Azurnptions Used for Evaluating the Potentia]6. The containment epray system wu usumed to

have two equa)-espacity trains each designed to irject
Radiological Consequences of a Lom of Coolant Accident

/ 3000 spm of bonc acid aclution into the containment. for Boiling Water Reactors," and 1.4, " Assumptions
Used for Evajusting the Potential Radiological Conn-
quences of a Losa of Coolant Accident for Pressuriaed7. Trace levda of hydrszine wers assumed to be

added dunng the irdection ; hue to enhance the removal Water Reactors," when a ptatoout factor of 2 is assumed
for the elemental form.)

1.89 11
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14. The staff analysis c:nservatively usumed that no
leakage from the containment buildha to the envir'on- For the Muk I and Mark !! designs, a'l of the activity
ment occuned. should be amurned initially nisased to the drywell area

and the transfer of activity frorn these regions vis
(,.

15. Removal of airborne acttdty by ensinocred safety containment lemkage to the surrounding reactor buddingV) featured any be suumed when cakulating the radiation volume abould be used to predict the quahfication levels
within the reactor building (secondary containment).environment following other non LOCA desan basis

accidents provided tre safety features systems arc
3. Removal of airborne iodine in the drywell erautomatjcally acttvated as a ttsult of the accidant,

reactor buildir.g by the action of both phreeut and
spray proctnes may be asumed provided the effee-16. The ndhtien environment rent! ting from normal
tiveness of these competing lodme removal processes areoperstaen should be based on the conservative source
evaluated using conditfor.: and essumptions consistent

|term estimates reported in the plant's Stfety Analysis
with items 6 through 12 in Stetjon 2.1 and plant speelfic

|Report or should be conastent with th primary coolant panmeten,
epecific act!viu lhnit: contabed in the plant's technical
specifications. The use of equilibrium prirntry coolant

4. The removal of airborne activity from the reactorconcentrations bued on 1% fuel claddhg falfures would
be one acceptable method. building by operation of the standby gas treatment

system (SGTS) may be suumed.

2.2 FwR Ice Condet.4er Containments
3. NODEl. FOR CALCULATING THE DOSE RATE OF

The asumptions and methods presented for calculating AIRBORNE AND PLATIOUT FIS$10N PRODUCTS
the radiation enviro.nment in PWR dry containments are

The beta and samma dose rates and integrattd dosesappropriate for use in calculating the radiation environ- from the airborne activity within the containmentment for ice condenser containments following a design
basis LOCA with the fe!!cweg modificationst atmosphere were calculated for the midpoint in the

containment. ~he containment was modeled as a
cylinder with tae height and diameter equal Contrinment1. The source shou:d be sasumed to be initially shielding and internal structures were negjected becauserejeued to the lower containment cortpartme . The

distribution of the activity should be based on the they would involve a degree of complexity beyond the

forced reckcuhtion fan flow rates and the transfer ratesscope of the present work. The calcdations of Refer-
through the ice beds as functions of time. ence 2 indicate that the specific internal shaeldmg and

structure would be expected to reduce the samma doses, !q and dose rates by factors of two or more depending oni

%] 2. Credit may be taken for iodhe removal via the
the specific location and geometry.operation of the ace beds and the spray eystem. A

time-dependent remova! efficiency consistent with the
steam / sir raixture for elemental iodine may be airumed, Because of the short range of the betas in air, the

a:rborne beta dotes presented in Tables D l and D 2

3. Removal cf thbcrne iodine in the upper compart- were calculated using an infinite mediure O oximatsen.

ment of the containment by the action of both plateout This is shown in Reference 3 to result in ordy a small
and spray processes may be tuumed pmvided these error. Beta dess for equipment located on the contaan-

ment walls or on luge internal structures may teamoval processes are evaluated unns conditions and
calcuhted using - the semiinfmite beta dose modelassumptions consistent with item 6 through 12 in

Section 2.1 and plant specafic puameten.
The staff recognizes that this approach is conservative

2.3 BWR Containtnenta and that, for most plant specific caleditions, a setr.>
infinite beta dose model may be more appropriate. Thei

I The assumptions and methods presented for calculatmg use of the temiinfinite model b acceptable Frouded
there isi

the radhtion env.ronrnent in PWR dry containment are suffeient justification for its use (such as
| appropriate for use in ca!cu!atmg the radiation environ- location, shieldir.t, minimal thkkneu). Further, the rtaff
'

ment for BWRs foDowing a design buis LOCA Mth the - recestdtes that fu some equipment the use of a finite-
foDowhg modifications: cloud beta dose m; del may be warranted. Because the

use of the finite-cloud model would result in beta dosesr

i 1. A decontamination factor (DF) of 10 may be
cue by-case justifhation for use of the imite-cloud
much smaiks than the values presented in Table D 2, a

usumed for both elemental and particuhte Jodhe as the
.

todine activity passes through the suppression pool No
model wi!! be required.

credit should be taken for the removal of organic lodine
or noble gases in the suppression pool The gamma dose rate contribution from the p!sted.

out iodine on containment eurfaces to the point on the
centarline was aho included. The model calculated2. For Mark III dulgns, mil of the actrvity pusing

through the suppression pool abould be assumed instanta- the plateout activity in the containment sasaming ordy
[,} neously and uniformly dist:ibuted within the containment. one spray trah and one ventilation system were operst-

/
,

V ing. It should be noted that washoff of the plated out

1.89-12
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lodine activity by the sprays wu not addressed in this c.alculated on the assumption of a time dependent sump
evajoation, iodine buildup is not slanificant.) i

l
'

Finally, a11 gamma doses were rnultipbed by a correc- The "sobd" fission products should be assumed to be
r tion factor of 1.3 as sussested in Reference 3 to account instanta.neous!y carried by the coolant to the aump and

for the omission of the contribution from the decay uniformly distributed in the sump water. The samma
chains of the isotopes. and beta dose rates and the integratad doses should

be computed for e center point located at the turface
of the large pool of sump water, and the dose rate

4. MODEL FOR CALCULATING T14E DOSE RATE calculation should incluGe an estimate of the effects
of SUMP F15510N FRODUCTS of buildap.

The staff rrjodel assumed the washout of airbome 5. CONCLUSION
lodine fiorn the containment atmosphere to the contain-
ment sump. For a FWR containment with sprays and The vajues given in Tables D 1 and D 2 and Figutt
good nuxing between the s;ttyed and unspfayed regions, D 1 for tiie va.r.ous locations in the containment provide
the elemeritaj iodir.e (assumeJ to constitute 91% of the an estimate of expected rdiation quahrtcation vajues for
released iodine) is very rapidly u nhed out of the a 4100 MWt PWR design.
atmosphere to the contamrnent sump (typicCy 907, of
the airborre lodtne in less than 15 minates) The NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is

continuing its research efforts in the area of soutet
The dese calculations rney assume a time dependent terms for equi;rnent quajjfacation fo!!osing design buis

iodtne scutsc. (The d;fference between the integrated accidents. As rnore itiformation in thss area becomes
dose cajeu'ated on the usumption of 50'1 ef the core available, the source terms and staff models rnay chante
lodine immeciately st ailable in the sarnp and that to reflect the new information.
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Table D.)

ESTIMATES FOR TOTAL. AIRBORNE GAMMA DOSE-

CONTRIBUTORS IN CONTAINMENT TO A POINT IN THE CONTAINMENT CENTER

Time Airbrne lodine Altborne Noble Plateout Ic51ne Total Dose
3 (Hr) Dose (R) Gas Dose (R) Dose (R) (R)

0 00
.

-
-

-

0.03 4.8 2E+4 7.4 2E+ 4 1.69E+3 1.24E+5

-

O.06 8.$ 7E+4 1.39E+5 3.98 E+3 2.29 E +5

'

0.09 1.09E+5 1.98E+5 7.2 2E+3 3.14 E+5i 0,12 1.25E+5 2.51E+5 1.1OE+4 3.87E+50.15 1.38E+5 3.01 E+5 1.52E+4 4.54E*5! 8 0.18 1.47E+5 3.48E+5 1.96E+4 5.15E+50.21 1,55 E*5 3.92E+5 2.41 E++l 5,71 E+ 50.25 1.64E+5 4.49E+5 3.03E+4 6.43E+5
,

'; 0.38 1.87E +5 6.19E+5 5.05E+4 8.57 E+5O.50 2.03 E+5 7.61E +5 6.90E+4 1.03E+60.75 2.3 6 E+ > 1.03E+6 1. 06 E+5 1.372+61.00 2 66E+5 1.26E +6 1.40E+$ 1.67E+6

-

2.00 3.62E+5 2 04E+6 2.61 E+ 5 2.66E+65.00 5.50E+5 3.56E +6 5.40E+5 4.65E+68.00 6.63E+5 4.38 E+6 7.4 7E+5 5.79E+624.0 101E+6 6.26E +4 1.45E+6 '8.12E+660.0 ! .31 E +6 7.16E +6 2.10E+6 1.06 E+ 796.0 1.45E+6 7.56E +6 2.39E+6 1.1'E+7192 1.68E+6 8.2 9 E+6 2.8 6 .+6 1.28J+7
t

298 1.!!E+6 8.76E+6 3. SE +6 1,38Ec7394 1.95E+6 8.85 E+6 1.41E+6 1.4 2E+ 'sO $60 2.07E+6 9.06 E +6 3.64E+6 1.48E+7720 213E+6 9.15E+6 3.16 E+6 1.50E+7858 2.16E+6 9.19 E+6 3.83E+6 1.52E+71060 2,l S E*6
9.21 E+6 3.87E*6 1.53E*71220 2.19E+6 9.21 E+6 3.89E+6 1.53E+71390 2.20!+6 9.21T+6 3.90E+6 1.53 E+ 7'560 2.2 0!+6 9.22 E+6 3.9l E +6 1.53E+7. !730 2.20E+6 9.22E+6 - 3.91E+6 1.53E+71 1900 2.02 E +6 9.22E+6 3.92E +6 1.53E+72060 2.20E+6 9.22 E+6 3.92E+6 1.53E+72230 2.20E+6 9.22 E+6 3.92E+6 1.53E+72950 2.20E*6 9.23E+6 3.92E+6 1.54E+73670 2.20E+6 9.24E+4 3.92E+6 - 1.54E+74?90- 2.20E+6 9.2 4E+6 3.92E+6 - 1.54E+75110 2.20E+ 6 9.2k + 5 3.92E+6 1.54E+75830 2.20E+6 9.25 Et6 3.92E+6 1.54E+7:6550 2.20E+6 9.26 E+6 3.92E+6 1.5 4 E+17270 2.20E+6 - 9.27E+6 3.92E+6 1.54E+78000 2.20E*6 9.27E+6 3.92E+6 - 1.54E+78710 2.20E+6 9.28 E+6 ' 3.92E+6 1.54E+7

Total 1.54E+7

O i

<
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Table D'2

ESTIMATES FOR TOTAL AIRBORNE BETA LOSE
CONTRIBUTORS IN CONTAINMENT TO A PolNT IN THE CONTAINMENT CENTER

Ttme Airborne 'ledine Arbome Nob!: Total Dose -(Hr) Dese (tids)* Gas Dose (rads)* - (rads)'
O.00 -

-

0.03 1.47E+5 5.4 8 E+5 6.95 E+ 5

-

. 0.06 2.62E+5 9.86 E+5 1.25E+60.09 3.33E+5 1.35E+5 1.68E+60.12 3.8 3 E+ 5 1.65E+6 2.03E+6 -0.15 4.20E+5 1.91E+6 2.33E+60.18 4.4 9 ti+5 2.14 E+6 2.59 E+ 60.21 4.73 E.5 2.35 E+ 6 2.8 2 E+60.25 5.00E+5 2.60E+6 3.10E+60.28 5.67E+5 3.3 0E+6 3.8 7E+60.! 0 6.1!I+5 3.86 E+6 4.48 E+60.75 7.13 E+ 5 4.8 9E+6 5.60E+61.00 8.00E+5 '5.81E+6 6.61 E+ 62.00- 1.07E+6 9.02E+6 1.01E+75.00 1.58E+6 1.65E+7 1.81E*13 00 1.58E+6 2.20E+7 2.39E+ 724.0 2.8 7 E+ 6 4.05E+7 4.3 7 E +760.0 3.8 9E *6 6.15 E+ 7 6.5 4E+ 796.0 4.3 7E +6 7.4 8 E+ 7 7.92E+ 7 -192 5.14E+6 1.00Et8 1.05 E+8298 5.64E+6 1.17E+8 1,23 E+8394 5.99E+6 1.25E+8 1.31E+8560 6.34E+6 1.34E+8 1.40E+8 -

.. O 888
720 6.5 3 E+6 1.39E+8 1.46E+86.6 3 E+6 1.42E+8 1.49E+81060 6 69E+6 1.44E+8 1.5 ] E+81220 6.73E+6 1.45E+& l.52E+81390 6.15 E+6 1.47E+8 1.54E+81560 6.76E+6 1.49E+8 1.56E+81730 6.76E+6 1.51E+8 1.58E+81900 6.76E+6 1.52E+8 1.59E+82060 6.76 E+6 1.5 4 E+8 1.61E482230 6.7 7E+6 1.55E+8 1.62E+82950 6.77E+6 1.62E+8 1.69E+8'3670 6,7 7E+6

1.69E+8 1.76E+84390 6.77 E+6 1.76E+8 1.83E+b5110 6.77E+6 1.83E*8 -5830 6.7 7 E +6 1.90E+8
1.89E+8 1.96E+86550 - 6.7 7 E+6 1.96E+8 2.03E+87270 6.7 7 E*6 2.03E+8 2.10E+88000 6.77E+6 2.09E+8 2.16 E+ 88710 6.7 7E+6 2.16 E+ 8 2.23E+8

Total 2.23E+8

'Dost tomattion factor is based on absorption by tissue.

O
1.89 15
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APPENDIX C

OUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION FOR ELECTRIC ECUlPMENT

in order to ensure that an environmental qualification accident environment for the tier.e durms which it
pregram confor ns to General Detagn Criteria 1, 2 4 must not fau with aafety margin to failure.
and 23 of Appenda A. Sections 111, XI, and XVII of
Appendix B; ar.d [ 50.49 et 10 CFR Part 50, the c. Equipment that wiu expenence environinental
fotowir.g information on the quahfication program condit ens of design basis accidents through which it
shodd be s stmitted to NRC for electne equipment need not function for injtigation of such accidents and
wittun the scope of tbs pu:dc; whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental

to plant safety or accident rnattgstacnt it need not be
1. Trovide a hst of a" electnc equipment within the quahfied for any accident ervisnment,

scept of ths guide such as the foDos ing:

d. Equipment that has perfortried its safety func.
a. Switchgear tion poor to the exposure to an accident environment
b. Mrator control centers end whose fai|ure (in any mode) as deemed not deln.
t Yahe operaton and solenoid wahrs rnental to plant safety and wiu not rmslead the opera.
d. Motors tor; it need riot he qualdied fe" L xident environment. 5e. Logic euprtent
i Cab:e 4. For each item of equipmo.. Le the :stegones ofg Cortnectors

equipment usted in stem 3, previde fee foUowing:
A Sensen (press. liv. pressure caferential, tempera.

ture,11ov kr.d level neutrct). ar.d othcr rad:ation) a. The system safety function requaements for
a limit swaldo equipment in categories 3.a, 3.b. ar.d 3.d.
J. Heaters
k. Fans b. An environmental envelope a: a function of {l Control tearcs tirne that includes aU extreme parameters, both maxi.
m.!nstrument re:ks and panels mum and mirdmum values. expected to occur duringn Electm pirattancri pla nt shutdown and design ras.s accident 0.tcludmgo. Splicca

LOCA and MS LD), inchiding postace; der.t cenditions,
F Termmal blecks for equipment tri categones 3.a and ib.

1 For each liem of e q uip me nt identdied in 1, c. Length cf time equipment in catesonn 3.a and
prende the fotowint. 3 b must perform its safety function when subjected to

a. Type (funetwr.si cesignation)
b. Manufacturer d The technical bases that Jur1.fy the placement
c. Man;facturer's type number and modct number of each item of caufrment in categonn 3 b. 3 c andd P! ant IN!:g number and location 3 d.

E Cateponac the e:;u.pment ident2f:cd m hem I into 3. For each item of equiprnent idennf.eJ in caterer.one of the fotowLy cstegeit0
in 3.a and .Lb, state the actual awal.facanon ervelope
s mulated during testing (defuung the du9twn ef the

a. Eqdpment that w2!) experience the environmental enytronment and the ma$n in excca of the desig n
conditions of des.gn basis -accidtnts thrNth whah it requirements). If any method other than type testmg
raust lunstwn to nutigatt such accidento it mur,t be was used for quahfication, identify tte raethod and
quahhed to demonstrate operabihty in the accident defmc the equivalent "quakfnataan enveiope" so derived.
enveonment for the time required for accident mitigation .

with safety mt.rg.n to faDure. 6. Provide a summhry of test results that dernon.
atrates the adequacy r' the cushfication program. If any

b, Eqtupment that will extentnce envitor. mental analysi ts used for Quahhcation. pstificMinn of sU
conditions of des.gn haats accidents through which it analysis avumptions must be provided.
need not funct:en for mitiptwn of such accidents but
through wh2ch at mutt not fall in a manner delnmental 7. jdentsfy the quahficatmn documents that contain
to plant safety or accident mit.gatiot, it must bc quale detai|ed support:ng informatWn. Including test data, for
fied to demonsnate the capab1Lty to withstand any iterns $ and 6.

,
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VALUE/ IMPACT STATEMENT

Background
nquirements for equipreent quahficatiers Methods for
estatushing temperature and preuure prefijes for a

The Comminion (in Memorandum and Order CLI 80- loss of coolant accident and main steam line- break are21 dated May 23, 1980) directed the staff to use provided, and radiological source terms are given
NUREG 0586, "intenm Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety Related Electncal EquJpinent," 3. Regulatory Position C.3, which provides the staff
aloy with a document entitled ''Ouidelines for Evaluat- pontion pertaining to test procedures,
ins Environmental Quah!1catson of Class IF Electrical
Equipment in Operates Reactors" (DOR Guidehnes, 4. Reguhtery Position C,4, which provides the staff
1snuary 14, 1980) as requirements that licensees and position regarding estabushing margin sn testing require-

-

applicants must meet in order to satisfy the equipment ments,

quahfication requirements of 10 CFR Part $0. Subse-
quently, the Commissier approved a rmal rule for 5. Regulatory Pention C.5, which provides the staff
electric equipment qualif2 cation (i 5049 of 10 CFR position regarding aging of equipment.
Part 50). Revanon 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.89 will
provide an acceptsble method for meeting the requ!re- 6. Regulatory Position C.6, which provides the
ments of { 50.49. staff position regarding quahfication of repineemer:t'

equipment.
Substanthe Changes and Their Value/ impact

7. Regulatory Poution C.7, whsch provides the staff
The fo!!owing positions were added in Revaion 1 to position on the documentation of equipment qu ali-Reguistory Guidt 1.89; fication procedures and results,

1. Regulatory Pos2 tion C.), wNch adds to the scope Value This guide provides the staff's ' views on
of the guide non safety-rebted electric equipment whose

individual sections of IEEr. Std 323 1974 and desenbesfailure under postulated envaronmental conditions could acceptable methods for meeting the requirements cf
prevent satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions { 30.49 of 10 CFR Part 50. Th:s gu:de should enhance
(for example, the associated circuits defined in Regula- the licensing process.,

tory Guide 1.?!, '' Physical Indc;endence of Electric
Syster-s") and cc:taar. restaccident mon 2tonns equipment. Impact Thu seguhtory guide does not impose any

2. Reguhrory Position C 2, wh!;h provides the staff or obligations on licensees or applicants.new costs

position on ertsblishing performance and environmental Thus, no impact will result from issuance of tNs guide-

.

with respect to requirements m effect et this time.

l
|

1.89 18
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(**,w ehkE565 YbRY GUIDE
November 1974

DIRECT 0 MATE OF REGULATORY STANDAh05n
g r ., m i f. -

'' '
,

. . . . .

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.89

OUALIFICATION OF CLASS lE E0VIPMENT '

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A. INTRODUCTION C, REGULATORY POSITION

Cntenon 111. "Desip Controll' of Appendix B, The procedures described in IEEE Std 323 1974,
s

" Quality Anutan:e Cnteria for Nu:! eat Power Piants "lEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment fm
and Fuel Reprocessing Planu " to 10 CFR Part 50,
"Lkensing of Productinn and Utihzation Faciht2es,"

Nudear Power Generatir:g Stations "' dated February
25,1974,for quz!)f> tng Cn:IE equipment for se vi<c in

j teqwrts that design control measures provide for ven. Lyht water.:ooled and gwcookd nudear power p! ants
fying the adequsa of a spe:iSc des!p feature by design arc generally 2 :eptabk and provide an adeque bun
reviews, by calculational methods, or by suitable qu, fb for comp!ytng with degp verifkation requirements ofcation tesung of a prutotype umt under the most Cntenon !!! cf Appendix B to 10 CTR Pet 50 tu verifyadvene conditions Th:s replator> guide describcs a
method acceptanle to the Replatory staff for com. adequa y of ciesign under the must tidvene desip eor.dr

tiens subjest te the followirg:
plying with the Conrtisuun's rtga!ations with regard to
desip venScation of Class IE equipment for servi:e in
1:ght water coc!ed and paouled nucle:r power plants.

1 Referen:e is made in IEEF.Std 30.tlFI4,Secdons ,
B. DISCUSSION 6.3. (5), and 6.3.5, in IEEE Std 3441971. " Guide for

Seismic Q.udi6eation of Class 1 Electric Equipment (ca

IEEE Sid 30.t1974. "lEFE Standard for Qua!ifying Nuckar Peuer Generating Stations " The speelfk appli,
Class IE Eqwp- ent for Nadear Power Genercurg St4 cahility er a::eptabihty oflEEE Std 344 wi:1 be coscred

tiens,"' dated Febraary 25,1974, was prepared by Sub' 3 p3r:tely in other rep 1 story pides, where appropriate.
committee 2, Ecmpment Quah0:atien, cf the Nu:!ea' 2. The radiolup al suur:e term for quahfication tests in
Pcaer Engmeerm; Committee of the Institute of Elec- a nuelcar radiat.un environment should be based on the
trica2 and Electrem s Engneen, In:., (IEEE) and sub- s:m source term r.s that used in Replatory Guide 17
sequently we approved by the IEEE Standards Board (saiety G mde 7, 3/10/71) for DWR5 and FWRs. An
on Decernber 13, 1973. The standard describes basic equivalent sea *ce temi fi.e.,10f3 of the noble pse>,
proi.cdt.res f or c;1hfying Cliis IE eqwpment and inter- $g c of the haingens, and 19 of the enaining schds
fa:es mat 2 e to be used in nuclear power pl.nts and developed from maximum fulbpower operation of the
compentnts or ecuipraen of any interfa:e whose faibre cure) shuuid be used for HTGR>. The contamment st:e
could advently :f4:t any dass IE equipment- should be taken intn account in each ease. For exposed

organic matenals, calculations should take mte acccant
both beta and gamma radiation.

The requirements dehnested include principles, pro-
cc: res, and methods of qua]i0 cation which, when
satis 0ed mll con $rm th adequa:y of the equipment
desip for the performan:e of Class IE functions under .
ncrmaE abnorma), desip barts-event, post. des!gn basis. %s m W etmed trarr the insmute of tiecirna? and
event, and Contamment ttst cond!! ions. Dcetsonics Engineers. Inc United Enreering Center, H5 Last

47th Street, New York, New York 1D017.

USAtc AtCULAtoRY 0U40($ cw.i o. p. ate.c p ew, t. .eu-i.e av e ..,t .no wq e. e vi es..,a...,.......,,.~... !",1" F:,3.8..''C.f.'*;'i C,:"AW7/nE.TO,- N. , 'r**.f,T."L'. Wit'.?".'.,'m.*.:,,T. T..'.,".:e,7 '.T.",.'0 ''.|,s.e?.,%..'.:y,s.~*?e 74. ,'i'T.',0lE'.;aTI%rl.r M
.s-

m - ... ,on. ..- i e o. .. m
ge* *n n ir.6 ha. t let i. 6 4 f.r. t te t* g ,p The 9ethpg .*. ,esvo. e4 toi. f.thos,q igg phq g.v seae31"."#f"1% T/' iTOC*.','/ic'N,0.7.' "**" " t e.- . ..m, e.2 hem

3 ev
ceeag 'eu Re.et.re t Tr s *i.t eeii .auf h*.*e .s , 8.ci,n.i ao s. e .m.i ne.owE en Ia .U. a e p.
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D. IMPLEMENTATION
for which the issue date of the Safety Evaluation Report
(SER)is July 1,1974, or after.; The purpost of thl> section is to provide information ~

i
to applicants and licensecs regarding the Replatory
itsffs plans for utilizing this regulatory guide.

For those construetion permit applicatjons for which

This pide nuects current rep:atory practice.There. an SER was Jesued prior to July 1,1974, the Replatory

fore, except in those cases us which the applicant
staff may, subsequent to issuance of the construction
pennit (or operating license), nevaluate the Safetyproposes an acceptable alternative method for ccm-

p'ying with sreafied portiors of the Commission's Arialysis Report on a esse by case basis to assure that

replations, this guide will bc used by the Replatory acceptable methods for qualification of class lE equip-

staff tn evaluatiny all cunstNetivn permJi appbcation;
ment hae been specified in purchase orders executed
for such equipment on or after November 15,1974

8
O

.

%
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'e, j.N UNITED STATES 'i *~*'

1__^'i NUCL. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSg ;t g o, /
* 2

-
Fv A$HINGTON. D. C. 20S$5; g'ya, %,.;f,'j

- xt

V ,,,.. December 13, 1984

'92 mR 13 P4 :18054 24 8
Docket H bM~ L !C #bb hNdI.,anh5 3

RPM FILU T ''
.

&l&d i hMr. R. P. Mcdonald t %
Senior Vice President 9 4 J22805 7
Alabama Power Company
Post Office Box 2641 h 12 8 oSo F
Birmingham, Alabama 35291 g g. , f 4g ?

Dear Mr. Mcdonald: y 4 AD Yh/f 2 Y//Y[82
Pew P #ffio

Enclosures 1 and 2 are our Safety Evaluations (SEs) that relate to the
environmental cualification of electric equipment important to safety at gg c)
the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. I and 2 and to your
complitnce with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. These SEs include '

proposed resolutions for the deficiencies identified in the earlier SEs
dated January 31, 1983, and in the January 14 and 17,1983 Franklin
Research Center (FRC) Technical Evaluation Reports, and to your proposal
that justifications for continued operation are not necessary,,

On January 11, 1984 a meeting was held between your staff and the NRC steffp) to discuss your proposed method of resolution for each of the environmental;

L cualification deficiencies identified. Discussions included the general
methodology which you used to assure compliance with 10 CFR 50.49,
" Environmental Qualification cf Electric Equipment Important to Safety for
Nuclear Power Plants," which became effective February 22, 1983. We also
discussed your proposed justifications for continued operation for those
equipment items for which environmental qualification was not yet complete.

By letter dated February 29, 1984, you addressed the above subjects and
documented the discussions held at the January 11, 1984 meeting. By
letters dated March 14 and May 20, 1983 you provided additional information
and stated that all electric equipment important to safety witnin the scope
of 10 CFR 50.49 :t both Units is environmentally qualified and
justifications for continued operation are not necessary. Based on our

reviews, TTn liompTQlce-Qth the rgtiGeTneWs of 10 CFR '50!49, t'h'aIthewe conclede that thellAbama Power Company. Equipment QualifigationProgram i

;6.W%
n...a .

h'
.

/ f sW Q
-

O gm&MCh ,
'

i s*** ;h/ -

y u y ,;i
N " ' .. ' -
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Mr. R. P. Mcdonald 2- December 13, 1984
'

-
.

0
groposed resolution for each of the environmental qualification deficiencies

~
'idgntTfied for Farley Units 1 and & in acceetah)f. and that the continued .

~
.

operal.ipn of Farle Units I srid '2'wil' not present undue risk tTthe public
Feilth aWtTfsfi y^_

_

e ~ gi
di W %- -Operating Reactors B h #1'

-- Division of Licensing*2' "' ~

Enclosures:'

As stated . ..

cc w/ enclosures:
See next page ;,
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Mr. R. P. Mcdonald Joseph M. Farley' Nuclear Plant
Alabama Power Company Units 1 and'2

cc: 'Mr. W. O. Whitt -D. Biard MacGuineas. Esquire-a

| Executive Vice President Volpe, Boskey and Lyons
Alabama Power Company 91B- 16th Street, N.W.
Post Office Box 2641 Washington, DC 20006
Birmingham, Alabama 35291

Charles R. Lowman
Mr. Louis B. Long, General Manager Alabama Electric Corporation
Southern Company Services. Inc. Post Office Box 550
Post Office Box 2625 "M"" * Andaltisia',' Alabama 36420* 4'Birmingham, Alabama 35202

James P. O'Reilly*

Houston County Comission Regional Administrator Region -II-
Dothan, Alabama 36301 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission-

101 Marietta Street,- Suite 2900
Atlanta, GA 30303

George F. Trowbridge, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge Ira L. Myers, M.D. ,

1800 M Street, N.W. State Health Officer ..
.

Washington, DC 20036 State Department of Public Health
State Office Building

Chairman Montgomery, Alabama 36130
Houston County Comission

g Dothan, Alabama 36301

O,- Balch, Bingham, Baker, Hawthorne,
Robert A. Buettner,. Esquire

Williams and Ward
Pest Office Box 306
Bimingham, Alabama 35201

Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Post Office Box 24 - Route 2
Columbia, Alabama 36319

Stata Department of Public Health
ATTN: State Health Officer--
State Office Building- .

Montgomery.- Alabama 36104 .

Regional Radiation Representative
EPA Region IV
345 Courtland Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308

.
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( t- SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR RE0VLATION

EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION BRANCH

FARLEY UNIT 1

DOCKET NO. 50-348

-

ENVIEONMENTALQUtIFICATIONOFELECTRICEQUIPMENTIMPORTANTTOSAFETY
*
,.-.. ,, , .

INTRODUCTION'-
'

'

:+ - - - +' '' '~
.

Equipment which is used to perform a necessary safety function must be demon-
strated to be capable of maintaining functional operability under all service
conditions postulated to cecur during its installed life for the time it is
required to cperate. This requirement, which is embodied in General Design
Criteria I and 4 of Appendix A and Sections III, XI, and XVII of Appendix B

' to 10 CFR 50, is applicable to equipment located inside as well as outside
O containment. More detailed requirements and guidance relating to the methods

and procedures for demonstrating this capability for electrical equipment have
been set forth in 10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental Qualification of Electric
Equipment impcrtant to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-0588. "Inttrim
Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment" (which supplements IEEE Standard 323 and various NRC Regulatory
Guides and industry standards), and "Gu'lelines for Evaluating Environmental
Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating Reacters" (DOR
Guidelines).

.

BACKGROUND

On Feburary 8,1979, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued
toalllicenseesofoperatingplants(exceptthoseincludedinthesystematic
evaluationprogram(SEP))IEBulletin(IEB)79-01," Environmental
Oualification of Class 1E Equipment." This Bulletin, together with IE
Circular 78-08(issuedonMay 31,1978), required the licensees to perform,

reviews to assess the adequacy of their environmental qualification programs,J.

g ij i M L.S #
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On January 14, 1980, NRC issued IEB 79-01B which included the 00R Guidelines

and NUREG-05BB as attachments 4 and 5. respectively. Subsequently, on May 23,
1980, Comission Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21 was issued and stated that the

D0h Guidelines and portions of NUREG-05BB fem the requirements that livnsees
must meet regarding environmental qualification of safety-related electrical
equipment in order to satisfy those aspects of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. General
Design Criterion (GDC) 4. Supplements to IEB 79-01B were issued for further4

clarificattorr and definition of the staff.'s needs. - These supplements were
issued on February 29, September 30, and October 24, 1980.

In addition, the staff issued orders dated August 29,1980(amendedin
September 1980) and October 24, 1980 to all licensees. The August order
required that the licensees provide a report, by November 1,1980, documenting
the qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. The October order
required the establishment of a central file losation for the maintenance of
all equipment qualification records. The central file was mandated to be
established by December 1. 1980. The staff subsequently issued a Safety

#

Evaluation Report (SER) on environmental qualification of safety-related
electrical equipment to the licensee on May 21, 1981. This SER directed theg

licensee to "either provide documentation of the Lissing qualification
information which demonstrates that safety-related equipment meets the DOR
Guidelines or NUREG-0588 requirements or comit to a corrective action

.

(requalification, replacement (etc.))." The licensee was recuired to respond
to NRC within 90 days of receipt of the SER. In response to the staff SER
issued in 1981, the licensee submitted additional information regarding the
qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. This information was
evaluated for the staff by the Franklin Research Center (FRC) in order to:
1) identify all cases where the licensee's . response did not resolve the
significant qualification issues, 2) evaluate the licensee's qualification
documentation in accordance with established criteria to determine which
equipment had adequte documentation and which did not, and 3) evaluate the

licensee's quali*1 cation documentation for safety-related electrical ecuipment
located in harsh environments required for TMI Lessons Learned

Implementation. A 3 chC eal Evaluation Report (TER) was issued by FRC'on
January 14, 1983. A Stfety Evaluation Report was subsequently issued to the

"

Alabama Power Company on January 31, 1983, with the FRC TER as an attachment.

2 '
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A final rule on environmental qualification of electric equipment important to
safety for nuclear power plants became effective on February ?2, 1983. This
rule, Section 50.49 of 10 CFR 50, specifies the requirements to be met for

j demonstrating the environmental qualification of electrical equipment
I important to safety located in a harsh environment. In accordance with this

rule, equipment for Farley Unit 1 may be qualified to the criteria specified
in either the'bOR GuidelinesTr'NUREG-05BB,' except for replacement equipment.
Re' le'c' Eent' eq'ipm' nt' ins' alled subse'qbent to February:22,81983:must bep e u e t

''u'alifie'd in ac''ordance'Gli'th the provisions' of 10 CFR 50.49, using thec c

guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.89, unless there are sound reasons to the

st'rd'' ''' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' '

A~ meeting was h'ld with'e'ach licensee of" plants for which a TER had beene

prepared for the staff by FRC in order to discuss all remaining open issues
regarding environmental qualification, including acceptability of the

'

environmental conditions for equipment qualification purposes, if this issue
had not yet been resolved." On January 11, 1984, a meeting was held to discuss

' Alabama Power's proposed method'to resolve the environmental qualification
deficiencies identified in the January 31, 1983 SER and January 14, 1983 FRC
TER. Discussions also included Alabama Power's general methodology for
compliance with 10 CFR 50.49, and justification for continued operation f.,
those equipment items for which environmental qualification is not yet
completed. The minutes of the meeting and proposed method of resolution for
each of the environmental qualification deficiencie, are documented in a
February 29, 1984 submittal from the licensee.

EVALUATION

.

The evaluation of the acceptability of the licensee's electric equipment
environmental qualification program is based on the results of an audit review
performed by the staff of: (1) the licensee's proposed resolutions of the
environmental qualification deficiencies identified in the January 31, 1983 SER
and January 14, 1983 FRC TER; (2) compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR

50.49; and (3) justification for continued operation (JCO) for those equipment
items for which the environmental qualification is not yet completed.-

-
3

|
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Procesed Resolutions of Identified Deficiencies

The proposed resolutions for the equipment environmental qualification
deficiencies, identified in the January 31, 1983 SER, and the FRC TER enc.osed
with it, are described in the licensee's February 29, 1984 submittal. During
the January 11, 1984 meeting with the licensee, the staff discussed the
proposed resolution of each deficier$cy for each equipment items identified in
thi FRC"TER a'nd 'foudd th'i'licinsee9 Tpproach for ' resolving iihe identified

'

environmental ciualification deficisncies acceptabl* Themajorityof
deficiencies identified were documentation, similerity, aging, q alified life
and replacenent schedule. All open items identified in the SER dated
January 31, 1983 were also discussed and the resolution of these items has
been found ecceptable by the staff.

The approach described by the licensee for addressing and resolving th-
identified deficiencies includes replacing equipment, performing additi sal

'

analyses, utilizing additional qualification documentation beyond thatg

reviewed by FRC, obtaining additional qualification documentation, and deter-p)( mining that some equipment is outside the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, and therefore
not required to be environmentally qualified, e.g., located in a mild
environment. We discussed the proposed resolutions in detail on an item by
item basis with the licensee during the January 11, 1964 meeting. Replacing
or exempting equipment, for an acceptable reason, are clearly acceptable
methods for resolving environmental qualification deficiencies. The more
lengthy discussions with'the licensee concerned the use of additional analyses
or documentation. Although we did not review the additional analyses or
documentation, we discussed how analysis was being used to resolve
deficiencies identified in the FRC TER, and the content of the additional
documentation in order'to determine the acceptability of these methods. The
licerisee's equipment eraironmental qualification files will be audited by the
staff during follow-up inspections to be performed by Region II, with
assistance from IE Headquarters and NRR staff as necessary. Since a
significant amount of documentation has already beu reviewed by the staff and
Franklin Research Center, the primary objective of the file audit will be to
verify that they contain the appropriate analyses and other necessary.

[k documentation to support the licensee's conclusion that the equipment is
V

'

4
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qualified. The inspections will verify that the licensee's program for .
,

surveillance and maintenance of environmentally qualified equipment is adequate
to assure that this equipment is maintained in the as~ analyzed or testel
condition. The method used for tracking periodic replacement parts, and
implementaticn of the licensee's comitments and actions, e.g., regarding
replacement of equipment, will also be verified.

. .

Based on-our, discussjons with_ the licensee and our review of its suomittal, we
find the licensee's approach for resolving the identified environmental quali-
fication deficiencies acceptable.

Compliance With 10 CFR 50.49
,

,.

In its February 29, 19E4 submittal, the licensee has described the approac?
used to identify equipment within_the scope of paragraph (b)(1) of 10 CFR
50.49, equipment relied upon to remain functional during and following design
basis events. The license'e states that the flooding and environmental

! (temperature, pressure, etc.) effects resulting from the worst case LOCA and
( HELB were considered in the IEB 79-01B and NUREG-05BB analyscs. The capability

of equipment to perform its intended function as a result of flooding in the
containment or main steam valve reem is documented in the IEB 79-01B and
NUREG-0588 submittals. The effects of flooding in areas outside containment
other than the main steam valve room were analyzed and found to have no adverse
effects on the capability of equipment to perform its intended function as~

decemented in FSAR Appendix 3K.- -

The harsh enr#x nmental condition of the worst-case LOCA h.d HELB envelops the
environmental conditions for all other desi,gn-basis events as documented in
FSAR Section 6.2. Therefore, the LOCA/HELB accidents are-the only design-basis
accidents which result in significantly adverse environments to electrical
equipment that is required for safe shutdown or' accident mitigation.
Electrical equipment that could be subject to a harsh environment and is
required te mitigate the consequences of design-basis events which result in
harsh environments were included in the Master List of equipment.

'
.

t
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l Q The licensee's approach for identifying equipment within the scope of paragraph
(b)(1) is in accordance with the requirements of that paragraph, and therefore

( acceptable.

The method used by the licensee for identification of electrical equipment
within the scope of paragraph (b)(2) of 10 CFR 50.49, nonsafety-related
electric equipment whose failure under postulated environmental co.iditions
rould prevent satisfactory. accomplishment of safety functions, is sumarized
below:

1. The Master List was generated for electrical equipment as defined by 10
CFR 50.49(b)(1) that could be exposed to the harsh environments caused by
desipn-basis events and that is required to remain functional during or
fo11 ewing a LOCA or HELB. The harsh environmental condition of the

worst-case LOCA and HELB envelops the environmental conditions for all
other design-bas (s events as documented in FSAR Section 6.2. Therefore,
the LOCA/EELB accideats are the only design-basis events that result in

,,

I significantly adverse environments to electrical equipment which is

} reouired for safe shutdown or accident mitigation. The Master List was
developed by a review of des'gn and as-built documentation, the FSAR,
Technical Specifications Emergency Operating Procedures, P& ids, andi

electrical distribution diagrams to deterraine the systems and components
required to perform the functions of reactor trip, containment isolation,
and accident mitigation. Such electrical components that could be exposed,

.to harsh environments resulted in the Master List. These electrical
components include safety-related and nonsafety-related components and
electrical components associated with piant auxiliary systems (e.g.,
Cocponent Cooling Water) that are reqyired for the operation of
safety-related systems and equipment.

2. Elementary wirir? diagrams et safety-related electrical equipment identi-
fied by the methods describe'd in Item 1 above were reviewed to identify
any aur.i!iary devices electrically connected directly into the control or
powev circuitry of the safety-related equipment (c.g. automatic trips *
where failurk due te postulated envirentrental conditions could prevent,

(
(" %
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b required operatien of the safety-related equipment. If an adverse effect
could result, the connected (interlocked) components (safety-related or
nonsafety-related) were added to the Marter List.

.

3. The operation of safety-related systems and equipment were reviewed to
identify any directly mechanically connected auxiliary systems with
electrical components which are necessary for the required operation of

, ;the, safety +ralated equipgnt. ,:,Nene cf the electrical. equipment identified
in the Master List requires the operation of directly mechar,1cally
connected auxiliary systems that depend on electrical corrponents for
operation. Plant. auxiliary-systems.that are directly mechanically
connected to and required for the operation of mechanical safety-related
equipment (e.g., Component Cooling Water) were also reviewed to identify
electrical components required to be environmentally qualified as
discussed in Alabama Power Company's response to Item 1 above.

4 All ncnsafety-related' electrical circuits directly or indirectly
i j associated with the electrical equipnent ider,tified in Step ' by a comnon

power supply are properly isolated by design throuch cocrdinated
f \ protective relays, circuit breakers, and fuses for electrical fault

protection. The Farley Nuclear Plant original design criteria p*: /ided
electrical fault protection devices to protect components connected to a
common power supply. The electrical fault protection devices for
equipfrent within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49 that are required to achieve a,

safe shutdown condition at FNP and with.in a potential harsh environment
resulting from design-basis events are environmentally qualified. An
electrical fault on the load side of a power supply feeder breaker or fuse
would be isolated without effecting the remaining loads on the common
power suppb. The electrical design criteria included the use of

,

applicable industry standards (e.g., IEEE, NEMA, ANSI, UL and NEC) and was

reviewed and accepted by the NRC prior to receipt of the Farley Nuclear
Plant operating license.

The physical proximity of nonsafety-related electrical circuits associeted
with electrical equipment identified in Step 1 would not cause ani

('

bwJ
7 '
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environnental failure. In the judgment of Alabama Power Company, there is
ao knorn scenario for the failure of nonsafety-related electrical circuits .

whose close physical proximity would adversely impact the capabilities of
the electrical equipment identified in Item 1 to perform their intended
function in a harsh environment resulting from design-basis events.

We find,th,e methodology being used,by the licensee is acceptable since it
providesreasonableassur,ance,thatequipmentwithin.thescopeof. paragraph

'

t

(b)(2).of.10.CFR 50.,49 has,Aeen identified. , . . . , y, .
,

Withregardtoparagrapl),(b)(3),of,,kCFR50.49..the,)icenseehasbeengranted
an extension request by letter dated April 16, 1984, to the end of the sixth
refuelingoutagescheduledtostartin; April 1985,,but'inanyeventnolater
than November 30, 1985. As stated in letter dated February 22,:1984 Alabama
Power Company has. interpreted the scope of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(3) to be those
equipment items:

.

f (a) defined as Cateecry 1.and 2 . instruments in Alabama Power Company's R.G. !

1.97 Compliance 5 nort, and

. , . ,

(b) not addressed 'uy 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1) and (b)(2), and

(c) located in a harsh environment. *

We find the licensee's approach to identifying equipment within the scope of
paragraph (b)(3) of 10 CFR 50.49 acceptable since it is in-accordance with the
requirements of.that paragraph..

. .. .
,

-Justification for Continued Operation
.

As stated in letters dated March.14, 1983 and May 20 -1983, it is the judgement
of Alabama Power Company that all' electric equipment important to safety
within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49 at Farley Unit 1 is environmentally qualified
and Justifications for Continued Operation _(JC0's) are not necessary.

I
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- CONCt.USIONS '
,

,

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude the following with regard to the
,

qualification of electric equipment important to safety within the scope of 10 -

CFR 50.49.

Alabama Power's electrical Equipment environmental qualification program*

complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49.
- , . . . . . . : . . .. ; ..

The proposed resolutions for each of the ervironmental qualification*

deficiencies identified in the January 31, 1983 SER and FRC TER are
acceptable.

..

Continued operation will not present undut risk to the public health and*

safety.

F .
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, SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

V
0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION BRANCH

FARLEY UNIT 2

DOCKET NO. 50-364

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

a- .n .a- se. ,

INTRODUCTION

Equipment which is used to perform a necessary safety function must be
demonstrated to be capable of maintaining functional operability under all
service conditions postulated to occur during it' stalled life for the time
it is required to operate. This requirement, , s embodied in General
Design Criteria 1 and 4 of Appendix A and Section- <!I, XI, and XVII of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, is applicable to equipm ..t located inside as well as

( outside containment. More detailed requirements and guidance relating to the
methods and procedures for demonstrating this capability for electrical
equipment have been set forth in 10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental Qualification.of'

Electric Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants " NUREG-0588,
" Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related
Electrical ''uipment" (which supplements IEEF Standard 323 and various NRC

Regulatory Guides and industry standards), and 'Cvidelines for Evaluating
Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Electr. cal Equipment in Operating
Reactors"(DORGuidelines).

BACKGROUND
,

On February 8, 1979, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued
toalllicenseesofoperatingplants(exceptthoseincludedinthesystematic
evaluation program (SEP)) IE Bulletin (IEB) 79-01, "Envi onmutal Qualifica-
tion of Class IE Equipment." This Bulletin, together with IE Circular 78-08
(issued on May 31,1978), required the licensees to perform reviews to assess

( the adequacy of their environmental qualification programs,
\'

.

.

.
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On January 14, 1980 NRC issued IEB 79-01B which included the DOR Guidelines

and NUREG-05BB as attachments 4 and 5, respectively. Subsequently, on May 23,-

1980, Comission Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21 was issued and stned that the
DOR Guidelines and portions of NUREG-0588 form the requirements that licensees

must meet regarding environmental qualification of safety-relatcd electrical
equipment in order to satisfy those aspects of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General
DesignCriterion(GDC)4. Supplements to IEB 79-01B were issued for further
clarification and definition of the staff's needs. These supplements were -

issued on February 29 September 30, and October 24, 1980.
. . . .

In addition, the staff issued' orders dated August 29,1980(amendedin

September 1980)andOctober 24, 1980 to ,all licensees. The August order
' required th'at the licensees provide a report. Dy November 1, 1980, documenting
the qualification of safety-related electH eal equipment. Tne October order
required the establishment of a central file location for the maintenance of
all equipment qualification records. The central file was mandated to be
established by December 1,'1980. The staff subsequently issued a Safety
Ev'aluation Report (SER) on environmental qualification of safety-related elec-

h trical equipment to the licensee on May 21, 1981. This SER directed the
licensee to "either provide documentation of the missing qualification
information which demonstrates that safety-related equipment meets the DDR
Guidelines or NUREG-0588 requirements or comit to a corrective action
(requalification, replacement (etc.))." The licensee was requi*ed to respond
to NRC within 90 days of receipt of the SER. In resoonse to the staff SER
issued in 1981, the licensee submitted additional information regarding the
qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. This information was
evaluated for the staff by the Franklin Research Center (FRC) in order to:
1) identify all cases where the licensee's response did not resolve the'
significantqualificationissues,2)evaluatethelicensee'squalification
documentation in accordance with established criteria to determine which
equipment had adequate documentation and which did not, and 3) evaluate the

licensee's qualification documentatinn for safety-related electrical equipment
located in harsh environments required for TMI Lessons Learned Implementa-

tion. A Technical Evaluation Report (TER) was issued by FRC on January 17,
i 1983. A Safety Evaluation Re;. ort was subsequently issued to the Alabama Power

Company on January 31, 1983, with the FRC TER as an attachment.*

OV
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O A finel rule on environmental qualification of electiic equipment important toO
safety for nuclear power plants became effective on February 22, 1983. This
rule, S.ection 50.49 of 10 CFR 50, specifies the requirements to be met for
demonstrating the environmental qualification af electrical equipment
important to safety located in a harsh environment. In accordance with this
rule, equipment for Farley Unit 2 may oe qualified to the criteria specified
in either in. DOR Guidelines or.NpREC-0588, excitpt for replacement equipment.

Rep,laceme,nt,equ,ipment.,installedsubsegenttofebruary,22,1983,mustbe.

qualifiep in accordance with.the provisions of 10 CFR 50.49, using the
guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.89, unless there are sound reasons to the
contrary.

, . , , , , , , , , ,,,. , ,

A meeting was held with each licensee of, plants for which a TER had been

prepared for the staff by FRC in order to discuss all remaining open issues
regarding er.vironmental qualification, including acceptability of the
environmental conditions for. equipment qualification purposes, if this issue
had not yet been resolved.- On January 11, 1984, a meeting was held to discuss

( Alabama Power's proposed method to resolve the enviornmerital qualification
p deficiencies identified in the January 31, 1983 SER and January 14, 1983 FRC
V

TER. Discussions aise include Alabama Power's general methodologe for
compliance with 10 CFR 50.49, and justification for continued operation for
those equiptnent items for which environmental qualification is not yet
completed. The minutes of the meeting and proposed method of resolution for

each of the environmental qualification are documented in a February 29, 1984
submittal from the licensee.

, ,

EVALUATION

-
. m ,. -

The evaluation of the acceptability of the licensee's electrical equipment
environmental qualification program is based on the results of an audit review
performed by the staff of: (1) the licensee's proposed resolutions of the

~

environmental qualification deficiencies identified in the January 31,1983
SER and January 17, 1983 FRCTER;(2)compliancewiththerequirementsof10
CFR 50.49; and (3) justificat on for continued operation (JCO) for those

-

g equipment items for which the environmental qualification is not yet completed.
i

3 ,'.
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' Proposed Resolutions of Identified Deficiencies/

The proposed resolutions for the equipment environmental qualification
deficiencies, identified in the January 31, 1983 SER, and the FRC TER enclosed

with it, are described in the licensee's February 29, 1984 submittal. During
the January 11, 1984 meeting with the licensee, the staff discussed the
proposed resolution of each deficiency for each equipment items identified in

i

the FRC TER and fcund the licensee's approach for resolving the identified
envitppmental[ gyal.if } gat [1on, deficie[cies. acceptable. The majority of

~ ~

deficiencies ' identified were documentation, similarity, aging, qualified life
'

and replacement schedule. All open items identified in the SER dated
January 31, 1983 were also discussed and the resolution of these items has
been found acceptable by the staff.

The approach described by the licensee for addressing and resolving the
identified deficiencies includes rep 1:scing equipment, performing additional
analyses, utilizing additional qualification documentation beyond that

( reviewed by FRC, obtaining additional qualification documentation, and deter-
,

aining that some equipment is outside the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, and therefore
~

) not required to be environmentally qualified, e.g., located in a mildv

environment. We discussed the proposed resolutions in deta'' in an iten by
item basis with the licenste during the January 11, 1984 me:

. Replacing"

or exempting equipment, for an acceptable reason, are clearly eptable
methods for resolving environmental qualification deficiencies. The more
lengthy discussions with the licensee corserned the use of additional analyses
or documentation. Although we did not review the additional analyses or
documentation, we discussed how analysis was being used to resolve
deficiencies identified in the FRC TER, and the content of the additional
documentation in order to determine the acceptability of these methods. The

licensee's ecuipment environmental qualification files will be audited by the
staff during follow-up inspections to be performed by Region II, with
assistance from IE Headquarters and NRR staff as necessary. Since a
significant amount of documentation has already beer,re. viewed by the staff and
Franklin Research Center, the primary objective of the file audit will be to
verify that they contain the eppropriate analyses and other necessary
documentation to support the licensee's conclusion that the equipment is_,

b
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qualified. The inspections will verify that the licensee's program for,

surveillance and maintenance of environmentally qualified equipment is
adequate to assure that this equipment is maintained in the as analyzed or
tested condition. The method used for tracking periodic replacement parts,
and implementation of the licensee's comitments and actions, e.g., regarding
replacement of equipment, will also be verif'eJ.

Based on our discussions with the licensee and our review of its submittal, we
~

' ~ ~

find't E licensee's' approach for t h o1ving"the identified environmental quali-
fication deficiencies acceptable.

.

Compliance With 10 CFR 50.49

In its February 29, 1984 submittal, the licensee has described the approach
used to i n tify equipment within the scope of paragraph (b)(1) of 10 CFRn

50.49, equipment relied upon to remain functional during and following design
'

basis events. The licensee states that the flooding and environmental
( (temperature, pressure, etc.) effects resulting frem the worst case LOCA and

O HELB were considered in the IEB 79-01B and NUREG-J588 analyses. Theb capability of equipment to perform its intended function as a result of
flooding in the containment or main steam valve room is documented in the IEB

79-01B end NUREG-05BB submittals. The effects of flooding in areas outsideF

containment other than the main steam vr.1ve room were analyzed and found to '

have no adverse effects on the capability of equipment to perform its intended
function as documented in F5AR Appendix 3K.

The harsh environmental condition of the worst-case LOCA and HELB envelops the

environmental conditions for all other desi,gn-basis events as documented in
FSAR Section 6.'2. ' Therefor'e,' the LCCA/HELB accidents are the only
design-basis accidents which result in significantly adverse environments to
electrical equipment that is required for safe shutdown or accident
mitigation. Electrical equipment that cMV Se subject to a harsh
environment and is required to mitigate the t e sequences of design-basis
events which result in harsh environments fn e included in the Itaster List of
equipment.

4
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( ' The licensee's approach for identifying equip *.4nt within the scope of
~

paragraph (b) (1) is in accordance with the recuirements of that paragraph, '

and therefore acceptable.

"he methtd used by the beensee for identification of electrical equipment
within the scope of paragraph (b)(2) of 10 CFR 50.49, nonsafety related
electric equipment whose failure under postulated environmental conditions
,could, prevent s,atisfactory accorplishment of safety functions, is sumarized
below:. . . , , , , , .

,,, . .g _,; ., ., . ..,
, ,

1. The Master List was generated for electrical equipment as defined by 10 <

CFR 50. A9(b)(1) that could be exposed to the harsh environments caused by.

design-basis events and that is required to remain functional during or
.following a LOCA or HELB. The harsh environmental condition of the
worst case LOCA and HELB envelops the environmental conditions for all

et er.. design basis events as documented in FSAR Section 6.2. .Therefore. -.

the LOCA/HELB accidents are the only design-basis event. that result in
g significantly aaverse environments to electrical equipment which is

recuired for safe shutdown or accident mitigation. The Master List was
developed by a review of design and as-built documentation, the FSAR.
Technical Specifications, Emergency Operating Procedures, PAIDs, and
electrical distribution diagrams to determine the systems and components
required to perform the functions of reactor trip, containment isolation,
and accicent mitigation. Such electrical componer,ts that could be
exposed to harsh environments resulted in tts Master List. These elec-
trical components include safety-rtlated and nonsafety-related components
and electrical components associated w!tn plant auxiliary systems (e.g.,
. Component Cooling Water) tt.H are required for .the operation of,.

. safety-related systems and equipment.

.
.

2. Elementary wiring diagrams of saidy related 11ectrical equipment identi-
fied by the methods describe'd in It s 1 above were reviewed to identify
any auxil' ry devices electrically conneitted directly into the cortrol or
power ci mitry of the safety related equipment (e.g. automatic trips)
.nere failure due to postulated environmental conditions could prevent

.

O .
.

'* * ** 4 . ,. 4 es e

At . r"4M a = AaMu. m'
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required operation of the safety-rr. late 6 equipment. If an adverse effect .

could result, the connected (interlocked) components (safety-related or i

nonsafety related) were added ta the Master List. f
|

3. The operation of safety ralt.ted systems and equipment were reviewed to $
identify any directly mechanically connected auxiliary systems with

electr,1calcomponents$.icharenecessaryfortherequiredoperationof i,

! the safety related equipment. None of the electrical equipment
identified in the Master List requires the operation of directly
mechanically connected suxil bry systems that depend on electrical
components for operation. Plant auxiliary. systems that are directly
mechanically connected to and required for the operation of mechanical
safety-related equipment (e.g., Component Cooling Water) were also .

reviewed to identify electrical components required to be environmentally
qualified as discussed in Alabama. Power Company's response to 1 tem 1 '

,

above.
. .

I 4. All nonsafety-related electrical circuits directly or indirectly
associated with the electrical equipment identified in Step 1 by a comon
power supply are properly isolated by design through coordinated !

protective relays, circuit breakers, and. fuses'for. electrical fault
,

'

protection. The Farley Nuclear Plant original design criteria provided
electrical fault protection devicer to protect components c.onnected to a

,

comon power supply. The electrical. fault protection devices for
equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49 that are required to achieve a
safe shutdown condition at FNP and within a potential harsh environment
resulting from design-basis events are environmentally qualified. An

j. electrical fault on the load sid.i of g power supply feeder breaker or
'

fuse would be isolated without offecting tne remaining loads on the
comen power supply. The electrical design criteria included the use of- '

applicable industry standards-(e.g., IEEE, NEMA.-ANSI, UL and NEC) and

|- was reviewed and accepted by the NRC prior to receipt of the Farley.
| Nuclear Plant operating license. !

- ( '7,e physical proximity of nensafety-related electrical circuits.

y
associated with electrical equipment identified in Step 1 would 'not cause '

, .

.

.

, r .,<,,c- g-w.,.nwn,-.,w,4 m ..w c-.m.-,r-~.N m . e..-- - .,.n. .m,.,..nm,', ., a , ,- -..r,,,n,,.,.w,,-,v,.-.e,.m-, ,& -,wy .,--,.v-, - e,,,,,. , , , ,
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an environmental failure. In the judgment of Alabama Power Company
there is no known scenario for the failure of nonsafety related

,

electrical circuits whose close physical proximity would adversely impact j
the capabilities of the electrical equipment identified in Item 1 to l

perform their intended functier, in a-harsh environment resulting from
design basis events.

: e 'e. . .

We find th,e methodology bei,ryg used by the. licensee ,is acceptable since it

provides. ,'r',easonab1'e' assiir'in,ce 'that 4quipm'e,nt, wit'hin the scope of paragraph
~

(b)(2) of 10 CFR 50.49 has been identified.

: -. ,aer- u- -
'

. a. . . . . . = r

With regard to paragraph (b)(3) of 10 CFR 50.49, the licensee has been granted
an extension request by letter dated 0'etober 21, 1983 until Harch 31, 1985.
As stated in letter dated February 22, 1984, Alabama Power Company has
int 0rpreted the scope of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(3) to be those equipment items:

,

(a) defined as Category 1 and 2 instru;r.ents in Alaha.- t ver Company's R.G.

( 1.97 Comp 1.iance Report, and

O (b) not addressed by 10 CFR 50.49(bi(i) and (b)(2), and

,

(c) located in a harsh environment.

We find the licensee's approach to identifying equipment within the scope of
paragraph (b)(3) of 10 CFR 50.49 acceptable since it is in .accordance with the
requirements of that paragraph.

-

Justification for Continued Operation
.

As stated in letters dated March 14, 1983 and May 20, 1983, it is the
4udgement of Alabama Power Company that all electric equip:nent important to

safety within, the scope of 10 f.FR 50.49 at Farley Unit 2 is environmentally
qualified and Justifications for Continued Operation (JC0's) are not necessary.

(
l'

O
8 ,

..

" * *e g . . e 4 *, .e e S. , ,
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Based on the above evaluation, we conclude the following with regard to the
qualification of electric equipment important to safety within the scope of 10
CFR 50.49.

Alabara Power's electrical equipe,ent environmental qualification program*

complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49.
,

- *. .w c . ;.... . . . .. :.. . . . . .. . ..

The proposed resolutions for each of the environmental qualification*

deficiencies identified in the January 31, 1983 $tR and FRC U R are
acceptable.

Continued operation will not present undue risk to the public health and*

safety.

.

(
!

O

*

. . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . .

.

:i .

O - ,.

_

_
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January 28,1985

Docket kos. 50-348
50-364

Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation
,

U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Mr. S. A. Yarga

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant - Units 1 and 2
Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment

Resoonse to Generic Letter 84-24

4 27, 1984 requested that Al abamaCentlemen:

Generic Letter 84-24 dated December
i that:

Power Company submit, under oath or affiruatioh, a certificat oni

(a) an Environmental Qualification Program is in place and be ngimplemented that satisfies the requirements of ig,further extension; (b)ggg g ithin the

currently approved schedule for the plant withouti fully qualified

the plant has at least one path to safe shutdown us ngequipment, or has submitted a justification for continued sa ellc Welified; lified
f operation

and (c)

pending full qualification of any equitnent not fufully cua

all other equipment within the scope of 50.49 is eitherd pending

or a justification for continued operation has been submitteIn addition, Generic Letter 84-20 stated that theIE Bu11atins

certification described in (a), (b), and (c) above adcressand Inforr.ation Notices that identify environmental qualif ca
"

full qualification. i tion-
.

'

'

,

problems. in

Alabama Power Company has an Environmental Qualification Program 49 as stated in the NRC
-

place that satisfies the requirements of 10CFRSO.13,1984. ,

Safety Evaluations dated December*

safe shutdown using fully qualified equipment in accordance w tThe Farley Nuclear plant - Units 1 and 2 have at least one path to
*

ih
1983 andr .

10CFR50.49(b)(1) and (b)(2) as stated in letters dated May 20,
:

dated December
and approved by the WRC Safety Evaluations

'

t

Alabama Power Company has developed Master Lists of equipmen
#

/ May 23. 1984 l y Nuclear Plant -
which require environmental qualification for Far eThese Master Lists were developed by a systematic review
13,1984._

/ ifications
k

of design and as-built documentation, the FSAR, Technical Specand Emergency Operating Procedures to dotermine the systems reUnits 1 and 2. quired to
'

1 2 >! '' W'

. q/ f v TJ *
,

y ,

. . - . .
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January 28,1985
O ., Page 2

Mr. 5. A. Yarga
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission !

'

.

i ent required tn
perform a safety-related function which includes equ pmAll of the equipment identified in the Master

.

lt, a

achieve safe shutdown. Lists have been environmentally evalified and, as a resujustification for continued operation with unqualified equ p
i ment is not

d finedrequired.

The en1hother equipment within the scope of 10CFR50.49 is eThe scope of 10CTR50.49(b)(3) that is subject to thei for continued

schedule of 10CF450.49(g) was discussed with justificat oelified by the end ofin Section (b!(3). 1984. This scope of

operationdn a . letter to ti.e WRC dated February 22
equipment is either fully qualified or will be quathe Unit 1 sixth and Unit 2 third refueling outage This complations but no later than

November 30, 1995 and March 31, 1985 respectively.i 16, 1964 for
schedule was approved by the WRC in letters dated Apetfor Unit 2, and NRC Safety Eva ul ations dated

Unit 1 and October 21, 1983
'

13,1984. 983,

Alabama Power Company stated that r.o Bunker Ramo electr ca pin response to 1.E. Bulletin Mc. 82-04 dated January 3,1
December

i l enetrations~

O
are installed or planned to be installed 19 safety-related systems atResponses to IE Information Notices are notHowever, it is Alabama Powerility to Farley'

Farley Wuclear Plant. required to be submitted to the NRC.
,

Company policy that all notices are reviewed for applicabfiles fer permanent
Nuclear Plant and formally documented in the plant*

retention.
If there are any questions, please advise.

Yours truly,.

]_'

Q( * ,ld! .
.'

R. P. McDona '

.

SWORN TO AND Sul5CRIBE0 SEFORE Es,5 DAY OF. Amm,198b
,

.'
RPM /DHJ:bdy-06 N15 "

'. Mr. L. 5. Long # dat.47 2 M A E /Acc: W. J. F. D' Reilly*

Mr. E. A. Reeves '- v '' ~uotarr7uonc
'. W . W. H. Bradford % Comission Expires: j /.,/scj <

-

*
.

.
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Mr. H. O. Thrash
Mr. W. G. Hairston, 111
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Mr. J. W. McGowan
Mr. C. D. Wesbitt
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Docket No. 50-364

'92 twt 13 p 36''

Mr. R. P. Mcdonald 9 5o C o C c5V2 Di sic,p]g
Alabama,Vice President gg a j3 4f 9 OMig[jgySenior ,

Power Company

Birmingham, Alabama 35291 E"' 4 p 5 //#//' -

Post Office Box 2641
#
*3|2fp

Dear Mr. Mcdonald:
,

'

N e w R *. 4922
SUBJECT: EVALUATION AND STATUS OF LICENSE CONDITIONS

FOR JOSEPH M. FARLEY UNIT 2- ,,

-i'
GC:By letters dated February 8 and October 19, 1982, and January 74 198'3,

which superseded the October 19, letter, you requested that certain license g

conditions be formally closed by the NRC. By letter dated October 22,
;

1982, you noted that another license condition was satisfied. We have
completed our reviews of these submittals. ,

,

..

The enclosure to this letter indicates the current evaluation and status of'

our review of your submittals relating to the identified license conditions
for Facility Operating License No. NPF-8 dated March 31, 1981. No response .

i to this letter is require 6. However, you may contact the NRC Project1
Manager, Mr. Edward A. Reeves, at 301-492-7386, should you have anyquestions. ';,

x :n
tincerely,,

;i.

f- (
'

'

%pe.,nA.i
a; ,

O rating Reactors nch #1
j Division of Licensin
i

l Enclosure:
| As stated

cc w/ enclosure:
See next page

.
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Mr; R; P.1 Mcdonald: '

Joseph- M:,.Farleyc Nuclea r-. Plint; ; I.s ' Alabama. Power Company- Units:1:and 2:, W ' '

Acc: Mr. W. O. Whitt
ExecpJive Vice President D.. Biard.MacGuineas. Esquires "*

Alabama Powar Company Volpe, Boskey and Lyons
918 16th: Street, N.W.

Post Office Box 2641 Washington, DC 20006
- -

.

'Bimingham, Alabama 35291 ~

Charles Ri. Lownan SMr. Wis.B. Long, General Manager Alabama Electric Corporation' 3

.

Southern Coinpany Services, Inc. Post Office Box 550 ''

Post Office Box 2625 Andalusia Alabama 36420- -Bimingham, Alabama 35202
: y

Dr. J. Nelson Grace . . sHouston County Commission Regional Administrator Region II:Dothan, Alabama 36301
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission _'
101 Marietta Street Suite 2900Atlanta, GA 30303 '

George F. Trowbridge, Esquire m.

Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge fra L. Myers, M.D. '
1800 M Street. N.W. State Health Officer

-

Washington, DC 20036 State Department of Public. Health
Chaimar State Office Building
Houston County Comission Montgomery, Alabama 36130 -

Doth n, Alabama 36301.

' '

''';
i Robert A. Buettner Esquire W ' ' ' ,"i

Balch, Bingham, Baker, Hawthorne. n*

Williarc and Ward
Post Office Box 306

.

''

*y.

Birmingham, Alabama 35201
'

Resident' Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Post Office Box 24 - Route 2
Columbia, Alabama 36319

State Department of Public Health
ATTN: State Health Officer
State Office Building
Montgomery Alabama 36104

-

'--

Re ional Radiation Repretentative i
EP Region IV 'N345 Courtland Street, N.E. >-

Atlanta, GA 30308 ys -
-
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} .L EVALUATION AND STATUS OF:CERTAIN LICENSE CONDITIONS
.y.

i 7
JOSEPH M. FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT'2 + f*<

! s. n
,qp

!
*

DOCKET N0. 50-364 , e . , sv g y; . ... .;
-

4..

; .

.. .

INTRODUCTION v. #m a: 4X
| y n ::.,c ,

j Alabama Power Company (APCo) requested thk the NRC formally close out' ten * ii license conditions which it considers completed. The: requests were byn 4
1etter dated January 7,1983, which superseded its: letter-dated:0ctober 19L y p)J1982.
the license condition relating to the main steam turbine rotor replacementsi;Also, APto by letter dated February.8.1982. requested deletion of" Q;

t

j By letter dated October 22. 1982 APCo advised the NRC that PAD 313)asr ' R E
! applicable to. subsequent fuel cycles thus satisfying another license. ,

. 9*'

condition. 'Our evaluation of your submittals and status of each of. theseCL d,:! license conditions follows: I Oi
.

DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION -

&&
. s.

1. Environmental Qualification (EO) of Electrical Equipment - License- Ah .
,

; condition z.c.(18)
-

i _ g Tg "
j (' The license condition required certain remedial actions or citernative'y gg.3

e ;w.-

4 W:: actions no later than June 30, 1982. Comission re ulation 10 CFR;
letter datedf J. W j? E -

w'

50.49 negated the June 30, 1982 completion date. O
ichconcludesthat.hpeDecember 13, 1984, we provided a safety evaluation 3S| the EQ Program is in compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR.50.49; pfa

c -

Therefore, License Condition 2.C.(18) has been met.
t < y Ny

: 2. Ins >ection of Main Steam Turbine' Rotor Discs for Cracks or Replacementi !! of Rotors - License condition z.c.(19)(c)! ,

. L,a
.

| In February 1980, we informed licensees with Westin house turbines that YO
i stress corrosion cracks were being observed in the eyway and bore: 38

the initiation and growth of these types of cracks =were not well'known N' %@}
i- regions of low-pressure turbines. Since the mechanisms associated sithj' *

at that. time and because we believed these cracks. would increase that
probability of disc failure, we requested APCo to perform ultrasonic:idip;;Oh * '
inspections of the rotors.of Unit IL - This unit wastinspected during; Nha,

i
November and December 1980 and found to have significant disc cracks % 3:L even though the plant had operated for only two fuel cycles .,% M?*

{ (approximately 17,000 hours). . g* - ; - fMQgg-

,

.Because'o'f the similar'ity of metallurgical'and operatienal
'

d@p [%gg"-t%%3characteristics of the turbine discs in Farley Units 1 and'2,.we::
3;

| -included License Condition 2.C.(19)(d) for Unit 2 to assure that'an T ,Y; t inspection would be made at the first refueling outage. The inspection J, ioiN, ;gs
;

_

. . - "
6- -

z.
a ;;*7 p(f

*

. '
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would: determine if similar cracks occur at'an earlier time in machine-
-

life.-

(
Thus,. License Cc,ndition 2.C.(19)(d) required that the low-pressure-'

turbines be inspected for keyway and bore cracks in the turbine discs
during.the first refueling outage or the turbine discs be replaced..
APCo proposed b letter dated February 8,1982 that these inspections
be made on a se edule recomended by the turbine vendor (Westinghouse)
'using criteria that have been reviewed and approved by the NRC staff.

,

APCosas followed the Westinghepse inspection schedule and criteria.for
rotor disc inspections since that date. APCo chose to replace the
Unit 2; rotors during its first refueling outage (October 1982). During
the fifth refueling outage completed April 24, 1984, Unit I rotors were
again replaced.

Therefore, APCo has met License Condition 2.C.(19)(d).

3. Schedule for Facility to be in Coroliance with Reculatory Guide 1.97
Revision 2 - License Conaition 2.C.(20)

.

The license condition required that prior to April 30, 1981, the
licensee shall provide a schedule for bringing Unit 2 into compliance
with Revision 2 of R.G. 1.97. By letter dated March 30, 1981 APCoprovided such a schedule. Subsequently, APCo withdrew the schedule by .letter dated November 16, 1982, pending issuance of further NRC
guidance. This guidance became a part of Generic Letter 82-33,
Supplement 1 NUREG-0737. APCo provided a schedule to us by letter.dated March 30, 1984 Subsequently, a Confirmatory Order dated( June 12, 1984 was issued to APC0 requiring implementation of

,

installation or upgrade requirements with regard ta R.G.1.97
application to Er.,ergency Response Facilities by October 1987. +

Therefore, License Condition 2.C.(20) has been superseded by theConfirmatory Order.

4 Upgrading of Emergency Operating Procedures and Operator Training for
Transients and Accident (I.C.1) - License (addition 2.C.(21)(a)
Farley Unit 2 was granted an operating license on March 31, 1981, based
in part on a pilot monitoring review of some of the emergency operatingprocedures. The procedures, based on the draft Westinghouse Owners' -

Group (WOG) guidelines available at the time, were found to be
acceptable for a full power license (see Supplement 5 to the SER,
NUREG-0117). The SED recognized that the procedures might have to be
upgraded when the WOG guidelines were approved by the NRC staff.

On that basis Licens~e Condition 2.C.(21)(a) required an upgrade of the
emergency operating procedures and associated operator training per
NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1, prior to startup following the first refueling

,

outage. However, Generic Letter 82-33, " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737
Requirements for Emergency Response Capability," issued on December 17,
1982, changed the schedule for items (including Item 1.C.1) from

.

'

industry-wide implementation dates to plant-specific schedules to be
[ negotiated with each licensee. The licensee responded with a proposed 5

,

integrated schedule on April 15, 1983, which included a comitment to
D
2"

implement procedures based on NRC approved WOG guidelines. !
'

,
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bSub:,equently,l:y,lettars: dated. August 5p. September 22;.and DecembeP1'5fd% "I
.,.

* 1983 and: Apri 6. and April 19s 1984; APCo modified several dates ine * *
-

their. inte rt,ted schedule as a result of/ negotiations =with the NRC:[ &e nstaff. A: oaff matory Order was sent.to AP.f.o on June 12, 1984 ;
.

requiring APCo to implement'the upgraded E0P's:by APCo's commitaentJ T 7| :- date.pf July.1984 *. .s , :. E. . m.
>is g

The requirements of the License Condition 2.C.(21)(a) are fully w;
contained within the scope of Item I.C.1 of Generic Letter 82-33L ypt?
TherIfore . License Condition 2.C.(21)(a)'has.been superseded by thez '&3

,

Confimatory Order, t x4wn;n -

Reactor Coolant System Vents (II.B.1) --License Condition 2.C.(21)(b)* T .~.!5.
y

This license condition mquired submittal of a, designed description'i;ndMM ,I

operating procedures for the reactor coolant system vents by Julynik; M-
1981, and a complete installation by July 1.1982; Our letter datedi Wh
November 7,1983, advised APCo that the implementation scheaule ,has N G * ~,'
been superseded by 10 CFR 50.44(c)(3)(iii).

e md; W:#
Based on our November 7,1983, letter to APCo License Condition "

2.C.(21)(b) has been superseded by NRC regulations. m

6. Inadeounte Core Cooling Instruments (II.F'.2) - License %'>

Condition 2.0.(21)(c) ! -
'

,

; f Q ;(
This license r.ondition required that APCo provide detail design

i(y information and test rnults from tests of Farley Unit I reactor water:' #_ hMhh;, 3
,

-a
level instruments by July 1,1981. Also the condition further required; la
a planned program to complete instrument development to detemine that
feasibility of the proposed neutron detector water level instrumentiby| 4-

.

January ,1, 1982.
y',

v A
By letter dated June 24, 1981 APCo provided the EPRI test reportn +
(part 2 of license condition) of the non-invasive reactor water level' *

instrument completing that part of the license condition. Generic.
Letter (GL) 82-28 superseded parts 1 and 3 of the license condition.. -

'

APCo responded to GL 82-28 by letter dated March 10, 1983, which is~ m1 3under NRC staff review..

m _lk -
Therefore, License Condition 2.C.(21)(g) has been met. ]4 ' ,

7. Analysis of Themal Machanical Conditions (II.K.2.13) - License W>tcondition Z.G.(21)(h)(1) ,

JW _ RT% .qq%:- ,

This condition states that rior to January IL 1982 the licenseexist u
required to submit a detail d analysis of themel me,chanical conditions" 'dh

TL " i-in the reactor vessel.
-

License Condition 2;C.-(21)(h)(1) involveriann W
extended it?s of all feedwater, thus, this condition is related to. feed @$WG 1and bleed s.ooling of the core and hence to Unresolved Safet Issuefip4(USI)A-45, Deca Heat Removal. License Condition 2.C.(21) h)(1) ist h,' 4
also related to SI A-49. Pressurized Thermal Shock. .The staff wil1L

-.j
resolve USI's A-45 and A-49 as schedules allow after FY-84. Wi}%M+ y& 4en,

.
*

* y; Jd % ,y;ga" * = **
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4 The staff' finds that- License. Condition'2.C.(21)(h)(1h which istonly7
I .

'

one partt of TMI' Action Plantltem+11.K;2.13, hastbeen c6npleted by_ the- .' , ~ ''
,

licensee as part of the submittals of the generic effort by the
('- Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG).

NRC WCAP 10019. "Sumary Report on- Reactor Yesse1~ Int 1grity. forIn' December 1981:WOG submitted to the ,~
_

West,tnghouse Operating Plants."' The NRC staff issued a Safety
Evaluation to APCo on June 18 1984 closing out Item II.K.2.13. '

However, as stated in the June 18, 1984 letter, should the resolution
'of USI's A-49 and A-45 result in any changes.to the conclusions
provided in the Safety Evaluation or require any additional actions. ,

related- to. II.K.2.13, APCo will be notified.
'

.

7
Therefore, License Condition 2.C.(21)(h)(1) has been met.

s8. Potential for Voiding in the Reactor Coolant System during Transients
(ll.K.2.17) - License Condition 2.G.(21)(h)(2) ,

yy.

-

This condition required that the licensee provided an analysis of'the,

potential for voiding in the reactor coolant system during(page *ipatedantictransients. Section 22.5 of SER Supplement 5. NUREG-0117
22.5-28) of March 1981 refers to this item in NUREG-0737. '

By letter of January 7,1983, the licensee stated it was in compliance
with this requirewnt by referencing a submittal of April 20, 1981,
from the WOG. The staff reviewedletter from Westinghouse of Februathat submittal and a supplemental

,

ry 16, 1983. By letter dated
January 10, 1984, we advised APCo of acceptance of the Westinghouse
transient analysis for Farley Units 1 and 2.

k
Therefore License Condition 2.C.(21)(h)(2) is completed.

'

' >
9 Automatic Trip of Reactor Coolant Pumos (RCP's) (III.K.3) - License

.Condition 2.C.(21)(i)(2) -

'

This condition related to the B&O Task Force recomendation II.K.3 -relating to automatic trip of thE RCP's for a small break LOCA.
Generic Letter 83-10d dated February 8,1983, we established criteriaBy NRC

'

for license considerations based on model comparisons with LOFT testL3-6 results.

In response to this action the licenses provided its plans and
.. 3,'schedu..J in a letter of April 22,1983, " Generic Letter 83-10d and

NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.5." The plans innd schedules in:1ude the ",

following: ,,
_

r&',
(1) a generic submittal to be developed by the WOG, and - -

(2) a plant-specific evaluatien to be submittal to NRC within ',
,, s

90 days after licensee receipt of the WOG submittal. y,;'7,.

Subsequently, by letter dated April 3,1984, APCo stated that the WOG _
~..:submittals are complete by letters OG-110, dated December 1, 1983, andOG-117 dated March 12, 1984.

Also, APCo advised that the WOG Emergency
;,

(( Response Guidelines for procedure reiisions with an appropriate manual
trip of the RCP's resolves all issue!, associated with this generic .u

a
~

>,; .

_

'' G -
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issue.
The2 schedules for-therplantispecific: emergency operating ' ",

;. -
'-

. . procedures 1st included in-Confimatory Order dated June
*

12, 1984. , 4(

Confirmatory Order relating to schedules for NUREG-0737, 59pplement:Therefore, License Condition 2;C.(21)(1)(2) has been superseded byrthe
$

x
4temsw 1 3

'jy
Revised Small'-Bruk LOCA Analysis (11.K.3.30) - License Conditionc10.
7.0.(Z1)(1)(4) gg,

4. . f
,

... ,

This? condition required the licensee to respond to another-
,

-

Areconmiendation of the 840 Task Force, item:11.K 3.. A revised smallf :Mibreak LOCA analysis was to be submitted,-using the revised model..byJanuary 1,1982.
However, APCo confimed-in letters of. March 26sandkyd

June 4.,1982 and January 7,1983 that ittis participating:in an: effort d?k*by the:WOG
to resolve Item II.K.3.30 of NUREG-0737. " Clarification of j

TM1 Action Plan Requirements,"' November-1980. The WDG has submitted a 7@h'revised small break LOCA model to the staff which was approved on> 4

@h@
May21,)1985.Therefore, the first part of License Conditici.
2.C.(21 (1)(4) is considered satisfied. * N~

The second part of this license condition requireu the licensee to.submit
medel, plant specific calculations, using the Nkt approved revisedby January 1 1983 However, the NRC revised the schedule;toallow all licensees,one ye. a :#

ar after, approval of the WOG model to: submit
specific calculations to the NRC in NUREG-0737, page 3-179 item (4).,%,
The staff will detemine confomance to 10 CFR 50.46 limits (perNUREG-0737, page 3-180) at that time. i~ :?"

k y*4

Therefore, License Condition 2.C(21)(1)(4) in its entirety wouldibe considered
satisfied upon completion of NUREG-0737 Item !!.K.3.31. '

~

11.
Fire Pratection - License Condition 2.C.(6)

@ "

*

License Condition 2.C.(6) describes the basic elements of the Farley 2'Fire Protection Plan.
retained in the license.As a result License Condit%n 2.C.(6) will be>'

12. _ Masonry Walls - License condition-2.C.(16) 'G^

By letter dated November 19, 1982 APCo revised their October 19. 1982!R
%.

request to delete License Condition 2.C.(16). APCo requested that:
. "F

No. 21 to License No. NeF-8 for the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Planti ' License Cendition 2.C.(16) be revised rather than deleted. Amendment:-# ,

Unit No. 2 revised 2.C.(16) to requitt modifications to. Masonry Wall 2- %W-
CBW-34_ prior to startup following the second refueling.

g+ c.,

,

_g
.

n

The licensee advised the NRC staff that-the modification was completed:

during-the second refueling outage which was completed on __ October-22b *@Ww
1983. Therefore, License Condit1on 2.C.(16) has--been met,*

, -. yiv , g& *:,
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Use of FAO 13 Fuel Perfomance Code - License Condition 2.C.09)(a)
13.

,

k The condition required that APCo provide additional evaluations of'that s
.

- .
~

Westinghouse fuel perfomance code, PAD ~ 3.30to demonstrate itsi ' ,

app 14cability during successive fuel cycles. PAD 3.3 was.used inithe~ 'N isafety analysis of earley-2.'. This code was. approved with four ' : , y;k
restrictions described in our-safety evaluation-of'Febevery 9,1979s V-'sent:to Westinghouse.
limits and have been complied with.Three of thesesrestrictions deal with numerical e' f

The fourth restriction relates to- cthe:Usii of the PAD 3.3 code for the-analysis' of:fistion gas releaser
from uranium dioxide (U0 for power increasing conditions durinet .

%

nomel operation.- This k)stricting applies to the safety analysistof' yFarley 2. However, Westinghouse stated that this restriction did:not 2D
adversely affect the results of the- safety. analyses performed for' c% 9

. AsFarley. In addition Westinghouse' prepared and submitted a detailed;
y$ .evaluation of this restriction in Addendum 1 (September 1979) to: JWCAP-8720. " s '

At the time the Farley Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement 5, es $Cissued, our review of Addendum 1 to WCAP-8720 had not yet heen '

completed. However, because the fission gas inventory in the fue1 Tis
low during the first cycle of operation, this restriction was.nott
expected to have a significant impact early in core life. For thist
reason, the fuel themal design for Farley Unit 2 was Nnd acceptable t
for the first fuel cycle, but a condition was placed on 'he operating- g.

license to re . |_ - 4

of operation, quire resolution of the issue prior to subs quent cycles %1
(( t't 1;< >

C.By letter dated July 20, 1982, we infomed Westinghouse tMt our review- ;
-

of Addendum 1 to WCAP-8720 had been completed and the repor', was,'found a -
to be acceptable for reference in license applications. Our evaluation

?
'

also concluded that the restriction related to fission gas release was ,'

unnecessary and should be eliminated from applications involving the
,

PAD 3.3 code.
s

By letter dtus N.tober 22, 1982 APCo cited the approved version of'
Addendum 1 to AAP-8720 (including responses to NRC requests for
information) as a basis for the continued applicability of the FAD 3.3 -

code to successive fuel cycles at Farley Unit 2.
Addendum 1 results in a less severe set of restrictions- than those'Since our approval of-

Ofapplied previously in the PAD 3.3 analysis of the subsequent fue17 %icycles, we agree that Addendum I satisfies our concerns and that
. *~License Condition 2.C.(19)(a) has been met.

>
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((*, '' We conclude that the licensee responses and action taken to the license- 16 M,.-
.

'

conditions, noted above, indicates-compliance with the conditions as'noted:I d-

Facility Operating License NPF-8 for Farley Unit 2 will'be so annotated at:a- T
future date as-administrative changes. ety,N i

. .r
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(17) Prior to October 1, 1931, Alabama Power Company |t i ,,*y,'

shall submit to the NRC: the design, of atmodified-

f containment-vont and purge systemeto.reduos the.use
' '"

of'the 18-inch purge valves during. Power; operation.
Prior to startup followinc.the first.refueline .

Alabama Power (;ompany shall install the modifLe,d ||
.

C5 system. <

_ 1- ,

(1s) Alabans. power company shall take the following ij k,
-

remedial actions, or alternative actions,. acceptable . S.
to the NRC, with regard.to the environmental -

qualification requirements for Class IE. equipments
a

(a) C late and auditable records shall be- b,a lable and maintained at a central leontion %
which describe the environmental analifination ;W' hWmethod used for all safety-related electrical

4
- '"equipment in suffielent detail to document the

'

degree of compliance with NUREG-0585 " Interim -

staffPositiononEnvironmentalQualkfication
of satsty-Related Electrical Equipment," dated
December 1979. Such records shall be updated
and maintained current me equipment is
replaced, further tested, or otherwise further.
qualified to document complete compliance' no '

.

later than June 30, 1982.
. ,

(b) Within 90 days of receipt of the equipment ,/-

. 's:l,gualification safety evaluation (hppendix 3 to . , ~ , . ,

sER supplement 6, NUREG-0117), Alabama Pcwor 1 f' ..

'

company shall either Li) provide missing ', Y^ 1
,

documentation identithed in Scotione 3.0, 4.2
~

and 4.3 of the equipment qualification safety '
,

evaluation which will demonstrate compliance of -

the applicable equipment with NUREG-0588, or
($1) commit to corrective actions' which will
resuit in documentation of compliance of
applicable equipment with NUREG-0584 no later
than June 30, 1932.-

(c) W 1ater than June 30, 1982, all safety-related g
electrical equipasnt in the facility shall be

' F
,

qualified in accordance with the provisione of ,,

NUREG-0588.
S 4. .

.

(19) Prior to resuming power operation following the .

@.first refueling, Alabama Power Company shells .|L -

; 4 *''J

-(a) Provide additiona'l evaluations of the' ''t \^

~

. Westinghouse fuel performance code (PAD 3.3) to SM gs
demonstrate its applicability to fuel burnups M
during successive fuel cycles. pW;

a n
*

i,( 7Q$, : g g; ,, ;
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June 18, 1985 POLICY ISSUE s m 8542o n

~(Notation Vote) <

FOR: The Comissioners

FROM: WtIliam cl. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: ENVIRONME3TAL QUALIFTCATION PROGRAM ACTIONS
RESULTING FROM kPRIL 2, 1985 COMMISSION HEETING

PURPOSE: To propose staff actions for completing activities
relating to Equipment Qualification.

_SUFMARY: This paper presents the ComisLion with the staff's views in
the following areas: policy regarding processing of extension
reouests, enforcement actions for non-compliance discovered now
and efter the November 30, 1985 deadline, inspection history,
and future inspectior, planning. The staff recomends that the
Comission approve the proposed generic letter, including the
proposed enforcement policy, relating to 10 CFR 50.49.

BACKMOU C: At the April 2,1985 Comission meeting on the Status 1 the
environmentalqualification(EQ)programforelectricequipment
(10 CFR 50.49), the Comission directed the staff to propose
several courses of action related to compliance with the E0 rule.
The specific actics requested were described in a staff require-
rients memorandum' dated April 26, 1985. The following discussion
contains the staff recomendations regarding these actions.

DISCUSSION: Extension Reouests

In the April 26 Staff Requirements Memorandum, the Commission ,

requested the staff to propose two separate courses of action
for handling extension requests: (1) for extension requests

!
.

received between now and late November 1985 and (2) for
extension requests received on or about the November 30, 1985
deadline. . The Comission directed that the proposed course of
action include an analysis of whether the Comission has the
auth.ority, the way the rule is worded now, to take the proposed
actions. The staff was'also directed to prepare criteria which
the Comission may use in determining whether extensions should
be granted beyond November 30,-1985 for exceptional cases.
Finally, the Commission requested that staff proceed to issue
a letter to all utilities encouraging them to infom the
Comission at an early date if they foresee an exemption request
going beyond November 30, 1985.

CONTACT: -

__Q$D*]00000L28
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The Commissioners -2-

The portion of 50.49(g) governing deadlines and extension
requests states:

This schedule must establish a goal of final environ-
mental qualification...by the end of the second refueling
outage after March 31, 1982 or by March 31, 1985, whichever
is earlier. The Director of the Office of Nuclear ReactorRegulation may grant ext ; ions of this deadline to a
date no later than No" or 30, 1985, for specific pieces
of equipment if these requests are filed on a timely
basis and demonstrate good cause...In exceptional cases,
the Commission itself may consider and grant extensions
beyond November 30, 1985, for completion of environmental
qualification.

As the Commission was informed at the April 2 meeting, the
staff granted a number of extensions under this delegation.
Some of these extensions were to dates between March 31 and
November 30, but most were to November 30. Each extension was '

limited to specifically identified pieces of equipment. It is
possible that where these extensions terminate prior to
November 30, requests may be received to further extend the
date to November 30. The staff believes the delegation in
50.49(g) permits the Director of NRR to act on such requests.

,

A limited number of plants had deadlines prior to March 31, 1985
anc were not in compliance on or before the deadline (Calvert
Cliffs 2 Sequoyah 1 Cook I and 2, and Kewaunee). Once the
non-compliance was identified, they filed extension requests.
The Directer of NRR does not have the legal authority under
10 CFp 50.49(g) to grant the requests because they were nottimely,

in these cases, the staff proposes to review the justifications
for continued operation from these plants, and use its enforcement
discretion not to t&ke escalated enforcement action if adequate
justifications for continued operation are provided and if an
extension would have been granted if timely filed.

The issue raised by the two categories of requests to go beyond
November 30 identified by the Commission is one of timeliness.
In general the staff considers requests from licensees for NRC
action to be timely if thty are filed sufficiently in advance
of the applicable deadline to pennit adequate review. Some of
the extension requests received by the staff prior to March 31
were margir.a1 in this respect, resulting in extraordinary staff

-
. ..

. - _ _ _ - _ _ _
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'

efforts to process such requests prior to expirktion of the
deadline. With regard to requests for Comission-granted
extensions beyond the November 30 deadline, the staff believes
that requests filed prior to September 30, 1985 would be timely.
This guidance would allow one month for staff review and another
month for Comission consideration of the staff's evaluation.

Requests received after September 30 should be considered untimely
unless the licensee can demonstrate that the untimeliness was
entirely the result of events beyond its control. Where'a request
is untimely, the licensee would be considered in non-compliance,
and the matter should be treated in the enforcement context.

The finding of an " exceptional _ case" will, for the most part,
hinge on plant-specific circumstances. For this reason the staff
proposed to review ~ requests for extension beyond November 30,
1985 on a case-by-case basis. The staff will consider the
following factors, among others,.in evaluating the request and
forward its recommendation to the Commission:

1. Has the licensee applied best efforts to complete
environmental qualification within the prescribed
deadline?

2. Does the failure to meet that deadline result fromevents beyond the-licensee's control?

3. Does the failure to meet the deadline result from testfailures, procurement difficulties, or installation
problems which the licensee could not have reasonablyanticipeted?

4 Are there compelling reasons for not requiring a-plant
shutdown on November 30, assuming that operation beyond
that date does not present a safety problem?

5. Has the licensee proposed actions which can be expected
to result in full compliance within a reasonable time?.

6. Issues such as the integrated scheduling of complex
plant improvements, of which electrical. equipment
qualification may be only a small part, may
influence the determination of exceptional "gcod
c'use."

In each case the staff would provide the Commission with infmation
regarding these factors and other circumstances bearing on the -
request. The staff will provide a recomendation for Comission
action if the Comission so requests.

9
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The proposed generic letter requested by the Comission
(Enclosure 2) provides licensees with the above guidance
regarding timeliness and criteria for " exceptional cases." The
letter also provides guidance on appropriate licensee actions
where instances of non-compliance are discovered. For example,
if equipment is found to be unqualified, licensees should report
the finding if the condition meets the reporting criteria of
10 CFR 50.72 (Prompt Notificatior) or 10 CFR 50.73 (Licensee
EventReportingSystem). The staff will issue the letter
promptly upon Comission authorization.

Enforcement

Some plants will be found to be in non-compliance after their
deadlines expire. Such non-compliance may be within the control
of the licensee o.g., inadequate testing or documentation of
qualification. Other non-compliance may not be the fault of
the licensee, e.g., new test data invalidating previously
accepted results of properly conducted tests. The enforcement
scheme should distinguish between these two types.

The enforcement policy should also ent.ourage identification and
reporting, if required, of safety problems, and corrective actions.
In addition, from a technical standpoint, the licensee's
corrective actions and justifications for con'.inued operation
must be app.opriate. Plant shutdowns may.be required depending
upon the equipment involved.

.

The Commission directed the staff to consider the range of
enforcement options available recognizing that it is difficult.
to categorize the anticipated types of non-compliance. Criteria
should be established to facilitate the determination of
appropriate enforcement actions. These actions should be based
on the extent, severity, safety significance, duration and
justification for non-compliance. Mitigating factors should
also be considered to emphasize prompt licensee detection of
non-conformance, and also encourage licensee management
involvement. The range of enforcement actions the Comission
might take between now and November 30, 1985 as well as proposed
actions after November 30, 1985 should be addressed. The staff
was directed to consider " civil penalties that result from
inspections at a much later date beyond the November 30, 1985
requirement and whether such fines should be retroactive on a

g

daily basis from Noventer 30, 1985 to the date of the non-compliance
detertnina tion. " The staff was directed to present these options,
which may include issuance of notices of violation, civil
penalties, plant shutdown or other orders for example, to the
Comission for consideration.

.

*
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The staff has developed enforcement guidance as directed by the
Comis sion. This guidance is contained in Enclosure 1. Although
only a limited number of reviews have been performed in this,

area to date, tha staff believes it has sufficient experience to
provide enforcement guidance now. However, as more experience
is gained, the guidance may need to be revised. Accordingly,
the staff proposes to provide the guidance to the Regions in the
form of an Enforcement Guidance Memorandum (EGM) now and place
revised guidance in the Erforcement Policy at a later date. The
steff suggests that the policy also be provided in the draft
generic letter to all licensees (Enclosure 2).

The guidance developed pertai.es mainly tu the severity level
categorization of various violations. The existing policy
already contains examplas at various severity levels which are
adequate to cover violations of 10 CFR 50.49 which might arise
in the future (set: 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C Supplement 1
Reactor Operations). In addition, the mitigating and escalating
factors currently in the enforcement policy already provide

he4 asis on prompt detection and correction of non-compliance.

and also encourage management involvement. Therefnre, the
guidance developed supplements the existing policy and should be
read in conjunction with it.

The failure of a licensee to dem p trate that equipment is
qualified could be cause for significant safety concerns. To
determine the severity level of a violation of the environmental
qualification requirements, the guidance provides that a number

.

of factors must be considered. These include the extent and
number of pieces of equipment involved, the safety significance
of and function of the equipment affected, the duration of the *

failure to qualify the equipment, and the reason for the failure
to qualify the equipment. However, if non-compliance occurs as a
result of events not within the control of the licensee, such as
if new test data invalidates previously accepted results of
properly conducted tests, the guidance indicates that enforcement
action may not be appropriate.

After the severity IcVel of the violation is established, the
escalating or mitigating factors contained in the current

'

enforcement policy (10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C Section IV.8)
will then be evaluated.

The staff' is proposing that violations involving equipment
identified as unqualified between now and November 30, 1985 be
evaluated under this guidance. The staff also proposes that
violations involving equipment identified as unqualified af ter
November 30, 1985 be evaluated under this guidance but that

f daily civil penalties for such violations be considered. Daily
civil penalties could be proposed if, after November 30, 1985,

E -
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enqua'iiffed equipment is identified and the licensee knew or s

clearly should have known that the equipment was not qualified. |e
The enclosed enforcement guidance reflects this approach. If a,

daily civil malty is warranted the staff proposes that a
penalty of $1,; 'l per violation per day should be proposed for
violations categorized at Severity Level 111 or higher. Since
it may take several months to correct violations, particularly
if new tests are needed, this could result in substantial civil
penalties. Such fines should also be retroactive to November 30,
1985 or to when data became available demonstrating the equipment
was unqualified since daily civil senalties will only be proposed
for significant violations in whic1 the licensee knew or clearly

, thould have known that the equipment was unqualified. Such a
l provision will encourage licensees te maintain control over

equipment qualification and quickly correct identified problems.
Of course, for significant programatic breakdowns, the policy
provides discretion to issue civil penalties of up to $100,000
per violation per day and the staff will recomend such actiuns
where appropriate.

To achieve the maximum deterrent effect from a daily civil
penalty, this aspect of the proposed enforcement policy should
be published well in advance of the November 30 deadline. This
was done in the case of the prompt notification system deadline
and resulted in substantial compliance on or before the deadline
in that case. Inclusion of the guidance in the generic letter
to licensees will serve this purpose.

4

Inspection Program

The Comission directed that the staff describe the EQ inspection
program, including designation of inspection responsibilities,
and also prepare an inspection schedule.

The 10 CFR 50.49 equipment qualification inspection program which
started with the Calvert Cliffs inspection in October 1984, is in
a pilot phase. The objectives of this phase have been to develop
an inspection module.-to train the regional inspectors, and
obtain an indicatior. as to the status of the industry's
implementation of 10 CIA 50.49. The inspection module will
have the following objectives: ,

1. Review of licensee's implementation of the program for
meeting 10 CFR 50.49 requirements.

2. Review of the licensee's implementation of SER corrective
action comitments.

3. Review of the licensee's implementation of the program for-
maintaining the qualified status of equipment during the
life of the plant.

,

..
.
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4 Performance of a physical inspection of equipment to
determine that the installations agree with SER comitments
and qualification requirements.

The inspection module will be issued in the sumer of 1985 as a
TemporaryInstruction(TI)totheIEInspectionManual.

The pilot phase is scheduled for completion by January 1,1986
after approximately two inspections have been conducted at each
of the five Regions. Based on the results of the staff's
experience to date, a transition of the lead role can be made to
the Regions after two pilot irspections have been conducted in
each Region. IE is now performing the lead role during the
pilot phase with participation from NRR, the Regions and
consultants (DOE labs). After a region assumes the lead role,
support from IE, NRR and contractors will continue, as
necessary. l.ead responsibilities include the inspection
planning, scheduling and coordination, and issuance of the
inspection report following the inspection. Depending on their
expertise, each of the participating n; embers of the inspection
is assigned areas of responsibility by the lead inspector who
then coordinates team activities during the inspection.

Regarding the inspection schdule, as of June 1,1985, five
plants have been inspected, one in each Region. These are:
Calvert Cliffs 1, Zion 2. Crystal River 3, Ft. Calhoun, and
Rancho Seco. Although the identity of the plants remaining to
be inspected during the pilot phase has not been finalized, it -

is intended that an additional plant in each of the Regions will
be inspected before January 1, 1986. Reinspections of one or
more of the five plants inspected to date may also be scheduled
in that time period. Once the lead role transfers to a Region,
a coordinated effort between the Regions and the headquarters
offices will be necessary to schedule and support the ongoing
inspections. IE will retain responsibility to coordinate
headquarters and contractor support. The overall schedule will
be dependent on the individual Region abilities and resources,
the need and availability of headquarters and contractor
support and the extent of followup inspections that will be
required to close out open issues. The Regions will be expected
to complete initial and most followup inspections by the end of
FY 87. The proposed FY 86 and FY 87 budgets for the inspection
program take this effort into account.

.
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RECOMMENDATION: Approve the proposed generic letter, including the- i

proposed enforcement policy, relating to 10 CFR_50.49.

3 / |
,

,

/
v4 di \ \ ' .k:t..

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

|

|

Commissioners' comments-or consent-should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Me.,aday, July 8, 1985.-

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted i

to the Commissioners NLT Friday, June 28, 1985, with an infor-
mation copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is
of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical .

review and commente the Commissioners and the Secretariat
should be apprised of when comments may be expected.
DISTRIBUTION: '
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APPENDIX"

Guidance for Enforcement Actions Concernino Environmental Qualification
of Electrical Eouipment

)
The failure of a licensee to demor. strate that equipment is qualified could be 4L

cause for sionificant safety concern. Such equipment may not have been
qualified because, for example,1) it failed 92 required qualification test;
2) it could not be qua'ified based upon availaole information; 3) although it
had previously asssed a qualification test, as-installed it was not qualified.

The severity level of a violation of the environmental qualification
requirements should be determined in accordance with the examples contained in

~the General Statement nf Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions, 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Supplement I, Reactor Operations. To deterakte the
severity level of a violation, a number of factors.must be considered. These
include ti e extent and namber of pieces of equipment involved, the safety
significance of and function of tFe equipment affected, the duration of the
failure to qualify the equipment, and the reason for the failure to qualify
the equipment.

If non-compliance occurs as a result of events not within the control of the
licensee, such as if new test data invalidates previously accepted results j
of properly conducted tests, and the licensee identifies the problem, enforcement,

action should not be taken. If, however, the NRC identifies equipment that is
#clearly not qualified and the equipment is part of a system designed to prevent

or mitigate a serious safety event that would not be able to perform its
intended safety function under certain conditions, then the violation should
be categorized as at least Severity Level III. If, on the other hand, the NRC
identifies equipment for which documentation is insufficient to permit NRC .

verification of qualification but for which there is a sufficient basis to
anticipate that the particular equipment can and will be qualified, the violation
neuld be categorized at Severity Level IV. Examples of such deficiencies in

.ocumentation may include: 1) Additional testing or analysis is necessary to
fully establish qualification; 2) As-installed configuration differs from
test configuration to the extent that additional testing or analysis is necessary
to maintain equipment qualification. Violations involving procedures which are
not sufficiently adequate to satisfy all 50.49 requirements may also be cetegorized
as Severity Level IV violations.

Programmatic breakdowns will be categorized as at least Severity 1.evel III
violations.

After the severity level of the violation is established, the escalating or
mitigating factors contained in the current enforcement policy (10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C, Section IV.B) should then be evaluated. That policy has been
designed to encourage licensee management involvement, prompt reporting of
potential safety problems, and prompt and extensive corrective actions.

Violations involving equipment identified as unqualified between now and
November 30, 1985 should be evaluated under this guidance. Violations
involving equipment identified as unqualified after November 30, 1985 will

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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also be evaluated under this guidance but. daily civil penalties for such viola-
~

tions will also be considered. If a daily civil perialty is warranted a penalty
of. 51,000 per violation per day will be proposed for violations _ categorized at
Severity Level III or higher, Such fines mey also be retroactive to November 30,
1985 or to when data became available demonstrating the equipment was unqualified
since daily civil penalties will be proposed for significant violations in which
the-licensee knew or clearly should have known that the. equipment was unqualified.
Such a-provision is intended to encourage. licensees to maintain control over
equipment' qualification and quickly corre:t identified problems. For significant -
programmatic breakdowns, the policy provides discretion to issue civil penalties
of up to'$100,000 per violation per aay and such actions may be proposed where
appropriate.

>
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TO ALL LICENSEES OF OPERATING REACTORS
.~

Gentlen.en:

SUBJECT: INFORMATION RELATING TO THE DEADLINES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH
10 CFR 50.49, ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
IMPORTANT TO SAFETY FOR NUCLEAR POWER plt.NTS (Generic Letter 85- )

The deadline for compliance with the Comission rule 10 CFR 50.49, Envrionmental
Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants
is specified in the rule as the date of the second refueling outage after
March 31, 1982 or March 31, 1985, whichever was earlier. At the request of the
Commission, the staff is requesting that licensees identify, at the earliest
possible date, the need for any extension of currently applicable deadline
extensions beyond November 30, 1985.

Requests for extensions received after September 30, 1985, will be considered
non-timely submittals and will be acted upon at the staff's discretic'1.
Extension requests proposing to go beycnd November 30, 1985 will be referred
to the Comission and the current extensions will only be further extended in
" exceptional cases" as stated in 10 CFR 50.49(g). The basis for any extension
request beyond November 30, 1985 must clearly identify the exceptional nature
of the case, e.g.:

1. Has the licensee applied best efforts to comnlete '

environmental qualification within the presetibed
ceadline?'

2. Does the failure to meet that deadline result from events
beyond the licensee's control?

3. Does the failure to meet the deadline result from test
failures, procurement difficulties, or installation
problems which the licensee could not have reasonably
anticipated?

4. Are there compelling reasons for not requiring a plant
shutdown on November 30, assuming that operation beyond
that date does not present a safety problem?

5. Has the licensee proposed actions which can bt expected
to result in full compliance within a reasonable time?

. - ____-_ |
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6. Issues such as the integrated scheduling of complex plant
improvements, of which electrical equipment qualification
may be only a small part, may: influence the determination
of exceptional " good cause."

For equipment on which the equipment qualification deadline is passed. (i.e.,
, all equipment cot currently covered by-an approved extension) and which is

discovered (through new test results, NRC inspection, or other means) to be in'

non-compliance or suspected to be in non-compliance with the requirements of 10
CFR 50.49, licensees should report the finding if the condition meets the
reporting criteria of 10 CFR 50.72 (Prompt Notification) or 10 CFR 50.73
(Licensee Event Reporting' System). Evaluations of the significance of and
cor *ective action for all potential non-compliances should be documented and
retained in appropriate licensee files. If equipment addressed in the plant
Technical Specifications is found to be unable to perform its intended function
during an accident because of equipment qualification problems, the licensee
would be expected to follow the provisions of the Technical Specifications.
Decisions relating to enforcement actions will be based on the circumstances
relating to non-compliance, the discovery and reporting to NRC of the
non-compliance and its safety significance as_ discussed in the enclosed
enforcerrent policy supplement.

.

This letter does not require any response and therefore does not need approval
of the Office of Management and Budget. Coments on burden and duplication may
be directed to the Office of Management and Budget, Reports Management Room
3208, New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20503. Should you have
any questions, the staff contact is Rudy Karsch. Mr. Karsch can be reached on
(301)492-8563. '

.

/

k'
9

Hugh . Thompson, - ctor..

01 ' ion of Licensing-

Enclosure: As stated
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TO ALL LICENSEES OF OPERAT!hu REACTORS

_

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: INFORMATION RELATING TO THE DEADLINES FOR COMPLIANCE
WITH 10 CFR 50.49, " ENVIRONMENTAL QUAllFICATION OF
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT IMPORTANT TO SAFETY FOR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS" (GENERIC LETTER 85-15)

The deadline for compliance with 10 CFR 50.49, "Environmntal Qualificatter n'
Electric Equipment important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants" 15 specifieo
in the rule as the date of the second refueling outage after March 31, 198? or
March 31, 1985, whichever was earlier. Some plants have received extensions
to these deadlines up to November 30, 1985. Where current extensions terminate
prior to November 30, 1985, the delegation in 10 CFR 50.49(g) rc mitt *ne
Director of HRR to act on further requests for extensions as long as r a new
deadline is not beyond November 30, 1985. Section 50.a9(g) states that "in
exceptional cases, the Comission itself may consider and grant extensions
beyond November 30, 1985, for completion of environmental qualification." The
purpose of this letter is to advise licensees that it is the Commission's

| intention that extensions will be granted only in rare circumstances and that
enforcement action will be taken againstyicensees that continue to operate
their plants with unqualified equipment - beyond November 30, 1985, without
extensions approved by the Comission.

! It is the Comission's intention that licensees which are not in compliance
on November 30, 1985, and which have not been given extensions either will have
to either shut down or, if they have valid staff-approved justifications for

| contigedoperation,selecttooperateandfacecivilpenaltiesof$5,000per
item - per day for each day after November 30, 1985, on which a 'icensee

j operates in noncompliance with the rule. For noncompliance identified after
| November 30, 1985, such fines may be made retroactive to November 30, 1485

for each day a licensee clearly knew, or should have known, that equipment
| qut.lification was incomplete. Some mitigation of any penalty may be considered

based upon satisfaction of the following factors:

1/ For purposes of enforcement " unqualified equipment" means equipment
~ for which there is not adequate documentation to cetablish that

this equipment will perfonn its intended functions in the relevant
envi ronn.ent .

2/ An item is defined as a specific type of electrical equipment,
~

designated by manufacturer and model, which is representative
,

of all identical equipment in a plant area exposed to the same'

environmental service conditions.

NDh '
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1. Did the licensee identify and promptiv report the
noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.49?

2. Did the licensee atply best efforts to complete
environmental qualification within the deadline?

3. N S the licensee proposed actions which can be espected
t, result in full compliance within a reasonable time?

For equipment which is discovered (through new test results, NRC inspection,
,

or other means) 6fter November 30, 1985, to be in noncompliarce or is suspected
to be in noncompliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49, licensees should
report the finding if the condition found meets the reporting criteria of
30 CFR 50.72 (Prompt Notification) or 10 CFR 50.73 (Licensee Event Reporting
System). Evaluations of the significance of and corrective acticn for all
actual and potential noncompliances should be documented as should the
circumstances of discovery of the noncompliance or suspected noncompliance.
These documents shovld be retained in appropriate licensee files. If equipment
addressed in the plant Technical Specifications is found to be unable to perform
its intended function during an accident because of equipment qualification
problems, the licensee is required to follow the provisions of the Technical
Specifications. A case by case determination will be made whether retroactive
enforcement is appropriate for noncompliance identified af ter November 30, 1985.

Licensees desiring an extension beyond November 30, 1985, must submit an
extension request at the earliest possible date to the Commission with a copy
to the Director, NRR and the Director, !E, Requests received af ter September 30,
1985, will be considered untimely, and may be denied on that basis. The basis
for any extension request beyund November 30, 1985 must clearly identify the
exceptional nature of the case, e.g., why, through events entirely beyond its
control, the licensee will not be in compliance with the rule on November 30;
the date when compliance will be achieved; and a justification for continued
operation until compliance will be achieved.

This letter does not require any response and therefore does not need approval
of the Office of Management and Budget. Corrnents on burden and duplication may

,

| be directed to the Office of Management and Budget Reports Management Room 3?OB,
| New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20503. Should you have any
| questions, the staff contacts are Gary Holahan for technical questions and
| Jane Axelrad for enforcement questions. Mr. holahan can be reached on
| (301)49?-7415 and Ms. Axelrad can be reached on (301)49?-4909.

Hu h L. Thompson Jr. irector
D vi ion of Licensin

cc: List of Generic Letters

'
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) h%_ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM4ISSION:
92 m 13 e 4 :48y ., ., 3 0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

gi og WASHINGTON, DC 20555
;p ct j 9 G3 V

January 14, 1986 00cnilgy ' #
1

IE INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 86-03: POTENTIAL DEFICIENCIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF LIMITORQUE HOTOR VALVE

4

OPERATOR WIRING

;

; Addressees:
i
'

All nuclear power reactor facilities ' holding an operating license (OL) or a
1 construction permit (CP).
1

i Purpose:

* * This notice is provided to alert recipie~nts of potential generic problems
regarding the environmental qualification of electrical wiring used in
Limitorque motor valve operators. It is expected that recipients will review
this informatici for applicability to their facilities and consider actions,4

t if appropriate, to preclude a similar problem occurring at their facilities.p However, suggestions contained in this notice do not constitute NRC requirements;
Q therefore, no specific action or written response is required..

,

Description of Circumstances:
,

On September 30, 1985, Commonwealth Edison (Zion Generr ing Station) reported
to the NRC that it had discovered four Limitorque motor valrr operators with
jumper wires different from those tested by Limitorque la 'ts environmental
qualification program. Subsequently, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
notified the NRC that the manufacturer of the internal conW1 wiring of its
LimitorqJe operators at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant eith-r co W nut be identified:

or qualification could not be established where tk a.anuf acturer was known.
'

Similar circumstances have recently been identified at other nuclear plants.

Discussion:

The results of NRC inspections at Limitorque and 'A l.4ve determined that even
though Limitorque has conducted environmental qualification testing of motori

valve operators, the qualification test reports do not specifically address
wiring or wiring qualification. Limitorque has installed wires from several
different manufacturers in safety-related operators.

f og.
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IN 86-03pupJr January 14, 1986
Page 2 of 2ha 0070235

Limitorque stated that it can provid or reference documentation to support
que.lification of wires it has installed; - -26 _ S 2- ~ - w es.vlicensees,

'and/or others may have added additional wires that"are not qu'aTl?idd*by this
The NRC physical inspection of Limitorque operators at the Sequoyah planttata.

determined that some valve operators contained wires not qualified by the
Limitorque tests.

The NRC staff considers the resolution of this issue to be part of the licensee's
environmental qualification program to establish and maintain the qualified
status of electrical equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49.

Because qualification of Limitorque installed wiring may be based on separate
qualification tests of wire, it is important that adequate analyses have been
perfonned and that documentation exists to demonstrate that the separate wire
qualification tests encompass the parameters for the valve operator qualification.

If additional wiring has been added or replaced after operator shipment from
. .Limitorque, then additional documentation may be appropriate for establishing

qualification of the additional wires and subsequently the valve operators for
the valve operator specific application.

No specific action or written response is required by this information notice.
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the Regional
Administrator of the appropriate NRC regional office, or this office.(.

(
.. ..

. . _ . . ... . -...

ward rdan, Director
.

Division 5 Emergency Preparedness
and Eng eering Responsa

Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Contact: G. Hubbard, IE ~

(301) 492-9759*

Attachment: List of Recently Issued IE Informatien Notices
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Attachment 1
IN E6-03-

January 14, 1986

O LIST OF RECENTLY ISSVED2 00702,,6aV IE INFORMATION NOTICES
,

Information Date of*

| Notice No. Subject Issue Issued to
,

f 86-02 Failure Of Valve Operator 1/6/86 All power reactor
Motor During Environrnental facilities holding
Qualification Testing an OL or CP

! 86-01 Failure Of Main Feedwater 1/6/86 All power reactor
Check Valve Causes Loss Of facilities holding
Feedwater Systca Integrity an OL or CP
And Water-Hammer Damage

4

85-101 Applicability of 10 CFR 21 12/31/65 All power reactor
To Consulting Firms Providing facilities holding*

Training an OL or CP
.

i 85-100 Roser.ount Differential 12/31/85 All power reactor
**

| Pressure Transmitter Zero facilities holding

Foint Shift an OL or CP

! 85-99 Cracking In Boiling-Water- 12/31/S5 All BWR facilities
Reactor Mark I And Mark II having a Mark I or
Containments Caused By' Failure Mark II containment

! % Of The Inerting System
.

85-98 Missing Jumpers From Westing- 12/26/85 All Westinghouse.

| house Reactor Protection designed PWR

| System Cards For The Over- facilities holding
; Power Delta Temperature Trip an OL or CP

Function;

i

85-97 Jail Term For Former 12/26/85 All power reactor
.

Contractor Employee Who facilities holding

j Intentionally Falsified an OL or CP
Welding Inspection Recordsi

85-96 Temporary Strainers left 12/23/85 All power reactor
| Installed In Pump Suction facilities holding
: Piping an OL or CP
:

.
85-95 Leak Of Reactor Water To 12/23/85 All BWR facilities

' Reactor Building Caused By holding an OL or CP
Scram Solenoid Valve Problem

.

-
.

,

OL = Operating License
CP = Construction Permit

.
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ABSTRACT

This report provides the NRC interim staff pecitions on selected areas of environ-
mental qualification of electrical equipment important to-safety.

Part I of this report contains the original "For Comment" NUREG, which was pub-
lished in December 1979. This "For Comment" issue is now endorsed by the
Commission, in its May 23, 1980 Memorandum and Order (CLI-80-21) as the staff's
interim position, until the final posicions, currently being developed in,

rulemaking, are established.

Part II of this report contains the staff's-responses to and resolution of the public,

comments that were solicited and received before May 1., 1980. Revision 1 of Appendices,

A through D identifies the additions, modifications, and/or corrections that were made
as a result of these comments.

This report completes the staff resolution of the Generic Technical Activity A-24,
" Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment." The information containedin Part I and Part II will be considered and used, in part, by the staff in
developing the final positions during rulemaking.
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INTRODUffiON

NUREG-0568 ...s issued for coment in Decembet 1979, to promote a more orderly
and systematic implementation of equipmera quellfication programs by industry
and to provide guidance to the NRC staff for its se in ongoing licensing
reviews for new as well as for the older vintage plants (that is, near term
operating license plantd . The positiora contained in the report provide :

guidance on (1) how to establish envirormental service conditions, (2) how to
select methods which are considered app:opriate for qualifying the equipment in
different areas of the plant, and (3) reher areas such as margin, aging, and
documentation. *

.

The posicions in the report do not adtiress all areas of qualification and are
intended only to supplement, in selected areas of the qualification issue, the-

*
requirerents described in the 1971 aoJ the 1974 versions of IEEE Standard 323.

Go May 23, 1980, a Comission Memorai.dum and Order (CLI-80-21) codorsed the
positions in the "For Coment" NUREG as the interim positions that shall be
satisfied (in order to verify conformance to General Design Criterion No. 4 in
Appendix A of 10 CFR 50) until the " final" positions are established in rule-
making. The stafi is currently developing these positions for rulemaking, and
anticipates that the proposed rule (that is; the " final positions") will be

yissued for public coment in Deci aber 1981.

$ As a result of the above referenced memorandum and order, and the on;;oing wule-
making activity, the positions developed in the "For Coment" NUREG report,have
not been modified to reflect the public comments. Staff responses to the public
coments and revisions to Appendices A through D are provided in Part II of this
report, hcwever. The revised appendices identify additions, modifications,
and/or corrections believed necessary to resolve the public coments. The
revised appendices are included to provide additional information and guidanea
to industry and to provide insight into the topics to be considered during
rulemaking.

Certain modifications and clarifications to the positions as a result of the
TMI-2 event are anticipated, as, for example, in radiation source term require-
ments described in the staff responses to some of the public coments. In the
interim, however, and until the final rule is established, the staff requitec
that all plants licensed after May 23, 1980 conform to NUREG-0588. In accordance,

with Regulatory Guide 1.89, all Operating Licenses for facilities whose Construc- 3tion Permit SER is dated July 1, 1974, or later will be reviewed against 1EEE
Standard 323-1974. Thus fc.r these licensees, the Ogerating License applicant is.

required to qualify equipment to the Category I regsirements in NUREG-0588. For,

Operating Licenses issued aftet May 23, 1980, whose Construction Permit SER is
dated before July 1,1974, the Operating License applicant is required to qualify
equipment to at least Category II requirements in NUREG-0588--unless the licensee
made commitments in the Construction Fermit application to use the 1974 standard,
or anless the Operating License application indicates that the 1974 standard is
to be used. In such cases, Category I. requirements of NUREG-0588 are to be used.
In addition, all parts used to replace installed equipment shall also be qualified
to the Category I requirements unless adequate bases are established to-justify
exceptions.

All reactors with Operating Licenses as of May 23, 1980 will be evaluated by the
staff against the DOR guidelines (Division of Operating Reactors " Guidelines

ix

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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INTRODUCTION

NUREG-1588 was issued for comment in Decen.ber 1979, to promote a more orderly
and systematic implementation of equiptr.ent qualification programs by industcy
and to provide guidance to the hTC staff for its use in ongoing licensing
reviews for new as well as for the older vintage plants (that is, near term
operating license plants). The positions contained in the report provide
guidance on (1) how to establish environmental service conditions, (2) how to
select methods which are considered appropriate for qualifying the equipment in <

different areas of the plant, and (3) other areas such as margin, aging, and
.' documentation. *

The positions in the report do not address all areas of qualification and are
intended only to supplement, in selected areas of the qualification issue, the-

requirements described in the 1971 and the 1974 versions of IEEE Standard 323.*

On May 23, 1980, a Commission Memorandum and Order (CLI-80-21) endorsed the
positions in the "For Comment" NUREG as the interim positions that shall be
satisfied (in order to verify conformance te General Design Criterion No. 4 in
Appendix A of 10 CFR 50) until the'" final" positions are established in rule-
making. The staff is curre.ntly developing these positions for rulemaking, and
anticipates that the proposed rule (that is, the " final positions") will be
issued for public comment in December 1981.

As a result of the above referenced memorandum and order, and the ongoing rule-
making activity, the positions developed in the "For Comment" NUREG report have
not been modified to reflect the public comments. Staff responses to the public
coments and revisions to Appendices A through D are provided in Part II of this
report, however. The revised appendices identify additions, modifications,
and/or ccrrections believed necessary to resolve the public censnents. The
revised appendices are included to provide additional information and guidance
to industry and to provide insight into the topics to be con.sidered during!

rulemaking.

Certain modifications and clarifications to the positions as a result of the
TMI-2 event are anticipated, as, for example, in radiation source term require-
ments described in the staff responses to some of the public comments. In the
interim, however, and until the final rule is established, the staff requires
that all plants licensed after May 23, 1980 conform to NUREG-0588. In accordance,

with Regulatory Guide 1.89, all Operating Licenses for facilities whose Construc-
tion Permit SER is dated July 1,1974, or later will be reviewed against IEEE
Standard 323-1974. Thus for these licensees, the Operating License applicant is.

required to qualify equipment to the Category I requirements in NUREG-0588. For,

Operating Licenses issued after May 23, 1980, whose Construction Permit SER is
| dated before July 1, 1974, the Operating License applicant is required to qualify

equipment to at least Category II requirements in NUREG-0588--unless the licensee
made commitments in the Construction Permit application to use the 1974 standard,
or unless the Operating License applicatioa indicates that the 1974 standard is
to te used. In such cases, Category I requirements of NUREG-0588 are to be used.
In addition, all parts used to replace installed equipment shall also be qualified
to the Category I requirements unless adequate bases are established to justify
exceptions.

! All reactors with Operating Licenses as of May 23, 1980 will be evaluated by the
I staff against the DDR guidelines (Divirion of Operating Reactors "G:idelines
|

ix
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.

Operating Reactors," dated Novemberfor Evaluating Environmental Qualification. of Class IE Electrical Equipment' in
13,.1979).. In cases where the DOR g id li

do not provide sufficient detail but NUREG-0588 Category'II does, NUREG-0588 will
. u e nes-.

be used. ,

As noted in the "For Comment" report, seismic qualification is currently b i
1

pursued under the equipment qualification program plan and is outside the scop (ee t-
of this document.

qualification area and anticipates issuing a proposed rule for public coassent inThe staff is also pursuing rulemaking activities in the seismic.>

*

1982.
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ABSTRAC1

This report provides the NRC staff positions regarding selected are.:s of
envit- rmental qualification of safety-related electrical equipment in the -
resolution of Generic Technical Activity A-24, " Qualification of Class lE
Safety-Related Equipment". The positions herein are applicable to plants that
are or will be in the construction permit (CP) or operating license (OL)

-

review process and that are required to satisfy the requirements set forth in
either the 1971 or the 197 4 version of IEEE Standard 323. These positions

-

were developed prior to the Three Mile Island Unit 2 event. Any recoswnendations*

resulting from the staff's review of that event will be provided later. -The
seismic qualification requirements are addressed elsewere and are not included
in the scope of this document.
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INTERIM STAFF POSITION t NVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF SAFETY-RELATED EmCTRICAL EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety function must be capable
of maintaining functional operability under all service conditions postulated
to occur during the installed life for the time it is required to operate.
This requirement, which is embodied in General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23
of Appendix A and Sections III and XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, isc

applicable to equipment located inside as well as outside containment. More ;

j detailed guidance re lated to the methods, procedures and guidelines for demon-
strating this capability has been set forth in IEEE Std. 323 and ancillary.

daughter standards-(e.g., IEEE Stds. 317, 334, 382, 383) and has been endorsed*

with supplementary material as noted in NRC Regulatory Guides.

As p;rt of the operating license review for each plant, the staff evaluates
the applicant's equipment qualification program by reviewing the qualification
documentation on selected safety-related equipment. The objective of this
review is to provide reasonable assurance that the equipment can perform its
intended function in the most limiting envircament in which it is expected to
function.

The staff review of the documentation submitted if both equipment suppliers
and license applicants indicate that some have developed generally acceptable
qualification programs. The efforts of others, as compared with the " state of

| the art," need improvements. This is due in part to the fact that the qualifica-
tion requirements contained in national standards and other guidince related
to equipment qualification have been evolutionary in nature and subject to
diverse interpretation.

To promote more orderly and systematic implementation of equipment qualification
programs in industry and to provide guidance to be used by the NRC staff for
use in the ongoing licensing reviews, the staff has developed a number of
positions on selecten areas of the qualification issue. These positions,

| which are presented in this report,-provide guidance on the establishment of
) service _ conditions, methods for qualifying equipment, and other related matters.

They do not address in detail all areas of qualification, since certain areas
| '- are not yet well understood and are the subjects of research studies conducted
'

by the NRC and by the industry. For example, the effects of aging, sequential
versus simultaneous testing, including synergistic effects, and the potential,

combustible gas and chloride formation in equipment containing organic materials
*

are being evaluated. It is expected that these studies will lead to the

development of more detailed guidance in the future, and may require changes
to these positions.

These positions were developed prior to the staff completion of'the THI-2
event evaluation, and any additional requirements or modifications to these
positions as a result of this evaluation will be identified later. In addition,
seismic qualification is being pursued on a case-by-case basis by the Seismic
Qualification Review Team (SQRT) and is outside the scope of this document.

- - . - -.
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These positions are applicsble only to plants that are or will be in theconstruction permit or operating license review process. These positions do
not apply to operating plants. Operating plant licensees have been required
by the NRC Office of Inspection and Lnforcement to reassess the qualification

Licensee responses are to be evaluated using guidelines being developedof safety-related equipmeut used in those facilities (see IE Bulletin 79-01)' .

specifically for that effort.
,

DISCUSSION
\

As part of the staff reviews of operating license applications, a number of i
a

positions have been developed on the methods and procedures used to environ-
mentally qualify safety-related electrical equipment. These positions, which
ca..its f ound in the 1971 and the 1974 version of IEEE Standard 323*. art described in the following sections of this report, supplement the require-

;

alteraatives to these positions ray be proposed, the positions will be usedWhile

together with the standards, as the basis for reviewing all licence appli ,

cations.
The positions are divided into two categories.
equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE Std. Category I positions apply to323 1974
pnsiticno apply to equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE Std.and Category III 323-1971 .

Sectica 1 of the the following table contains positions related to the est bli h
of the service conditions for areas inside and outside containment to

ment
a s-

which equipment should be qualified.
pressure sud temperature conditions that result from a high energy line breakIt includes guidance for calculating the
(1.0CA and/or MSLB), and also provides guidance for determining the ch
spray and the radiation environments expected to occur during a design basisemical
event condition.

methods (that is, testing, analysis, etc.) to be used for eque;-sent locatedSection 2 provides guidance on the eclection of qualification
inside an3 outside containment.{ Sections 3, 4, and $ provide .
selection of margins, aging and the preparation of qualifi^atiopguibuce on the
The appendices supplement the positions and identify specir,r docsmentation.

!

(41eulations, and procedures that should be u codas, sample

The term " equipment" referred to in the following sections app' isa tosed when qualifying equipmente
,

safety-related electrical equipment required for accident mitigati<n;
post-facident monitoring, and safe shutdown. ,

It should be noted that,
cri.teria related to electrical equipment, it is necessary to recognize andalthough the intent of these positions is to define

.

'

address squipment
interfaces (e.g., mounting, seals,

qualification process to which these positions apply. terminations) in the * '

Also, qualification
programs for specific equipment, such as cables, valves, motors, and electrical
penetrations, that are designed to conform with the requirements of the daughter

.

standards of IEEE Std.
acceptable for demonstrating compliance with the objectives of IEEE Std321 1974 (as endorsed by the NRC Regulatory Guides) are

The daughter standards include standards such as IEEE Std. 383 for cables323..
,

,* IEEE Std.
Nuclear Power Generating Stations."323-1974, "IEEE Standac' ist Qual:ifying Class lE Equipment for

1EEE Std. 323-1971, "LEEE Trial Use Standard:
Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." General Guide for Qut4ifying

J

.

2
|

|
i
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,

a

IEEE Std. 382 for valves, IEEE Std. 334 for motors, and IEEE Std. 317 for
electrical penetrations. These standards are endorsed by Regulatcry Guides 1.131,
1.73, 1.40, and 1.63 respectively.

'
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!NTERIM STAFF POSITION ON ENVIRONMENTAL.
QUALIFICI"10N Of 5XTETY;REFATEFELECTRICAI TQUIPMENT

CATEGORYl CATEGORY 11

Apphenble to Equipment Qualified in Appitcable to Equipment Qualified in
Accordance wiQi IEEE Std. 323 1974 Accordance with IEEE 8td. 3231971

!

1. ESTABL*SHMENT OF THE QUA11FICAfl0N 1. ESTABLIS10Elef 0F TEE OUAllFICATION
| Flihiffi.iDiTbES!0N BASIS EVENTI FliIAFdit10FF0TNiT3iF%sHTfpf5

3

# 1.1 Temperature and Pressure conditions leside 1.1 Temperature and Pressure Condittoos Inside

Coritainment - Loss of-loolant Acciden1 (IbCA) Contstament - 1.oss-of-Cooient Accident (LDCA}
,

i

(1) The time-deperient teoperature and pressure, (1) Some as Category 1.
, ,

established for the design of the containment,

structure and found acceptable by the staff,
may be used fpr. environmental qualification
of equipment.

(2) Acceptable methods for calculating and (2) Same as Category 1.
establishing the cor.tesament pressure
and teoperature envelopes to which
equipeent should be qualified are

.

summarised below. Acceptable methods
for calculating mass and energy release
rates are summarised in Appendia A.

pressuriredVaterReactors(PWRa} Pressurised Water Reactors (PWRs)

D Dry Containment - Lise the asame containmenty Containment - Calculate 14CA con.
tainsect covaronment using CONTEMPT 1.T models as in Category !. The assumption
er equivalent industry estes. of partial revaporitation will be allowed.
Additional guidance is provided an Other assumptions that reduce the temperature
Standard Review Plan (SRP) response of the containment will be evaluated
Section 6.2.1.1.A. NUREG 75/087. on a case by tase basis.

,

lee Col. denser Containarnt * Calculate Ice Condenser Containment Same as [
lhCA contaitnernt envanopeent using LOTIC faics ry J.s
or equivalent industry codes, g
#dditional guidance is provided in ERP
Sect.on 6.2.3 1.B NUKEG 75/067.

I Boilinz Vater Reactors (BVRs) - g l1,n,Q ater Reactors (DWRs)
!

| Marb I.11 and 111 Containment - Saoe as Category 1.
falculate LOCA environment using methodsi-

of GESSAR Appendia 3B or equivalent+
,,

| indiastry codes. - Additional guidance is
' provided in SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C.

tWREG N 051.
i .

I
; (3) .In lieu of using the plant *specifit (3) Same as Category 1..

containment troperature and pressure
design profiles for DVR ant ice
condenser types of plects, the generic
envelope shown to Appendia C may be
used for qualification testing.

(4) The test profiles incit$ed in Appendia A (6) . Same as Category 1.
to IEEE Std, 323 1974 should not be con-,

l-- sidered an acceptable alternative in '

i lieu of using plant specific contain.
'

ment temperature and pressure design
profiles unless plant-specific
analysis is provided to 9 rify the
adequacy of those profiles.

6
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CATEGORYI CATEGORY 11

Applicable to Equipnient Qualified in Applicsble to Equipment Qus11.*ied inAccordance with IEEE Std. 323 1974 Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1971

1.2 Temperature and pressure Conditions 1.2 Temperature and pressure Conditions insideInside Cont.#tneent - Ms.n Steen Line
Break (M5[B) Gtainment - Main Stese Line_ Break (MSLB) *.

(1) Where qualification has not been coe(1) The environmental paraoeters used for
"q1pment qualification should be cal- pleted, the environmental pstaaetet a
coh'ed with a plant specific model used f or equiseent qualif f . tion should
W sed and approved by the staff. be calculated using a plant-specific ,

.oodel based on the staff approved
assumptions discussed in ites I of
Appendix 8.

(2) Models th.t are acceptable for calculat-,

(2) Other models that are acceptable foring containment parameters are listed
in Section 1.l(2), calculating containment paramete'ta

are listed in $ection 1.1(2).
(3) la lieu of using the plant specific (3) Same as Category 1.containment temperature and pressure

design profiles for B.'R and ice
,

condenser plants, the generir tavelope '

shown in Appendia C may be used.

(4) The test profiles included in Appeudia A (4) Same as Category 1.to ICt1 6td. 323-1974 should not be con-
sidered an acceptable alternative in
iteu of using plant specific containment
temperature act pressure design profiles
unless pleot-specific analysis is prr - '

vided to verify the adequacy of those
prcfiles.

-

'

($) Wbere qualification has been completed
($) Wbere qualification has been coespletedbut only LOCA conditions were conside('d,

it must be demonstr3ted that'the LOCA but only thCA conditions were considered,
qualification conditions esceed or are then it must be demonstrated that the
equivalect to the maximum calculeted IDCA qualification conditions esteed or
riSLB ccnditions. The following tech- are equivalent to the eastamos calculated
nique is acceptables 1151.B toeditions. The following tech-

nique is.acceptables ,

(a) Calculats the peak temperature
(a) Calculate the peak temperature free .envelope from an PtSLB using a #

model based on the staff's en PtSLB using a model based on the
approved assumptions defined in staff's approved assumptions dis--
Section 1.l(2). cussed in itos 1 of Appendia B.

.

(b) Show that the peak surface
temperature of the component to be (b) Same'as Category I Section 1.2($)(b).
qualified does not esceed the LOCA
qualification temperature by the
method discussed in item 2 of
Appendia B.

(c) If the calculated surface tempere-
ture exceeds the qualification (c) If the calculated surface temperature
temperature, the staff r% uires esceed- the qualification temperature,-

| that (1) requalification testing the staff requires that (1) additional-
i be performed with appropriate justification be provjded to demonstrate'

margins, or (11) qualified physical that the equifeent can enintain its r

protectica be provided to assure required functional operability if its,

I

that the surface temperature will surface temperature resches the calculated
not est. sed the actual qualifica* value or (11) requalification testing be
tion temperature. For plants that performed with appropefete eargins,

or (iii) qualified physical protec-

6
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Applicable to Equipment Qualified in Applicable to Equipment Qualified in
Accordance with IEEE Std. 323-1974 Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1971

see currently being reviewed, or tion be provided to assure that the
will be submitted for an operating surface temperature will not exceed

| license review within als sooths the actual qualification temperature,
frue issue date of this report,
compliance with itees (i) or
(11) above may represent a sub-
stential ispect. For those plants,,

the staff will consider add' tional-

information submitted by the applicant )
to demonstrate that the equipeent can
maintain its functional operability
if its surface temperature rises to
the value calculated.

1.3 Effects of Chemical Spray 1.3 Effects of Chemical 8 pray

The effects of caustic spray should be Some as Category 1.
addressed for the equipment qualification.
The contentration of caustics used for
qualifiestion sL uld be equivalent to or
more severe than those used in the plant
containment spray system, if the chreical
composition of the caustic spray can be
affected by equipment malfunctions, the most
severe caustic spray environment that results
from a single fatture in the spray systes
should be assumed. See $RP 5ection 6.$.2
(WREG 75/037), paragraph 11, ites (e) for
esustic spray solution guidelines.

1.4 Radiation CohJitions Inside and Outside ),4 Radiation Conditions Inside and Dutside
&ontainment Cootainment

The radiation environment for qualification Some as Category 1,
of equipment should be based on the normally
espected radiation environment over the
equipment qualified life, plus that asso-
ciated with the cost severe destin. basis
accident (DM) durios or following which that;

i equipment must remain functional. It should
be assumed that the DM related environmental%

conditions occur at the end of the equipment
qualified life,

| The sample calculations in Appendia D and.

the following positions provide an accept-, ,
' able approaca for estailtshing radiation

limits for qualification. Additional
radiation margins identified in

Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 for
qualification type testing are not
required if these methods are used.

|

(1) The source tern to be used in determining
tt+ radiation environment associated with
the design basis LOCA should be taken as
an instantaneous release f rom the fuel
to the atmosphere of 100 percent of the
noble gases. 50 percent of the iodine ,

| and I percent of the remaining fission
products. For all other non LOCA design'

7
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CATEGORYII

Applicable to Eqmpment Qualifted in
Accordance with IEEE Std. 323-19'l4 Applicable to Equipment Qualified in

Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1971-

basis accident conditions, a source
fern involving an instantaneous release
from the fue) to the steosphere of
10 percent of the notte gases (except *

Kr 85 for which a release of 30 percent
should be assumed) and 10 percent of
the iodines is acceptable.

*

(2) The calculation of the radiatica
environment associated with design
basis accidents should ta6e into
account the time-dependent transport of
released fission products within various
regions of contzinnent and auaillary
s t ructures .

(3) The initial distribution of actietty
within the containment should be
based on a mechanistically rational
assumption. Hence, for compartmented
contatuments, such as in a BVR, a large
portaon of the source should be assumed
to be initially contained in the drywell.
The assumption of uniform distribution
of activity throughout the containment
at time aero is not appropriate.

(4) Effects of EST systems, such as
containment spreys and containment
ventilation and filtration systres,
which act to remove airborne ectivity
and redistribute activity within con-
tainment, abould be calculated using
the same assic;tions used in the cel*
culation of offsite dose. See SRP
Section 15.6.5 (FURIG>75/087) and the
telsted sections referenced in the
Appendices to that section.

(5) Natural deposition (i.e., plate-out)
of airborer activity should be determined *

-

using a mechantatic model and beat
estimates for the model parameters.
The assumption of 50 percent inston-
taneous plate out of the todine ,

released froe the core should not be -

made. Removal of todine from surfaces
by steam condeusate flow or washoff
by the contatunent spray may be
assumed if such effects can 5; justi-
fled and quantified by analysis or
expertsent.

(6) kor unshielded equipment located in the
containment, the gamma dose and dose
rate should be equal to the dose and
dose rate at the centerpoint of the
containment plus the contribution froe
location dependent sources such as the
sump water and plate out, unless it can
be shown by analyses that. location and

I

!

I
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-. !

shielding of the equipment reduces the
dose and dose rate.

:
(7) For unshielded equipment, the beta doses

at the surface of the equipment should
be the sum of the wirborne and plate out

. sources. The altborne beta dose should
te taken as the beta dose calculated for,

a point at the containment center.

(8) $ blended components need be qualified
only to the samma radiation levels
required, provided an analysis or test
chows that the sensitive portions of
the component or equipeent are not
esposed to beta radiation or thct the
effects of beta radiation beating and
ionisation have no deleterious effect6
on component performance.

(9) Cables arranged in cable trays in the
containment abould be assumed to be
exposed to half the beta redistion does
calculated for a point at the center of
the containment plus the gamma tsy dose
calculated in acco dance with Stetton 1.s(6).
This reduction in beta dose is allowed

( because of the localised shielding by
| other' cables plus the cable tray itself.

(10) Faints and roattago should be assumed
to be exposed to both beta and gamma
rays in assessing their resistsuce to
radiation, plate-out eftivity should
be assumed to ree.aia on the equipment
surface unless the effects of the
reenal pechanisms, such as spray wash-
off or steam condensate flow, can be
justified and quantified by enalysis
or experteent.

(11) Components of 'he emergency core cool-
saa system (ECCS) located outside con.
tainment (e.g., pumps, valves, seals-

and electrical equireent) should be
'

qualified to withstanti the tediation
equivalent to that penetrating the con.

( tainment, plus tbc exposurt from the
I surp flund using essug tsons consistent

with the requirements stated in
t.ppendia K to 10 Cnt Part 50.

| (12) Equapsent that may be expesed to redta-
tion dases below 10' rads should
not te considered to be exempt from
radiation qualitication, unless
analysis supported by test da!.a is
provided to verify .aat these levels
will not degrade the operability of the
equipment below 4*ceptable values.

9
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(13) The staff will accept a given component
to be qualified provided it can be
shown that the componeet has been i

qualified to integrated beta and ganea
'

doses which are equal to or higher than
those levels resulting from an analysis

, similar in nature and scope to that *

included.in Appendia D (vbich uses the ,

source tets given in ites (1) above),
and that the component incorporates
appropriate factors pertinent to the
plant design and operstang charactera ;

istica, as given in these general ,

guidelines.

(16) When a conservetave analysis has not
been provided by the applicant for staff
review, the staff wall use the radiation
environment guidelinea contained in
Appendia D, suitably corrected for the
differences in reactor power level,
type, containment sise, and other
appropriate factors.

.

1.5 Environmental Conditions for Outside
Containrent

1.5 Enyttonnental Conditions for Outside
(1) Equipmeot located outside contain, . Containment * ,

ment that could be subjected to high-
energy pipe breaks shosid be qualified (3) I4WIPoent located outside conteineentto the conditions resulting from the
accident for the duration required. that could be subjected to high-energy
The techniques to calculate the pipe breaks should be qualified to the

conditions teaulting from the accidentenvironeental parameters described for the duration required. The tech-in Sections 1.1 through 1.4 above niques to calculate the environmentalshould be applied.
Parameters described in Sections 1.1
through 1.4 (Category 11) above should
be applied.

(2) Equipment located in general plant areas .

outside containment where equipment is (2) Same as Category 1. V

not subjected to a des'ge basis accident
environment should be qualified to the *
normal and abnormal mange of environ *
mental conditions postulated to occur at
the equipment location. ,

(3) Equipment not served by Class it environ-
'(3) Same as Category li or, there may bemental support systems, or served by

Class it support systema that may be designs where a loss of the environ.
secured during pl.nt operattua or' shut * mental support systee may erpose some -
down, should be qualified to the limiting equipment to enviror.nents that esceed
environmental conditions that are postulated. the qvalified'lielts. Eor these designs,
for that location, assuming a loss of the sppropriate monitoring devices should be
environmental support system, provided to alert the operator that

abnormal conditiona esist and to permit
.ao assessment of the ronditions that)

occurred in order to determine if cor :
rective action, auch as replacing any,

l
. affected equipment, is warranted,

I

| 10
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2. QUAllFICATION MOT'80DS 2. QUAI.lFICATION E THODS

2.1 $clection of Nethode 2.1 Selection of Methods,
,

(1) Qualification .sethoda should conform (1) Qualification methods should conformto the requirements definet in IEEE
Std. 323- D74. to the requirements defined in IE!E

Std. 323 1971.,

*

(2) The choice of the enthods selected (2) Eame as Category 1.La largely a matter of technical
judgment an< availability of infer-
nation that supperts the conclusions

s reached. Experience has shown that
q alification of equipment subjectsd to
an accipent environment without test'

data it not adequate to demonstrate
f unctional opecapility, lo general,
the staff will not secept analysis in
lieu of test data unless (a) testing
of the sosponent la impra:tical due to
sire insitations, and (b) partial1

type test data is provided to
i sup,' ort the aralytical assumptions

aud conclwatona reached.

(3) The environmental qualification of (3) $see es Category 1.equipment exposed to DBA environ-
ments should conform to the
following positions. The bases
should be provided for the time
interval required for optrabilit; f

cf thaa equipment. The operability
ani failure etsteria should be
spectiseo and the safety margins
detined.

(a) Equipeent that must function
in order tn sittgste any acci-
dent should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operabil-
sty for the time required in the,

*

environmental conditions resulting
from that accident.

(b) Any equipment (safety-related or.

-
non safety telated) that need not
function to onder to attigate any
accident, but that must not fail in
a manner octrimental to plant safety
should be qualified by test to
demonstrate sts capability to with-
stand any accident enviroceent for
the time during which it must not
fail.

(c) Equipment that need not function
in order to mitigate any accident
ahd whose failure in say mode in
any accident environment is not
detrimental to plant safety neeC
only be qualified for its non-
accident service environment.

11
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Applicable tei Equipment Qualified in Applicable to Eqdpeent Qualified in !Accordance with IEEE htd. 323 1974 Accordance with IEEE Std. 3 23-1971
.

Although ettual type testing is
preferred, other metbods when
justified eay be found acceptable. |The bases should be provided for ,

*

cencluding that such equipment is
nel regbited to function in order
to mitigate any accident, and that *

Ats failure in any mode in any '

strident environment is not detria ,

erntal to plant safety.

(4) Fer environmental qualification ei (4) Same as Category 1.
eoulpeent subject to events other
than a D&A, which result tu abnormal
co$'ironmental conditions,' actual type
testing is preferred. However,
analysis or operating history, or -
any spplicable combination thereef,
coupled with partial type test data

'

ear be found acceptable, subject to
the applicability and detent of-'

information provided.
,

2.2 Qualification by Test 2.2 Quellfication by Test

(1) The failure criterna should be established (1) Same as Category 1. '

priot to testint.

(2) Test results should demonstrate that (2) Same as Category 1.the equipment can perfore its required
function for a'! service conditions.

postulated (with margia) during its
installed life.

(3) The items described in Section c.3 or (3) -rhe itees described in section s.2 ofIEEE Std. 323 1974 supplemented by IEEE Std. 323 1971 supplemented by itemsitees (4) through (12) below constitute (4) through (12) below constitute
acceptable guidelines for estrS11shing acceptable guidelines for establishingtast procedures, test procedures.

(4) When establishing the simulated (4) Same as Category 1.environeestal profile for qualifying *

equipment located inside contatteent, .

it is preferred that a single profile
be used that envelopes the environmental
conditions resulting from smy design *

basis event during soy mode of plant
operation (e.g., a profile that .

envelopes the conditions produced by the
esin steseline break and loes+of coolant
accidents).

(5) Equipeent should be' located above flood _ (5) Sese as Category 14
level or protected against submergenre
by locating the equipeent in qualified-
watertight enclosures. Where equipment--
is located to watertight enclosures,
qualificatsen by test or analysis should

- be used to demonstrate the adequacy of
such protection. Where equipeant could
be subscrged, it should be ideutified

and demonstrated to be quelliied b1 test
for.the duration seguired.

12
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(6) The troperature to which equipment is (6) Same as Category I. If there were
qualified, when esposed to_the simulated no therwocouples located near the
accident environment, should be defined equipment during the tests, beat*

by thersocouple readings on or as close transfer analysis should be used-

as practical to the surface of the coa- to detern Je the temperature at the
ponent being qualified. component. (Acceptable heat transfer

analysis methods are provided in
* Appendia B.)

(7) Performance characteristica of (7) Same as Category 1.
equipment should be verified before,
after, and periodically during
testing throughout its range of
required operability.

(8) Caustic spray soould be incorporated (8) Same as Category I.
during simulated event testing at the
easimum pressure end at the temperature
conditions that would occur woen the
onsite spray systems actuate.

(9) The operability status of equipment (9) Same as Category I.
should be monitored continuously during
testing. For lect ters testing, how-
ever, monitortor, et discrete intervals
should be just + tied if used.

(10) Expected estremes in power supply (10) Some as Category 1.
voltage range and frequency should be
applied during simulated event environ-
mental testing.

I (11) Dust environments should be addressed (11) Saee as Category I.
when estabisshing qualification service
conditions.

(12) Cobalt 60 as an acceptable samma radia- (12) Base as Category 1.
tion source for environmental
qualification.

e

j 2.3 Test Sequence 2.3 Test Sequence
|
| (1) The test sequence should ccnfore fully (1) Justification of the adequacy of the

*

to the guidelines established in test sequence selected should be
-

Section 6.3.2 of IEEE Std. 323 1974 provided.
The test procedures should insure that
the same piece of equipment is ased
throughout the test sequence, and that
the test simulates as closely as prac-
ticable the postulated accident environment.

(2) The test should simulate as closely as
practicable the postulated environment.

(3) The test procedures should conform to
the guidelines described in Section 5
of IEEE Std. J23 1971,

13
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(4) The staff considers that, for vital
electrical equipment such as penetrations,
connectors, cables, valves and motors, *

and transmitters located inside containment
.

or esposed to bestile stese envitorments-
outside containment, separate effects
testing for the most part is not an accept-
able qualification method. The testing

.

*

of such equipment should be conducted in-
a manner that subjects the same piece of-
equipment to radiation arut the hostile
eteam environment sequentially.

2.4 Other Qualification Methods
2.4 other Qualification Methods

Qualification by analyste or operatics
experience implemented, as described in Same as Category 1 (except that IEEE- -

$td. 323+1971 sod ancillary standardslEEE Std. 323 1974 and other ancillary
standarda, may be found acceptable..The endorsed at the time the Cp SER was issued-
adequacy of these methods will be evalu- may be used).
ated on the basis of the quality and detail
of the information submitted in support of
the assumptions made and the specific func-
tion and location of the equipment. These
methods are most suitable for equipment where
testirs is precluded by physical aire of the
equipment being qualified. It is required
that, when these methods are esployed, some
partial type tests on vital components of the
equipment be 7tovided in support of these
octhods.

3. MARCIWS
3. MARCINS

(1) Quantified margins should be applied to
(1) Sa e as Category 1.the design parameters discussed in

$ection i to assure that the postulated
accident conditions have been enveloped
during testing. These margins should be
applied in addition to any margins -(con-
servattso) applied during the derive-
tion of the specified plant parameters.

..

(24 In lieu of other proposed margins that
(2) The margins provided in the design willmay be found seceptable, the suggested

values indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, be evaluated on a cese by. case basis.
Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a guide, Tactors that should be considered in

-

(Note exceptions stated in Section,1.4.) quantifying margins are (a) the environ. '

eental stress levels induced during test-
ing, (b) the duration of the stress,

,(c) the seaber of items tested and the i- uueber of teste perfosised in the hostile
environnant, (d) the performance character--
istics of the equipment while subjected to
the environmental stresses, and (e) the
specified function of the equipment.

(3) When the qualification envelope in
(3) Same as Category 1.Appendia C is used, the only required

margins are those accounting for the
inaccuracies in the test equipment.
Suf ficient conservatise has already
been included to account for uncer-

14
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.-

tainties such as production errors
and errors associated with defining

satisf actory perf ormance (e.g. , vben-

only a small number of units are tasted).-

(4) Some equipment may be required by the (4) Same as Category 1.
design to only perform its safet, P'a e

,' tion within a short time period into
the event (i.e., within seconds or
minutes), and, once its function is
complete, subsequent f ailures are shown
not to be detrimental to plant safety.
Other equipment may not be required to
perform a safety function but must not
f ail within a short time period into the
event and subsequent failures are also
shovn not to be detrimental to plant
safety. Equipment in these categoetes
is required to remain functional in the
accident environment for a period of at
least I bour in escess of the time
assumed in the accidect analysis. For
all other equipment (e.g., post-accident
monitoring, recombiners, etc.), the
10 percent time margin identified in
Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Std. 323 1974
may be used.

4. AGING 4. AGING

(1 Aging effects on all equipment, regard- (1) Qualification programs that use com-
less of its location in the plant, sitted to confors t.o the mquirements
should be considered and included in of IEEE Std. 382 1972 (for valve
the qualification program. operators) and IEEE Std. 334-1971 (for

motors) should consider the effects of
6 sits. For this equipment, the
Category I positions of Section 4
are applicable.

(2) The degrading influences discussed (2) For o'her equipment, the qualification
. . in Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 programs should address asing only

of IEEE Std. 323 1974 and the electri- to the extent that equipment that
cal and mechanical stresses associated is composed, in part, of materials
with cyclic operation of equipment susceptible to aging effects should
should be considered and included as be identified, and a schedule for.

!

part of the aging progs ans. periodically replacing the equipmentI .

and/or materials should be established.
During anP.vidual case reviews,
the staff will require that the
effects of aging be accounted for
on selected equipment if operating

| emperience et testing sodicates
' that the equipoent say exhibit

drieterious aging mechanisms.

(3) Synergistic effects should be considered
i

i in the accelerated aging programs.
Investigation should be performed to
assure that no known synergistic effecta
have been identified on materials that
are-included in the equipment being

IS '
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CATEGORYl
CATTGORY11

Appheable to Equipment Quahf4ed in
Applicable to Equipment Qualified inAccordance with IEEE std. 323 1974
Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1971

qualified. Where synergistic ef fects
have been identified, they should be
accounted for in the qualification
programs. Refer to NttIG/CR-0276 ',

(SAND 78 0799) and NtTIG/CR 0401
(SAND 78 1652). '' Qualification Test-
ing Evaluation Quarterly Reports."
f or additional information. .

*

(4) *,.s Arrhentua methodology is considered
an acceptable method of addressing
accelerated aging. D'ber aging methods
that can be supposted by type tests will
be evaluated on a case by case basis.

(5) Kn*wn material phase changes and
reactions should be detteed to insure
that no known changes occur within
the estrapolation linits.

16) The aging acceleration re6< tas e d
during qualification testiPg and the
basis upon which the tale was estab-
lished abould be described and
justified.

(1) Periodic surveillance testing under
normal service conditicos la not
considered an acceptable method far
on going qualification, unless the
plant design includes provisions for
subjecting 4he equireent to the Itait.
ing service environment condit. tone
(specified in Section 3(7) of litt
$td. 279-1971) during auch testing.

(S) Effects of relative hunidity need not
be considered in the aging of electrical
table _icaulation.

ft) The gralified life of the equipment
(andt4r :coponent as applicable) and ''

the basis for its selection should bedefined.

'.15) Qualleled life should be established
.

on the basis of the severity of the *

testing performed, the conservatisms
rejloyed in the entrapolation of data,
the opetating history, and in other
methods that may be reasonably
assumed, coupled with good engineering
j rdgment.

$. QUAllFICATION DOCINEN.ATION 5.
QUALITICATION DOCtMENTATION

(1) The staff endorses the requirements
(1) Sane as Category 1.stated in IEEE Std. 323-1974 that. "The

qualification documentation shall verify
that each type of electrical equipment
is qualified for its application and
meets its specified performance

16
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CATEGORYI CATEGORY!!

Applicable to Equipment Quabfied in Applicable to Equipment Qualified in
Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1974 Accordance with IEEE Std. 323 1971

s

requirements. The basta of qualification
shall be explained to show the relation *
ship of all facets of proof needed to,

support adequacy of the corplete equip *.

sent. Data used to demonstrate the
qualification of the equipment shall be
pertinent to the application and
organised in an auditable fore."*

,

(2) The guidelines for documentation in (2) Same as Category 1, encept the guide *
IEEE Std. 323 1974 when fully imple- lines of IllE Std. 323-1971 may be used.
eented are acceptable. The documenta-
tion should include sufficient informa*
tion to address the required information
identified in Appendia E. A certificate
of conformance by itself is not acceptable
unless it is accompanied by test data and
inf ort atton on the qualification program.

,
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APPENDIX A

KETHODS FOR CALCUl.ATING MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE

Acceptable methods for calculating the mass and energy release to determine
the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) environment for PWR and BWR plants are
described in the following-

| (1) Topical Report WCAP-8312A for Westinghouse plants.

(2) Section 6.2.1 of CESSAR System 80 PSAR for Combustion Engineering
plants..

(3) Appendik 6A of B-SAR-205 for Babcock & Wilcox plants.-

(4) NEDO-10320 and Supplements 1 & 2 for General Electric plants.

Acceptable metnods for calculating the mass and energy release to determine
the main steam line break (MSLB) environment are described in the following:

(1) Appendix 6B of CESSAR System 80 PSAR for Combustion Engineering
plants.

(2) Section 15.1.14 of B-SAR-205 for Babcock & Wilcox plants.

(3) Same as item (4) above for General Electric plants.

(4) Topical Report WCAP-8822 for Westinghouse plants. (Although this
Topical Report is currently under review, the use of this method is
acceptable in the interim if no entrainment is assumed. Reanalysis
may be required following the NRC staff review of the entrainment
model as presently described.)

!

.
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APPENDIX B

MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION FOR

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT AND MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK

INSIDE PWR AND BWR DRY TYPE OF CONTAINMENT
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APPENDIX B

MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION FOR
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT AND MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK

INSIDE PWR AND BWR DRY TYPE OF CONTAINMENT

1. Methodology to Determine the Containment Environmental Response

," a. Heat Transfer Coefficient

For heat transfer coefficient to the heat sinks, the Tagami con-
densing heat transfer correlation should be used for a LOCA with the*~

maximum heat transfer rate deterisined at the time of peak pressure
or the end of primary system blowdown. A rapid transition to a
natural convection, condensing heat transfer correlation should
follow. The Uchida heat transfer correlation should be used for
MSLB accidents while in the condensing mode. A natural convection
heat transfer coefficient should be used at all other times when not
in the condensing test tranfer mode for both LOCAs and MSLB accidents.
The application of these correlations tshould be as follows:

(1) Condensing heat transfer

q/A = h * (T, - T )ond g

where q/A = the surface heat flux
licond = the condensing heat transfer coe iicient

T, = the steam saturation (dew point) temperature
T = surface temperature of the heat sinky

(2) Convective heat transfer

q/A = h (T -T)-

y

where h = convective heat transfer coefficient, c,

T = the bulk vapor temperaturey

] All other parameters are the same as for the condensing mode,

b. Heat Sink Condensate Treatment

When the containment atmosphere is at or below the saturation tempera-
ture, all condensate formed on the heat sinks should be transferred
directly to the sump. When the atmosphere is superheated, a maximum
of 8 percent of the condensate may be assumed to reasin in the vapor
region. The condensed mass should be calculated as follows:

Mcond = q / (b -h)*
y t

B-1
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where Mcond = mass c ndensation rate

X = mass condensation fraction (0.92)'q = surface heat transfer rate
b = enthalphy of the superheated steamy

h

g = the sump region (i.e., average enthalpy ofenthalphy of the liquid condensate entering
the heat sink condensate boundary layer)

c. Heat Sink - Surface Area
.

.

The surf ace area of the heat sinks should correspond to that used
for the containment design pressure evaluation.

:d. Single Active Failure Evaluation

Single active failures should be evaluated for those containment
.rfety systems and components relied upon to limit the containment
temperature / pressure response to a LOCA or MSLB accident. This
evaluation should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
loss or availability of offsite power (whichever is worse), diesel
generator failure when loss of offsite power is evaluated, and loss'

of containment heat removal systems (either partial or total,
-

whichever is worse),

Containment Heat Removal System Actuationc.
'

The tiue determined at which active containment heat removal systems
become effective shoold include consideration of actuation sensors and
setpoints, actuation delay time, and system delay time (i.e., timerequired to come into operation). '

f.
Identification of Most Severe Environment

| The worst case for environmental qualification should be selected
considering time duration at elevated temperatures as well as thei maximum temperature. In particular, consider the spectrum of break
sizes analyzed eed single failures evaluated.

2.
Acceptable Methodology for Safety-Related Component Thermal Analysis

.

Component thermal analyses may be performed to justify environmental
qualification test conditions that are found to be less than those

'

calculated during the containment environmental response calculation.
'

The heat transfer rate to component should be calculated as follows:
Condensing Heat Transfer Rate; a.

q/A = b (s-T)
*

cond y

!
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where q/A = component surface heat flux
he ad = condensing heat transfer coefficient is equal

to the larger of 4x Tagami correlation or 4x
Uchida correlatiou

T, = saturation temperature (dew point)
T = component surface temperaturey

b. Convective Heat Transfer

# A convective heat transfer coefficient should be used when the
condensing heat flux fu calculated to be less than the convective
heat flux. During the blowdown period, a torced convection heat

*

_
transfer correlation shotild be used. For example:

NU = C (Re)"

where Nu = Nusselt number
Re = Reynolds_ number

C,n = empirical constants dependent on geometry and
Reynolds number

The velocity used in the evaluation of Reynolds number may be
determined as follows:

V = 25 "DD
V
CONT

where V = velocity in it/see

MBD = the blowdown rate in Ibs/hr
| VCONT = c utainment v lume in f t

8

i

After the blowdown has ceased or reduced to a negligibly low value,
a natural convection heat transfer correlation is acceptable.
However, use of a natural convection beat transfer coefficient must
be f ully justified whenever used.

4

4

/

|
,
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APPENDIX C

QUALIFICATION PROFILES FOR

EWR AND ICE CONDENSER CONTAINMENTS
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE CALCULATION AND TYPE METHODOLOGY

FOR RADIATION QUALIFICATION DOSE
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE CALCULATION AND TYPE HETHODOLOGY
FOR RADIATION QUALIFICATION DOSE

This appendix illustrates the proposed staff model for calculating dose rates
and integrated doses for equipment qualification purposes. The example doses
shown below incliide contributions from several dose point locations in the
containment and cover a period of only thirty days following the postulated

-

i
*

fission product release. The values shown are not intended for use as!

appropriate equipment qualification levels. The dose levels intended for
qualification purposes should be determined using the maximum time the,

equipment is intended to function which, for the design basis LOCA event, maywell exceed thirty days.

The beta and gamma integrated doses presented in the tables below have been
estimated using models and ascuisptions consistent with those of RegulatoryGuides 1.7 and 1.89. This analysis is causervative, but it does not ignore
important time-dependent phenomena related to the action of engineersi safety
features (ESFs) and natural phenomena, such as plate-out, as done in previousstaff analyses.

Doses were calculated for points within the containment atmosphere, at the
containment surface (taking sprays and plate-out mechanisms into account), andnear the sump watei

THIRTY-DAY INTEGRATED DOSES

Integrated Dose (Rad)location beta Ganna

Containment Atmosphere 1.4 x los 3,3 x 307
Containment Surface 1.1 x 107 9.1 x 106Near Sump Water 7.2 x 107 4.4 x 108

1. General Stunmary of the LOCA Scenario '
.

The accident considered in this report for determinir.g the radiation environ-
ment for qualification of safety-related equipment is a design basis LOCA.'

The following is a description of the events that are postulated to occur.,

Atthe i<ae t:0, the pipe break occurs and results in rapid blowdown of the
reactor coolant system (RCS). The blowdown of the RCS ends approximately 20to 40 seconds after the break. Flashing and escape of the coolant during
blowdown removes heat rapidly from the primary system and causes the fuel rod
claading temperature to drop. Consequently, only a few fuel rods are expectedto fail during the blowdown period.

Following the end of blowdown, the fuel rods are uncovered and the stored heat
in the fuel and the decay heat are transferred to the cladding, thus raisingthe cladding temperature. Some fuel rods may experience cladding failure
during this period. The ECCS refills the lower reactor vessel and then.

D-1
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refloods the core region within 100 to 300 seconds, causing claddingtemperature turnaround. During the initial blowdown, only the radioactive
material contained in the coolant

i released to the containment. from steady-state operation would be
During reflood/ refill when fuel rod cladding

failure may occur, the noble gases would be transported out of the primary
system by steam flow and would become airborne within the primary containmentof a PWR (or within the drywell of a BWR).

Some fraction of the iodines andless volatile fission products that are released as a result of fuel rod
failure would also be transported out of the primary system by the steam flow
and become airborne, and some fraction would remain in solution in the sump

-

water or would be deposited on surfaces within the primary system.
that becomes airborne outside the primary system would be strongly dependentThe amount '

on the time of fuel rod failure and the transport phenomenon for each specieswithin the primary system.
,

*

Following the release from the primary system, the fission products would be
distributed within the containment. For a PVR containment, the released
airborne activity would rapidly disperse and become uniformly distributedwithin the primary containment.

For a BVR, the released activity would beairborne within the drywell. Following initial release to the containment
atmosphere, the action of natural convection currents and ESF equipment, such
within the containment.as cooling fans, will cause time-dependent redistribution of the activity

Natural removal processes, such as deposition on
containment surfaces and washout from the containment atmosphere by the

would redistribute this activity to the containment surfaces and to thecontainment spray systems, would reduce the airborne activity concentration and_

containment sump water.

During the same period of time, leakage of radioactivity from the containmentto the atmosphere could take place.
by ESF filters if present, causing a butidup of act: 4ty on these filters.This would be scocessed to some extent,
addition, there could be some deposition and platcect of radioactivity (iodineIn
and daughtera of noble gases) on surfaces of ductwork or on the walls ofsecondary containment.

Duricg the longer term, contaminated primary coolant could be circulated
through pipes outside of cantainment (PVR residusi heat removal model).The

.

staff usually assumes a failure of a seal in the ECCS equipcent, such that
significant quantities of coolant could leak into compartmeats outside ofcontainment.

The leaked fluid is either retained in a sealed room or
*

transported to the radwaste system.
volatilized and also transported in the air of these compartments.Some portion of this leaked fluid is
sources would be processed to some extent by ESF filters. These

,

,

2. Basic Assumptiont Used in the Analysis

Gamma and beta doses and done rates were determined for three types ofradioactive source distributions: itotopes suspended in the containment
atmosphere, plated-out on containment surfaces, or mixed in the containment
from any or all of these sources.Thus, a given piece of equipment may receive a dose contribution
sump water.

these sources is determined by the location of the equipmentThe amount of dose contributed by each of
dependent and location-dependent distribution of the source,,and effects ofthe time-
shielding.

D-2
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Previous guidance issued by the staff regarding the source term for equipmentqualification was general in nature. Recognizing that implementation of that
guidance required a number of assumptions to be made regarding the time-
dependent behavior of material within and outside of containment, the staff,
in this report, has performed an analycis of the radiation environment that is
associated with the source term of position C.2 of Regulation Guide 1.89,
using assumptions and methods which were intended to be consistent with staff
practices in analyzin} the radiological consequences of a design basis LOCA.
Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.89 assumes a source term condition
associated with a core meltdown. To get a feel for the degree of conservatismJ
in this assumption, calculations using the RELAP-EH (Evaluation Model) program,
which uses the con.ervative assumptions given in Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50,
predict that the peak cladding temperature attained by the.bottest fuel rod
will be less than 2200*F. Based on the predicted distribution of cladding

-

temperature throughout the core, it is estimated that between 20 and 80 percent
of the fuel rods could experience cladding failure for a PWR with a lesser
fraction for a BWR. Calculations performed using the more realistic RELAP-BE
(Best Estimate) program predicted much lower cladding temperatures than
RELAP-EH. Based on the RELAP-BE predictions, the number of- fuel rod cladding
failures is estimated to be less than 10 percent.

A Sandia Laboratories report (SAND 76-0740, " Radiation-Signature Following the
Hypothesized LOCA") also analyzed the radiation environment associated with the
conditions of position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.89. But as noted in the text
of that report (ct. Table 1.1, for example), those analyses are based upon
calculational assumptions that are not consistent (are overly conservative) with
respect to staff recommended practices.
should not be directly applied. Therefore, the results in that report

Table D-1 compares the source terms of position C.2 of Regult 4tde 1.89to source terms used for other design basis events.

3. Analysis of the Concentration of Fission Products in Air

This section discusses the physical model used to simulate the .WR containment
and to determine the time-dependest and location-dependent distribution of
noble gases and iodines airborne within the ce,tainment atmosphere and plated-
out on containment surfaces.

.

The staff has developed a computer program (TACT) to be published that is used
to model the time-dependent behavior of iodine and noble gases within a nuclearpower plant. The 1ACT code is used routinely by the staff for the calculation

.

of the offsite radiological consequences of a LOCA, and is an acceptable.

method for modeling the transfer of activity from one containment region to
another and in modeling the reduction of activity due to the action of ESFs.

e

Another staff code, SPIRT (Ref. 1), is used to estimate the removal rates of
clemental iodine by plate-out and sprays, and is a needed input to TACT.'

These codes were used to develop the source term estimates.

The source terms used in the analysis assumed that 50 percent of the core
iodines and 100 percent of the core noble gases were released instantaneouslyto the containment atmosphere. The following assumptions were also used to
calculate the distribution of radioactivity within the containment:

D-3
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a. The representativ7 containment f ree volume was t-Len as 2.51 x 10 8 ft3Of this volurne, 74 percent or 1.86 x 108 ft3
covered by the containment sprays. is assumed to be directly

b. 6.6 x 106 ft3 of the containment free volume ic assumed unsprayed,
; which includes regions within the main containment room near the

containment dome and compartnerTs below the operating floor level.'

Oood mixing of the containment activity between the sprayed and
unsprayed regious is assured by natural convection currents and ESFfans.

:

The ESF fans are assumed to have a design flow rm;e of 220,000 cfm
c.

in the post-LOCA environment. Since mixing between all major un-
sprayed regions and compartments and the main sprayed region will

.

occur, the containment was modeled with TACT nodes. .

d.
Air exchange 9etween the sprayed and unsprayed region was taken as
one-half of the design flow rate of ESF fans plus the effect of
natural convection,

The containment spray system was assumed to have two equal capacity
e.

trains, each designed to inject 3000 gpm of boric acid solution intothe containment,

f.
Trace levels of hydrazine was assumed added to enhance the removalof iodine.

g. The spra.
removal rate constant (lambda) was alculated using thestaff'

:PIRT program, conservatively assumiog only one spray train
operatisa and an elemental iodine instantaneous partition coefficient(H) of 5000. The calculated value of the elemental iodine spray
removal constant was 27.2 hr 1, which represents an elemental icdine
residence half-life in the sprayed region of approximately 1.5 minutes,

b.
Plate-out of lediae on containment internal surfaces was modeled as a
first-order rate removal process and best estimates for model param-eters were assumed.

Based on an assumed total surface area withincontainment of apprcximately 5.0 x 10 6 fta, the calculated value for
the overall elemental iodine plate-out constant was 1.23 br 1 .

'

i.

The spray removal and plate-out process were modeled as competingiodine removal mechanisas. ,

4. Departure from Past Practices .

Computing the radiological consequences at the exclusion radius and the low
population zone, the staff usually assumed that an instantaneous release of
100 percent of the noble gases and 25 percent of the core iodinee is availablefor leakage from the containment. Recognizing that it would take some time
before a release of this magnitude could occur, even assuming degraded
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) operation, the staff has also assumed,
for purposes of estimating offsite dose consequences, that the source is
uniformly distributed and that containment sprays activate at the time the
large source is available for release (both of which would also take time to
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occur). Also implicit in the 25 percent release of iodines was the assumption
that 50 percent of a 50 percent release of iodine from tha fuel is plated-out
in a very short period of time.

3

The staff usually limits credit for element iodine spray removal to no more
than 10 hr 1, for an assumed release of 25 percent of the halogens to compensate
for the articial assumption of instantaneous plate-out. If a release of
50 percent were assumed (as is implied by Regulatory Guide 1.7 and TID-14844),
the actual conservatively calculated spray lambdas would be appropriate. In
any event, removal of elemental iodine from the '.ontainment atmosphere by
spray and plate-out is assumed to cease when the concentration in the-.

-

sprayed region is reduced by a factor of 703 (when the initial concentration
of iodine in the containment is calculated assuming 50 percent of the core
inventory of iodines is initially airborne). This reduction factor is obtained"

by doub1:og the reduction factor used in the LOCA dose analysis. The_ intent
to achieve an equilibrium airborae iodine concentration that is consistenttw

with the LOCA analysis. Since the initial (t=0) oncentration is assumed to
be twice that of the LOCA analysis (50 versus 25 percent), the reduction
factor has been doubled.

The staff assumes that more than one species of iodine is present, or will be
forn.ed, in a design basis LOCA (see Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4). For our
analysis, it is assumed that 2.5 percent of the core inventory of iodine )released is associated with airborne particulate material and 2 percent of the '

core inventory of iodine released forms organic compounds. Even though these
values would not be obtained until several hours after the LOCA, it is the
staf f assumption that the aforementioned composition is present at t=0,

A removal rate constant for particulate iodine was calculated to be 0.43 hr 1
The organic iodine concentration in the containment atmosphere was assumed to
be unaffected by containment sprays or plate-out. The action of sprays w;ald
not commence at t=0 (e.g., some t'.me would elapse between the onset of the
LOCA and the delivery of spray solution to the spray nozzles), Similarly, the
assumed large source would not be immediately released from the fuel, and some
time would pass before any airborne iodine would be distributed throughoutcontainment.

The assumption of a k,s e release, uniformly distributed in containment (or inu
the sump uater as wi.1 1+ matussed later) is a convenient simplification for-

purpose of the dose asse.sment in a PWR containment, and is conservative in
terms of speciff ng the time-dependent radiation environment. Accuratei

coupling of the various time nequences is beyond the scope of this analysis.
i

'

The calculated values of noble gas and airborne iodine activity in the con-
tainment as a function of time following the LOCA are presented in Table D-2.
5 Analysis of the Concentration of Fission Products on Surface

The air dose model aesumed that only one spray train and one ventilation
system train were operable. If both ; rains of both systems were operable,
spray washout would progress more rapidly in the sprayed regions _and the
" equilibrium" of concentrations between sprayed and unsprayed regions _would be
reached more quickly. The result would be lower dose rates due to plate-out
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activity on surfaces or suspended in the air in sprayed regions, and in
unsprayed regions during the early phases-of the accident,

It has been suggested that the plate-out source useo in estimating the
i
'

radiation environment should assume that 50 percent of the released elemental
lodine is instantaneously plated-out on containment and eqtupment surfaces.
This assumption is inconsistent with the time-dependent model used to;

characterize the concentration of iodines in the air. It is the staff's viewthat the estimates should be mechanistically consistent. A large martin of
conservatism already exists by virtue of the assumed large source term. In .'the subsequent removal of deposited material by washoff (by sprays
any event,

or condensate flow) may be important.
this short-term effort) introduces conservatism. Ignoring this factor (as was done forCurrent staff guidelines do
not include an acceptable method for estimating this effect. .

In the absence
of such methods,-it has been assumed that all plated-out material is retained

'

by the containment surfaces. Table D-3 gives the values calculated for the
iodine activity buildup on the plate-out surfaces of the containment.,

6.2

Analysis of the Concentration of Fission Products in the Sumpi

Regulatory Guide 1.7 (Table D-1) recommends that 50 percent of the iodines and
1 percent of the remaining fission products present in the core are assumed to bei intimately mixed with the coolant water. These values stem directly from
TID-14844 (and we presume that the 1 percent solids refer to fission productsother than halogens and noble gases).
dependencies for this source are given.No specification of the time

However, for a PWR with containment_s

elemental iodine (constituting about 95 percent of released iodine)
sprayr,,

; is resid
iy v4shed out of the containment atmosphere and transported to thecont- aw

ump (over 90 percent in less than 15 minutes is a typical result).Tab'e 04 pr~ seats 2 estimate of buildup of iodine in the sump fluid.is 1 Litt M 'ferenc( There
in the estimated integrated dose from the sump waterbetwca2 thesr

values and values resulting from an assumed instantaneous release; of 50 pe,.:fut
of the core iodines into the suop.|

The inclusion of solid fission products in the sump source seems to be an
artifact from the source of TID-14844.
the estimates of hydrogen production per Regulatory Guide 1.7Although it may have applicability to
to radiation dose estimates has not been fully resolved. , its applicability
tion, it should be assumed that the sump fluid containt Pending this resolu-

distributed in the sump fluid at t=0. fission products and that the solid fission products are released and uniformly
1 percent of the solid ,

!

'

i 7. .

Estimates of the Radiation Environment Dose and Dose Rates .

Previous staff estimates did not
and spatially dependent phenemena.take into account the important time-dependent

The~ calculated radiation environment wasgenerally taken as a point on a surface or in the center of containment.

The activities within the containment regions were used as input to calculate
the beta and gamma dose rates and integrated doses. One typical location was
assumed to be a point located in the center of the main containment region
second location was assumed to be a point on a containment inner surface A.

+hird location would b Ae adjacent to the sump water. Doses for representative
.

.
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points outside containment were taken from Reference 2 and are also listed for
completeness.

The gamma transport calculations were performed in cylindrical geometry.
Containment internal geometry was not modeled because this was considered to
involve a degree of complexity beyond the scope of the present work. The
calculations of both References 3 and 4 indicate that the specific internal
shielding and structure would be expected to reduce the gamma doses and dose
rates by factors of two or more, depending upon the specific location and
geomet ry.

*

The beta doses were calculatrd using the infinite medium approximation.
Because of the short range of the betas, th.is was shown in Reference 5 to
result in only small error. The beta doses are not expected to be,

significantly reduced by the presence of containment internal structures.

Finally, the doses were multiplied by a correction factor of 1.3 as suggested
Dy Reference 5 to account for the neglect of the decay chains with subsequent
growing-in of additional daughter products,

u. Containment Atmosphere Doses and Integrated Dose

The beta and gamma dose rates and integrated doses for a point
detector on the containment centerline exposed to the airborne
activity within the containment atmosphere was calculated. The
containment was modeled as an air-filled cylinder whose heights

equaled the diameter. Containment internal structure and shielding
were neglected. The gamma dose rate contribution for the plate-out
iodine on containment surfaces to the detector was also modeled and
included as a contributor. The gamma dose rates and integrated
doses are shown in Table D-5, whereas the beta dose rates and
integrated doses are shown in Table D-6. The increased prescure
effects in a post-LOCA containment have little shielding importance
and therefore was not ccasidered. This results in a small
conservatism in the calculated dose,

b. Surface Dose and Dose Ratesa

The beta and gamma dose rates and integrated doses were computed for''

containment coatings on which iodine fiassion prnducts were presumed
to be plated-out. The containment coatings were assumed to have a
thickness of 10 mils (0.0254 cm) with an average density of 2 gms/cm .3,

'

Removal of plated-out activity with time is expected to be a complex
phenomenon dependent upon such conditions as whether the surface is
exposed to the sprays and whether moisture condensation and runoff
can be expected to remove surface activity. Assuming complete
retention of plate-out activity, half of the beta energy from
plated-out iodine is assumed directed toward the coated surface.
The airborne contribution was added to the plate-out contribution,
and all the betas directed toward the coating were assumed to be
absorbed in the coating. This is conservative since the maximum
range for betas is greater than the coating thickness. Hence, this
assumption may overestimate the beta dose for a specific coating,

D-7
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! but may be appropriate for-a cable insulation layer. The airbornei
contribution was taken to be one-half the dose rate from an-infinitecloud.

,

r

i
The gamma dose rate at the plated-out surface erposed to airbornei

activity was calculated to be one-half of the dose . rate for a detector
j at the containment centerline. Although half of the gamma energyi

i
from plated-out iodine is also directed toward the coating, the
coating is calculated to be relatively permeable to gammas with onlyj
about 1 percent of the plated-out gammas absorbed by the coating,
and this contribution is considered negligible..; .

-
.
.-

:
-

The gamma dose rates and integrated doses are therefore half of the
I

centerpoint values for an airborne detector. 7he gamma dose rates '

~

*

are not significantly affected by the radioactive decay of plated-outj activity with time.

!

The beta dose rates and integrated doses for "well-washed" and4

" unwashed" surface, respectively,-are shown in Table D-7. Note thata plate-out "washoff" model was not used for the "well-washed",

: example, the plate-out dose rate component was set equal to zero,
,

!

} c. Do_se Near Sump Water
5
.

1

1

The activity in the sump water was assumed to vary with time, and toi be initially free of any iodine fission-products.. Ultimately,;
_

essentially all of the iodine released appears in the sump water,
Table D-4 gives the iodine activity in the sump as a function of,

; time.
Note that the maximum is reached in about 0.2 hour withj

radioactive decsy reducing the activity afterwards. - The beta andi
gamma dose rates and integrated doses were computed for a . detectori
located at the surface of a large pool of sump water contaminated byL iodine and solid fission products. There was 44,200 cubic feet'of
water that was assumed to cover the bottom of the containment.

1

The
containment-geometry was simplified to assume.a uniform depth ofi
water of about 2.5 feet, and the dose rates were calculated at-the
sump water surface excluding' the effects of buildup. The stama dose; rate and integrated dose from the sump water source are given in-

i Table D-8.
: '
I

d. Equipment Outside Containment

|
.

| -Although not specifically calculated in this study, several values '

of dose rates and doses at-points outside_of containment were taken
from Reference 2 for comp 1ntenesa. The method used in this' report-

,

in arriving at these results are acceptable for plant-specific
1

| determination.
,

!

i- The gamma dose rates and integrated doses et a point outside of
.

containment are shown in Table D-9 (taken from Reference-2).! The
containment source was assumed to be a Rer21 story Guide 1.4 source|- -(with a power level of 4000 NWt) and was shielded by 3 feet of

| The dose rates at the beginning of ' recirculation near aconcrete.

_ pipe containing water contaminated by iodine fission products was
,

i-
k
,

D-8
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i

also calculated in Reference 2 and the dose rates are shown in;

Table D-10.'

8. Comparison of a PWR and a BWR

A detailed model for a BWR equivalent to the PWR model is not presented in
,

; this report. Doses to equipment inside a-BWP containment (primarily considering
a BWR with a MARK III type of containment structure) would not be expected to
differ greatly from the doses calculated for PWR equipment. However, some
differences in equipment doses will result due to the compartmented design of
BWR containments, and the fact that most BWRs do not have containment sprays*

, ,

| designed for rapid iodine removal.

Several of the models and assumptions used in the PWR analysis would not be.

appropriate for an equiva2ent analysis for a BWR. Specifically:

a. The assumption of an initial uniformly distributed airborne con-
centration of activity throughout the containment is not appropriate
for a BWR containment.

!

b. Following the blowdown portion of the LOCA, the air exchange rates
between the drywell region and the remainder of the containment free
volume will be relatively small,

c. Since any major releases of activity would be initially into the
drywell and would occur following the blowdown period, only,

l relatively slow transport would occur to the main containment
volume. Consequently, an appropriate model for a BWR containment
should consider that all (or most) of-the activity is initially
released into the drywell region.

I d. It is important to correctly estimate the atmospheric mixing rates
between the drywell and the main containment regions (including
sprayed and unsprayed regions) to adequately estimate the time-

| dependent and location-dependent distribution of activity. This
'

should include an estimate of the flow between the drywell and the
main containment that bypasses the suppression pool. This suggests
a relatively detailed multi-node containment model, if overly
conservative estimates of the radiation environment are to be*

avoided.

Removal of iodines from the main containment region and from thee.,

drywell, by operation of ESF systems such as containment sprays,,

should be modeled in a manner similar to that used in calculating
offsite doses (i.e., single failure etc.).

f. Time-dependect deposition of iodines on surfaces by natural-
processes should be evaluated using mechanistic models and best

estimates for model parameters; this will require a relatively
detailed evaluation of potential deposition surfaces within the main
containment and drywell.

g. Capture of iodines in the suppression pool, although not currently
assumed, may be important and chould be evaluated.

D-9
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Table D-1. Source Terms: Activity Released from the Fuel,

as a Percentage of the Total Core Inventory
|

i

!

; \

! !
3 Activity Released (percent)

Source Terms Noble Gases Iodines E-lids
4

1, Source term based on .

TID-14844 required by Reg.3 ,

, Guides 1.3 and 1.4) 100 50 0;

} 2. Source term as required by .-
i Regulatory Guides 1.7 and
; 1.89 Rev. 0 (base case)* 100 50 1'
t

j 3. Source term based on conser-
vative gap release (Reg. 10

i Guide 1.25) (30 of 10 0l
Kr-185)*

4. Best estimates of total
j activity gap:
| WASH-1400 3 5

NUREG/CR-0091**
4

1.27 2.79

| * Case 2 was used in the calculations presented in this appendix.
! ''FCalculated for stable and long half-life isotopes (Ref. 8).

|

.

:

u

'ee
,

!

; . .

'
.

4

i
i

|

I
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Table D-2. PWR Airborne Activity Distribution Within
Containment Versus Time - Base Case, Ci

Time Noble Elemental Organic Particulate Total Total
.- (hours) Cases Iodine Iodine Iodine Iodine Airborne

0.0
,

1.31 + 9 4.37 + 8 9.15 + 6 1.14 + 7 4.58 + 8 1.77 * 9
-

0.03 1.19 + 9 4.17 + 8' 9.07 + 6 1.13 + 7 4.37 + 8 1.63 r 9
0.50 7.36 + 8 3.56 + 6 7.98 + 6 8.58 + 6 2.01 + 7 7.56 v 8
0.75 6.80 + 8 3.35 + 6 7.51 + 6 7.46 + 6 1.83 + 7 6.98 + 8
1.00 6.41 + 8 3,17 + 6 7.11 + 6 6.52 + 6 1.68 + 7 6.58 + 8
2.00 5.54 + 8 2.66 + 6 -5.95 + 6 3.96 +'6- 1.26 + 7 5.67 + 8
8.00 3.62 + 8 1.62 + 6 3.62 + 6 3.56 t 5 5.60 + 6 3.68 +.8

24.00 2.33 + 8 0.11 + 5 2.04 + 6 1.21 + 3 2.95 + 6 2.36 + 8
60.00 1.64 + 8 4.84 + 5 1.09 + 6 1.57 + 6 1.66 + 8--

96.00 1.33 + 8 3.47 + 5 7.78 + 5 1.13 + 6 1.34 + 8--

192.00 ?.84 + 7 2.19 + 5 4.92 + 5 7.1? + 5 7.91 + 7--

298.00 4.49 + 7 1.48 + 5 3.34 + 5 4.82 + 5 4.54 + 7--

l 394.00 2.73 + 7 1.05 + 5 2.37 + 5 3.42 + 5 2.76 + 7--

,

560.00 1.20 + 7 5.76 + 4 1.31 + 5 1.89 + 5 1.22 + 7--
i

' 720.00 6.01 + 6 3.23 + 4 7.36 + 4 1.06 + 5 6.12 + 6--

.

l

.

#

i

!

|
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Table D-3. Total Plate-out Surface Activity in the
,

Containment Versus Time for the Base Case1

i
.

Iodine Activity.

Time Deposited on
(hours) Surfaces. Ci

'

0.0 i

0.0

0.03 1,57 + 7
t

0.07 .

2.96 + 7 *

0.14 3.92 + 7
j 0.20 4.23 + 7

0.40 --

3 0.50 4.23 + 7
0.75 3.98 + 7,

1.001 3.77 + 7
; 2.00 3.15 + 7

8.00 1.92 + 7
24.00 1.06 + 7
60.00 5.76 + 6
96.00,

4.13 + 6
192.00 2.61 + 6
298.00 1,77 + 6

394.00 1.25 + 6
560.00s

6.91 + 5
720.00 3.90 + 5

.

I
i

e

.

F
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Table D-4. Iodine Activity in Containment Sump Versus Time
Iodine Activity in Containment Sump, Ci

Time Elemental Particulate * Total Iodine
(hours) Iodine Iodine in Susp

.

0.0 0.0 0. 0t 0.0-

0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0
- 0.07 2.04 + 8 2.04 + 8--

0.14 3.04 + 8 3.04 + 8--

0.20 3.35 + 8 3.35-+ B--

0.25 3.44 + 8 3.44 F 8 :--

0.50 3.34 + 8 1,39 + 6 3.35 + 8
0.75 3.15 + 8 1.93 + 6 3.17 + 8
1.00 2.98 + 8 2.36 + 6 3.00 + 8
2.00 2.49 + 8 3.48 + 6 2.52 + 8
8.00 1.52 + 8 4.18 + 6 1.56-+ 8

24.00 8.58 + 7 2.54 + 6 8.83 + 7
60.00 4.56 + 7 1.36 + 6 4.70 + 7
96.00 3.27 + 7 9.75 + 6 3.37 + 7

192.00 2.06 + 7 6.15 + 5 2.12 + 7
298.00 1.40 + 7 4.18 + 5 1.44 + 7
394.00 9.43 + 6 2.96 + 5 9.73 + 6
560.00 5.48 + 6 1.63 + 5 5.64 + 6
720.00 3.09 + 6 9.30 + 4 3.18 + 6, _

1

.

* Particulate iodine activity in the containment sump for times less than 0.5-

hours is small and, when added to the elemental iodine activity, does not
signifin..tly affect the total magnitude- of the iodine activity in the sump

D-13
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Table D-6. Beta Dose Rates and Integrated Doses at the
Containment Center Versus Time in Air

_

Time Dose Rate in Integrated Dose in
(bours) Containment Air,iR/Lt) . Containment Air (R)

0.0 2.373 + 7 --
,

.

0.03 1.951 4 7 8.89 + 5
0.25 5.856 + 6 3.55 + 6. ,

0.5 4.198 + 6 4.93 + 6
0.75 3.671 + 6 6.0 +6
1.0 3.369 + 6 7.13 + 6
2.0 2.758 + 6 1.03 + 7
8.0 1.538 + 6 2.21 + 7

24.0 7.068 + 5 4.1 +7
60.0 3.919 + 5 6.1 +7
96.0 3.117 + 5 7.2 +7

192.0 1.871 + 5 8.0 +7
298.0 1.083 + 5 1.03 + 8

394.0 6.807 + 4 1.08 + 8

560.0 3.278 + 4 1.17 + 8
720.0 1.901 + 4 -1.26 + 8

.

.
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Table D-7. Beta Dose Rater and-Integrated Doses for Paint on
Containment Wall - Washed and Unwashed Cases

4

Dose Rate * Dose Rate ** Dose DoseTime Unwashed Washed Unwashed Washed(hours) (R/hr) (R/hr) (R) (R)
0.0 1.19 + 7 1.19 + 7 0.0 0.0

'

,

O.03 1.01 + 7 9.76 + 6 4.99 + 5 6.46 + 5
0.25 3.79 + 6 2.93 + 6 1.81 + 6 1.69 + 6 *

0.5 2.92 + 6 2.10 + 6 2.70 + 6 2.32 + 6
4 0.75 2.60 + 6 1.84 + 6 3.65 + 6 3.0 +6
; 1.0 2.39 + 6 1.68 + 6 4.20 + 6 3.25 + 6=

2.0 1.94 + 6 1.38 + 6 6.39 + 6 4.77 + 6
8.0 1.07 + 6 7.69 + 5 1.42 + 7 9.9 +6

<

24.0 5.05 + 5 3.53 + 5 2.55 + 7 1.77 + 7
60.0 2.60 + 5 1.96 + 5 3.90 + 7 2.73 + 7
96.0 1.96 + 5 1.56 + 5 4.6 +7 3.3 +7

; 192.0 1.16 + 5 9.36 + 4 6.0 +7 4.4 +7
298.0 6.90 + 4 5.42 + 4 7.0 +7 5.2 +7
394.0 4.45 + 4 3.40 + 4 7.6 +7 5.6 +7
560.0 2.22 + 4 1.64 + 4 8.2 +7 6.1 +7
720.0 1.28 + 4 9.51 + 3 8.29 + 7 6.33 + 7

%

* Includes both the containment airborne and plate-oat contributions.
** Includes only the containment airborne contributiot. r

.

.

!

I
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Table D-5. Total Gamma Dose Rates and Integrated Doses at the
Containment Center in Air Versus Time - Base Case Unwashed

Gamma Dose '

Gamma Dose Rate in Air Total Gamma Total IntegratedTime Rate From From Plate-out Dose Rate Gamma Dose in the(hours) Airborne (R/hr) Source (R/hr) in Air (R/hr) Containment Air (R) *

,

0.0 4.92 + 6 1.56 + 4 4.92 + 6
,

.--
0.03 4.43 + 6 5.59 + 4 4.4ri + 6 2.06 + 50.50 1.33 + 6 1.44 + 5 1.47 + 6 1.18 + 6

,
,

0.75 1.16 + 6 1.33 + 5 1.29 + 6 1.55 + 61.00 1.05 + 6 1.23 + 5 1.17 + 6 1,82 + 62.00 7.75 + 5 9.44 + 4 8.69 + 5 2.80 + 68.00 2.37 + 5 4.14 + 4 2.78 + 5 6.0 +624.00 5.19 + 4 1.58 + 4 6.77 + 4 7.1 +660.00 1.70 + 4 6.36 + 3 2.34 + 4 9.2 +696.00 1.30 + 4 4.36 + 3 1,74 + 4 1.0 +7192.00 7.66 + 3 2.66 + 3 1.03 + 4 1.15 + 7298.00 4.38 + 3 1.80 + 3 6.18 + 3 1.20 + 7394.00 2.67 + 3 1.28 + 3 3.95 + 3 1.25 + 7560.00 1.14 + 3 7.04 + 2 1.84 + 3 1.30 + 7720.00 5.14 + 2 3.98 + 2 9.12 + 2 1.36 + 7

.

.

4

%

e
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Table D-4. Iodine Activity in Contairment Sump Versus Time
lodine Activity in Containcent Sump, Ci

4

4

:

Time Elemental Particulate * Total Iodine
(hours) Iodine Iodine in Sune

*
.

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.

.

0.03 0.0 0.0 0.0
a

)- 0.07 2.04 + 8 2.04 + 8--

0.14 3.04 + 8 3.04 + 8--

0.20 3.35 + 8 3.35 + 8. --

* 0.25 3.44 + 8 3.44 + 8--

.

| 0.50 3.34 + 8 1.19 + 6 3.35 + 8
.

| 0.75 3.15 + 8 1.93 + 6 3.17 + 8
; 1.00 2.98 + 8 2.36 + 6 3.00 + 8

| 2.00 2.49 + 8 3.48 + 6 2.52 + 8

8.00 1.52 + 8 4.18 + 6 1.56 + 82

| 24.00 B.5F + 7 2.54 + 6 8.83 + 7
: 60.00 4.56 + .' 1.36 +-6 4.70 + 7
; 96.00 3.27 + 7 9.75 + 6 3.37 + 7

192.00 2.06 + 7 6.15 + 5 2.12 + 7
i 298.00 1.40 4 7 4.18 + 5 '1.44 + 71

394.00 9.43 + 6 2.96 + 5 9.73 + 6
i 560.00 5.48 + 6 1,63 + 5 5.64 + 6

720.00 3.09 + 6 9.30 + 4 3.18 + 6. . -

:
i

t-
-

* Particulate iodine activity in the containment sump for times less chan 0.5
hours is small and, when added to the elemental iodine activity, does not;

j significant.ly affect the total magnitude of the iodine activity in the sump
<

. , _

!,

I

I
'

,

I

1
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Table T 8. Containment Sump Gamma Dose Rates and
Integrated Doses Versus Time

Dose Rate Dose Rate Total
at the Sump at the Sump Total Dose Integrated

Surface From Surface From Rate at Gamma Dose
,- Time E Iodine in 1% Lolids in the Sump at tt.e

(hours) (Mev) Sump (R/hr) Sump (R/hr) Surface (R/hr) Surface (R)
0.0 0.887 0.0 5.90 + 4 5.90 + 4 --

.

0.03 0.887 0.0 3.09 + 4 3.09 + 4 4.65 + 2
0.07 0.886 1.18 + 5 -- -- --

0.14 0.884 1.79 + 5 2.21 4 4 2.01 + 5 1.23 + 4

0.20 0.882 1.94 v 5 -- -- --

0.25 0.880 1.94 + 5 1.90 + 4 2.18 + 5 2.82 + 4

0.50 0.873 1.83 + 5 1.59 + 4 1.99 + 5 7.89 + 4
0.75 0.866 1,71 + 5 -- -- --

1.00 0.860 1.56 + 5 1.25 + 4 1,68 + 5 1.68 + 5
2.00 0.839 1.19 + 5 1.01 + 4 1.29 + 5 3.00 + 5
8.00 0.763 5.08 + 4 -- -- --

24.00 0.569 1.61 + 4 4.99 + 3 2.11 + 4 1.15 + 6
60.00 0.401 6.04 + 3 -- -- --

96.00 0.357 3.81 + 3 3.09 + 3 6.90 + 3 1.95 + 6r

192.00 0.332 2.20 + 3 -- -- --

298.00 0.330 1.50 + 3 2.14 + 3 3.64 + 3 2.95 + 6
394.00 0.330 1.06 + 3 -- -- --

560.00 0.330 5.86 + 2 1 l! i i 2.20 + 3 3.65 + 6,

720.0 0.330 3.30 + 3 1.42 + 3 1.75 + 3 3.96 + 6
.
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T.able D-9.
Dansaa Dose Rates Outside Shielded Containment

t'3-foot Concrete Shield)
!

Time After Dose Rate
._

IntegratedRelease (hours) (R/hr) Dose (Rads)
0 4.0 x 10 0

,

2 .
1 2.5 x 10 3.2 x 10 2

i 23 1.2 x 10 6.9 x 102 -

,

10 I 32.8 x.10 1.2 x 10
*

030 2 4 x 10 31. 5 :.t 10
100 -22.8 x 10 31.6 x 10

__

,

.

.
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Table D-10. Ganuna Dose Rates at Beginning of Recirculation :|
Near Pipe Containing Iodine Finaion Products

Distance Dose Rate (R/hr)
54 inches 1.6 x 10-

.

0 *
I foot 5.3 x 10

3 feet 1.8 x 10'
*

,

9 a

e

e
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APPENDIX E

STANDARD QUESTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF CLASS 1E EQUIPMENT

In order to ensure that your environmental qualification program conforms with
General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23 of Appendix A and Sections III and XI
of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and to the national standards mentioned in
Part II " Acceptance Criteria" (which includes IEEE Std. 323) contained in

-

'

Standard Review Plan Section 3.11, the following information on the
qualification program is required for all Class IE equipment.

.

1. Identify all Class IE equipment, and provide the following:
Type (functional designation)a.

b. Manufacturer
c. Manuf acturer's type number and model number
d. The equipment should include the following, as applicable:

(1) Switchgear
(2) Motor control centers
(3) Valve operators
(4) Motors
(5) Logic equipment
(6) Cable
(7) Diesel generator control equipment
(8) Sensors (pressure, pressure differential, temperature and

neutron)
(9) Limit switches

'

(10) Heaters
(11) Fans
(12) Control boards
(13) Instrument racks and panels
(14) Connectors
(15) Electrica?. penetrations
(16) Splices
(17) Terminal blocks

r 2. Categorize the equipment identified in item 1 above into one of the''

following categories:

Equipment that will experience the environmental conditions of, a.

design basic accidents for which it must function to mitigate said,

accidents, and that will be qualified to demonstrate operability in
the accident environment for the time required for accident
mitigation with safety margin to failure,

b. Equipment that will experience environmental conditions of design
basis accidents through which it need not function for mitigation of
said accidents, but through which it must not fail in a scaner
detrimental to plant safety or accident mitigation, and that will be
qualified to demonstrate the capability to withstand any accident
environment for the time during which it must not fail with safety
margin to failure.

~

{
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c. Equipment that will experience environmental conditions of design
-

I

basis accidents througn which it need not function for mitigation of
isaid accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not ''

detrimental to plant safety or accident mitigation, and need not be
;

qualified for any accident environment, but will be qualified for'

its non-accident service environment. '

d. Equipment that will not experience environmental conditions of
design basis accidents and that will be qualified to demonstrate

4

operability under the expected extremes of its non-accident service
environment. This equipment would normally be located outside the

,

J
-

reactor containment.1

<

3.'

For each type of equipment in the categories of equipment listed in *

item 2 above, provide separately the equipment design specification
.

,

; requirements, including:

The system cafety function requirements,
- a.

b. An environmental envelope as a function of time that includes all2

extreme parameters, both maximum and minimum values, expected **
_

occur during plant shutdown, normal operation, abnormal oyeration,5

and any design basis event (including LOCA and MSLB), including post-event conditions.,

.
4

Time required to fulfill its safety function when subjected to any
c.

of the extremes of the environment envelope specified above.
d.

Technical bases should be provided to justify the placement of each
type equipment in the categories 2.b and 2.c listed above.

.

4.
Provide the qualification test plan, test setup, test _ procedures, and
acceptance criteria for at least one of each group of equipment of
item 1.d as appropriate to the category identified in item 2 above. If
any method other than type testing was used for qualification (operating
experience, analysis, combined qualification, or ongoing qualification),

.

;

describe the method in sufficient detail to permit evaluation of itsadequacy.,

; 5.
For each category of equipment identified in item 2 above, state the

..

actual qualification envelope simulated during testing (defining the
duration of the hostile environment and the margin in excess of the ,

design requirements). If any method other than type testing was used fori
'

qualification, identify the method and define the equivalent
" qualification envelope" so derived.

*6. s

A summary of test results that demonstrates the adequacy of thequalification program. If analysis is used for qualification,
'

justification of all analysis ascumptions must be provided.

*For applications for construction permits, it is acceptable to state
that items 6 and 7 vill be supplied in the initial application for an
operating license.

,

4
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*7. Identification of the qualification documents which contain detailed
supporting information, including test data, for itens 4, 5 and 6.

In addition, in accordance with the requirements of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50,
the staff requires a statement verifying that (1) all Class 1E equipment has
been qualified for an operating license (OL) or will be qualified for a
construction permit (CP) to the program described above, and (2) the detailed

,

qualification information and test results are (or will be) available for an
_

NRC audit.

.

.

.

.

.

,

*For applications for construction permits, it is acceptable to state
that items 6 and 7 will be supplied in the initial application for an
operating license.
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LIST OF COMMENT 0RS

Public comments to the "For Comment" NUREG-0588, dated December 1979, were
received from those organizations and individuals listed below. The comment
period was extended to May 1980 in order to factor in the majority of the
comments received. A discussion of the comments and their resolutions appears
in the following pages.

,

'

T. M. Anderson, Westinghouse Elcetric Corporation

~
J. T. Boettger, Nuclear Power Engineering Committee (J. T. Bauer - IEEE Standards,.

SC-2 Chairman)

R. H. Buchholz, General Elect ric Company

N. W. Curtis, Pennsylvania Power and Light Company
.

S. H. Howell, Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

W. O. Parker, Jr., Duke Power Company

H. W. Pielage, Entor Corporation

D. L. Renberger, Washington Public Power Supply System

H. C. Schmidt, Texas Utilities Services, Inc.

F. Sillag, Bailey Controls Company

J. H. Taylor, Babcock and Wilcox Company

E. E. VanBrunt, Jr., Arizona Public Service Company

G. E. Wuller, Illinois Power Company

e.

e

e
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COMMENT NO. 1: Please don't refer to cable as " equipment." Wire
(General) and cable are components which may become part of

equipment but are not of themselves " equipment."

Resolution

The term " equipment" as used in this report includes all types of equipment
(i.e, components, subassemblies, etc.) essential for plant safety. No attempt
is made in this report to differentiate between components, subassemblics, and
so forth. Cable--unlike other components such as resistors, capacitors, or
wires that are integral parts of other equipment--is a unique and major item,

that may be qualified independently of any other component and can be treated
as a specific piece of equipment.

'. 1

COMMENT NO. 2A: In several places in the (Discussion) section, mention
(General) is made of valve qualification. We believe this should

be " valve actuator qualification." Valve qualification
including valve actuators is a recent project by
the ASKE which has not yet been completed.

C0KKENT NO. 2B: P3 Typo - reference to 382 should be for valve
actuators, not valves.

Resolution

The staff agrees with the comments.

COMMENT NO. 3: It is not clear whether the Category I uubparagraphs
*

(General) apply to Category II. It is, therefore, recommended
that the subparagraphs applicable (if any) to
Category Il be individually identified.

Resolution

The staff concurs with this comment. If the rain section is identified as being
applicable to Category II, then all the subsections associated with it are also
applicable to Category Il unless otherwise noted.

COMMENT NO. 4: IEEE-323 is entitled " Standard for Qualifying Class~

(General) IE L,uipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."
NUREG-0588 is entitled " Interim Staff Position on-

- Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related
Electrical Equipment," yet is stated to address a.

method acceptable to the NRC for implementing the
requirements of IEEE-323. The NRC needs to explain /
define their interpretation of the difference, if'any,
between " Class IE Equipment" and " Safety-Related
Equipnent." GE is particularlyfconcerned that
" Safety-Related Electrical Equipment" may refer to
non-safety grade components assumed in mitigating
a transient. If our assumption is correct such an
expansion of IEEE-323 is unjustified.

\
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Resolution

Electrical equipment important to safety (that is, safety-related) is a broad
category of equipment and includes the well-defined' subset identified in thenational standards as Class IE equipment.

Equipment. import. ant to safety,
however, also includes other equipment addressed in the Standard Review Plan
Sections 7 and 8 such as equipment required for reactor shutdown and post-accident monitoring. In addition, certain equipment may be required and
classified as important to safety because it functions as a supporting system
for Class IE equipment, or simply because of its association with Clans IE'
systems.

Equipment in this latter category (for example, anticipatory trips) e

although not essential for accident mitigation, may be coscidered important to
'

safety if by its association with class IE equipment may render the Class IEequipment iroperable.
. .

.

Recognizing that functional requirements differ for different equipment
imoortant to safety, the staff is in the process of attempting to establi'several categories of safety equipment. -However, until these categories are

.

defined, the existing two-category systems (equipment important to safetynon-sefety equipment) will be used. , and

Mitigation of transients may be considered a safety function for which non-safety
grade equipment has been and may be used, as long as it can be shown that
failure of that equipment does not significantly impact the mitigation of the
transient or adversely affect public health and safety.
COMMENT NO. 5A:
Thaneral) We recognize the intent of the section and, ia

general, agree with it; however, in the interest of
accuracy it should be noted that the IEEE Standards and
Regulatory Guides referenced constitute a mixed bag that
may not provide the coverage expected,

Not all of them are derived from or contain the basic
requirements of IEEE 323-1974. For example R.G. 1,73
endorses IEEE

382-1972 and R.G. 1.40 endarses IEEE 334-1971.Perhaps a better approach would be to state that these
older standards in combination with IEEE 323-1974 constitutethe bases for an acceptable approach.

COMMENT NO. SB: ,

The discussion (page 2, paragraph 5) implies that
conformance with the daughter standards and endorsing

-regulatory guides as specified vill provide assurance that
the equipment being qualified meets the requirements of ,

KUREG-0588. Not all of the specified standards are relatedto IEEE-323-1974, such as:

Regulatory Guide 1,73 endorses IEEE 382-1972, which is-
related to IEEE 323-1971.

Regulatory Guide 1.40 endorses IEEE 334-1971, which is
related to IEEE 323-1971.

II-2
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Furthermore, it is the opinion of Westinghouse that'the
qualification program recommended by the pre-1974 versions
of these standards do not meet the requirements of IEEE
323-1974 and therefore, reference to these Regulatory
Guides and Standards should be deleted frco NUREG-0588.

Resolution

The staff concurs in part with the comments. It should be recognized, however,
that wnen a standard which has been previously endorsed by the staff is signifi-
cantly revised to reflect the " state-of-the-art" technology, a revised Regulatory.

Guide will follow. The staff is or will be in the process of updating and
issuing revisions to the above referenced guides.

.

COMMENT NO. 6: We are concerned that qualification of some components
'

(Genersfi~ may take an extended period of time. Large or heavy
components requiring testing may be subject to the restric-
tions inherent in the very limited number of facilities in
which such testing can be performed. Industry, with need
for access to such a testing facility, faces a significant
extension of time before all components are tested and
qualified. Early implementation of the staff philosophy
espoused in NUREG-0588 would have a significant impact on
the issuance of cps and OLs for those facilities awaiting
component qualification.

Resolution

The staff has been implementing, in part, the positions in EUREG-0588 through
its endorsement of related Regulatory Guides and individual positions on a
case-by-case basis for quite some time. Therefore, on plants that are currently
under review for a construction permit (CP)- or operating license (OL) applications,
the long lead times for qualification purposes should have-been accounted for.

Recognizing that there may be equipment for which qualification may not be
completed by the time a plant is ready to start up, it is incumbent on the
applicant to provide justification of the adequacy of the existing design on a
short-term basis until the qualification program is complete.

.

Methods such as ongoing qualification may be designed to resolve. the long-term
qualification programs. Other methods (than those described in NUREG-0588)

,

that are designed to satisfy the requirements of the General Design Criteria
*

1, 2, 4, and 23 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 may be proposed, and may be~

found acceptable on a case-by-rase basis.

COMMENT NO. 7A: NUREG-0588, particularly as it applies to IEEE 323-1971,
(General) is not a reasonable interpretation of the standard.
(Category II) The NUREG, in actuality, extends the standard into new

areas rather than interpreting existing criteria.
In_three specific areas (aging, margin and qualification
by analysis) the EUREG has either added to or deleted
from the standard. Neither the words nor the intent
of aging and margin have ever before been included as

II-3
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!

|) part of IEEE 323-1971.
Tc include them at this time is|

! to revise the standard nine years after its issuance and
to negate the actious of the NRC and the work of the!

nuclear industry during that period.
C0KMENT NO. 7B:

There are a number of substantially completed plantsiCategory II)
that will be affected by NUREG-0588, from those
with construction activities well advanced to those
in the "near term operating license" category.
Changes in qualification and documentation requirements
have significant cost and schedule impacts on such i

plants. We strongly question the benefit of across-
the-board application of the document in its current
form, especially in regard to plants commit *7d tu

-

meeting IEEE 323-1971 (Category II). These plants
~

are currently being handled on a case-by-case basis
in this area, as is appropriate. Changes in require-
ments should only be made where there is demonstrable
significant additional protection of public health

i

and safety.

Resolution

It is not the intent of the NUREG to interpret IEEE Standard
but rather to supplement it and to focus attention and activity on areas

323-1971

where additional improvements and guidance. in qualification are deemed
essential to satisfy the applicable General Design Criteria of Appendix Ato 10 CFR Part 50.

Although the 1971 version of the standard does not uniquely identify aging
and margin as parameters that have to be addrested with any defined degree

i

of rigor, aging has been a requirement in the national standards for selected
equipment since 1971 and has been incorporated in other ancillary standards -since that time.
has always been considered standard and good engineering practice to ensureProviding margins during testing (or when analysis is used)
that the design conditions under consideration have been enveloped

.

Therefore, the staff does not agree with the suggestion that the positions
for Categcry II should be omitted on the basis given. ,-Implementation and the
degree of conformance of these positions will be evaluated on a case-by-casebasis.

the positions will be made where it is demonstrated that additional assutance ion the older plants, backfitting an acceptable degree of confot? nce to'

warranted. s
,

COMMENT NO. 8:
(General) The introduction to the document states that the

staff position developed _ prior to the TMI-2 event
and any additional requirement or modifications will beidentified later. This position is unacceptable from the
standpoint that the data available today-(Reference:
" Technical Staff Analysis Report on_ Alternate Event Squences
to President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile
Island, ' by William R. Stratton, et al. , October 1979,
Washington, D. C.) demonstrates a significant difference

II-4
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in airborne activity available for release from the 7,

con t a isunent from thor,e assumed by the staff in a DilA. The
Kemeny Report notes that the evaluation of the consequentes
o reactor accident have, in the past, been dominated by
the iodine doses. THI-? demonstrates that in this type
accident, at least, those estimates have been grossly and
conservatively pessimistic. The differens, between the
design basis LOCA and the Kemeny Report noses that the
evaluation of the consequences of reactor accident have,
in the past, been dominated by the iodine doses. THI-2
demonstrates that in this type accident, at least, those
estimates have been grossly and conservatively pessimistic.
The difference between the design basis LOCA and the

i

Kemeny Report estimates range up to three orders of magnitude..

Such a range vould have a significant impact on the quali-
fication of components. Prior to the implementation of
the staff qualification program, these differences need to
be resolved since there appears to be a wide difference
between the assumed NRC source terms and the White llouse
approved Kemeny Report estimated values.

Resolution

The staf f agrees that its consequence calculations for the site boundary and gthe low population zone have been dominated by conservative estimates of
airborne iodine concentrations. However, for inside containment, the noble
gas contribution to the gamma and beta doses is substantially greater and
therefore dominates any dose contribution resulting from airborne radioactive
idoine. (Refer to YUREG-76-6521 and Sandia keport No. 7G-0091 for additional
in f o rma tion . )

The NRC staff recently prepared two reports, NUREG-0772, "Tachnical Bases for
Estimating Fission Product Behavior During LWR Accidents," and NUREG-0771,
" Regulatory impact of Nuclear Reactor Accident Source Term Assumptions."
These studies reflect not only the THI-2 accident expericace but also the
results of recent research and improved methods of analys,s. The findings of
these studies will be factored into the rulemaking. In the interim, the source

for equipment qualificatior shall remain as defined in position 1.4(1).terms
.

COMMENT NO. 9A: In Section 1.2(5) the staff position restricts the use
(Section 1.2) of the calculation model (App < 2. dix B) to deriving the peak-

surface temperature. This is unnecessarily restrictivt in
that the item of interest is the temperature of the critical,

components inside the equipment under test as compared to
estimated temperatures under DBE conditions. Westinghouse
believes that the method documented in WCAP 8936 continues
to be valid and conservative. The following change to
Item 1.2(5) is, therefore, recommended:

(a) "Show that the peak internal temperature of the
component to be qualified does not exceed the LOCA
qualification internal temperature using the method
dituussed in Item 2 of Appendix 2 as a boundary
condition."

11-5
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i

)

4

)

(b) "If the calculated internal temperature. ."
i

COMMENT No. 9B: The many comments on this item (1.2(5)) questioned
the wisdom of stressing surface temperature and of the
lack of adequate guidance on modeling intrinsic heat
capacity in order to obtain a measure of the thermal lag
and the resultant effect on the internals of the equipment.
A suggested fewording is as follows:

e

(b) ...or show that the peak internal temperature of the
"

.
component to be qualified does not exceed the LOCA ' '

qualification internal temperature using the method
of Appendix B, Item 2 as a boundary condition."

t,

(c) "If the calculated internal temperature (or the .

i

calculated surface temperature if internal tempera-
tures are not calculated)..." SC 2 assumes the
methodology of Appendix B has an auditable basis. I

COMMEN1 NO. 9C: In Section 1.2i5)(b), the main point of the analysis
should be to show that critical internal components do not
reach higher temperatures during MSLB than Juring LOCA.
Ideally, the surface temperature is indicative of the "

internal temperature. This may not apply under the required
analysis method, leading to an erroneous conclusion.

.

COMMENT NO. 9D:
This Section (1.2(5)(b) and (c)) indicates that
if the calculated surface temperature exceeds the <

qualification temperatur , the component must be ,

regaalified or protection must be provided. The
,

qualification temperature should be that which applies in
the critical part of the component and not the surface

|
temperature of the component. The peak surface tempera-

,

ture may exceed the required qualification temperature buti

the component would still function correctly. Furthermore,
time-at-temperature is an important consideration which
should be factored into any qualification evaluations.

COMMENT No. 9E: The requirement 1.2(5) should be revised to allov #

component testing for steam line break environmental
parameters as an option to analysis utilizing rhat are
judged to be over:onservative heat transfer cossficients i i

given in Appendix B, Jtem 2. ''

Resolution

An important consideration in qualifying a piece of equipment is the identifi-|

cation of the various failure modes of the component. This infoisation isnecessary prior to the determination of the critical element or elements.
;

For
components containing only a few elements with symmetrical geometry the above'

determination may be achievable.
failure modes may not be identifiable.For 'nore complex components, however. all

As a result of the difficulty in
identifying failure modes, surface temperature.vas selected as a generic

If additional information can be provided to ensure that theparameter.

II 6
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;

specific failure modes can be fuentified and justified, then consideration may.,

be given on a case-by-case basis to the use of a temperature other than at the
surface of the equipment. Internal component temperature would be considered
only on a case-by-case basis f or Category 11 equipment, if supporting justifica-

' tion can be provided. Component testing for qualifying to the steam line
i

break environment certainly can be performed using the actual approved tempera- |

ture profile. However, in addition to using the correct pressure-temperature '

protile, the containment turbulence and air content must be properly taken 1

into account. (See also staff response to Comment No. 58.) |

|

COMMENT NO. 10: In item 1.2(5)(a), Category-I requires calculation,

{Section 1.2) of the envelope of peak temperature for HSLB while !

Category II requires only a single point (this as being
.

it.ferred) peak temperature based on different ground.

rules..

Why is there a difference in requirements for the categories?

In ittm 1.2(5)(c) the ordering of the items listed was
changed from those given for Category I to those for- ;

Category II. Is there any reason or significance to be
associated with this?

I

Resolution

The intent of Section 1.2(5)(a) Category II is to require a calculation for
the peak temperature envelope (not . single point calculation).

With regard to the second point, Section 1.2(5)(c) for Category I requires
that testing be the principal qualification method. These plants are in the
early stages of design and have the opportunity for such equipment qualifica-
tion testing at the anticipated bounding design conditions. Category II, which
applies to near-term operating license (NTOL) applications and operating

i reactors, recognizes the vintage of the equipment and allows additional justifi-
cation to be provided, by analytical means, to demonstrate that the equipment
can maintain its required functional operability if the calculated.MSLB tempera-
ture at or near the surface of the equipment exceeds the LOCA test temperature
(for which the equipment has already been qualified). This type of qualifica-

'

tion has been and will be applied on older NT0L plants.,

*

i

COMMENT NO. 11: Consider referencing CSB BTP 6-1 for one' manner in'

(Section 1.1) determining LOCA qualification temperature.- Consider.

surface thermocouple measurements as one way for determining .'

LOCA qualification temperature. Consider mentioning that
if the component is temperature soaked in a LOCA qualifica-
tion test for a period of time resulting in justifiable
quasi-equilibrium temperature conditions (example: 3 or 4
temperature time constants) then the LOCA qualification
temperature would'be equal to the test chamber temperature.

.
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Resolution

Other methods may be used to measure surface temperature of the componentprovided that it can be shown that thermal equilibrium exists in the test
t chamber and at the equipment under test. Simulating and monitoring the rise

time of the temperature transient should not be ignored. (See also staffresponse to Comments No. 9 and 58.)

COMMENT NO. 12: Section 1.2(2) implies that Appendix A ccntains
(Section 1.1) the only models acceptable for calculatirg contain-

ment environmental parameters. The NRC should clarify
,

that other models are also acceptable if approved by the
staff.

>

.

Resolution +

Sections 1.1(1) and 1.2(1) state that other models approve ( by the staff maybe found acceptable.

COMMENT NO. 13:
[Section 1.3) The containment spray system is not the only source

of chemicals under high energy line britak conditions;
boric acid should also be addressed. The following changeto Item 1.3 is therefore, recommended:

The sentence:

"The concentration of caustics used for qualification
should be equivalent to or more severe than those used in
the plant containment spray system."

Should be changed to:

'The concentration of canstics used for qualification
should be equivalent to or more severe t!ch those used in
the plant containment spray system, during Loth the initia-
tion and recirculation phases."

Resolution

The staff concurs. .-

This change will be considered in the proposed rulemaking
and/or the revision to Regulatory Guide 1.89 to be issued for public comment inDecember 1981. .

COMMENT NO. 14: Any chemical change resulting from a malfunction(Section 1.3)
of equipment would be addressed by spraying during
testing with the required solution or one that correctlysimulates its effects. It would not be necessary to use a
different solution as its effects could be different thanthose of the cetual solution.

II-8
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Resolution

The staff concurs. li a spray solution is used in a simulated test--the
effects of which could be different to those provided by the solution in the
actual plant--the testing would be considered unacceptable. Ilowever, if a
more concentrated form of the solution is used during testing as a bounding
condition, the adequacy of such testing, if justified, may br found acceptable.
No change was proposed as a result of this comment.

COMMENT No. 15: Add words "where applicable" to this article.
(Section 1.3)

.

Re s ol u t_i,on

'

The staff does not agree tha' the position should be modified to include these
words. The applicability of .11 the positions in the text is a function of
the design. As indicated in the discussion, alternatives (or exceptions) may
be proposed and, if justified, may be found acceptable.

C0KMENT NO. 16A: The concept of a qualified life is not a requirement-
(Section 1.4) for Category Il plants. The following change is,
(Category 11) therefore, recommended:

The words:

"over the equipment qualified life"

should be deleted from the first sentence at Section
1.3 for use in the Category II column.

COMMENT NO. 1(B: By statement in Section 1.4, " qualified life" is
(Category 11) not applicable to Category II. The statement

"over the qualified life" should be deleted from 1.4
for Category II.

Resolution

With the exceptions noted in Section 4(1) of the NUKEG, the staff does not
require that a qualified life be established for all Category II equipment.*

.

The words " qualified life" may be interpreted as " installed life" for Category IIequipment.,

'

CO| MENT NO. 17At In item 1.4(1), the LOCA source term utilized should
(Section l_.4(1)) reflect the multi-level term in the proposed revision

to Regulatory Guide 1.89,-Revisioa 1, November 1,
,

1976. For non-LOCA accidents, gap release from 100%
of the fuel rods is the principal basis and, in

s accordance with NUREG/CR-0091, a total release
fraction of 1-2% of the noble-gases is sufficient.

i
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.!

( COMMENT No. 17h: The staff position in Item 1.4(1) of requiring 100% of
; the gap activity (approximately 10% LOCA) released to the
1 containment for all other non-LOCA design basis accidents

cannot be justified since:

; a. Many design basis accidents do not result in a breach
i of either the primary or secondary systems. Thus, for
i

equipment that is only required to protect against
such contained faults, the application of any accident
related dose is illogical and unnecessary provided,

( that the equipment can be shown to ha'fe no adverse:

'-
effect under high energy line break conditions, as:

required by Item 2.1(3)(u) and Appendix E.'
.

.

b. For equipment that is only required to function -

i following a -o andary side break, the application of'

the dose th 4 wn.. ' aru:* from the release of 100%: of the gap i'.tiest <co. N conservative. Westing-house dose t . cal 3t ig ha r< vonservatively assumed'

1% clad damagt (th <<r eetavity release) and considering
the fraction of the~ core activity in the RCS as 0.003
Kr-85, 0.001 halogent, and 0.001 of other noble,

gases. It was also conservatively assumed that all
of RCS inventory was instantaneously released into
the containment atmosphere at the initiation of the
incident. This method is documented in WCAP-8587

_ Section 6.8.4. The following change to item 1.3(1)j is therefore, recommended:

(1) "The source term to be used in determining thei

; radiation environment associated with the design
basis LOCA should be taken as an instantaneous
release from the fuel to the atmosphere of 100;

percent of the noble gases, 50 percent of the'

iodines, and 1 percent of the remaining fission;

products. For secondary side break design basis
; accident conditions, a source term involving an
! instan*aneous release from the fuel to the

contatument atmosphere of 0.1 percent of the .'noble gases (except for Kr-85 for which a release
i of 0.3 percent should be assumed) and 0.1 percent
,

of the iodines is acceptable. For design basis ,
'

accidents that do not result in a breach of
either the primary or secondary systems only the

.

normal operational dose need be considered.
COMMENT NO. 17C: In Item 1.4(1) the position-required excessively

,

j
' conservative and unrealistic assumptions in determining

the source terms for design basis accidents. For all
design basis accidents, any core damage and the subsequent
release of radioactive material will not occur instantaneously,

,

but instead will occur over some period of time. Considera-tion of time dependent release of radioactive material
;

should be permitted in the determination of accidenti

radiation environments.
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The use of approximately 10% of the LOCA source terms for
all other non-LOCA design basis accidents has no apparent
basis and is overly conservative. Equipment which is
required to f unction during or af ter a non-LOCA design
basic accident need only be qualified to the radiation
environment resulting from that accident (with adequate
margin).

It is recommended that an additional sentence be added to
this position as follows:

.

"The time-dependent release of radioactivity and the use
of alternate source terms may be found acceptable when
supported by conservative analysis for the specific accident-

of concern."

COHKENT NO. 17Da Appendix D should reflect the multi-level source term as
reflected in the proposed revision to R.G. 1.89, Revision 1,
November 1, 1976.

COMMENT NO. 17E: Appendix D provides " Sample Calculations and Type
Methodology for Radiation Qualification Dose." In the
section on the basic assumptions used in the analysis it
is stated that "between 20 and 80% of the fuel rods could
experience cladding failure for a PWR and a lesser fraction
for a BWR." The current GE licensing basis model calculates
that fuel perforations occur only beyond 15,000 to 20,000
MWD /T exposure and then only in the high power bundle.
Our best estimate model does not calculcate any fuel
perforations for a LOCA. In determining the source term
to be used for equipment qualification, the vendor should
be able to use as a basis his staff approved Appendix K
model in determining the number of rods which are calculated
to have failed. This comment also pertains to the statements
in Section 4.4(1) of NUP.EG-0588.

Resolution

An NRC-sponsored research effort is investigating the use of a multi-level and,

time-dependent release of radioactivity from the fuel following the design basis
accident LOCA. Until the results of this effort are available, the staff will
continue to use the source terms presented in this interim report. The final

-

rulemaking will factor in the results of any additional findings identified in
these ongoing investigations.

The staff maintains the position that in some non-LOCA accidents--in particular
those that are power-increasing transients--the' inventory in the fuel rod gaps
may be larger than predicted by NUREG/CR-0091. Therefore, to be conservative,
the value of 10% of the rod inventory in the gaps will be retained. The staff
agrees with the comment that the 100% cladding failure assumption may be overly
conservati a. As part of the proposed rulemaking, the staff is considering
using the conservatively calculated estimates of fuel damage for non-LOCA
transients instead of using the current assumption.
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1

1

i
,

i

'

In response to comment 17E, the source terms in position 1.4(1) are not based; on best estimate calculations. The fuel damage estimates in Appendix D vere!

intended to show the amount of conservatism provided by position 1.4(1). The
degree of conservatism, however, does not appear to be quite as high as initiallyenvisioned in light of the data of the TM1-2 accident. To avoid misinterpreta-

! tion of this intent, the discussion of the best estimate models of fuel damage
following a DBA has been deleted from Appendix D.

COMMENT NO. 18: In Item 1.4(1), the fission product release assumptions
(Section 1.4) to the containment atmosphere are different from thoseI

which have been traditionally used in Regulatory Guide 1.3 ,

for the design basis accident. Furthermore, we have not
,

'

assumed, nor in the past has the staff assumed, the fission
.i product releases identified in NUREG-0588 for "all other ,

! non-LOCA design basis accident conditions." For the fuel .

!
,

drop a*cident, it appears that the NUREG is inconsistent
!

with the Regulatory Guide 1.25. The document needs to be
modified to reflect currently approved fission product
transport models.

Resolution

The values for the iodine and noble gas portions of the source term used in
RUREG-0588 are identical to the source term identified in TID-14844, which is
also the starting point for the source-term assumptions for Regulatory Guides1.3 and 1.4. The staff is currently evaluating the adequacy of the source
terms in light of the TM1-2 event, and will factor in the results of their
study in the final rulemaking to be issued to public comment in December 1981.
One significant finding of the TM1-2 event is the significant amount of cesium
in the coolant (between 40 and 60%). The incorporation of cesium in the
source term appears to be a more appropriate treatment of fission products inthe coolant (other than iodine) in addition to the current assumption of the1% solids.

The comments about the source-term assumptions for all ether non-LOCA accidents
have been addressed in response to Comment No. 17.

COMMENT NO. 19: Paragraph 2 of Appendix D should be rewritten to state(Section 1.4 and clearly the basic assumption of 100% fuel clad failure. .

Appendix D) *

A simple statement that the source term is that given in
position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.89 is appropriate. It

,

is suggested that all wording in the -first paragraph af ter -
.

the words " core meltdown" be deleted. '

Resolution

Position 1.4(1) and Appendix D describe the current staff positions on sourceterms for equipment qualification.

See also the response to Comment No. 17 for source terms for non-LOCA accidents.
COMMENT NO. 20: A conflict exists between the postulated source term values(Section 1.4(1)

in NUREG-0588 and NUREG-0578 (TMI Short Term Lessons Learned).
The use of NUREG-0578 source terms will result in even higher
values than those presently given in NUREG-0588.
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I

Resoluttoa

The "For Comment" version of NUREG-0588 provided the methods for determining
the radiation source term when considering LOCA events inside containment
(100% noble gases /50% iodine /1% particulates). These methods considered the
radiation source term resulting from an event which completely depressurires
the primary system and assumes the release nf the source term inventory
instantaneously to the containment.

The "For Comment" version of NUREG-0588 also provides the radiation source
'- term to be used for qualifying equipment following non-LOCA events both inside

and outside containment (10% noble gases /10% iodine /0% particulates).
* NUREG-0578 provided the radiation source term to be used for determining the

qualification doses for equipment in close proximity to recirculating fluid
systems incide and outside of containment as a result of LOCA. This method
considered a LOCA event in which the primary system may not depressurize and
the source term inventory remains in the coolant.

The apparent conflict between NUREG-0588 and NUREG-0578 has been resolved and
reported as clarification for item II.B.2 in NUREG-0737. The incorporation of
all source term assumptions for equipment qualification will be provided in
final rulemaking to be issued for public comment in December 1981.

Reduction of the noble gas contribution in the source term (assumed in the
reactor coolant systesi per NUREG-0578) may be warranted for those designs
(systems) where the primary coolant system is depressurized before the reactor
coolant flow through these designs (systems) is initiated (for example, the
residual heat removal system outside containment).

I COMMENT NO. 21: (1) In recent requirements imposed by the NRC on the
! (Section 1.4(1)) Near Term Operating License Plants, the staff has

required a change in the assumptions used for the I

celculation of post-accident radiation dose for
equipment internal to the RCS.

(2) In recent draf ts of Regulatory Guide 1.97, the staff
is requiring a much lengthened post-accident monitoring

*

time period..

These current staff positions should be included in NUREG-0588
,

and issued for comment, as past of the NUREG.
.

Resolution

The staff concurs with item no. 1. Position 1.4(1) contains the current staff
requirements for source terna for equipment-inside the containment. Regarding
equipment internal to the RCS, the-source terms to be used have been provided
to the Near Term Operating License (NTOL) plants as clarification to Item II.B.2
of NUREG-0737. (See also response to Comment No. 20.)

With regard to item 2 Regulatory Guide 1.97 provides guidance for instrumentation
used to assess plant conditions during and following an accident. A limited
number of instruments covered by Regulatory Guide. l.97 are to be designed for
worst-case conditions, that is, total core meltdown.
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,

The radiation source terms in RUREG-05R8 represent a partial core meltdown and
should not be used for that 11 mitt _d group. Use of the staff positions in
NUREG-0588 for the qualification of the remaining instrucentation covered by
the Regulatory Guide depends on an individual functional requirement for each
instrument. This determination should consider the type of accident, the

>

function of the instrunent during and following that accident, and the portion (s)
of that instrument located within a harsh environment caused by the accident.
The specific positions for postaccident monitoring are provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.97 and are outside the scope of this generic report. Final rulemaking,
however, will address the postercident monitoring requirements.

,,

C0KHENT NO. 22: Item 1.4.14 on page 10 states that qualification levels
(Section 1.4) given in Appendix D are adequate. However, the Appendix D

analysis ignores the normal operation dose which is required
.

in item 1 on page 7. This should be resolved.
Resolution

Section 1.4 requires that the qualiffcation dose should be the sum of the
normal and accident doses. Appendix D addresses only the accident doses. It
should be noted that the dose values in Appendix D are provided for illustrative
purposes and they may not be appropriate for plant-speci.*ic application. Any
modifications to position 1.4 (14) will be incorporated d.n the final rulemaking
to be issued for public comment in December 1981.

COMMENT NO. 23: In Section 1.4(1) it is stated that 1% of the remaining(Section 1.4) fission products are released instantaneously to the
atmosphe o. In contrast, Section 3 of Appendix D ignores
these other fission products when determining the airborne

Elsewhere in Appendix D, it is stated that thesesources.

| other fission products are released instantly to the sump
,

fluid at T=0. We recommend that this inconsistency be'

resolved with the other fission products being released to
the sump fluid only.

Re,,scl u tion

The staff agrees with the comment.i

The intent of the position is that the 1%(
solids are assumed to be instantaneously released from the fuel to the coolant .

and are carried by the primary coolant to the containment sump.
'

See alsoresponse to comment No. 18.
.

i COMMENT NO. 24: In two places of the wording Section 1.4(1) "...
| (Section 1.4) '

instantaneous release from all the fuel..." is suggested'

for clarity.

Resolution The staff agrees with the comment.
will be considered in the final rulemaking. The suggested accommodation

COMMENT No. 25: In Section 1.4(1) the requirement to assume an(Section 1.4) instantaneous, non-mechanistic release of activityfrom the fuel 15 inconsistent with the time-dependent,

.
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mechanistic approach required for radioactivity redistri-
bution analyses in containment and auxiliary building
volumes. As briefly discussed in Appendix D to NUREG-0588,
any core damage and subsequent release of activity will
require a significant amount of time which would depend on
the accident scenario. Since this NUREG is establishing
more realistic and rational bases for estimated radioactivity
levels after release from the fuel the same approach
should be applied to fuel releases themselves. This
time-dependent fuel release fraction is particularly

.' significant for equipment which is required to function
for only a short time following a LOCA/MSLB. Enforcement
of this requirement will cause significant equipment

' replacement for Category 11 plants. We do not believe
- enforcement of this position can be defenJed on a cost /

benefit basis.

Resolution

See the staff response to Comment No. 17 regarding time-dependent fuel releases.

Regarding the comments on equipment replacement: Category II plants in NUREG-0588
(applicable to equipment qualified in accordance with IEEE Standard 323-1971)
should already have qualified equipment using the source terms previously
acceptable to the staff (that is, instantaneous fission product release per
Regulatory Guide 1.3 and 1.4). In areas where the " solids" contribution is
significant, equipment requalification may be warranted unless appropriate
justification is provided to demonstrate the adequacy of previous qualification
methods (such as the use of shielding, and so forth).

For plants that did not qualify equipment using the source terms acceptable to
the staff, equipment replacement or requalification may also be warranted,
unless the adequacy of the qualification methods used ir justified on some
defined basis.

COMMENT NO. 26: (1) Section 1.4, " Radiation Conditiot.s Inside
(Section 1.4) and Outside Containment" does not indicate that

Appendix D is a sample calculation for a PWR, but
that the general approach is applicable to BWR..

,

Additional wording to this effect would enhance the
clarity of the section.

.

(2) Appendix D itself should indicate very early on that.

it is a sample calculation for a PVR.

Resolution

The staff concurs with the comment. This recommended change will be considered
in the proposed rulemaking and or revision to Reg. Guide 1.89 to be issued for
public comment in December 1981. In addition, Appendix D was modified to
include the assumptions for modeling radiation environments for BWR (as well
as the PWR) containments.
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With regard to Item 2, paragraph 3 of the revised Appendix D clearly indicatesthat the numbert. presented are
for a PWR which '4ses the methods and assumptions in the appendix. strictly the results of a sample calculation
C0HMENT No. 27A:

~ With respect to 1.4(3) GE does assume uniform distribution(Section 1.4(3)) of activity throughout the containment at time 0. The
mechanistic treatment of fission product transport for the
non-mechanistic accident event is thought to be a significant
deviation from past staff acceptances of the GE design.
The staff needs to provide greater explanation for the
need for this change. ,

-

C0KHENT NO. 27B: In Appendix D(3), the multi-mode mechanistic fission
product transport mechanisms should not be considered in

,'the analysis of the BWR, It was thought that by using the
conservative real world source terms, such refinements as jgg
defined on page D,9 could and should be avoided.

Resolution

Appendix D was modified to provide the appropriate assumptions for distributf aaof activity within the containment,
See also response to comment No. 28.following the accident, for both PWRs andBWRs.

COMMENT NO. 28:
(Section 1.4(3)) The last sentence of 1.4(3) appears to be in conflict

with Appendix D.B.a which appears to restrict the
assumption to PWR while 1.4(3) restricts it in all cases.Which is correct?

Resolution

The intent of Position 1.4(3) is to prevent a situation where an assumed
uniform distribution of activity throughout the entire containment could

This position by itself does not preclude the use of a uniform distributionresult in a nonconservative estimate of the qualification dose or dose rate.

when that assumption is appropriate.
Section 2.2 and 2.3 of the revisedi

Appendix D provides appropriate assumptions for the initial distribution ofactivity inside containment.

C0_MMENT NO. 29:
(Section 1.4(6)) GE analysis considers radiation at the centerpoint .-

of any given compartment rather than the KUREG position
which specifies radiation at the centerpoint of containment
lt seems unnecessarily conservative not to account for the

*

presence of internal structures. +

Resolution

The staff does not preclude the dose calculation sithin compartments
doses if the dose pointthe staff position 1.4(6) allows for reduction of the calculated beta and

Further,.

to the reduction of the dose.is such that internal structures or shielding contribute
gamma

However, any claims for reduction in the doses
due to either internal structures or shielding must be clearly documented andjustified.
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.

COMMENT NO. 30: With respect to Section 1.4(7) and 1.4(9) in the
(Section 1.4(7)) NUREG, the GE analyses for radiation are based on a

)semi-infinite medium analagous to Regulatory Cuide 1.3 -
|doses to people. The staff is apparently taking the-
'

'

position that an infinite concept is unacceptable. I

Resolution

The use of the infinite cloud assumption is in connection with the airborne
beta radiation dose only. The assumed dose point on the containment centerline I

.- is surrounded on all sides by the containment atmosphere thus an infinite
cloud assumption is appropriate. Also, positions 1.4(7) and 1.4(9) do not
preclude the use of a semi-infinite cicud assumption if it can be adequately
justified..

COHHENT NO. 31: Any justification of the assumption in Appendix D
(Section 1.4(7) Section 7(b), that, "all betas directed toward the '

Appendix D) coating were assumed to be absorbed in the coating,"
would be analytically difficult. We feel that it would be-
more appropriate for the actual beta dose at a designated
depth to be evaluated; the 10-mil depth where adhesion
occurs would probably be most appropriate.

COMMENT NO. 32: Also in Appendix D, Section 7(b), the method of dose
evaluation to be applied to cable insulation layers is
vague. Is it intended that the total absorbed energy be
distributed throughout the mass of the insulation or that
the dose determined for the coating be applied to.the
entire cable insulation? The first method would under-
estimate while the second would be an overestimate. Once
again, we recommend that it would be more appropaiate to
determine the actual beta dose at a predetermined critical
depth. It should also be noted that item 1.4.9 on page 9
implies that the beta dose from plate-out on cables can be
ignored, but this contradicts item 1.4.7 and page 9.

Resolution

| The doses calculated using the methods of Appendix D are estimates at the,

! surface of the equipment. The staff does not wish to use the approach of
'

specifying a dose at a predetermined critical depth _because the critical depth
doses are dependent on the absorbing materials (which is different for different-

equipment).
,

The beta dose from plate-out on cables cannot be ignored. The intent of.
' position 1.4(2) is to explicitly require the consideration of all radiation
| sources when calculating the qualification doses, which includes the beta dose

from plate-out sources on cables.

C0KHENT NO. 33: In Section 7(b) it is stated that the gamma dose for
(Section 1.4(7) coatings due to plate-out is negligible because the
Appendix D) absorbed dose in the coatings is small. Since the

purpose of the model in Appendix D is to determine the
radiation environment to which the coatings should be
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!

'

.

1
4

subjected in qualiff cation tests rather than the absorbed
dose in the coatings, the gamma dose in Rads (C) r Rads
(air) should be determinted on the basis of the toial dose
due to both airborne and plated-out sources at the surfaceof the coatings.

Resolution

The staff concurs. Position 1.4(2) shall be interpreted to include all potential
sources when calculating qualification doses (which would include both airborneind plated-out sources).

,
,

!
C0KMENT NO 34: The argument given in Sertion 1.4(9) for reducing,(Section 1.4(9)) by a factor of at least 2, the beta dose for quali- .

fication of cables arranged in trays based on localized
or self shielding effects can be extended to other compo-

I Any exposed components will be sufficiently massivenents.

to attenuate beta radiation from the containment atmosphereon the opposite side. Hence, the beta dose at the surface
of unshielded equipment should, in general, be half the
beta done calculated at the containment center.

Resolution

Implementation of this assumed dose reduction may be warranted for a piece ofequipment in a specific location.
Sufficient justification should be presented

to warrant the above-mentioned reduction in calculated beta doses and shouldbe evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
from large internal structures is acceptable.A beta dose reduction due to shielding

C0KMINT No. 35A: With respect to Sections 1.4(7), (8), (10), (14),(Section 1.4) requiring qualification to beta radiation at this date
for Category 11 could be' traumatic and needlessly so.;

We recommend that the requirement be tied to results
of the IEEE 323-1974 qualification programs such that
material which evidences adverse beta effects be addressedor replaced for Category II.

COMMENT NO. 35B: With respect to item 1.4(7), (8), (9), (10, (14), .

the qualification for the effects of_ beta radiation was
| not a requirement for Category II plants and systematic

enforcement of this requirement at this stage will have
-

| cajor impact.
A reasonable alternative would be to require

that any significant adverse experience gained during
'

|
qualification testing of equipment, for the effects of ,

beta radiation, to IEEE 323-1974 be considered for
applicability to Category 11 plants.

!

| Resolution
| |

The staff agrees with the comment. Any modification to the positions will be
considered during the final rulemaking to se issued for public conment inDecember 1981.
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.

It is the staff's belief that the qualification dose should account for all
types of radiation present at the equipment location. The staff permits the
reduction of calculated beta doses to account for localir.ed shielding (that
is, component and/or structural shielding) and has provided additional guidance
in the D0R guideline document. When a significant beta dose reduction can be
justified, the staff expects the equipment qualification dose to equal or
exceed the gamma radiation dose calculated using assumptions and models similar
to those in Appendix D. For any safety-related component not meeting the
calculated qualification values, justification for the adequacy of the design
should be provided, or a modification of the design to satisfy the t.bove

,

radiation requirements may be warranted. Replacement equipment or equipment-

* that has not yet been qualified should conform to the Category 1 requirements.

COM'ENT NO. 36: Position 1.4(11) diseassed the need to consider the exposure.

- (Section 1.4(10)) received by ECCS equipment loested outside containment from
sump fluids. This need is understood but the reference to
Appendix X to 10 CFR Part 50 is unclear This reference
should be made more specific or removed from the position.

Resolution

The staff agrees with the comment. Any modification to the positions will be
considered during the final rulemaking.

,

COMMENT NO. 37A: The implication that radistion qualifications must be
(Section 1.4(11)) performed for low level doses (no matter how small) on all

equipment (no matter how radiation tolerant) is unfortunate.
Surely some guidance can be given of a more practical
nature for equipment located in regions of trivial integrated
dose (present consensus is that the threshold of triviality

4occurs at approximately 1 x 10 rads).

, COMMENT NO. 37B: The implication that radiation qualification must be perforn,ed
! for low level doses (no matter how small) on all equipment
! (no matter how radiation tolerant) is unfortunate. Surely

some guidance can be given of a more prac:lcal nature for
, equipment located in regio n of trivial integrated dose
1 (present consensus is that the threshold of triviality

occurs between 5 x 103 and 1 x 104 rads). The guidance**
might take the form of the tabulation in Appendix C of the
NRC's recent " Guidelines for Evaluating Qualification of
Class IE Electrical Equipment on Operating Reactors,".

November 1979.,

COMMENT N0, 37C: Thif position (item 1.4(11)) requires that test data are
( __ required to e wmpt equipment from radiation qualification,

even if the integrated dose it less than 10' rads. There
is no apparent basis for this requirement. Numerous tests

j have provided data that C ow that radiation damage thresholds
are greater than 10' rads. To require radiation testing
below 104 rads will only add significantly to the cost of,

| testing programs without adding to plant safety. -It is
recommended that the position be rewritten as follows:

.
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E uipment that shall not be exposed to an integratedl
dose greater than 104 rads may be exempted fromradiation qualification.

Changes to this position should be made for specific
materials if any, with a radiation damage threshold below104 rads, are identified.

COMMENT NO. 37D:
Inclusion of equipment qualification testing for equipment
with radiation doses below 10' rads would require substantial
expenditures of time and money for qualification testing ,

with no corresponding benefit to health and safety.
-

Of
the pneral classes of materials or components (organic
compounds, ceramics, metallics,. electronic components), ,,

only organic compounds and electronic components are
susceptible to damage from moderate amounts of gamma or

,

beta radiations. Numerous studies have compiled radiation
effects data on all the classes of organic compounds and
show that the least radiation resistant compounds have
damage thresholds greater than 10' rads and would remain
functional with exposures substantially above the thresholdvalue. Thus, for organic materials, an exposure level of104

rads is reasonable threshold value below which proper
qualification is assured without adding the substantialcosts of testing.

For electronic components, studies have shown failures of
metal-oxide-semi-conductor devices at 3.5 x 103 rads.
Therefore, a lower minimum qualification value should be
assigned probably in the range of 1 x 10 3 rada. This
would also provide adequate margin for safety without an
unreasonable qualification test requirement.

Resolution

method for demonstrating qualification adequacy of equipment that will beIt is not the staff's intent to imply that testing is the only acceptableexposed to low-level radiation.
Other methods (such as analysis), if they are

supported by test data, literature search (on identical or sufficiently similar
malerial and/or equipment where extrapolation of the data to the actual equipment

,

being qualified is feasible), or operating
+

test data) may also be found acceptable. history (if it is supported by
.

The staff concurs that there may be information available to indicate that
many materials used today have radiation dose and dose rate damage thresholdsgreater than 104 rads.

materials susceptible to low level radiation dose and dose rate damage (forHowever, there are also components that may be made of
example, Telecon TFE and integrated circuits). Therefore, low-level radiation
should not-be dismissed on a generic basis and should be evaluated on a case-bycase basis. -
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COMENT NO. 38A: It has long been the industry practice to ignore
(Section 1.4(11)) radiation in zones where the total dose was less than

3 4(Category II) 10 /10 rads. To impose this requirement without
technical basis is arbitrary and without adequate cost /
benefit consideration.

COMENT NO. 38B: Enforcement of this requirement for Category II plants
(category II) will have a major impact. The systematic addressment

of radiation doses below 104 rads constitutes addressment.
of low-level inservice radiation aging ef fects, which was
never a requirement for these plants. Westinghouse believes.

this effort cannot be justified on a cost / benefit basis-.

and should be limited to concideration of any radiation
sensitive materials identified during qualification of

. . equipment to IEEE 323-1974.

Resolution

See staff response to Comment No. 37.

COMENT No. 39: Where Class IE equipment is served by redundant
(Section 1.5(3)) environmental support. systems, such as the main control

room, this section should not be interpreted to mean the
loss of both redundant support systems.

Resolution

If the redundant systems are separate and independent so that a single
f ailure will not render both systems inoperable, the interpretation of the ,

ccanent is correct. There may be designs and/or procedures, however, that may
shut down both redundant and independent environment support systems during
piant outages. For those designs, a loss of both redendant support systems
should be assumed.

|0MMENT No. 40: For equipment not subject to'a design-basis-event
(Section1.5(2)) accident environment, documentation of environmental
(Category II) qualification to the limits of normal and abnormal

environments was not required for plants committed to IEEE
323-1971. Rather, eqelpment specifications included such

.- environmental limits to be considered in the design and
purchase of the equipment. A requirement to document
qualification by test or analysis would constitute a major

-

impact for Category II plants.,

The following change is, therefore, recommended:

The word " qualified" in both subparagraphs should be
changed to " qualified or designed" for use in the Category.
II column.

Resolution

IEEE Standard 323-1971 states that the service conditions required to be
addressed include " Environmental conditions expected as a result of normal
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operating requirements, expected extremes in operating requirements (i.e.,
abnormal environments) and postulated conditions appropriate for the designbasis events of the station."
conclusions reached in the comment.Therefore, the staff does not agree with the

The main purpose of qualification is to verify the performance adequacy and/orthe capability of a design.
verification. A specification alone does not provide this ,

which is based test or test and analysis could constitute acceptable qualifica-A purchase specification supported by a certificate of compliancetion documentation. It should also be noted that the position in Section
2.l(4) does not limit the qualification to only test or analysis. .

-

COMMENT NO. 41: Section 1.5(1) requires that equipment located in areasT5ection 1.5)
that could be subjected to high energy pipe breaks (EPB) '

should be qualified to the condition resulting frotn the
accident for the durations required.

,
Comment: Only that equipment necessary to mitigate the

consequences of the postulated HEPB accident
need be qualified to the respective EPB
conditions.

Resolution

The staff concurs in part.
If any equipment failure resulting from an ELB

mitigating the consequence of the accident), that equipment should also bewill be detrimental to safety (even though this equipment is not necessary for
qualified to the ELB conditions (see Section 2.l(3)).
C0ffENT NO. 42A:

There is a significant lack of evidence of consideration(Section 1.5)
of the " systems analysis method" required in the guide-
lines accompanying IE Bulletin 79-018. This is especially
notable in the treatment of high energy line breaks (ELB)
outside containment. The words in the introduction to theNUREG indicate that ali equipment is required to meet thel
worst environments resulting from all events. The NRC
Branch Technical Position on ELB outside containment
clearly indicates that only that equipment required to
mitigate the HELB, that is to achieve safe plant shutdown,
is required to be qualified to the ELB environment.

"

The
introduction and the body of the NUREG (e.g. , paragraphs 1
ar.d 2 of Section 1.5) should be revised accordingly. ,

We
suggest the Supplement to IE Bulletin 79-OlB provides some
clarification in this area.

'

,

Along the lines indicated above, analytical approaches to
g determine ELB environment should be clearly identified,

HELB outside containment, in some cases, is calculated in'

a different manner from ELB inside containment. Longer
time frames and multicompartment steam migration can be-
considered, and.accordingly, different computer codes areoften used.
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C0KMENT NO. 428: The acceptable methods referred to in Appendix A are all
used for PBIC analysis of DBA LOCAs with ECCS. These may
not t>e reasonal'e for egi :~:nent goalification purposes,
especially outside containment.

Resolution

The staff concurs; the techniques to calculate the environmental parameters
should employ plant specific models reviewed and approved by the staff. The
reference to Appendix A for outside containnent qualification purposes will be
modified in the final rulemaking. (See also staff response to Comment No.-

41.)-

COMMENT NO. 43A: The statement in Section 2.1(a) is not strictly 1
,

- (Section 2.1(2)) true. It should be changed to read as follows* '

1

Second sentence " Experience...without test data
may not be adequate..."

|

l

Third sentence "In general.... size limitations, (b) ..., |(c) capability to perform the required function can be
|

readily analyzed (such as mechanical support, simpic
conductivity, etc.), and (d) especially in aging, where
components or devices can be shown not to be limiting to '

the overall performance of the function."

As written, this section is far too narrow and restrictive.
For example, in aging a piece of equipment which contains
many materials it is sufficient to eliminate those not
affected using analysis (evaluation of activation energies)
in order to determine which materials are controlling by
being most susceptible to aging effects.

C0$iENT NO. 43B: The statement that, "in general the staff will not accept
analysis in lieu of test data...." imposes a severe limita-
tion on the industry that is not present in IEEE 323-1971
and 1974. IEEE 323-1971 states that, while type tests are
preferred, other methods may be used "when size or other
practical requirements limit or preclude type tests." At''

this late date, the Commission, by its action in NUREG-0588
proposes th: deletion of a phrase from the standard,
thereby invalidating a great deal of work that has been.

done and accepted up to this point in time.,

We believe those sections of the NUREG dealing with aging,
margin and qualification by analysis should be revised to
reflect the standards as they are now written and have
been interpreted since their issuance.

Resolution

See staff respouse to Comment Nos. 46 and 51. With regard to "other practical
requirements" that may limit or preclude type testing, the staff has stated
(see " Discussion") that alternatives (or exceptions) to the interim positions-

1
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may be proposed and, if justified, may be found acceptable. These exceptions!

should be identified and evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

COMMEN'T NO. '. 4 : It is not clear whether the term " safety margins"(Section 2.l(3)) is intended to be the same as the term " margin" usedin IEEE 323-1974 or a new undefined term. If the former,delete "cafety;" if the latter, it should be defined.
Resolution

The staff agrees with the comment.
be the same as the term " margin" used in IEEEThe term " safety margins" is intended to

'

'

273-1974.

COMMENT No. 45: With respect to the last sentence, does the term
-

..

(Section 2.l(3)) " operability" mean safety function?

To what factors or conditions should " safety margin," as
used in the last sentence, be applied?

Resolution

Operability refers to assuring that the performance characteristics of the
equipment that are necesrary to perform a safety function are satisfied,
including but not limited to accuracy, response time, and so forth.

.

margin should be applied as described in Section 3.0 of the document. Test

COMMENT No. 46:
The need to qualify non-safety-related equipment(Section 2.1(3) by test is overly stringent. In many cases, analysis
is adequate to determine whether or not a failure mechanism
exists which can result in reduced plant safety, The
wording should be changed to, "...should either be shown
by analysts to not fail in a manner _ detrimental to-plant
-safety or be qualified to demonstrate such capability."

Resolution

The staff concurs in part; clarification of this rein final rulemaking. The staff maintains, however,quirement will be consideredthat for active electricalequipment subjected to a DBA environment,
fication method. type testing is the preferred quali- ,

case-by-case basis.Other methods may be justified and will be evaluated on a
.

COMMENT NO. 47:
(Section 2.l(3)) This section (Section 2.1(3)(c)) deals, in part with *

qualification of equipment that has been shown and
justified to be unrelated to accident mitigation _or plant
safety. This goes beyond the bounds of IEEE 323-1971 and_

1974 which state that they are for the qualification of
Class IE equipment not non-safety-related. equipment.Therefore, the requirement to-qualify non-safety-relatedequipment should be deleted.
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Resolution

Equipment that has been shown 'nd justified to be unrelated to accident
mitigation or plant safety is empt froa qualification.

COMMENT NO. 48: The inclusion of non-safety-related equipment in this
(Section 2.1(3)) section is incompatible with the scope of this document.

Furthermore, the effects and consequences of adverse
environments on non-safety-related equipment has been
raised as a Category I item on NUREG-0585 "THI-2 Lessons
Learned Task Force final Report." We strongly recom.nend.-

that the staff delete this requirement under NUREG-0528 to
permit orderly resolution of this generic issue.

.

Resolution

The position addresses designs where equipment or systems have been incorrectly
classified as non-Class IE strictly on the basis that they did not have to
perform a specific safety function (such as actuation). The designs may have
not factored in the broader function of determining whether or not their
failure or improper actuation could also effect safety. It is the staff's
intent to assure that this broader functional scope is factored into the
design and as such, the qualification of some previously classified non-Class IE
equipment may be warranted. It is not the staff's intent to require qualification
of all non-safety-related equipment. (See also the staff response to Comment
4 and Comment 47.) Regarding the second point in the comment, the staff does
not agree with the recommendation to delete this requirement from NUREG-0588.
Resolution and implementation of the generic issue identified in NUREG-0588
are independent of the requirement stated herein.

COMMENT NO. 49: This paragraph (Section 2.1(3)(c)) should be clarified
(Section 2.1(3)) to indicate applicability to safety-related_ equipment

only. Non-safety-related equipment is not environmentally
qualified unless it falls into Category 2.1(3)(b).

Resolution

The staff concurs. NUREG-05BB is only applicable to safety-related equipment.
.

'

COMMENT NO. 50: Paragraph 2.1(3)(c) on page 11 seems to suggest
(Section 2.1(3)) " qualification" requirements for non-IE equipment,*

which is beyond the subject of this staff position
document.,

COMMENT No. SOB: This position-(Item 2.1(3)(b)) requires the qualification
of non-safety-related equipment to show that the equipment
will not fail in an manner detrimental to plant safety.
This requirement does not fall under the scope of Environ-
mental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical-Equipment.
This requirement is being addressed elsewhere under such
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headings as " Systems Interaction" and " Consequential
failure" and in other doewnents such as NUREG-0578, and
NUREG-0660. The overall program of " System Interaction"
.s very large and must be pas t of a long-term program as
defined in some of the references mentioned above. The
ultimate results of this long-term program may have some
impact on the environmental qualification of safety-related
electrical equipment but this should not be forced into
NUREG-0588. It is recommended that the reference to
non-safety-related equipment be deleted from this paragraph
since these studies are addressed elsewhere and a parallel ,

*

review under equipment qualification would detract from
the remainder of the qualification program and would not
add to plant safety. .

.

COMMENT NO. 500: The word " qualified" in this section (Section 2.l(3)(c)
presents problems. We do not " qualify" non-Class IE
equipment. We recommend deletion of both paragraphs of
this section as, otherwise, we may have to obtain documen-
tation for items of no safety significance.

COMMENT NO. 50D: It should be clarified that this paragraph (Item 2.l(3)
(c)) applies only to safety-related equipment.

Resolution

Refer to the staff rerponse to Comment Nos. 46, 47, 48, and 49.

COMMENT NO. $1A:
ISection 2.l(3)) The requirement to qualify such equipment by test

only is incompatible with the alternatives recognized
under paragraph 2.l(2).

Therefore, delete the words "by test" from Section 2.l(3)(a)
and the words contained in brackets in Section 2.l(3)(b).

COMMENT NO. SIB: Methods of qualification other than type testing
should be applicable to item 2.l(3)(a)(b) also.

.

C0KMENT NO. SIC: The requirement to demonstrate by test that the .

equipment will not fail in a manner detrimental to plant
safety should be expanded to allow demonstration by analysis
as well as test, -

COMMENT NO. SID:
.

The words " qualified by test" should read " qualified
by test or analysis." Otherwise the testing program
would expand considerably to no apparent benefit, expecially
for non-safety-related materials and equipment.

Resolution

For electrical equipment located inside or outside containment that may be
exposed to high energy line breaks (for example, LOCA, MSLB, feedwater line
rupture), analysis alone is generally inadequate to demonstrate functional
operability such as accuracy or response time, or to verify seal integrity (as
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| in connectors), or even to detect intermittent or spurious failures. Although
some analysis say be used when the testin? is the principal qualification
method, that analysis should be limited to extrapolations of data or to analyzing
similarities in equipment or materials. In either case, analytical assumptions
should be verifiable or supported by test data.

Recognizing the complex interaction of the environment on materials and equip-
ment (such as aging or simultaneous vs. sequential effects) the staff does not
agree that analysis by itself is an acceptable alternative for qualifying
equipment required to function in the above-mentioned hostile environments.,

(See exceptions in Section 2.4.)'

,

COHMENT NO. 52: (1) The implication in this section (Section 2.l(3)
(a)) is that equipment that must function at any time.

during an accident must be shown to be capable of
operating for the entire duration of accident con-
diticus. .This fails to differentiate between those
items that must function throughout the accident and
those that must perform some specific task at a given
point in time during the accident. This paragraph
should be changed to reflect these different classes
of items.

Resolution

Refer to Section 3(4) which addresses this issue.

C0KhENT NO. 53: We interpret the equipment referred to in these
(Section 2.l(3)) sections to be that which is subjected to the

environment of a LOCA or MSLB.
i

| Resolution
*

The interpretation is correct in part. Environments caused by other high
energy line breaks such as feedwater line rupture should also be considered.

Section 2.l(3) was modified for clarity.

. ' COMMENT No. 54A: Throughout Section 2.1, reference is made to " accident"
(Section 2.l(3)) and "DBA." These terms should be defined. Comments

pertaining to this section are predicated on the assumption
that these terms mean LOCA or MSLB.

.

*

COMMENT No. 54B: The term " event" (in Section 2.1) is not obvious. This
should not be clarified (i.e., LOCA, MSLB, etc.).

C0KKENT NO. 54C: Introduction of term "DBA" at this point (Section
2.l(4)) is inconuistent as it has not previously.been used
nor defined and its meaning is not clear.

1
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Resolution

Accidents in this category include the complete spectra of break sites (or
loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) and for other high energy line breaks (RELBs)
such as main steam line breaks (MSLBs) or feedwater line breaks.

For a listing of accidents required to be analyzed, refer to the Standard
Review Plan Section 15.

The term " event" ref ers to occurrences such as natural phenomena, including
but not limited to earthquakes and flooding resulting from other than pipebreaks.

" Event" also refers to occurrences such as loss of ventilation which
'-

may occur as a result of a single failure.
.

COMMENT No. 55A: If only a source for the simulation of gamma is to be
(Section 2.2(12)) recommended in Section 2.2(12), and not a source for beta

+

simulation, we recommend deletion of the item to avoid
possible misunderstanding that Co-60 is acceptable for
simulation of all radiation.

COMMENT NO. 55B: On page 13, item 1.l(12), from a commercial standpoint, it
is encouraging to see that NRC considers cobalt simulation
of the radiation environment; it has not yet been technically
accepted and is in fact being questioned by WG 2.6 of
IEEE/NPEC/SC-2. Unless the NRC is privy to some information
that is unavailable to the rest of the industry this item
should be removed. Furthermore, it implies that acceptable
accounts for radiation can be censidered by cobalt simulation,
which case has just not been denunstrated and is also
being pursued by the above mentioned WG 2.6.

COMMENT No. SSC: In Section 2.2(12) sources other than Cobalt-60, e.2.,
Cesium-137, should be acceptable as qualification sources.

rsolution .

The staf f currently has a research effort with Sandia Leboratory to investigate
the adequacy of qualifying equipment for both gamma and beta radiation environ,
ments by using only a gamma radiation source. While the results are very
preliminary, there does not seem to be any significant problem in using only a

*

gamma source to
Aify certain types of equipment for a beta / gamma environment,

provided the gaa-. dose rate during the qualification tests is consistent with .

the expected beta and gamma dose rates (energy deposition rates) during theLOCA.
It appears therefore that a gamma source (only) may be used for qualifica- .

tion testing, provided an analysis or test data indicates that the dose and
dose rate produces damage similar to that which could be produced under accident
exposure (i.e., combined gamma and beta environment), or a beta and gamma
qualification dose and dose rates may be determined separately and the testing
may be performed using both a beta and a gamma test source. The staff notes
that the research effort is still continuing and that the preliminary findings
may change, but until such time as other evidence is presented, the use of
either Co-60 or Cs-137 for equipment qualification would seem appropriate.
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COMMENT NO. 56: The requirement to establish " failure criteria" would
(Section 2.2(1)) appear to be an unfortunate enoice of words in that it '

imposes an unbounded set. We recommend changing to
" acceptance criteria" as being not only more practical but
more correct. Note the conflict with Appendix E, item 4.

Resolution

The staff concurs. Any modifications to the positions will be considered during
final rulemaking.

COMMENT No. 57A: By stating a preference for an environmental profile.

(Section 2.2(4)) that envelopes any design basis event there is a
strong implication that equipment is to be designed to*

.thstand more than one event. We know of no such require-
ment, and suspect that equipment exposed to the environment
of an MSLB would not be allowed to be returned to operation
without extensive inspection and, perhaps, refurbishing.
While such enveloping should certainly be allowed, we fail
to see the technical basis for the preference (especially.
since experience with NRC's " preferences" is that they
eventually become requirements). There is an additional
problem with the "preferres" approach when one considers
the margin.

Current practice of doubling the number of transients
would mean that a given equipment would have to be designed
to withstand two MSLB events and two LOCAs. This may be
excessive. We recommend the following wording: " .. located.

inside containment, a single profile may be used that
envelopes the environmental... loss-of-coolant accidents,
but in any case, the equipment shall be shown to operate
correctly under the environmental conditions of any design
basis event for which it must perform a safety function."

COMMENT NO. 57B: Use of separate profiles for LOCA and SLB should remain
an acceptable option. While it may be convenient to test
with one profile, the tent is unnecessarily more severe
than separate profiles.

..

COMMENT No. 57C: Requiring a single profile to envelope the worst case
environmental conditions is neither practical nor realistic*

in terms of previously established acceptable qualification'

test methods. This procedure implies that one-item of
equipment could be subjected to both a LOCA and an MSLB,
and this is not part of any accident analysis scenario por
is it consistent with previously acceptable practice.

In addition, in order to'iomply.with the .aatein application
requirements of IEEE 323-1974 the question nf margin on
peak transients is raised vith respect co the number and
severity if indeed this combined profile is to simulate a
LOCA and MSLB case which would result in four transientsat elevated temperature.
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1

:
!

, in order to expect equipment to operate successfullj
during this type of test it would almost certainly require

3

j
substantial redesign and retesting to new conditions which i

1
-

would obviate t. e usefulness of any prior test performed.
i

This item should carefully be re-thought and substantially
,

I

revised to allow the continuation of past type-test practice.
1

i Resolution
!,

There are components and equipment inside containment that are important toi
'

| safety and are required to operate in both a LOCA or an MSLB environment, . .

There may also be equipment or components (such as cable, penetrations, connectors, j;

| valves) that may not be required to perform a specific function but whose
-

i
failure or inadvertent operation in a LOCA or an MSLB environment may be

*
.

detrimental to safety.:
For such equipment, although a single bounding ptofile ,

!
' used to qualify the equipment is prefereable, other envelopes used in testing

for a LOCA .nd an MSLB, -ither separately or sequentially, may also be used.1

The staff's preference for a single bounding envelope is to miniefre the
review effort by reducing the documentation and the analysis that would be:

required to demonstrate qualification to both environments.
; >

:
With regard to margins, the staff considers that exposing the same componentj
or equipment to a combined or sequential LOCA and MSLB envelope is sufficiently .

4

conservative to justify omitting the additional requirements of doubling the
'

) number of transients. These options will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.i

! COMMENT No. 58A:
We believe this to be an incorrect reesirement that1

(Section 2.2(6))
j appears to miss a fundamental concept of qualification.

~

The equipeent is to work in the required environment and:
the qualification test should so demonstrate. The actual;

real time temperature of any portion of the surface boundary'

; of the equipment is of no consequence in meeting this
{ requirement (except to the equipment designers) and, maybe misleading and non-conservative. We recommend thej following wording:
.

>

i
,

"The temperature to which equipment is tested to
demonstrate qualification shall be measured and

:
i recorded throughout the test. The thermal capacity

-

; of the environment simulation shall be shown toprovide an adequate simulation." *

i COMMENT NO 58B:
| Suggest.the NRC should keep away from designing tests

by requiring thermocouple readings. It would be sufficient
to request that the component temperature be determined bysuitable means. The temperature te which equipment is

3

i

qualified does not have to be defined as the surfaceI ;

temperatures but on the basis of its ability to perform as
specified in a bulk ambient environment expected to occur'

,

!
,

#
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r

i

as defined for the design basis. Whether or not the
surface temperature ever reaches this value is immaterial,
particularly with respect to short-term high peak temperatures, !

such ar. .ould occur for an HELB. ;

>

COMMENT NO. SSC: In general, surface temperature is not monitored directly
during testing. Instead, the ambient air temperature at |
various locations within the test chamber is monitored. >

We assume the implication behind requesting measurements i

of surface temperature is.to ensure that the device has ,

,- stabilized at the test temperature prior to timing its
exposure. If so, revise this section to so state the

*

above. If not, revise Section 1.2(5) to clarify the
reason for requestinF component surface temperature to be .

*

'monitored.

Resolution
;

The staff agrees with the intent of the comment. It1should be noted that the ;

objective of the position is to ensure, by independent verification, that the
,

equipment or component was exposed to the bulk temperature equivalent to or
more severe than that temperature assumed in the bounding envelope derived !
. rom the accident analysis. Temperature sensors (not necessarily limited to

,

thermocouples) located only on the inlet piping of the test chambers may not-

7

be indicative of the bulk temperature at the component being tested.

The intent is to ensure that temperature sensors are located as close as
practical to the components being qualified. :

It may also be prudent to provide temperature sensors that in addition to
r

monitoring bulk temperature would also monitor .the surface temperature of the- '

equipment. This would facilitate the comparatave studies discussed in Section
1.2(5)(b) of the NUREG. Without these readings, the use of the more conservative
comparison to the " bulk" LOCA test temperature would be warranted. See also
staff response to Comment No. 9.)

COMMENT No. 59: Full duration testing for extended periods of submergence
(Section 2.2(5)) is impractical and unnecessary. Short duration testing to |

demonstrate seal integrity. plus _ an addressment of. potential ;.

corrosion mechanisms by test or analysis are adequate.
The following change to item 2.2(5).is therefore.. recommended: r

.-

The sentence:
,

"Where equipment could be submerged, it should be identified i

and demonstrated to be qualified by test." ;

j Should be changed to:
;

"Where equipment could be submerged, it.should be identified.
and demonstrated to be qualified by test to demonstrate [
seal integrity. The effects of corrosion mechanisms for.

'

the duration required should be addressed by test or
analysis."

,
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Resolution

The staff concurs in part.
may be found acceptable if adequately justified. Shorter test periods and analytical extrapolation
included as part of the qualification documentation.This justification should beAnalysis by itself,
however, may not be adequate see staff response to Comment No. 51 for additionalinformation.

! COMMENT NO. 60A: There appears to be a conflict between this requirement(Section 2.2(9)) and that of 2.2(7) in that (7) allows periodic verification
of operability and (9) requires continuous verification ,

with justification necessary for periodic. This conflictshould be resolved.
-

COMMENT NO. 60B: The requirement for continuous monitoring seems inconsistent
.

with the requirement for periodic performance verification
stated in 2.2(7). The same thing is being requireddifferently. This should be revised.

COMMENT NO. 600:
These paragraphs appear to be requiring in plant testing
for qualification acceptance. The paragraph should be
rewritten to clearly identify that this is not the staff's
position.

COMMENT NO. 60D:
Does continuous monitoring of equipment operability
status mean that equipment is to be exercised throughout
the test (e.g., coils euergized, motors energized...)? If

the statement is appropriate when actual environmentalso,
conditions are simulated. However, if accelerated aging
temperatures are being used, the operability should only
be checked at discrete intervals with components at
anticipated ambient conditions,

Resolution

The intent of Section 2.2(9) is to ensure that intermittent failures in
equipment--such as momentary change of state of bistables (that is, contact
chatter), a cyclic variation in a transmitter output or a valve position

Where intermittent f ailures in equipment can negate a safety functionvariation--heve been accounted for in the qualification testing program.
-

E

test program should include provisions to monitor selected parameters on athe,

continuous basis in order to detect these failures (if any).
~

that certain equipment requir-- long-term testing (for example, postaccident.It is recognized,

monitoring equipment) where tne clock monitoring is difficult toaccomplish. For this cater
or intermittent operation e -ring periodic intervals may be justified., o. equipment, continuous monitoring for spurious-

COMMENT No. 61:
The application of spray at the maximum ambient condition

.

(Section 2.2(8)) is unrealistic because during actual initiation in a plant
it is at much lower temperature prior to any recirculation.
This condition has generally been simulated during type-
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testing and has also been shown to produce the same results
where spray has been at elevated temperature, which in itself
is difficult to attain during type-testing and is not 4

necessary.

Resolution

Chemical spray ingress (if any) is or,; .trea of concern addressed by the position.
Pressure is censidered a driving force influencing ingress into vital components
through aaterials such as seals, Jackets, and so forth. It is therefore prudent,

during testing to ensure that chemical (or_ demineralized water) sprays are,

introduced at or an close to the simulated maximum containc.2ent peak pressure
conditions (if not already introduced before the maximum peak pressure conditions
are reached).-

COMMENT NO. 62: Add words, "where applicabie" to this article.
(Section 2.2(8)

Resolution

The staff does not agree. See staff response to Comment No. 15.

COMMENT NO. 63A: This is only applicable when the design range of voltage
{Section 2.2(10)) and frequency is significant. For Class IE devices fed

from a guaranteed stabilized power source, such a demonstra-
tion is unnecessary. The following change te item 2.2(10)
is, therefore, recommended:

"The aspects of the expected extremes in .iower supply
voltage range and frequency need only be considered
during simulated event environmental testing if-there
is a significant design r,ange for these parameters."

COMMENT NO. 63B: '4 hen would it be required to demonstrate performance
under expected extremes in operating characteristics? This
has been-delineated for valve actuation in IEEE 382-1980

_

and its omission permitted by suitable justification to
demcastrate that it does not upgrade the equipment's
ability to perform its specified safety function...

C(iiMENT NO. 6M: If simulated event environment is accelerated, then voltage
and frequencv ranges should be applied at discrete intervals-

with componi.ats at anticipated ambient conditions.

Resolution

The loss of offute power is assumed concurrently with a design basis accident
(as in the case of a LOCA, MSLS, and so forth). As a result of sequencing the
loads onto the diesel generators, power and frequency variations will be sensed
on selected equipment such as valves, motors, and relays, and may affect their
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performance characteristics (for example, response time) and negate theirsafety function. If equipment can sense these effects, these variacions
should be accounted for in the test program.

There are, however,
designs where the power supplies remain unchanted (because,for example,

of the instantaneous availability of backup power r Tv' syatems).
In those cases, exceptions to this position would b; justified.
COMMENT NO. 64: This position is too binding and does not allo. analysis(Section 2.2(10) to be considered to establish most critical input conditions.

Also, simulation of under-voltage and/or frequency is ,

applied during seismic testings and is considered more
-

severe,

,

Resolution .

This position does not exclude the use of analysis to establish critical inputconditions. See staff response to Comment No. 51.

Regarding the second point, it is not evident that under-voltage and/or
under-frequency simulation during seismic testing is always more severe than
in other hostile environment conditions. Where this is the case, the basis )

for excluding such testing under these other hostile environment conditions
should be proviaed and documented in the qualification reports.
COMMENT NO. 63A: Rather than addressing " dust" in qualification, it would(Section 2.2(11)) mai

more sense to improve cleanliness requirements on plantoperations. We recommend deleting this non quantitativeitem.

COMMENT NO. 65B: Dust
has not been considered in the environmentalspecification. This is a potential major change for IEEE323. Technical justification for its inclusion must be

supplied. RatJer than addressing " dust" in qualification,
-

it would make more sense to improve cleanliness requirementson plant operations. We recommend deleting this non-%
quantitative item.

COMMENT No. 65C: We disagree that this should be a " service condition" ''

specified in the qualification programs. The dust accumu-
lation is primarily a function of housekeeping. If any
t iecial cleaniug requiremeots are necessary in order to .

e tsure operability of the equipment, it should be addressed *

in the operating and maintenance requirements of the
equipment and not the qualification service conditions.
It shculd not be the intent of a qualification program to
address all possible service conditions that could occur
if normal maintenance is not performed.
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COMMENT NO. 65D: The paragraph requires that " dust environments" should
be addressed when establishing qualification service
conditions. NRC should delete or be more definitive.

Resolution

The staff agrees in concept with the comment.

It is not the staff's intent to require quantitative testing to ensure equipmer.t
operability in dusty environments, but rather to highlight a potential failure
mechanism. Equipment susceptability to dust should be considered when qualifying-

safety-related equipment and be accounted for in the interface requirements,

via, for example, in impro'T4 periodic maintenance, or 1 7 the use of protective
The staff is curraetly in the process of rulemaking and will considercovers.

*

the recommendations expressed in the above. comments, in the " Final" position.

COMMENT No. 66: The statement that "the test procedures should... accident
(Section 2.3(1)) environment" is in conflict with the recommendation that

the test sequence si.ould conform fully to the guidelines
of Section 6.3.2 of IEEE 323-1074. The conflict results
f rom Section 6.3.2(3) permitting the operational performance
extremes test to be completed on other, essentially similar
equipment. It is, therefore, recommended that the identified
sentence be deleted as being inaccurate and redundant.

Resolution

The implementation of Section 6.3.2(3) of IEEE 323-1974 (or the staff's position)
establishes a data base during normal environments which should provide a
comparison of the performance characteristics at the more severe environments.
The staff agrees with the statement in ths standard that if a data base is
available from other tests "on identical or e 2entially similar equipment,"
then there is no need to repeat a test to establish a redundant set of perfor-
mance characteristics at a normal environment. However, caution should be
taken in using data from other than identical equipment, so that extrapolation
of data is indeed valid. When exnosing euuipment to hostile environments,- the
same piece of equipment should be used in sequence see resolution to Comment
No. 80). The staff does not agree that Section 2.3(1) is in conflict with
Section 6.3.2(3) of IEEE 323-1974 but does recognize that justified exception
may also be found acceptable.-

COMMENT NO. 67: IEEE Standard 323-1974 permits deviations from the*

(Sectior 3.3(1)) recommended test sequence providing adequate justification"

can be provided.

Resolution

The staff agcets with the comment. See staff's response to Comment No. 15.

COMMENT NO. 68: This is incompatible with item 2.2(2). The following'(Section 2.3(2)) change it, therefore, recommended:
(Category II)
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(2) "The test should simulate as closely as practicable
the combination of postulated environments necessary
t meet the requirements of subparagraph 2.2(2)."

Resolution

The intent of the above-referenced section is to ensure that all environmentalservice conditions expected to occur would be enveloped. Any apparent
inc spatibility will be corrected during the final rulemaking.
COMMENT NO. 69:
(Section 2.3(4)) Separate effects testing may have been done on penetrations,

.

It may be very difficult to retest such equipment.etc. '

(Category II)
This requirement should be revised to a "best efforts" basis.

,

Resolution

Justification for the adequacy of the semience used should be established and
provided as part of the qualification documentation.
may be established and will be evalaated on a case-by-case basis. Exceptions, if justified,

If the
adequacy of the qualification method can not be justified, retesting or equipmentreplacement may be warranted.

COMMENT NO. 70A: The paragraph calls for margin on margin. Presumably,(Section 3(1)) the staff requires demonstrable margin with respect toaccident parame
a calculation model acceptable to the staff.!rs which have been established employing
change to item 3(1) is therefore, recommended:The following

(1) " Qualification margins should be applied to the
design parameters discussed in Section 1, which are
established employing a calculation model acceptable
to the staff, to assure that the postulated accident
conditions have been enveloped during testing."

CONTENT NO. 70B:
The application of margin in addition to-the margin applied
during derivation of the service conditions would Le
doubly redundant and not necessary if the previous marginshave been quantified.

COMMENT NO. 70C: .

There is no technical basis for the summary dismissal
of margins just because they are part of the plant para-
meters rather than just of the test parameters, it has .

always been the intent of IEEE 323-1974 that margin need ,

not be added if it can be shown that adequate margin is
already included in the environmental requirements. The
position taken in 3(1) is not consistent with the position
in 1.4 which states that additional radiation margins are
not required if certain procedures are followed.

,
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Resolution

The staff in in agreement that additional margin need not be added if it can
be shown that adequate margin (to account for uncertainties identified in IEEE
323) is already included in the environmental requirements. Although claims
are made that these margins are included in the calculated envelopes, experience
has shown that those margins may not be cdequately quantified to facilitate
independent verification.

In general qualified margins should be applied to the design parameters discussed
in Section 1 to assure that the postulated accident environmental conditions,

have been enveloped. The margins should (1) account for uncertainties associated
with the use of analytical techniques in deriving environmental parameters;
(2) account for uncertainties associated with defining satisfactory performance

*

(e.g., when only a small number of units are tested) (3) account for varlations
in the commmerical production of the equipoent and (4) account for the inaccuracies
in the test equipment to assure that the calculated parameters have been
enveloped. These margins should be provided in addition t3 eny conservatisms
applied during the derivation of the specified plant parameters unless these
conservatisms can be quantified and shown to contain sufficient margin. It is
the staff's belief that when the temperature and pressure conditions are
derived using the methods identified in Section 1.1(2) or the qualification
envelope in Appendix C is used, or the radiation methodology described in
Appendix D is used the only additional margins to be provided are those
accounting for the inaccuracies in - test equipment. Sufficient conservatism
has already been included to accounc ;;r the uncertainties identified in (1)through (3) above.

COMMENT NO. 71A: It appears that three levels of margin are to be employed.
(Section 3(1),(2)) Tb- first is that applied during the derivation of plant

conditions. The second would be for accident conditions
to ensure enveloping postulated accident conditions, and
the third would be in accordance with Section 6.3.1.5 of
IEEE 323-1974 to account for normal variations in commercial
production. Please confirm if the above understanding is

There is general concern in the industry regardingco rect.

rc ulatory requirements resulting in the cascading ofo

margins. In some instances this leads to unrealistic
qualification testing parameters and results..

C0KMENT NO. 71B: This position on margin (Section 3(1)) is excessive. The-

conservatism used in calculating specified plant parameters
is a form of margin. Not allowing any credit.for this-,

conservatism will only force. vendors / engineers to go back
and recalculate these parameters in a less conservative
manner in order to establish more realistic qualification
plans or to validate tests already completed. Such work
will do nothing to better show the adequate qualification
of electrical equipment.

It is recommended that the second sentence from paragraph
3(1) be dropped. In lieu of this sentence, it is recommended
that the following be added to the end of paragraph 3(2):
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"Normally, margin is applied to the specified plant para-
meters; 1. wever, credit may be taken for the conservatism
applied in calculating specific plant parameters if this
conservatism, along with whatever other margin is applied,
is shown to provide an overall adequate level of margin."

Resolution

See the staff's response to Comment Nos. 70 and 73.

COMMENT NO. 72A:
For Category II, the requirement ("Same as Category I")(Section 3(1)) is in conflict with the requirement for Category II on(Category II) aging, in Section 4. Furthermore, since IEEE 323-1971
did not require margin, and since many pieces of equipment

,

have operated satisfactorily for a long time with qualifica- .

tion that did not include margin, it may be counter to
safety to require such equipment to be replaced becerse
the test data did not include margin.

COMMEhT NO 72B: On page 14, Category II, item 3(1) - " Margin was not a
requirement for qualification under the guidelines of
IEEE 323-1971 but its incorporation is now required by
reference to the requirements for Category I-applicability.
This could have significant adverse impact on the accept-
ability of the qualification process particularly if it-is
determined under the present ground rules that the service
conditions have to be changed when the original methodology
ured during the FSAR preparation for the plant licensingbasis was considered adequate. Remove from Category II
this requirement to implement margin per the IEEE 323-1974groundrules."

'

COMMENT No. 72C:
Item 2.2(1), 3(1) -- Since the application of margin wasnot a requirement of IEEE 323-1971, it may not be possibleto demonstrate margin in all cases. In such cases, lack of
documentation demonstrating qualification margin should not
constitute unacceptability for Category II plant equipment.

COMMENT NO. 72D:
paragraph 2.2(2) suggest change "...all service conditions .

postulated (with margiu, see Section 3.0) during..." for
'

clarity.
.

Resolution
f

Qualification documentation should clearly show that the environmental parameters
(to which the equipment may be exposed) have been adequately enveloped
margin can be claimed per Section 3.2 of the NUREG (Category II) -If no.

of the design is considered questionable. , the adequacy
(See also response to Comment No. 7.)

COMMENT No. 73:
The Nuclear power Engineering Committee has taken the(Section 3(2))
following position to clarify the intent of the margin
requirements in IEEE 323-1974. We feel it would be of use
to the industry if this clarification were included tnNUREG-0588.
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"IEEE 323 requires margins and suggests considerations
increasing the test level,_ increasing-the number of test
cycles, or increasing the test duration as methods of
assuring margin. It was the general consensus that while
IEEE 323 tends to promote that all three be used, there
are situations where it could be demonstrated that one
higher transient is equivalent to or more conservative
than, for example, two lower level transients, etc. The 1

choice is, therefore, up to the user and depends upon the
type of equipment, method of test, etc. In any event, the
user should justify his method.",

*
<

Resolution
,

, The staff supports the Nuclear Power Engineering Committee position on margins
and considers the comment an amplification of the staff positions identified
in the NUREG (specifically, Section 3(2) of Category _II).

COMMENT NO. 74: The specific reference to inaccuracies in the test equipment
(Section 3(3)) should be provided so that the required application of

margin can be correctly implemented in the test program.
Resolution

Margins to account for inaccuracies in the test equipment should factor in the
accuracy tolerance of the sensors used to monitor the test conditions (for
example, pressure or temperature sensors). These margins should be added to
the test profiles to ensure that the calculated environments have been enveloped.
For examp;r, if tne maximum temperature to be sensed is 300 F and the sensor
can be in error by 5 F at that value, then the indicated temperature during-
the test should not be less than 305 F to ensure that maximum conditions havebeen simulated.

COMMENT No. 75: For new designs, quantified margins should be applied
(Section 3(1)) to the design parameters discussed in Section 1 to assure-

that the postulated accident conditions have been enveloped
during testing. Where existing designs are being qualified
for a new application, margin should be applied as a
difference b: tween service conditions and design limits.,

Resolution
.

Margins should be applied to account for test, production,'and analytical-

uncertainties that are identified in IEEE Standard 323 and NUREG-0588,
independent of their design chronology.

COMMENT NO. 76A: There is no technical basis for the application of
(Section 3(4)) an arbitrary margin of one hour (in Section 3(4)).

The Reactor Protection System,-for example, is designed to-

operate in terms of milliseconds. As long.as subsequent
failure can be shown to not undo the safety action already
taken, there is no need to require survival for some
totally arbitrary period,
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COMNINT NO. 76B: Westinghouse is totally opposed to the arbitrary
application (in Section 3(4)) of_an additional one-hour
time requirement in excess of the calculated worst-case
time required to perform the safety function as derived
from accident analysis. Implementation of this requirement
will negate extensive qualification testing already completed
by industry and, furthermore, will severely impact qualifi-
cation test schedules established for the lead plants
committed to IEEE 323-1974

The staff has indicated that this requirement has arisen. '

f rom concerns over earlier transmitter tests where failure-
'

of some units was noted after a few minutes. Thus, Westing-
house recommends that the sentence: ,

.

" Equipment in these categories is required to remain
functional in the accident for a period of at least I hour
in excess of the time assumed in the accident analysis."- '

Be changed to:

" Equipment in these categories is required to remain
operable, in the accident environment, for a period of at
least I hour in excess of the time assumed in the accidentanalysis. The equipment performance during this additional
I hour shall be shown not to negate any prior completed
automatic safety functions or, in the case of equipment
required for post-accident monitoring, provide misleadinginformation to the operator."

COMMENT NO. 76C:
The environmental standard does not imply that equipment
should be functional in the accident environment (s) for aperiod of at least one hour, as required by the staff
position. This= requirement should be removed. There is
no technical biris for the application of an arbitrarymargin of I hc

. The Reactor Protection System,-for
example, is designed to operate in terms of milliseconds.
As long as subsequent failure can be shown to not undo the
safety action already taken, there is no need to require

_

,

survival for some totally arbitrary period.
COMMENT No. 76D:

-The "1-hour minimum operability time" following the- . ?.

DBE is a new requirement and will impact present and_

'

previous equipment programs. It.also-is over and above
that required by paragraph-2.l(3) and Appendix E, Section 2.

Adding a 1-hour operability requirement to equipnient
qualification will discourage additional transducer
suppliers, whose equipment is designed to function quicklyfor safety purposes. The " margin" defined-in IEEE 323-1974appears sufficient.
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COMENT NO. 76E: The margin requirements (in Section 3(4)) are excessive
for equipment intended to function for less than one hour
in an accident environment. A more appropriate margin
would be based on a percentage increase above the
operability requirements.

CO? LENT No. 76F: This position (in Section 3(4)) states that equipment
which is required to only perform its safety function
within a short period into the event (i.e., within seconds
or minutes) is required to remain functional in the accident
environment for a period of at least one hour in excess of
the time assumed in the accident analysis. We feel that,

this qualification requirement is unnecessary for this
type of equipment.

,

COMMENT NO. 76G: The staff should document the concern being expressed
to allow industry the opportunity to develop alternative
ways to resolve the issue.

COTiENT NO. 76H: This position (in Section 3(4)) will impose harsh
requirements on equipment qualification without improving
plant safety. Basically this position requires a minimu.a
of one-hour margin on the required operating time for
safety-related electrical equipment. This is a harsh
requirement on instrumentation which must function early
in a LOCA or an MSLB with specific accuracy. Qualifying
this equipment with some reasonable margin (including
time) is difficult but feasible. Maintaining the required
accuracy for one hour beyond the specifiv time in an
(LOCA/MSLE) accident environment will not iirprove safety.
Such a requirement will only invalidate tests, disqualify
equipment previously qualified and force users to obtain
and qualify equipment (if available) in order to pass a
test but not to improve plant-safety. It it recommended
that this paragraph be deleted or, as a thinimum, be replaced
with a paragraph that discusses the need-to show adequate
time margin for equipment with short specified operating
times after a DBE.

COMMENT NO, 76I: Implementation of this requirement (Section 3(4)) will
-

negate extensive qualification testing already completed
by industry and, furthermore, will severly impact qualifi-'

cation test schedules established for the lead plants'

committed to IEEE 323-1974. As a minimum, a review of
equipment capability to meet these revised requirements
will be necessary prior to embarking on an expensive test
program and, at worst, an equipment development program
may be required to meet this arbitrarily imposed functional
requirement. Tests and analyses of Category II equipment
in some cases did not include a requirement to remair.
functional for at least an hour longer than assumed in the
accident analysis.
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This requirement should be considered on a case-by-case
basis, especially for such items as isolation valves.

Resolution
'

For equipment subjected to hostile environments resulting from pipe breaks, an
accepted practice is to qualify that equipment to the-most limiting environment

4

(which would envelope the less hostile environments caused by a range ofdifferent pipe breaks). Subjecting the equipment to the most severe portion;

of the hostile environment (maximum pressure, temperature, and radiation) for4

only a very short time period (seconds or minutes) does not provide adequate ,

assurance that all the environmental service. conditions have indeed been
,

enveloped. It is the staff's belief that the additional one hour of demonstrated
functional operability for equipment required to operate for only a shortj
period (that is, less than or equal to 10 hours), provides for the most part,

-

the assurance that the equipment vill function in any accident environment
that can exist during large and small line-break accident scenarios.;

!

There may be some designs where less restrictive margins may be justified and
found acceptable on a case-by-case basis (see Category II, Section 3(2)).

-

The
staff believes, however, that the general requirement of testing for an additional,

hour is warranted.;

:

) COMMENT NO. 77: The staff position (in Section 4(1)) should be clarified
(Section 4(1)) to assure that the requirements are being applied to

Class IE equipment only.

Resolution
i

See staff resolution to Comments Nos. 4 and 48.
,

i
COMMENT NO. 78: In Section 4.1, the Category I position far exceeds those(Section 4(1)) established in IEEE 382-1972 or IEEE 334-1971. Compliance(Category II) to the provisions of these- standards should be sufficient

for Category 11 equipments. It is recommended to delete
! the last sentence of the Category II position 4(1).,

! Resolution
,

#

This area is under scaff review. Any modifications to the staff positions
.

will be included in the final rulemaking which is planned to be issued to
public comment in December 1981. In general the staff does not require, for ,

Category II plants, the same degree of rigor in the proof testing, analysis,
~

and documentation as it does for Category I equipment.
'

Recognizing the limita-
tions in the state of the art in assessing synergistic effects, the positionregarding sy: gisms for Category I is not applicable to Category II plants
unless known synergistic effects have been identified on the materials thatare in use in these older plants. With the exception noted above (synergisms),
the aging positions identified for Category I are applicable for Category IIequipment identified in Section 4(1).
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COMMENT NO. 79A: Section 4.2 requires an aging evaluation program
(Section 4(2)) be conducted and a periodic replacement schedule
(Category II) be-established. This is of major impact. For this

category of plants, the staff should specifically state
what equipment has been shown susceptible to aging effects.
One source could be the NPRD program. Trend studies could
be conducted that point to equipment aging at an unaccept-
able rate. Periodic bulletins.could alert the utilities
and corrective action taken based on good data rather than-
engineering guesses. Requiring a reevaluation of aging
effects in the Category 11 equipment is well beyond the

' licensing commitments.
j

COMMENT NO. 79B: For Category II equipment, identification of materials.

susceptible to aging would require a long list compiled
from literature of test data. Also, each manufacturer
uses his own formulation and may be reluctant to release
information. ' Going back to manufacturers, and particularly
their subsuppliers, of equipment delivered several years
ago will be extremely time consuming and probably inconclusive.
The benefits, in the form of improvement in safety, do not
appear to be commensurate with the potential effort required.

Resolution

As stated in the position of Section 4.2, the staff has and will' continue to
identify materials and or equipment'that may be susceptible to deleterious
aging effects. It is, however,-incumbent on the user of the equipment (that
is, the utility) to ensure that the equipment that.has been identified by the
staff and by others as being susceptible to significant degradation because of
aging is properly accounted for. Data banks established by owners groups are
one way of maintaining current information of specific equipment in use today.
Ongoing programs should exist at the plant to review surveillance and maintenance
records to ensure that equipment which is exhibiting age-related degradation
will be identified and replaced as necessary.

COMMENT NO. 80A: In Section 4(3), the term " investigation" with regard
TSection 4(3)) to synergistic effects is ambiguous. This could mean an

experimental program or a literature search. In any case,*
-

the state of the art in aging to a single environmental
stress is rudimentary at best. Requiring experimental
studies of combined effects exceeds the existing technology..

We recommend deleting the second sentence. We further
-

recommend deletion of the last sentence which references
partial results of questionable test programs until such

-

time as they are completed, reviewed and verified.

COMMENT NO. 80B: for item 4(3), it has not yet been determined whether
or not synergistic effects (not defined in-this NUREG) are
necessary for consideration during any phase of the qualifi-
cation program. Reference is made to a previously estab-
lished position developed by the above-mentioned WG 2.6
and subsequently endorsed in full, by SC-2 and forwarded
to NPEC. NRC should seriously take this statement into
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consideration before requiring the consideration of
unknown in NUREG requirements.

Furthermore, the reference given in the NUREG to partial
results of questionable test programs s.hould be totally
omitted-as there is no technically souno basis for cssuming
that these results are definitive and reoresent-the state
of the art.

COMMENT NO. BOC: In item 4(3), the position concerning synergistic effects
is contradictory to the state of the art as discussed in ,

-

paragraph 4 of the introduction. Thus, Westinghouse
recommends that this paragraph be' deleted.

,

Consideration of synergistic effects is a new requirement
.

for which there-are no specific guidelines to apply to
equipment involved in a qualification program, that including,
NUREG/CR-0276 and NUREG/CR-0401. Equipment that is properly
qualified to the intent and requirements of IEEE 323-1074
. demonstrates its ability to survive and perform its safetyfunction.

The evaluations of synergisms for Class IE equipment
appear to be more in line with an R&D program that intro-
duces new equipment, but not in line with the qualification
of equipment to the requirements of IEEE 323-1974. See
our response to Reg. Guide 1.131 for additional detail.

COMMENT No. 80D: In paragraph 4(3), synergistic effects should be considered
in the accelerated aging programs where applicable.

COMMENT NO. 80D: In Section 4(3), to date, contractor qualification procedures
have not included testing methods which would establish
synergistic effects.

COMMENT NO. 80F: For item 4(3), this position on synergistic effects implies
that every qualification report must include documentation
to show that synergistic effects were investigated or that
at least a document search was conducted. This is an arti- '-
fical requirement. Synergistic effects are not " testing"
parameters but are the subject of research projects. Even
the existence of synergistic effects is questionable ..

depending on how the' data are evaluated in the limited
~

'

research conducted thus far.

This position should be dropped or at least modified to
say that synergistic effects need only be addressed where
they have been identified. The following rewrite of this
paragraph is recommended:

4(3) Synergistic effects should be considered in accelerated
aging. Synergistic effects need only be addressed,
however, if known synergistic effects exist for the
materials of concern.

See NUREG/CR-0276 (SAND 78-0799)and NUREG/CR-0401 (SAND 78-1452), " Qualification
Testing Evaluation Quarterly Reports."
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Resolution

The staff is aware that some equipment important to safety may contain materials
whose aging effects f rom combined environments (applied either concurrently or
sequentially) are more severe than the sum of the effects of each environmental
parameter applied separately. Identifying the most limiting combination of
environmental parameters in order to establish a qualified life through research
programs, however, may be a long-term, on going process. Therefore, in lieu
of research programs, the qualification program should:

,- (1) Identify potentially significant synergistic effects through a literature
search and account for those effects through testing or '.nalysis when
establishing a qualified life, or

.

(2) Establish through a literature search or operating experien" the basis
for omitting synergistic considerations.

For equipment where, for example, significant radiation and temperature environ-
ments may be present (and in lieu of contrary information determined through
items I or 2), the synergistic effects to these parameters should be considered
during the simulated aging portion of the overall test sequence. The testing.
sequence used to age the equipment (or material) should be justified and the
basis documented in the qualification report. For equipment where thermal
aging evalustion has been conducted prior to issuance of this document 'on
non-irradiated equipment or materials, the-adequacy of the assumptions made
and the conclusions reached will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Other
methods designed to address synergisms (such as ongoing surveillance with
additional qualification testing) may.also be found acceptable and will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basi-

C0mfENT NO. 81: Arrhenius is presumably limited to addressment of thermal
(Section 4(4)) aging effects. The following change to item 4(4) is,

therefore, recommended:

(4) "The Arrhenius methodology is considered an acceptable

!
method of addressing accelerated thermal aging.

,

Other thermal aging methods tha can be supported by'

type tests will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis."
*

~

Resolution

The staff agrees. Any modifications to the staff position will be included in-

the final rulemaking which is planned to be issued for public comment in,

December 1981.

C0mfENT NO 82: If the NRC considers that acceptable methods exist
(Section 4(4)) to address aspects of the qualification, then it

would be most helpful if they provide examples similar to
those given in the Guidelines for Operating Reactor Qualifi-
cation (Ref. Denton to Stello, dated November 13, 1979).
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Resolution

The examples given in the referenced document are compatible with NUREG-0588.
Implementation of the examples should be conditioned on their applicability to
the vintage plant, and is outside the scope of this document.

COMMENT NO. 83: In Section 4(4), the Arrhenius equation can be linearized H(Section 4(4)) by assuming activation energies are independent of
temperature. The linear equation can be used to derive an
accelerated aging time by inputting an aging temperature,
the desired component life, and ambient temperature. The

,

*

accelerated aging parameters are then used to type test
the component. An alternate approach is to cycle material
samples et a number of test temperatures until failure ,

The data are then used to form a linear regressionoccurs.
as described in IEEE 101, "IEEE Guide for the Statistical
Analysis of Thermal Life Data." The regression line can
be extrapolated to determine a life based on an ambient
temperature. Do these approaches meet the NRC's intent of
using the Arrhenius methodology?

Resolution

The test procedures, and the assumptions used, should be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis and may be found acceptable.

C0hMENT NO 84: Paragraph 4(4) on page 16 speaks of "The Arrhenius(Section7(4)) methodology" regarding aging. It is suggested that
a reference be given with a source of information on this
methodology.

Resolution

Numerous references can be found in qualification publications.
identified in Comment No. 80 or the IEEE Standard

The reports
101-1072 referenced in

Comment No. 83 also provide information on this methodology.
COMMENT No. 85:

Item 4(5): This position requires that known phase changes(Section 4(5)) of materials should be defined to ensure that no changes ,

occur during accelerated aging. This is certainly a valid
means of supporting an aging program. However, there are
other means that ere equally valid. For example, some

-

equipment has undergone previous tests (such as UL tests) ,

at elevated temperatures. If these test temperatures
exceed the temperatures being ased for accelerated aging,
the previous cest. will provide sufficient evidence that no
known changes will occur. To more clearly allow for such
alternate methods, it is recommended that this paragraph
be rewritten as follows:

"(5) Effects of temperatures used in accelerated aging and
within the extrapolation limits must be considered to
evaluate materials phase changes. Relevant phase
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changes should be shovn not to occur by defining
known phase changes, referencing previous testing, or
providing other supportive evidence."

Resolution

The use of previous testing to support the claims that conservative extrapola-
tion limits have been implemented in the qualification programs is acceptable,
provided the materials used in previous tests are identical or sufficiently
similar so that a comparison is valid. The position is general to allow such
specific applications.,

COMMENT NO. 86: Endorsement of Arrhenius methodologies should be limited
ISection 4(6)) to thermal aging only. We agree that this method should-

be a? lowed for want of any better approacu. Criteria for
selecting conservative activation energies should be
included for cases where multiple degradation phenomena
are operative or where the activation energy is not known.

Resolution

For cases where equipment is composed of different material components having
different activation energies, and testing each component separately is not
practical, the testing of the equipment should be conducted using the most
limiting (lowest) activation energy of the components.

COMMENT NO. 87: We interpret Section 4(6) as being applicable to
(Section 4(6)) post accident environmental-thermal age acceleration also.

Resolution

for equipment that is required to function .for an extended period of time in a
hostile environment, postaccident environmental aging considerations may be
warranted.

COMMENT No. 88: Section 4(7): The staff appears to be requiring that
(Section 4(7)) the plant design include procedures for ;ubjecting the

equipment to the limiting service environment conditions.
Periodic testing of equipment subjected to the most limiting.

service environmental conditions would undoubtedly result
in more rapid equipment aging. The necessity to perform

* such testing on components already qualified is questionable.
This requirement should be removed.

Resolution

This position applies when the choice of qualification is on going, in order
; to extend, verify, or provide a more realistic qualified life. It is the

opinion of the staff that component degradation due to aging for the most 1irt
may not be readili detectable by visual inspection or testing at only the normal
service conditions. However, in the hostile environments this degradation, if
significant, should be readily apparent.
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COMMENT NO. 89A: For item 4(8), the exemption of humidity from aging(section 4(8)) considerations for cable should also apply to other 4

insulating materials and particularly for cases where.
_ ithere is significant heat generation within the device to ;cause humidity reduction. The basis for this exemption

should be stated so that other materials can be consideredfor exemption also. At the present time, there is no
known aging mechanism in the electrical materials due to
humidity and, certainly, no known method of accelerating
this unknown mechanism.

4(8) "The exemption of humidity from aging considerations-
*
.

for cable should apply to any insulating material for
which there is adequate justification." '

COMMENT NO,, 89B: For item 4(8),_the_ basis for exception to humidity effects
-

on cable should be provided as it is not clear how this
can be considered acceptable in a NUREG. There are certainly
situations where the humidity effects should be accounted
for, particularly if the performance requirements specify
the need to demonstrate integrity of the insulation if
brittleness could be a factor. This particular-parameter
should be considered in the same context as all other
parameters even for cable.

COMMENT NO. 89C: In item 4(8), this position is not clear and might be
interpreted incorrectly. The effect of relative humidity
on aging is discussed in neither IEEE Standard 323-1974
nor Regulatory Guide 1.89 of November 1974. This lack of
discussion is valid, however, for relative humidity is not
recognized as an aging mechanism. Relative humidity i

recognized as an environmental parameter for equipment
performance and should be addressed in that manner.

Your position that the " effects of relative humidity need
not be considered in the aging of ele:trical cable
insulation," is correct. However, the-possible interpreta-
tion that relative humidity must be considered for all
other electrical equipment is not correct. The followingrewrite of the paragraph is recommended: *

4(8) " Effects of relative humidity need not be considered *

in the aging of electrical equipment."
.

Resolution

The effects of hunidity on equipment should be considered in the qualification

selected equipment to the range and the duration of humidity environmentsJustification, however, may be established to limit the testing of
program.

expected at a plant site.
A literature search of the tests conducted on

identical or similar equipment (or materials) or operating experience may be.
used to establish a basis for not including rigorous humidity testing.
example, the Sandia Laboratory report SAND As an

78-0344 (October 1978) on " Aging of
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,

Nuclear Power Plant Safety cables" provides assurance that humidity effects
on the cable insulation materials tested is not a significant aging contributor.
Therefore, for qualification of equipment using these mitcyrials, the aging-

effects due to humidity may be omitted. The basis for these-exemptions,
_

however, should be documented.

An NRC-funded research program is presently investigating aging mechanisms due
ito humidity and is developing methods to qualitatively assess these efforts on '

selected materials (reference NUREG/CR-1466, " Predicting Life Expectancy and
Simulating Age of Complex Equipment Using Accelerated Aging Teclaiques " April
1980). The staff has_not, however, endorsed any one specific method of accelerat-,

* ing humidity. At this time, various methods of accelerating humidity effects
during the aging portion of the test program or humidity conditioning during a
test sequence may be found acceptable.,

COMMENT No. 90: The documentation requirement for Category 11 plants
(section 5(2)) allows for exclusion of the format and content of the(Category II) Standard question Fiven in Appendix E and it is not

clear why this is being done. The documentation require-
ments of 323-71 and suggestions of the previously mentioned
Guidelines for Operating Reactors would seem to indicate-
the need to address these same items in a consistent: form
for both operating plants and those in the CP or OL phase.
Otherwise, the documentation requirements of 323-74 should
be followed exclusively, as they are considered sufficient.

Resolution

Tne information in Appendix E is applicable equally to Category II as well as
to Category I plants. The only difference in the position is that Category II
plants should utilize the documentation guidelines identified in IEEE Standard
323-1971, whereas Category I plants should utilize IEEE Standard 323-1974

COMMENT NO. 91: The requirement in Section 5(2) to require " test
(Section 5(2)) data" on each piece of complex and varied equipment,

-much of which could be qualified by extension to equivalent
or identical pieces, would be extremely cumbersome and
expensive to manage. Paragraph 3.0 of IEEE 334-1975

. - illustrates the difficulty that might be involved.

It appears suff:cient for the last sentence to read in
effect:.

*

"...unless it is accompanied by information on the qualifi-
cation program, including test data or comparable test
data from e1uivalent equipment."

Resolution

The staff position does not exclude the use of data from tests conducted on
similar equipment as long as independent verification of: similarity or equiva-lence can be ectablished. It is incumbent on the applicant to have the necessary
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documentation to justify the adequacy of using data from similar or equivalentequipment.
Any modification to the staff positions will be included in the final

rulemaking which is planned to be used for public comment in December 1981.
COMMENT NO. 92:

' Page 17, item 5(2), Better_defi . ion of the level(Section 5(2)) of documentation required to o iort a certificateof conformance should be provioed.
Resolution

See response to Comment No. 91 or the documentation requirement identified in
IEEE Standard 323-1971 or IEEE Standard 323-1974.Additional information is

'
-

also provided in applicable ancillary standards on specific equipment.
COMMENT NO 93:

,

Appendix A provides acceptable methods for calculating '(Appendix A)
the mass'and energy release both for a LOCA and a main
steam line break. For GE, an acceptable reference is
stated to be NED0-10320. This reference is incomplete
since it pertains solely to the GE Mark I containment
concept. Additions of the appropriate references shouldbe:

,

! Mark II containment -- NUREG-0487 (Mark II
a.

Interim Acceptance Criteria).
b.

Mark III -- NEDO-20533 (GE Mark III Pressure Suppression
Containment System Analytical Model) dated June 1974.

Resolution

NUREG-0437 does not contain an acceptable-method for calculating the mass andenergy release for Mark Il containments. _The staff has requested that the
Mark II applicants perform confirmatory analysis using RELAP 4 to confirm the
by General Electric. conservatism in the mass and energy release for Mark 11 containments as calculated

With respect to NEDO-20533, the staff has accepted the methodology includedtherein only on a case-by-case basis.
The staff does not consider this document

_

fully acceptable on_a generic basis. The reference used by the staff is as-follows:
" Mark III-NEDO-20533 (GE Mark III Pressure Suppression Containment

*
-

System Analytical Model), dated June 1974, and Supplement 1, dated August 1975 ".:.

As a result of this comment, Appendix A was modified to' include the " Mark I"reference.
The Mark II and III methodology will be evaluated on a case-by-case

'

basis.

COMMENT NO. 94:
The velocity equation used in this section (Appendix(AppendixTB) B item 2b) is overly conservative. If applied as is,
it.may yield velocities of-several hundred feet per second
or more-in all areas of the containment. .While these high
velocities may exist in the region very near the pipe
break, they are unreasonably high for remote areas of thecontainment. This equation does not consider the effects
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of containment geometry which will affect the convective
velocity. Certainly, in the case of PBOC, where the

_

compartment being analyzed _is downstream from the break
compartment, these velocities are inappropriate. The
option should be allowed to calculate velocities for
components on a case-by-case basis.

Resolution

The interim position has been developed to conservatively predict the velocities
within the containment. It is not the staff's intent to mechanistically*
arrive at a velocity profile throughout the blowdown, because a mechanistic
approach would be complex and would require significant justification for the
profiles that were developed. It should be noted that these are interim.

criteria, and that final resolution will occur upon completion of Task A-21.
If more detailed analysis indicates that a less conservative value can be
justified, this parameter will be modified. However, at this time, there is
no other basis for an alternate approach.

COMMENT NO. 95: In BTP CSB 6-1, NRC describes an acceptable heat transfen
(Appendix B) coefficient for use during LOCA blowdown 3s a linear ramp

from 8 BTU /hr-ft2 *F at time = 0 to a peak value of four
times the Tagami correlation,

0,62
4

h,, = 72.5 V
g

where h,, 4 x .'agami correlation, BTUs/hr=

- ft2 - degrees F

Q primary coolant energy, BTUs=

V = net free containment volume, ft2
*

tp time to end of blowdown, seconds=

In Appendix B, item 2 -- acceptable methodology for safety-
, ' related component thermal analysis requires the use of the

largest of either a condensing heat transfer coefficient
based on four-times the Uchida correlation, a condensing
heat transfer coefficient equal to four times the Tagami*

correlation, or a convective heat transfer coefficient.

It is unclear whether this requirement is referring to the
increasing ramp type Tagami correlation (modified Tagami)
used in CSB 6-1 or to the final value of the Tagami correla-
tion, h In the latter case it is unclear whether tp.

max
is properly defined. In both cases, it is unclear that Q
is propetly defined.

Please clarify the use of the Tagami correlation for SLB
analysis, including all points mentioned above.
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bResolution

The intent of the criteria is to maximize the heat transfer coefficient andthereby ensure that the heat '

flux to components is at a maximum rate. The
increasing type Tagami correlation (modified Tagami) as defined in BTP CSB 6-1is being used. In this Technical Position, "Q" is defined as the energy of
the primary rystem input into the containment at the time that the peak pressure

The time (tp) is defined as the time to the end of blowdown, or that
occurs.

time when approximately 90 percent of the energy is input into the system.

To ensure the selection of a conservative b at transfer coefficient over a "

range of break sizes that include a turbulent level within the containment,
*

the criteria specify that the maximum heat transfer coefficient should be used
whichever is greater.by considering 4 x Tagami coefficient or 4 x Uchida coefficient and selecting.

but only as the surface temperature begins to approach the saturation temperatureIt should be noted that the convective heat transfer should not be used initially,

.

C0KMENT N0. 96:
In Section 1.a of Appendix B (Heat Transfer Coefficient),(Appendix B)
when the containment is superheated and T, > T , bothy :

convective and condensing heat tratisfer act simultaneously.
,

The crnvective heat transfer driving potential is the
temperature difference between T and T, and the condensingy

heat transfer driving potential is the temperature difference
between T and T .s y

Resolution

Assuming that T
is equivalent to the bulk temperature, the staff agrees thaty

the convective heat transfer driving potential is the temperature differencebetween T
and T , and the condensing heat transfer driving potential is they 3

temperature difference between Ts and T .y
C0KMENT NO. 97A:
(Appendix C) We feel and have felt that there is inherent danger

in publishing a " universal" environmental profile for
use by all in qualifying equipment (Figure C-1). This isthe reason IEEE 323-1974

*

and to be used with caution. listed numeric values as " typical"
We recommend the same here,

C01 MENT NO. 97B:
,

Delete note on use of " double spike" (Figure C-1) based
on our general comments on Section 3. Also, we_ feel

.

and have felt that there i- inherent danger in publishing
a " universal" environree.c.d profile for use by all inqualifying equipment.

This is the reason IEEE 323-1974listed numeric values as " typical" and to be used withcaution. We recommend the same here.
COTiENT NO. 9 7C:

Appendix C - Considering the finite number of both
operating plants and plants in the license review process
and the NRC manpower devoted to this effort in the NtTREG

(
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it would seem prudent for the NRC to review, or request
review from the utilities involved, of the actual DBE
environmental conditions so that these profiles could be
provided and envelope profiles drawn based on existing
plant configurations. By promulgating a single set of
service conditions, the NRC gives the appearance, again,
of designing or specifying test conditions where their
function is clearly that of addressing the adequacy of
what is proposed or has been done. By so specifying these
conditions, the NRC is exercising an authority that omits
the attendant liability incumbent upon such action.

O

The basic requirement for qualification is to demonstrate
performance under specific service conditions and there

'

are numerous acceptable ways of doing this. The guidance
in this Appendix does not address this basic qualification
element.

Resolution

The bounding qualification profiles in Appendix C have been generated based on
a wide spectrum of postulated accidents. In some cases, these profiles can be i
considered to be overly conservative; hewever, in the absence of an approved
plant-specific profile, this profile may be used and is considered the minimum
bounding profile. In general, the profiles may represent 6 hours of superheat
conditions followed by 18 hours of saturated conditions. The actual degree of
superheat is left as an open parameter for, as a minimum, the test temperature
is to be 340*F for the time specified and the test pressure is to be equal to
or greater then the containment design pressure. Obviously, the higher the
pressure the less superheat that will exist for a fixed temperature.

For this bounding profile the staff requires a rise in temperature and pressure
from normal containment conditions to 340*F and a pressure equal to or greater
than the containment design in 10 seconds. This rapid increase in prescure
and temperrture will provide the component with a severe shock representative
of the type of conditions which could be found following a major accident.
Following the rapid rise in the test chamber temperature and pressure, the
chamber should be stabilized for 6 hours at 340*F to envelope the MSLB conditions.

The basis for the temperature of 340*F and time duration of 6 hours follows.
~

from work performed by the staff and General Electric. This is the amount of
time one assumes to be required following an accident using a normal cooldown-*

rate uf 100*F per hour, because steaming is assumed to occur for that length
of time. Because alternative criteria do not exist for a faster cooldown rate,,

the Tormal cooldown figure is used. In order to approximate and envelope the
LOCA conditions, the temperature and pressure should be reduced after 6 hours
to approximately 250*F saturated (approximately 30 psia) and held at these
conditions for 2 hours to ensure an equilibrium state has been attained.
(This reflects the conditions one might expect following a LOCA.) From 8 to
24 hours, the temperature and pressure can be reduced so that the end point
conditions are approximately 250*F and atmospheric pressure. This test for6 hours at superheated conditions and 18 hours at saturated conditions will
bound all possible recirculation line breaks and is, therefore, a bounding

Any testing beyond 24 hours is beyond the scope of this work and shouldtest.

be addressed in conjunction with postaccident monitoring requirementh.
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One should recognize that
and PWR ice condenser facilities which do notthe curve in Figure C-1 is provided for those BWRhave plant-specific accident
profiles available for use in their specific equipment-qualification program.
It would be possible for a utility / applicant to provide, *

basis, documentation which yields a plant-unique curve. on a case-by-case
Should a plant owner

want to upgrade a currently installed spray system, it may be possible toshorten the time
for the superheat qualification test by providing adequate

justification that the spray system will ind:ed actuate and serve to mitigatethe accident,
thereby yielding a substantially lower environmental profile.

Because Sections 1.1(3) and 1.2(3) clearly allow the use of the plant-specifie
profiles, no modification was proposed as a result of these comments.
also staff response to Comment No. 57 regarding the use of a " double spike ")(See- **

.

COMMENT NO. 98:
(Appendix C) Appendix C provides DBE qualification profiles .

for RWR and Ice Condenser Containments only. ~

Is it the staff's intention to provide the profiles for
PWR and other containments at a later date?

Resolution

The staff does not intend at this time.
for PWRs, because there are significant differens,s between the PWR plantsto provide tenerte teeparature profiles
As a result, no basis can be established to pr . ice a singir seneric profile..

COMMENT NO. 99:
Page 3 of Appendix D references pucition C.2 of Regulatory(Appendix D)
Guide 1.89 which appears to be sc%e other source term not
discussed in the current Peselotocy Guide revision. TheNRC canuot reference an apparent revision to a Regulatory
Guide which has. not yet -urdergone public, inductrial, andACRS peer review.

Resolution ,

The position 1.4(1) source terms coupled with the methodology of Appendix D
produce a source term consistant with the above position and 'iith current

.

regulatory practice.
Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.89. Appendix D has been modified for clarity when referencing

COMMENT NO. 100:
.

(Appendix D) Io Appendix D, page 4, paragraphs G and H, refer to methods
.

whita can be used for iodine removal for the PWR.This4

appendix needs to be expanded with the incorporation of an
*

l
apt icable staff approved and GE reviewed BWR method.

Resolution

The SPIRT prograr calculstions are independent of reactor typeparameter:
for-the calculation of the spray lambdas are clearly spelled outThe necessary

.

in K'IREG/CR-0009.
desi 1 which would resultHeretofore, GE has not used or referenced a spray system
appreciable amount of iodine removal.in a large enough value for lambda to result in any

If GE were to supply an appropriate
design, credit for-iodine removal by action of the sprays may be taken in th
calculation of the equipment qualification dose inside containment. e

to the staf( positions are proposed as a No changes
result of this comment. '
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COMMENT NO.101: Since " accurate coupling of the various time sequences(Appendix D) is.beyond the scope of this analysis," the lengthy discussion
on time sequence on pages D-1 through D-S is unnecessary.
Thus, Westinghouse recommends that this discussion be
replaced by statement that an instantaneous release and
dispersal is conservatively assumed.

Resolution

The staff concurs with the recommendation. Appendix D was modified by deleting,

the General Summary of the LOCA Scenario Section and incorporating the statement
*

'

that an instantaneous release is conservatively assumed (see Section 2.1 of
~

the Appendix).
t

COMMENT NO. 102: On page D-6, Section-6, the applicability of the
s

(Appendix D) inclusion of solid fission products in the sump
water, to radiation dose estimates, is in the long-term
dose rates in recirculation equipment.

Resolution

The staff concurs that the solid fission products will affect the long-term
dose-rate calculcation for recirculation equipment. The original staff concern,
however, is related to the magnitude of an appropr. ate fission products releaseof solids. See also response to comments No. 17.

COMMENT NO. 103: In Appendix D, Section 7, the handling of daughter(Appendix D) products by a simple multiplication factor of 1.3
is not a r'gorous approach for a contribution of such
aagnitude. The emphasis in this improved NUREG has been
on mechanistic and analytical treatment in such areas as
activity redistribution and spray removal, Therefore,
explicit treatment of daughter products should be included.

s

Resolution

The staff concurs that explicit treatment of the daughter products should be
included in any calculation of the qualification dose for equipment. The
staff calculations in Appendix D were included only to demonstrate the estimation, ~

of qualification doses at a point inside containment, and, therefore'a very
rigorous approach was not employed.

.

' COMMENT NO.104: The discussion in Appendix D Section 7A, considers(Appendix D) the airborne gamma and beta. dose to the containment
centerpoint-plus the gamma dose to that point from plateout
on the containment walls. Why has the gamma and-beta dose
from plateout on centrally located equipment been ignored?-
In the past-we have found this to be a.significant source.

Resolution

The staff agrees that plate-out on centrally located equipment may be significantand should not be ignored. Position 1.4(2) should be interpreted to require
that all potential radiation sourecs be considered when calculating qualification
doses (which would include plate-out on centrally located equipment).
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1

As a result of this comment, no modifications are proposed,;

j COMMENT NO. 105: !

For beta radiation, the shielding effects of the humidity(Appendix D) in the containment atmosphere (i.e., a density greater ;

than that of dry air) can be significant in reducing '
2

doses, particularly during steam re? ease and containment
spray periods. Credit for these effects should bej explicitly allowed. i

Resolution
i

The staff does not preclude the option of using a different atmospheric density
in the containment to calcujate the beta and gamma doses provided the assumed
values for density are appropriately justified. .

The adequacy of the justification
for the assumptions used (if other than the conservative dry air conditions) .

will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.,

3

i COMMENT NO. 106A: The discussion in Appendix D, Section 7B ("Suriace
1 (Appendix D)

Dose and Dose Rates") considers the contribution
.

from airborne beta and gamma sources and plated-out beta
.
i

sources but it dismisses the plated-out gamma dose contri-
!

bution as not being significant. The argument given-for
; this is that "the coating is calculated to be relatively
j permeable to gammas with only about 1% of the plated-out
' gamms absorbed by the coating." This seems to be a case
( of misunderstanding of the definition of " dose," viz.

Although the rmount of energy deposited in a thin layer;

may be small, the mass of that thin layer is correspond-i
ingly small so that (attenuation ignored) the absorbed
dose due to a given incident gamma field is independent of

.
'

the coating thickness. (Note: Microdoaimetric considera-{ tions such as electron equilibrium are second- order effects
{ and have no .apact on the above mentioned concerns.)

COMMENT NO. 106B:
; The first and second sentences of page D-8, Section 7(b),

paragraph 3, are inconsistent. _The first refers to gamma
ernosure rate due to airborne activity while the second>

rc<ers to gamma absorption rate due to plate-out activity.
Since the absorption properties are a : function of- gamma .

'

ray energy and not the location of the source, Westinghouse
,

;
recommends that exposure rate be used for consistency. -

Resolution
'

! The staf f concurs.
A model used in the "For Comment" version of NUREG-05882

incorrectly calculated the gamma doses in the vicinity of the wall. The doses
near the containment valls should consider the photon flux from all sources.:

As a result of the comment, Appendix D was modified to remove the model.
4

-

.0MMENT NO. 107: In Appendix D, we assume that all doses calculated(Appendix D) are for a dose point material of air. We would
'

,

recommend normalizing dose to reds-carbon. This should be
stated explicitly and thereby indicate the appropriatei

method of dosimetry to be applied when testing.4

'
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Resolution

All doses have been calculated at a dose point in air. The staff calculation
seeks only to illustrate the model, and the values are not to be ased as
actual qualification valuer.. For actual qualification values, the radiation
dose values can be specified in units of rads for the absorbing material or by
normalizing to rads-carbon, if preferred.

COMMENT NO. 108: Our attempts to reproduce the evaluations of Appendix D
(Appendix D) lead us to believe that gamma buildup factors were not

~

, taken into account. We recommend that this consideration
be included.

.

Resolution
.

The staff concurs that the dose calculations ..ren in Appendix D did not
incorporate the use of gamma buildup factors. A modified Appendix D explicitly
citer the use of buildup factors for the sump source. -The gamma buildup
factors in the containment atmosphere were assumed equal to unity.

COMMENT NO. 109: A definition of " shielded" as it is used in items 1.4.7(Appendix D) and 1.4.8 on page 9 of Appendix D is needed.

Resolution

As defined in the Radiological Health Handbook. January 1970, a shield is any
body of material used to prevent or reduce the passage of particles or radiation.

COMMENT No. 110: The effect on radiation qualification of ECCS equipment(Appendix D) leakage is mentioned on page 2 of Appendix D. Was this
effect ignored in the Appendix D analysis?

Resolution

Appendix D does not address (in the sample calculations) the dose contributions
resulting from ECCS leakage. Position 1.4(2) should be : interpreted to require
that all potential radiation sources be considered when calculating qualification
doses, which should include dose contributions from ECCS leakage where appropriate
(for example, for selected areas outside containment).

*

COMMEh7_NO. Ili: In Appendix D more consideration should be given to the(Appendix D)
accurate use of dosimetric terminology. Rad and R (Roentgen)o

are used interchangably in the tables of Appendix D where#

they shouldn't be. In particular (for example), the use
of R (Roentgen) to specify beta-dose is inappropriate..
The Roentgen is a unit of " exposure" which is a dosimetric
concept reserved for the measurement of ionization of air
in a gamma or x-ray field. All doses must be given in
rads, and for exactness should be given in rad-carbon,
since at the high energies experienced post-accident the
"Z" of the receiver material will have a significant

seffect on the absorbed dose from gammas.
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;
k

!
'

i

8

; Resolution

! The staff agrees. As a' result of this comment,-the tables of Appendix D have
,

j been modified to reflect the recommendations.
-

: COMMENT NO. 112: In Appendix D,. Table D-10 gives the dose rater near an
,

,

' { Appendix D) ECCS recirculation pipe. To be useful, it is important to(
i know the size of the pipe and the time post-accident for

which the dose rates were determined. Integrated doses
;

would be more useful for radiation qualification purposes
j than are the dose rates. ,

,

i
~kesolution,

.

j The staff concurs. The calculation of dose rates in recirculation piping *
'

i should be performed in a pldnt-specific manner using guidance contained in'

NUREG-0578.
!

: COMMENT NO. 113:
{ {Kppendix D) The values given in the table on page D-1 do not correspond '

to those in Tables D-5 through D-8. This-inconsistencyj should be resolved. ,

'

| Resolution
,

i
; Appendix D has been corrected to resolve this inconsistency.;

i
'

i
e

i

i
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APPENDIX A

MET 110DS FOR CALCUIJ.* 'NG MASS AND ENERGY RELEASE

Acceptable methods for calculating the mass and energy release to determine
the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) environment for PWR and BWR plants are
described in the following:

s

(1) Topical Report WCAP-8312A (Revision 2, August 1975), for Rev
-

Westinghouse plants.
~

(2) Section 6.2.1 of CESSAR System 80 PSAR through Amendment 36 for Rev
Combustion Engineering plants.

(3) Appendix 6A of B-SAR-205 through Amendh-nt 15 for Babcoch & Wilcox Rev
plants.

(4) KEDO-10320 and Supplements 1 & 2 for General Electric Mark I
plants. (For GE Mark II and III containments, the methods will be Rev
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.)

Acceptable methods for calculating the mass and energy release to determine
the main steam line break (M3LB) environment are described in the following:

,

(1) Appendix 6B of CESSAR System 80 PSAR through Amendment 36 for
Combustion Engineering plants. (The analysis should also include
single-failure consideraticas. The justification for the limiting Rev
case that is used will be evaluated by the staff on a case-by-case
basis.)

(2) Section 15.1.14 of B-SAR-205 through Amendment 15 for Babcock & RevWilcox plants.

(3) Same as item (4) above for General Electric plants.

(4)
, ~ Topical Report WCAP-8822 (Dated September 1976) for Westinghouse Rev

planis. (Although this Topical Report is currently under review, the
use of this method is acceptable in the interim if no entrainment is

;assumed. Reanalysis may be required following the NRC staff review of.

, the entrainment model as presently described.)

lIA-1
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REVISION 1

N0 DEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION FOR
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APPENDIX B

MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION FOR
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT AND MAIN STEAM LINE BREAX

INSIDE PVR AND BVR DRY TYPE OF CONTAINMENT

1. Methodology to Determine the Containment Environmental Response,

a. Heat Transfer. Coefficient
.

For heat transfer coefficient to the 'aeat sinks, the Tagami con-
densing heat transfer correlation sh.;uld be used for a LOCA with the
maximum heat transfer rate determined at the time of peak pressure
or the end of primary system blowdown. A rapid transition to a
natural convection, condensing heat transfer correlation should
follow. The Uchida best transfer correlction should be used for
MSLB accidents while in the condensing mode. A natural convection
heat transfer coefficient should be used at all other times when not 3in the condensing heat transfer mode 1er bcth LOCAs and MSLB accidents.
The application of thrse correlations should ba as follows:

(1) Criedensing heat transfer

q/A = bcond "(s~T)w
where q/A = the surface heat flux

hcond = the condensing heat transfer coefficient
T, = the steam naturation (dew point) temperature
T, = surface temperature of the heat sink

(2) Convective heat transfer

q/A = h " (T - T,)y
*

'

where h a convective heat transfer coefficiente

T = the bulk vapor tempertture, y

. All other parameters are the same as for the condensing mode,

b. Heat Sink Condensate Treatment

When the containment atmosphere is at or below the saturation tempera-
ture, all condensate formed on the heat sinks should be transferred
directly to the sump. When the atmosphere is superheated, a maximum
of 8 percent of the condensate may be assumed to remain in the vapor
region. The condensed rass should be calculated as follows:

Mcond = X " q / (b -h)y t

IIB-1
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where M = mass c n nsa n rateeond

X = mass condensation f raction (0.92)
y = surface heat transfer rate

b enthalpy of the superheated steamy

by' = enthalpy of the liquid condensate entering ROV
th; sump region (i.e., average enthalpy of
the heat sink condensate boundary layer) g

c. Heat Sink - Surface Area '.
The surface area of the heat sir:.s should correspond to that used
for the containment design pressure evaluation. '

d. Single Acti.ve Failure Evaluation

Single active failures should be evaluated for those ccatainment1

safety systems and components re?.ied upon to lin:it the containment
temperacure/prersure response to LOCA or MSLB accident. Thisa

evaluation should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
loss or availability of of fsite power (whiet ever is worse), diesel
generator failure when loss of offsite power ir evaluated, and loss
of containment heat removal systems (either partial or total,
whichever is worse).

Containment Heat Removal System Actuatione.

The time determined at which active containment heat removal systems
become effective should includre consideration of actuation sensors and
setpoints, actuation delay time, and system delay time (i.e., time
required to come into uper.. tion).

f. Identification of Mour Severe Environment

The worst case for environmental qualification should be selected
considering time duration at elevated temperaturea as well as the
maximum temperature. In particular, consider the spectrum of break
sizes analyzed and single failures evaluated.

*
.

2.
Acceptable Methodology for Safety-Related Component Thermal Analysis

,

Component thermal analyses may be performed to justify environental
qualification test conditions that are found to be less than those

'

calculated during the containment environmental response calculation.
The heat t ansfer rate to component should be calculated as follows:

Condensing Heat Transfer Ratea.

q/A = h (T, - T )cond w

i

IIB-2
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where q/A = compocent surface heat flux g

h a
cend condensing heat transfer coefficient is equal

te the larger of 4x Tagami correlation or 4x
Uchida correlation

1, a saturation temperature (dew point)
T, a component surface temperature

b. Convective Heat Transfer
.

A convective heat transfer coefficient should be used when the
condensing beat flux is calculated to be less than the convective

* heat flux. During the blowdown period, a forced convection heat
transfer correlation should be used. For example:

NU = C (Re)"

where Nu = Nusselt number

Re a Reynolds number

0,n = empirical constants dependent on geometry and
Reynolds number

The velocity used in the ev.luation of Reyncids number may be
determined as follows:

BDV = 25
CONT

where V = velocity in ft/sec

MBD = the blowdown rate in Ibs/hr
VCONT = containment volume in ft3

After the blowdown has ceased or reduced to a negligibly low value,
a natural convection beat transfer correlation is acceptable.
However, use of a natural convection heat transfer coefficient must** be fully justified whenever used,

, ,

,

C

t
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REVISION 1
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APTENDIX D

SAMPII CALCULATION AND TYPE METHOD 01hGY
FOR RADIATION QUALIFICATION DOSE

This appendix illustrates the proposed staff model for calculating dose rates
and integrated doses for equipment qualification pirposes. The doses shown in
Fig. D-1 include contributions from several source locations in the containment'

and cover a period of one year following the postulated fission product release. Rev
The dose values shown here are provided for illustration only and may not be
appropriate for plant-specific application. The dose levels intended for qual-
ification purposes should be determined using the maximum time the equipment is
intended ta function which, for the design basis LOCA event, may well exceed one
year.

The beta and gamma integrated doses presented in the tables and in Figure D-1
have been determined using models and assumptions consistent with those of
Regulatory Guide 1.7 and 1.89. This analysis is conservative, and factors in Rev
the important time-dependent phenomena related to the action of engineered
safety features (ESFs) and natural phenomena, such as iodine plate-out, as done
in the previous staff analyses.

The doses presented in Figure D-1 were calculated at the midpc..t of the contain-
ment and are expected to be representive values for PWR plants having a contain- Rev
ment f q-volume of 2.5 million cubic feet and a power rating of 4100 MWt.
1. Basic Assumptions Used in an__ Equipment Qualification Analysis Rev

Gamma and beta doses and dose rates should be determined for three types of
radioactive source distributions: (1) from activity suspended in itt contain-
ment atmosphere, (2) from activity plated-out on containment surfaces, and (3)
from activity mixed in the containment sump water. Thus, o given piece of Rev
equipment may receive a dose contribution from any or all of these sources. The
amount of dose contributed by each of these sources is determined by the location
of the equipment, the time-dependent and location-dependent distribution of the
source, and the effects of shielding.y

The source term as set forth in the "For Comment" version of KUREG-0588 is'

consistent with the C.2 position of Regulatory Guide 1.89 (dated November 1974)
and represents the staff licensing position for released fission product activity(i.e., a TID 14844 release).

Although the THI-2 accident represents only one of a number of possible accident
sequences leading to a release of fission products, the staff concluded that
a thorough examination of the source term assumptions for equipment qualificationwas warranted. Current rulemaking proceedings are re-evaluating plant siting
policy, degraded cores, minimum requirements for engineered safety features and
emergency preparedness. These rulemaking activities also included an examin-
ation of fission product releases under degraded core conditions. The final
resolution of the source term assumptions is conditioned on the completion of

IID-1
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these rulemaking efforts. The staf f believes it is prudent to factor in the
knowledge of fission product behavior gained from the TM1-2 accident in definingsource term assumptions for equipment qualification.

Based upon the fission product release estimates in Volume 11, Part 2 of theRogovin Report (Rei. 8), the staff assumptions for noble gas and iodine
releases are still conservative. However, the report estima.tes that the TM1-2
release contained between 40 and 60 percent of the Cs-134 and Cs-137 core
activity in the primary system water, in the containment sump water, and in q
the auxiliary building tanks.

,

As part of the effort to incorporate THI-2 data into the licensing process, the
Commission directed the staff to initiate an effort which would investigate the
adequacy of the current fission product release assumptions, particularly the
past staff assumptions (such as Regulatory Guide 1.3 and Regulatory Guide 1.4) r

concerning fission product (iodine, cesium, solids, and so forth) behavior )following a severe accident. The staff findings from this investigation are
presented in two reports, NUREG-0771, " Regulatory Impact of Nuclear Reactor
Accident Source Term Assumptions" (Ref.9), which discusses the impact of fission
product source term assumptions on past licensing practice, present regulations,
and possible future licensing actions, and NUREG-0772, " Technical Bases for
Estimating Fission Product Behavior During WR Accidents" (Ref.10), which
contains a dercription of the most recent technical information currently
available for estimating the release of fission products during postulated
accidents in commercial WRs.

Rev

The staff f-els that as a first step toward modification of the TID-14844 source
term in the direction indicated by the TM1-2 experience, it may be prudent to
factor in a cesium release in addition to the previously assumed "l% solids."
change in assumptions would have particular significance for the qualificationThis

of equipment in the vicinity of recirculating fluids and for equipment requiredto function for time periods exceeding 30 days.
cited above will form the basis for any revision of source term assumptions,The conclusions from the reports
and any changes of the source terms will be factored into the final rulemakingin equipment qualification.

2.
Assumptions Used in Calculating Fission Product Concentrations

This section discusses the assumptions used to simulate the PWR and BVR .

containments for determining the time-dependent and location-dependent
distribution of noble gases and iodines airborne within the containment
atmosphere, plated-out on contairaent surfaces and located in the containment

*

sump water.
i

The staff has developed a computer program TACT (to be published) that models
the time-dependent behavior of iodine and noble gases within a nuclear powerplant.

The TACT code is used routinely by the staff for the calculation of the
offsite radiological consequences of a LOCA, and is an acceptable method for
modeling the transfer of activity from one containment region to another and in
modeling the reduction of activity due to the action of ESFs.
by plate out and sprays. code, SPIDT (Ref. 6), is used to calculate the removal rates of elemental iodine

Another staff

These codes were used to develop the source termestimates.
The following assumptions were also used to calculate the distri-

bution of radioactivity within the containment following a design ba is LOCA.

IID-2
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2.1 DRDryContainments

The source terms used in the analysis assumes that 50 percent of the corea.
iodines and 100 percent of the core noble gases were released instanta-
neously to the containment atmosphere. Also one percent of the remaining
core activity inventory of solids should be assumed to be released from the
core and carried with the primary coolant to the containment sump. (NOTE:
A potential change in this latter assumption is being considered by the
staff for the final rulemaking, as noted above.)

b. The containment free volume was taken as 2.52 x 108 8ft . Of this volume,
. . ' 74 percent or 1.86 x 108 ft8 is assumed to be directly covered by the '

'
containment sprays. (Plants with different containment free volumes shoulduse plant-specific values.)

,

~

c. 6.6 x 105 ft8 of the containment free volume is assumed unsprayed, which
includes regions within the main containment space under the containment
dome and compartments below the operating floor level.

d. The ESF fans are assumed to have a design flow rate of 220,000 cfm in the
post-LOCA environment. tiixing between all major unsprayed regions and
compartments and the main spray region is assured.

Air exchange between the sprayed and unoprayed region was assumed to bee.
one-half cf the design flow rate of ESF fans. Good mixing of the con- Rev

tainment activity between the sprayed and unsprayed regions is assured by
natural convection currents and ESF fans,

f. The containment spray system was assumed to have two equal capacity trains,
each designed to inject 3000 gpm of boric acid solution into the containment.

Trace levels of hydrazine were assumed added to enhar.ce the removal ofg.
iodine.

h. The spray removal rate constant (lambda) was calculated using the staff's
SPIRT program (Ref. 6), conservatively assuming only one spray train
operation and an elemental iodine instantaneous partition coefficient (H)of 5000. The calculated value of the elemental iodine spray removal
constant was 27.2 hr 1

*.

The assumption that 50 parcent of the released iodine activity is instanta-i.

neously plated out was not used. Plate-out of iodine on containment
internal surfaces was modeled as a first-order rate removal process and
best estimates for model parameters were assumed. Based on an assumed
total surface area within containment of approximately 5.0 x 10 ft , the5 2

calculated value for the overall elemental iodine plate-out constant was
1.23 br.1 The assumption that 50 percent of the activity is instanta-neously plated-out was not used,

j. The spray removal aid plate-oist process were modeled as competing iodine
removal mechanisms.

IlD-3
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k.
A spray removal rate constant (A) for particulate iodine concentration was
assumed to have a value of A = 0.43 hr.1 and allowed the removal of partic-
ulate iodine to continue until the airborne concentration was reduced by afactor of 10 .4

The organic iodine concentration in the containment
atmosphere is assumed unaffected by either the containment spray or plate-out removal mechanisms.

1.
The spray and plate-out removal processes were assumed to remove elemental
iodine until the instantaneous concentr2. tion in the sprayed region wasreduced by a factor of 200.

This is necessary to achieve an equilibrium
airborne iodine concentration consistent with previous LOCA analyses. ,

-

A relatively open (not compartmented) containment was assumed, and the
m.

large release was uniformly distributed in the containment.
adequate simplification for dose assessment in a PWR containment, andThis is an
realistic in terms of specifying the time-dependent radiation environment
in most areas of the containment.

The analysis assumed that more than one species of radioactive iodine is
n.

present in a design basis LOCA.
The calculation of the post-LOCA environ-

ment assumed that 5 percent of the core inventory of the iodine released is Rev

inventory of the iodine released formed organic compounds.sssociated with airborne particulate materials and 4 percent of the core
91 percent remained as elemental iodine. The remaining
was assumed present at +ime t=0. For conservatism this composition

For all containments, no leakage from the containment building to the
o.

environment was assumed,

Removal of airborne activity by engineered safety features may be assumed
p.

basis accidents, provided the safety features systems are automaticall'when calculating the radiation environment following other non-LOCA derfgn
activated as a result of the accident. ,

2.2 PWR Ice Condenser Containments

The assu'aptions and methods presented for the calculation of the radiation

environment in PWR dry containments are appropriate for use in calculating thradiation environment following a design basis LOCA for ice condenser contain-e
ments with the following modifications: ,

The source should be assumed to be initially released to the lower contain
a.

ment compartment.
forced recirculation f an fl-':The distribution of the activity should be based on the

-

,

beds as a function of time, rates and the transfer rates through the ice

b.
and the spray system. Credit may be taken for iodine removal via the operation of the ice beds
the steam / air mixture for elemental iodine may be assumedA time-dependent removal efficiency consistent with

.

Removal of airborne iodine in the upper compartment of the containment by
c.

that these removal processes are evaluated using the assumptionsthe action of both plate-out and spray processes may be assumed provid de

with items b through 1 in Section 2.1 above and plant-specific parametersconsistent
.

11D-4
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2.3 BWR Containments

The assumptions and methods presented for the calculation of the radiation
environment in PVR dry containments are appropriate for use in calculating the
radiation environment following a design basis LOCA for BVRs with the following
modifications:

A decontamination factor (DF) of 10 should be assumed for both thea.

elemental and particulate iodine as the lodine activity is assumed to pass
through the suppression pool. No credit should be taken for the removal of
organic iodine or noble gases in the suppression pool.

.

b. For Mark III designs, all the activity passing through the suppression pool
should be assumed instantaneously and uniformly distributed within the'

containment. For the Mark I and Mark II designs, all the activity should
be assumed initially released to the drywell area and the transfer rates of
activity from these regions to the surrounding reactor building volume
should be used to predict the qualification levels within the reactor
building (secondary containment).

Removal of airborne iodine in the drywell or reactor building by both thec.
plate-ot'. and the spray process may be assumed provided the effectiveness
of these competing iodine removal processes are evaluated using the
assumptions consistent with items h throu.h 1 in Section 2.1 above and Revplant-specific parameters.

d. The removal of airborne activity from the reactor building by ope. ration of
the standby gas treatment system (SGTS) may be assumed.

3.0 Model for Calculating the Dose and Dose Rate of Airborne and Plate-Out
Fission Products '

The beta and gamma dose rates and integrated doses from the airborne activity
within the containment atmosphere were calculated for a midpoint in the contain-

The containment was modeled as a cylinder of equal height and diameter.ment.
Containment shielding and internal structures were neglected because this was
considered to involve a degree of complexity beyond the scope of the presentwork. The calculations of both References 4 and 11 indicate that the specificintern- shielding and structure would be expected to reduce the gamma doses and ',

dose ra es by factors of two or more, depending upon the specific location and
'

geometry.

Because of the short range of the betas in air, the airborne beta doses were.

calculated using an infinite medium approximation. This is shown in Reference 2
to result in only a small error. For beta dose calculations for equipment
located on the containment walls or on large internal structures, the semi-
infinite beta dose model may be used.

The gamma dose rate contribution from the plate-out iodine on containneent
surfaces to the point on the centerline was also included. The model calculated-

the plate-out activity in the containment assuming only one spray train and one
ventilation system were operating. It should be noted that wash-off by the
spray. of the plated-out iodine was not addressed in this evaluation.

IID-5
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Finally, all gamma doses were multiplied by a correction factor of 1.3, as sug-
gested in Reference 2, to account for the omission of the contribution from thedecay chains of the isotopes.

4.0
Model for Calculating the Dose and Dose Rate of Sump Fission Products

The staff model casumed the washout of airborne iodine from the containmentatmosphere to the containment sump.
mixing between the sprayed and unsprayed regions, the elemental iodine (assumedFor a PWR containment with sprayc and good
constituting 91 percent of the released iodine) is very rapidly washed out of
the atmosphere to the containment sump (typically, 90 percent of the at: borne y

iodine in less than 15 minutes). ,

The dose calculations assumed a time-dependent iodine source. (The difference .'between the integrated dose assuming 50 percent of the cor:
available in the sump versus a time-dependent sump iodine buildup is notiodine immediatelysignificant.)

Rev
The " solid" fission products should be assumed instantaneously carried by the
coolant to the sump and uniformly distributed in the sump water.

beta dose rates and the integrated doses should be computed for a centerpointlocated at the surface of the large pool of sump water and the dose rates should
The gamma and

be calculated including an estimate of the effects of buildup.
5.0 Conclusion

The values given in the tables and in Figure D-1 for the center point in the
Rev a 4100 MWt PWR design at that location. containment provide an estimate of expected radiation qualification valnes for

The NRC Office of Research is continuing its research efforts in the area of
source terms for equipment qualification following design basis accidents.
more information in this area becomes available, the source t rms and staff models

As

may change to reflect the new information.

..

e

G
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TABLE D-1

SUMMARY TABI.E OF ESTIMATES FOR
TOTAL AIRBORNE GAMMA DOSE CONTRIBtrTORS

IN CONTAINMENT TO A POINT IN T1IE CONTAlhMLNT CENTER

TIME AIRBORNE 10 DINE AIRBORNE NOBLE GAS PLATE-0UT IrCINE TOTAL DOSE
(HRS) DOSE (R) DOSE (R) DOSE (R) (R)
0.00 - - * *

0.03 4 . 8 2+!.* 7.42+4 1.69+3 1.24+5* 0.06 8.57+4 1.39+5 3.98+3 2.29+50.09 1.09+5 1.9895 7.22+3 3.14+50.12 1.25+5 2.51+5 1.10+4 3.67+5
.

0.15 1.38+5 3.91+5 1.52+4 4.54+5
.

0.18 1.47+5 3.48+5 1.96+4 5.15+50.21 1.55+5 3.92+5 2.41+4 5.71+50.25 1.64+5 4.49+5 3.03+4 6.43+50.38 1.87+5 6.19+5 5.05+4 8.57+50.50 2.03+5 7.61+5 6.90+4 1.03+60.75- 2.36+5 1.03+6 1.0b+5 1.37+61.00 2.66t5 1.26+6 1.40+5 1.67+6 Rev2.00 3.62+5 2.04+6 2.61+5 2.66+65.00 5.50+5 3.56+6 5.40+5 4.65+68.00 6.63+5 4.38+6 7.47+5 5.79+624.0 1.01+6 6.26+6 1.45+6 8.72+660.0 1.31+6 7.16+6 2.10+6 . 06+7'

96.0 1.45+6 7.56+6 2.39+6 1.14+7192. 1.68+6 8.29+6 2.86+6 1.28+7298. 1.85+6 8.76+6 J.19+6 1.38+7394. 1.95+6 8.85+6 3.41+6 1.42+7560, 2.07+6 9.06+6 3.64+6 1.48+7
>

720. 2.13+6 9.15+6 3.76+6 1.50+7888. 2.16+6 9.19+6 3.83+6 1.52+71060 2.18+6 9.21+6 3.87+6 1.53+61220 2.19+6 9.21+6 3.89t6 1.53+71390 2.20+6 9.21+6 3.90+6 1.53+71560 2.20+6 9.22+6 3.91+6 1.53+71730 2.20+6 9.22+6 3.91+6 1.53+7
''

1900 2.20+6 9.22+6 3.92+6 1.53+72060 2.20+6 9.22+6 3.92+6 1.53+72230 2.20+6 9.22+6 3.92+6 1.53+7
-

2950 2.20+6 9.23+6 3.92+6 1.54+73670 2.20t6 9.24+6 3.92+6 1.54t74390 2.20+6 9.24+6 3.92+6 1.54+75110 2.20+6 9.25+6 3.92+6 1.54+75830 2.20+6 9.25+6 3.92+6 1.54+76550 2.20+6 9.26+6 3.92+6 1.54+77270 2.20+6 9.26+6 3.92+6 1.54+78000 2.20+6 9.27+6 3.92+6 1.54+78710 2.20+6 9.28+6 3.92+6 1.54+7

TOTAL 1.54+7
* + 4: 10 !+
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TABLE D-2*

SUreiARY TABLE OF ESTIMATES FOR
TOTAL AIRBORNE BETA DOSE CONTRIBUTORS

IN CONTAINMENT TO A POINT IN THE CONTAINMENT CENTER

TIME AIRBORE 10 DIE AIRBORNE NOBLE GAS TOTAL DOCE
(HRS) DOSE (RADS) DOSE (RADS) (RADS)

0.00 - - -

0.03 1.47+5 5.48+5 6.95+5 ",0.06 2.62+5 9.86+5 1.25+6
0.09 3.33+5 1.35+5 1.68+6
0.12 3.83+5 1.65+6 2.03+6 '

O.15 4.20+5 1.91+6 2.33+6 *

0.18 4.49+5 2.14+6 2.59+6
0.21 4.73+5 2.35+6 2.82+60.25 5.00+5 2.60+6 3.10+60.38 5.67+5 3.30+6 3.87+60.50 6.15+5 3.86+6 4.4B+60.75 7.13+5 4.89+6 5.60+61.00 8.00+5 5.81+6 6.61+6

*

2.00 1.07+6 f.02+6 1.01+7 Rev5.00 1.58+6 1.65+7 1.81+78.00 1.88+6 2.20+7 2.39+724.0 2.87+6 4.08+7 4.37+860.0 3.89+6 6.15+7 6.54+796.0 4.37+6 7.48+7 7.92+7192. 5.14+6 1.00+8 1.05+8298. 5.64+6 1.17+8 1.23+8'

394 5.99+6 1.25+8 1.31+8560. 6.34+6 1.34+8 1.40+8720. 6.53+6 1.39+8 1.46+88P8. 6.s)+6 1.42+8 1.49+81060 6.69+6 1.44+8 1.51+81220 6.73+6 1.45+8 1.52+81390 6.75+6 1.47+8 1.54+81560 6.76+6 1.49+8 1.56+61730 6.76+6 1.51+8 1.58+81900 6.76+6 1.52+8 1.59+8 .s
; 2060 6.76+6 1.54+8 1.61+82230 6.77+6 1.55+8 1.62+8 ,

2950 6.77+6 1.62+8 1.69+8 '3670 6.77+6 1.69+8 1.76+84390 6.77+6 -1.76+8 1.83+85110 6.77+6 1.83+8 1.90+85830 6.77+6 4.89+8 1.96+86550 6.77+6 1.96+8 2.03+87270 6.77+6 2.03+8 2.10+88000 6.77+6 2.09+8 2.16+88710 6.77+6 2.16+8 2.23+8

TOTAL 2.23+8
* Tables D-3 through D-9 have been deleted.
+ Dose conversion factor is based on absorption to tissue.
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OCTOBER 28, 1983 {Q,@ WIN.

. a:v

1E INFORMATION NOTICE B3-72: ENVIRONMENTAL fjuALIFICATION TESTING EXPERIENCE

A_ddressees:

All holders of a nuclear power reactor operating license (OL) or constructionpermit (CP).

Puroese:

This information notics is provided to inform the licensees of environmentalqualification test failures.
These test failures are based on (1) Construction

Deficiency Reports and 10 CFR Part 21 Reports submitted to the NRC, and (2)
results f rom the NRC-sponsored environmental qualification methedology research

This information notice also serves to inform the licensees of
program.

findings that resulted from inspections conducted by the licensee or its
agent of equipment that has been environmentally qualified and is being

-

delivered or installto at the sites.

Because of the potenti.1 safety significance and related generic implications
.

of these test failures and inspe: tion findings, addressees are expected to
review the information for applicability to their facilities. No specificrest.onse to this information notice is required.

Description of Circumstances:
(

The hKC has received a number of Construction Deficiency Reports and 10 CFR
Part 21 Reports from licensees and vendors of safety-related equipment. These
reports describe a number of test failures and the circumstances under which
the equipment failed to function during environmental qualification testing.
These reports also indicate that there are a numbe of instances in which
delivered equipment and components contained material that did not conform
to standards for safety, thus rendering the qualified equipment and componentsunqualified. In addition to the monitoring and assessing of environmental
qualification information received from the industry, the NRC has also spon-
sored a number of qualification tests of certain safety related equipment under
its environmental qualification methodology research program, which has
resulted in a number of adverse test results. This infe mation notice ispublished with the following objectives:

1.
To disseminate the information on matters related to the environmental
qualification of equipment and on test results, as received from the
licensees and equipment vendors.
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IN 83 72
October 28, 1983.

. Page 2 of 2

2. To disseminate the results of NRC-sponsored environmental qualification
tests which have btin completed.

The enclosed continuing series of Equipment Environmental Qualification Notices
(Attachment 1) describes the circumstances of each failure, failure mode, and
Qualification conceens as described in various reports and sources indicated.
Please note that for items in Qualification Notices No. 14 through 19 the
vendors have issued service instructions to the affected users regarding
corrective action to be taken.

Questions regarding the detafis of tests described in Attachment I should be
directed either to the equipment manufacturer or the cognizant design / test
agency. If you have other questions regarding this information notice, please
contact the Regional Administrator of the appropriate NRC Regional Office, or
this effice.

4
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Division of Emergency Preparedness and *

Engin r ng Response.
Office nspection and Enforcement

,

Attachments:
1. Series of Equipment Environmental Qualification Notices
2. List of Recently Issued IE Information Notices

Technical Contact: N. B. Le, IE
(301)492-9673
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Attachment 1
IN 83 72*-

.

October 28, 1983
Page 1 of 16

Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 12

Related Information Notices

1. Information Notices relating to environmental qualification of equiptent
that have been published since IN 82 12, which included Equipment Environ-
mental Qualification Notices No. I through No. 11. are:

IN 83-40 Need To Environmentally Qualify Epoxy Grouts and Sealers

IN 83-45 Er.vironmental Qualification Test of General Electric Company
*CR-2940" Position Selector Control Switch

2.
The Equipment Environmental Qualification Notices issued to date (No. 1
through No. 24) will be updated, if required, in the next periodics1information netice.

.

*

*
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Attach 2ent 1
IN 83-72
October 28, 1983'

Page 2 of 16

Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 13

Test Summary Report No. 1

E_quipment: Anaconda flexible conduit
Test Facility: Wyle Laboratories

Cognizant Design a,nd/or Test Agency: Washington Public Power
Supply System (WPP55)

'

Failed Cofpenent: Anaconda flexible conduit

_ Type of Tett: Environmental qualification testing at LOCA conditions
Description of Failure (s):

Polyethylene copolymer jacket of the flexible conduit degraded while exposed tothe following LOCA conditions:
,

340'F and 45 psig for 3 hr. *

320'F and 45 psig for 3 hr.
250'F and 25 psig for 18 hr.

Failure Mode:
.

Polyethylene copolymer jacket melted while exposed to LOCA temperature, pres-sure, and steam environment.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

WPPSS is reviewing the failure, and will report correcth e action at a lateridate.

Generic Implications,:

Helted polyethylene jacket would allow stesm and spray solution to enter other-
wisewatertightjunctionboxes,andequipmenthousings. This in turn will
cause degradation and short-circuiting of other safety-related components or
electrical circuits inside the junction boxes and equipment housings.

.
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IN 83-72.

October 28, 1983
Page 3 of 16

Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 14

Test Summary Report No. 1

Eguipment: Rockwell International post-1.0CA hydrogen recombiner
_

Test facility: Wyle-Norco

Coonizant Design and/or Test Agency: Rockwell International (RI)~

Energy Systems Group ESG)

Failed Component: ITT Barton pressure transducer, 4-20 ma, part number
04R-29098

Type-of Test: Typical IEEE 323 environmental qualification

Description of Failure (s):

ITT Barton pressure transducers, will not withstand radiation dose of I x 107 '

rads (and may not operate satisfactorily after radiat6 exposures in excess
of 104 rads TID because of gradual drifting of readings). These pressure

*

transducers are installed in several delivered recombiners and are used to
measure recombiner inlet gas flow, total flow, and inlst gar, pressure,

,

Failure Mode:

Pressure transducer did not operate satisfactorily after exposure to radiation
dosage in excess of 10' rads.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

ESG recommended the following corrective action to each affected customer, as a
shorVtcrm corrective measure for operating plants: Temporary wiring modi'ica-
tion in the control cabinet should be made to allow operation of the recombiner
in the manual flow control mode, until the transducer can be replaced with e
qualified transducer.

Generic Implications:

Rockwell International reported that recombiners with ITT-Barton transducers
were shipped to the following plants: Limerick, LaSalle County, Nine Mile
Point 2, E. I. Hatch 2, and Permi 2.

.

S

*
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IN 83 72
October 28, 1983
Page 4 of 16

Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 15

Test Summary Report No. 1

Ecuipment: Rockwell International Post-LOCA hydrogen recombiner

Test Facility: Wyle Norco

Coonizant Desion and/or Test Acency: Rockwell International (RI)
Energy Systems Group (ESG)

Failed Component: Hieroswitch, DPST toggle switch, rated ISA, 125-250 VAC,
1/2 hp,125 VAC, part number 12TSI-2.

Type of Test: Typical IEEE 323 environmental qualification

Description of Failure (s):

Both poles of the microswitch failed to close when the switch was activated *

during the post-LOCA environmental cycling test, It was noted that during the
post-seismic functional test, the switch operation appeared to be $tsk and not ,

as firm as normal. Disassembly and examination of the switch revesied that the
plastic slides were missing aad there was considerable debris around the
switch's operating handle. ,

Failure Mode:

E5G concluded that the plastic slides were sufficiently degraded during the
thermal and radiation aging that when the switch was exposed to the vibration
and shock from the seismic test, the plastic slides broke into many pieces
(when the fwitch was operated on with snap action).

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

O gineering Field Bulletins have been issued b) RI informing users to install
,)umpers bypassing the switch. RI has eliminated the switch in its recentdesigns.

Generic Implications:

The switch is used in the control circuits of the reversing motor starters for
the hydrogen recombiner motor-operated valves. Rockwell International
reported that recombiners with microswitches were shipped to the followingplants': Fermi 2, Shoreham 1, Limerick, E. I. Hatch 2. Nine Mile Point 2, andLaSalle County.

. -

'
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IN 83-72
October 28, 1983-

Page 5 of 16

Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. M e

Test Summary Report No. 1

Equipment: Rockwell International post-LOCA hydrogen recombiner i

Test Facility: 'lyle Norco

Coonizant Desion and/or Test Agency: Rockwell International (RI) 'Energy Systems Group (ESG)

Failed Component: Square D disconnect swit-:h, three pole nonfusiDie unit.
30A, 15 hp at 480 VAC or 20 hp at 600 VAC, part number
9422-RC-1.

Type of Test: Typical-IEEE 223 envirw aental e nlification-

Description of Failure (s):
.

Square O disconnect switch, failed to op rate following the irradiation phase
of the EQ test. ESG concluded that the applied radiation dose of 1.1 x 107 -

rads has sufficiently degraded the plastic component to initiate the failure.

Failure Mode: *

The failure is attributed to a plastic component breaking when the switch was
mechanically operated.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

ESG recommended that the users of the RI recombiner eliminate the disconnect ,

switch from the circuit. '

Generic Imelications:

The switch is used as the main disconnect for the recombiner skid 480-VAC
3 phase, power bus to the inlet gas, recirculating gas and water valve motor
circuits. The switch could fail open during a seismic event following the
LOCA, thus disrupting power to the recombiner skid. Rockwell International
reported that recombiners with Square D disconnect switches were shipped to the
following plants: Limerick, LaSalle County, Nine Mile Point 2, E. I.-Hatch 2,
and Fermi 2.

.
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Equipment-Environmental Qualification Notice No. 17

Test Summary Repor_t__No. 1

Fquipment: Rockwell International post-LOCA hydrogen recombiner

Test Facility: lWy e-Norco

) Cognizant Desion ano/or % i Agency: hockwell International (RI)~ " ' ~

1 Energy Systems Group (ESG)- e,

(Failed Component: Timetrol SCR power controller, thrn " h 1066Z series,
part number 2053C-125K

3

Typ_e of Test: Typical IEEE 323 environmental qualification<

Description of Failure (s):

The Timetrol SCR power controller failed the functional testing after the un)!
was irradiated. The SCR controlier controls the recombiner's heaters. ]

, .,

Failure Mode:

The SCR power controller failed after being exposed to radiation dose of ~

1.62 x 106 rads.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:
'

E5G recommended that the users of the RI recombiner replace the Timetrol SCR
unit with a unit comritible with ESG current design.

Generic Implications:

Rockwell International reported that recombiners with Timetrol SCR power '

controllers were shipped to the following plants: Fermi 0, Limerick, Beaver
Valley, North Anna, Millstone 3, Three Mile Island 2, ann Zien.

.
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Eguipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 18

Test Summary Report No. 1

Quhenj Rockwell International post-l.0CA hydrogen recembiner

Test Facility: Wyle-Norco

Cognizant Desion and/or Test Acency: Rockwell international (RI)
Energy Systems Group (ESG)

Failed Component: Autom? tic Timing & Control (ATC) time delay relay, 120
VI.C, 50-60 Hz, part number 319B006QIC. IEEE No. 21A.

Type of Test: Typical IEEE 323 environmental qualification

Dt-scription of Failure (s):
.

Automatic Timing and Control (ATC) time delay relay failed the final perfor-
mance test following the post-LOCA envirc.nmental cycling test. The relay
failed when the unit was subjected to an olevated temperature test with high

*

humidity (RH greater than 90 percent). Tne reiay coil of the timer was
energized and after one cycle, it failed to nold closed. ~

Failure Mode:

The failure was attributed to an oxide film on the relay contacts which occur-
red during the EQ testing. (NOTE: The timer is not a sealed unit)
Possible Corrective Action Considerations: ,

Because the ATC time delay is not a sealed unit, ESG recommeided the existing
timer for BWR Mark 3 and PWR plants be replaced with an EQ qualified, sealedtimer.

However for BWR Mark 1 and 2 ESG stated that the reolacement of theexisting timer is not necessary, because the loss of this timar on the BWR
Mark 1 and 2 hydrogen recombiners should not result in a loss of safety func-tion. '

Generic Implications:

"ockwell International reported that recombiners with ATC time delay relayswere shipped to-the following plants: Beaver Valley, North Anna, Surry, ,

Millstone 3, Three Mile Island 2, Palo Verde, Hartsville, Phipps Bend,
Clinton, Byron, Cherokee, Perkins, Oconee, Marble Hill, Braidwood, and Zion.

,
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Equipment Environmental Ovalifi:ation Notice No.19

TestSummarypeportNo.J

Equipment: Rockwell International post-LOCA hydrogen recombiner "

Test Facility: Wyle-Norco
,

Cognizant Design and/or Test Acency: Rockwell International (RI)
Energy Systems Group (ESG)

m Component: ITE Gould circuit breaker, 3 pole, 600 VAC, fully enclosed,
thermal magnetic, part number EF3-8015, IEEE No. 79

. rest: Typical IEEE 323 environmental qualification'

ion of Failure (s):

.E Gould circuit breaker opened when tempersture reached 165'F (150'F '

uc31gn plus 15'F margin) and also opened at post-test ambient temperature
during the post-LOCA phase of the EQ testing. After this failure, a new '

EF3-B015 circuit breaker was tested under the same test condition as in the #

previous test and it was observed that the circuit breaker tripped without
carrying any load current when the test temperature reached 169'F at high

.

relative humidity. Additional testing was performed and the result was that
the same breaker would trip at 145*F. To establish the temperature at which
the EF3-B015 circuit breaker would carry the required load without tripping, '

ESG performed several tests and reported that the circuit Dreaker did not trip
at140*Fwhilecarrging3.5 amperes,andthebreakerremainedclosedafter
several days at 130 F with 3.5-ampere load current. ESG also reported that
discussion with ITE Gould personnel indicates this potential failure problem
may be common to several lines of ITE thermal magnetic circuit breakers at
temperatures greater than 120*F. These circuit breakers include type EF2-d,
EF3-B, HE3-B, and JL3-B, all of which have been used in recombiner application;
however, no testing has yet been perfarmed on these models.

Failure Mode:
'

The ITE Gould circuit breaker opened when ambient temperature reached 165'F.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

The ITE Gould circuit breakers are used to provide 480 VAC to various 91
recomb.iner components and control devices. The failure of these breasers
could prevent the operation and cause the recombiner to shut down. ESG has
inforned the users of RI recombiners about this potential defect and
recommended that as an interim fix, the circuit breaker be bypassed and as
an alternative fix, the power cabinet be relocated. Supplemental cooling to
reduce the cabinet temperature to less than 100*F for PWR recombiners is also
recommended.

'

I.
-_ .
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Ecaipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 19 (Cont.)

Test Summary Report No.1 (Cont.)

Possible Correct,i,ve Action Considerations (Cont.):

ESG states that replacement of the " thermal magnetic" breakers with " magnetic
only" creakers is being considered as the permanent fix on the RI recombiners.

Generic Implications:

Rockwell International reported that recombiners with ITE Gould circuit
breakers were shipped to the following facilities: Fermi 2, Shoreham 1
E. I. Hatch 2, Nine Mile Point 2, LaSalle County, Hartsville, Phipps Bend,
Clinton, Byron, and Palo Verde. ;

3.
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_ Equipment Environmental, Qualification Notice No. 20

Test Sumetsry Report No. 1
4

Equipment: ITT-Barton electronic transmitters
Test Facility- ITT

Cognizant Desion and/or Test Acency: ITT-Barton
Failed Component: Barten transmitter,, suppressed zero model 763

Type of Test: Performar,ce test

Description of Potential Failt M :

lhe potential defect exhibits itself as a _neoative sh_ift in output duringinitial exposure to operatino pressure. The amount of the shif t is a f uTctionof the process pressure and the calibrated span of the instrument. -

Failure Mode:
-

}TT-Barton reported that further testing of model 763 pressure transmitter has
identified the specific cause for the reported defect. It is due to the ~

combined creep in:

1. The ljn_k_yire between the pressure bourdon tube and strain-sensing beam,i4

and_

2.
The material used to attach the link wire to the bourdon tube and to thestrain sensiiiG beam.

Long-term testing on the 763 pressure transmitter is continuing.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

The failure is under review by ITT. Users of this instrument are expected to
take necessary administrative control and inform their plant staff of the
potential defect.

Genericlmplications:

ITT-Barton reported that
, rior.to June 30, 1983, m,a_Il suppressed zero model 763 transmitters shippedp ay not perform to earton's specnicauons.

|

|
*

.

|
*
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E_quipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 21

Test Summary Report No. 1

Eouipment: Barksdale pressure switches

Test Facility:
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

Cognizant Desion and/or Test Agency: NRC/RES

failed Components:
Barksdale pressure switches models B2T and 02H

Tyoe of Test: Typical IEEE 323 LOCA simulation

Description of Failure (s):

One unit of model B2T shorted out at 5 minutes into the test but recovered onthe cooling side of the first temperature transient, then failed again on thenext LOCA profile temperature transient.
at 6 hours, 43 minutes into the test. The second unit of model 82T failed '
minutes into the test but recovered on the cooling side of the first LOCATwo units of model D2H shorted out at 10
profile temperature transient, then failed again on the next LOCA profile

'

temperature.

IEEE 323 LOCA simulation profile in the SNL facility test chamber which usedThese pressure switches were unaged and were exposed to a typical
saturated steam to achieve a LOCA temperature profile.

~

An evaluation test wasalso performed on new pressure switches of the same models previously tested.
It was observed that at the 10 psig plateau one Barksdale model D2H was shorted

All other 02H and B2T models failed at the 40 psig plateau.out.

Failure Mode:

Pressure switches experienced " blown" seals that allowed water to accumulate
in the switch housing, and as a result, exhibited electrical shorts acrossthe microswitches.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

NRC is planning no further testing on these models at this time. Barksdale
pressure switch models B2T and 02H should be replaced with qualified models
if their application is for installation in areas where high pressure and
steam / spray environment are anticipated.

Generic Imolicatw s:
s

The failure of the pressure switch could prevent proper operation of safety-
related functions and could lead to inappropriate operator actions.

.
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 22

Test Summary Report No. 1

Eauipment: Static-0-Ring pressure switches

Test Facility:
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

Cognizant Desian and/or Test Acency: NRC/RES

[a,iledComponents: Static-0-Ring (SOR) model 5N and 12Na

Type of Test: Typical IEEE 323 LOCA simulation

Description of Fai_ lure (s):

One unit of model SN failed in the first 2 minutes, and otner units of model
SN and model 12N failed approximately 5 minutes into the LOCA transient.
Pressure switch housings were penetrated resulting in diaphragm rupture and '

steam blowing out through pressure lines. These pressure switches were unaged
and were exposed to a typical IEEE 323 LOCA simulation profile in the SNL *

facility test chamber which used saturated steam to achieve a LOCA temperatureprofile. An evaluation test was also performed on new pressure switches of
same models, and similar failures were experienced. .

Failure Mode:

Upon disassembly, the pressure switches were found to have " blown in" gaskets
and the elastrometric diaphragms were found to have ruptured.

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

SOR pressure switch models SN and 12N (and other-models of similar design)
should be replaced with qualified models if their installation is -in areas
where high pressure and steam / spray environment are anticipated. NRC is
planning no further testing on these models at the present time.

-

Generic Implications:

These pressure switches are used in various safety-related applications. The
systems affected could be the residual heat removal (RHR), nuclear boiler (NB),
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), and reactor protection system (RPS).
The failure of these pressure switches could adversely affect the ufe operationof the plant.

v

.
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 23

MtSummarykeportNo.1

Equipment: ITT-Bsrton electronic transmitters
Test Facility: ITT

Cognizant Desion and/or Test Agency: ITT-Barton
Failed Component:

Barton transmitter models M-763 and M-764
Type of Test: Performance test

Description of Failure (s):

The potential defect exhibits itself in the form of thermal non-repeatability,
and results in performance outside Barton's specification. Lransmittersmanufactured after September 1. 1981_are suspect. ITT-Barton reporteTTnat a '
total of Ali.5tarton transmitters (model M-763) and 628 Barton transmitters
(mmlel M-764) have been delivered to domestic locations. '

Failure Mode:

hA leaMgegu_rrent path throuah the shaf ts of the zero and span potentiometers
.

to the mounting bracket was detected.
320*F, according to ITT-Barton. This resulted in non repeatability at-

Possible Corrective Action Considerations:

ITT-Barton recommends the installation of a fiberglass insulator between the
potentiometer shaf ts and the mounting bracketsT r u m, p r uts are being
prepared by Barton for onsite correction of the leakage current problem.
JTT-Barton has notified all of its cottomers_of this potential defect.
S E c Implications:i

'

The tnermal non-repeatability of these transmitters could impede the intended
function of a safety system that is actuated or controlled by these transmit-

In addition, due to the thermal non-repeatability the instrument indica-ters.
tion in the control room could become inaccurate. Tests conducted on corrected
transmitters have revealed that the test methodoloQy used on all units identi-E fied as potentially defective contributed to the out-of-specification oerfor-~
mance-at normal temperature.
Eperformance data for their evaluation.Barton has provided its customers with the worst-

Barton also states that some
Changes to the test methods were made, and presently the specified performanceis being achieved in production.

.

* *
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 2413t

! '

GENERIC QA PROBLEMS IN THE EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION INDUSTRY
_

tory facilities that perform tests to environmentally qualifThe NPC has performed several QA programmatic reviews of companies and labora-
electrical equipment used in the harsh environment.y safety related
l?te August 1982 to assess the testing organization's establishme tThis effort nas started in
mentation of the QA program based on 10 CTR Part 50, Appendix B critn and imple-

During these QA programmatic reviews, several generic problems r l
eria.

testing industry were identified.
They are as follows: e ated to the; 1.

Organizations (architect engineers (AEs), manufacturerstesting laboratories) have failed to include 10 CFR Part 50'

, suppliers, and
or equivalent quality requirements and 10 CFR Part 21 requirements i, Appendix B
purchase orders or contracts.

performing environmental qualification testing without knowing itIn one case a testing laboratory was
n

testing safety related electrical equipment was

NRC inspectors have identified many similar faih ees to pcontract did not include quality control or,10 CFR Part 21 requirbecause the purchase order orements.
inents between involved organizations. ass on require- ~

.

equipment being tested would likely result in less caution during tserious problem because testing without knowi-p the criticality of th
The NRC considers this to be a

and little concern relative to deviation or defect reporting in a
e .

with 10 CFR Part 21, esting
ccordance

2.

A few testing facilities failed to establish and implement
Other testing facilities failed to properly implement 10 CFR Pa QA program.

3. art 21,

The majority of the manufacturing test facilities and testi
ness of these nonconformances ranged from no QA program to linspected had QA programs thet were deficient or nonconfor ing organizations

m ng. The serious-
nonconformances such as failing to follow procedures.ess serious

4
The generic problems described abo
the test organization's customers (manufacturerve have in most cases, been caused by
is, these upline customers have failed to pass o,n NRC req iAE, or licensee).That

procurement documents, failing to ensure that QA programs were est bli hu rements inand properly implemented.

to !cwest subcontract tier) is not working properlyIt is apparent tr.at the audit process (licensee
a s ed

identified in which three utilities and five AEs had perfoA recent example was.

the vendor's QA program for manufacturing but had not audit drmed audits oftest pro
program. gram to ensure proper establishment /implerentation of the.QAe the EQ

.
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. 24

Equiptrent: Limitorque valve operators

Reference:
~ Construction Deficiency Report - Part 50.55(e)Facilities: 50-329, -330

Description of Circumstances:

The Bachtel Associates Professional Corporation A/E for Consumers Power
Company's Hidland Plant Units 1 and 2, has recen,tly reported to the NRC the
following deficiencies related to the Limitorque valve operators at theMidland plarts:

1. The use of underrated terminal blocks in Limitorque operators
2.

The use of terminal blocks without proper environmental qualificationin Limitorque operators

3.
Additional concerns regarding qualification of various Limitorqueoperator components '

These concerns are detailed below. ~

A. Underrated Terminal Blocks

While replacing a damaged terminal block on a Limitorque operator,
Bechtel determined that some ef the terminal blocks used for the
termination of the leads from the 460 volt motor were rated less than460 volt. These Limitorque operators
must function on an emergency core coo, ling actuation signal (ECCAS).when used on safety-related valves,
addition to being a personnel safety hazard, the potential exists for In

short circuit /flashover, which could render the valves inoperative.
B. Environmental Qualification

During random inspection for underrated terminal blocks, it was discovered
that, in some' cases, terminal blocks were used from manufacturers not
covered by existing qualification reporS

Limitorque provided the following information on environmental qualifi-cation of terminal blocks in its July 31, 1981, letter to Bechtel.

( The Buchanan 0524 has been qualified by analysis. To supple-
ment the qualification by analysis, Lir itorque is currently
running a type test on the Buchanan 0524 terminal block. The
Buchanan 0824 terminal | blocks are not qualified and must bereplaced.

|
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. JV(Cont. )

9 f
Description of Circumstances (Cont.):

Some of the Limitorque operators having Buchanan 0824 type terminal blocks
have been used on safety related valves located inside containment. These 9operators must function on an ECCAS.
block to fail during its intended service life because of aging andThe potential exists for a terminal

*

radiation effects
proper operation o,f the safety-related system.which would render the valve inoperable and prevent

C. Additional Qualification Conterns

During the month of June 1982, a random inspection was made of safety-
related Limitorque valve operators supplied through various valve manu-
facturers and installed inside the reactor building. This inspection
Limitorque operators.resulted in variws potential concerns regarding qualification of these

These concerns are:
-

*

1.
The motor nameplate ambient temperature rating on various meters
iristalled on some Limitorque operators is 40*C,

'

Limitorque has
verbal?y stated that the Class B insulation motors rated for e 40'C
ambient temperature have not uncergone qualification testing in .

accordance with IEEE Std 382-1972
accident, and postaccident environment.for the specified normal,

Class H insulation motors
are rated for 50*C ambient temperature, but the qualification testing
in accordance with IEEE Std 382-1972unknown. for these motors is presently

2.
No identification was evident on certain materials internal to theLimitorque operators (e.g., wiring, insulation, etc.). It is notpresently known whether these types are qualified for the sntviceconditions,

3.
Various orientations of installed operators were observed,

it isnot presently known whether the operators are qualified for allinstalled orientations.
4.

Drain plugs on operators were observed to be both in place andremoved. Orientation of the operators did not always result in the
drain holes being at the lowest point of the installed operator.
is nn+ ;n esealy known whether the existence of the drain plug or

. It.

the orientation of the drain hole is essential to proper operation
of tne operator or is in ccnformance with the qualification testsfor the operator.

,

5.
Various Limitorque operator limit switch gear frames were observed
to be made of a white metal. It is not presently known whether
these gear frames are qualified for the service conditions.

|

'
.
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Equipment Environmental Qualification Notice No. F (Cont.)

Description of Circumstances: (Cont.)

6.
Information obtained from purchase order files and qualification files
does not agree with the installed components.

7. It is presently not known whether space heaters are qualified orrequired to be qualified.

8. Various 0-rings are lorated throughout the actuator. . It is not
presently knawn whether these components are qualified for the
service conditions.

.

9.
Unidentifiable terminal blocks (nonpower lead connectors inside the
operators) were observed in other Limitorque operators. It:is notpresently known whether these components are qualified for theservice conditions. *

1

*

s

.

f

.
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LIST OF RECENTLY ISSVED
IE INFORMATION NOTICES

Information - ~

Date ofNotice No. -sEbject Issue Issued to

defectsinLoad-8 earing 10/27/82 All nuclear power83-71

Welds on Liftins Devices facilities holdingfor Vessel Head and Internals an OL or CP
83-70 Vibration-Induced Valve 10/27/83 All nuclear powerFailures facilities holding

-

an OL or CP
83-69 Improperly Installed Fire 10/21/83 All nuclear powerDampers at Nuclear Power

Plants facilities holding
an OL or CP

83-68 Respirator User Warning - 10/11/83 All nuclear power
Defective Self-Contained
Breathing Appsratus Air facilities holding
Cylinders an OL or CP; research

and test reactors,
fuel cycle licensees;

,

Priority 1 material
licensees

.

83-67 Emergency-Use Respirator 10/11/83 All nuclear powerMateriel Defect Causes
Production of Noxious . facilities holding

an OL or CP; research
. and test reactors,-

fuel cycle licensees;
Priority 1. material
licensees

83-66 Fatility at Argentine- 10/7/83Critical Facility All nuclear po ser
'

facilities holdin'-

an OL or CP; non g
~ power reactor ,.

critical facility and
fuel cycle licensees

83-65 SurveillanceofFlowinRTD 10/07/83
Bypass Loops Used in Westing-

All Westinghouse

house Plants facilities holding
an OL~or CP.

83-64 Lead Shielding Attached to 09/29/83 til power reactorSafety-Related Systems
Without 10 CFR 50.59 facilities holding

an OL-or CPEvaluations

UL = Operating License
CP = Construction Permit

!

-
,
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MEMORANDLM FOR: Hamid R. Denton, Director, NRR
Robert B. Minogue. Director, RES
Richard C. DeYoung. Director, IE
Thomas E. Murley; Regional-Administrator, Region I
James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator, Regie. II
James G. Keppler, Region'.i Administrator, 'lon III
John T. Collins, Regionai isdainistrator, ks.,.on IV {
John B. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region V

FROM: C. J. Heltemes, Jr., Director
- - Office for Analysis and Evaluation

of Operational Data

SUBJECT: CASE STUDY REPORT - OPERAT1tE EXPERIENCE RELATED TD
HOISTURE INTRUSION IN ENVIR0 MENTALLY QUALIFIED ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT AT COM4ERCIAL POUER PLANTS

Several occurrences of safety-related equipment failures resulting from
moisture intrusion have been found in the licensee event re; orts (LERs).
Primarily involved are electrical components located in high humidity /high
temoerature areas of the reactor building. Alerted by these events, AEOD
has perfomed a case study on moisture intrusion in environmentally
qualified electrical equipment and our preliminary report on the subject
is enclosed.

~

( In accordance with our " peer review" process prior to the fina11'zation and
distribution of our case study reports, we are omviding NRR, IE.RES.INPO, AND NSAC
with a copy of a preliminary report for review ano coment, particularly .

'regarding accuracy and completener.s of the technical details. Changes to
the findings, conclusions, and recomendations will be considered only if
the underlying infomation concerning the details of plant design or systems

e operation is in error. Therefore, coments are being solicited on the tech-
nical accuracy of the report. The findings, conclusions , and mcomendations
are provided for your information in order that you may understand the
significance AEOD places on this concern and therefore obtain a more complete
picture of the total report. We would welcome coments either infomally by
phone or fomally by memo.

Since we wish to finalize and issue the report shortly, we ask that any coments ,
bbe received by us within 30 days frtra receipt of the preliminary copy. Shoul 5 F.j i

your office require some additional time beyond that point, please let us
Yp('(,c

--a .'-
knov, other. vise it will he assumed that there are no coments.
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W are also placing a copy of the preliminary repoit in the Public Document d
Room. If you have any questions regarding this matter. pleas'a contact
Medhat El-Zeftawy of my staff. Mr. El-Zeftawy can be reached at 301/492-4434.

f '

,

C. J. Heltums, Jr. . Director
Office for Analysis and Evaluation

._ of Operational Data

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: w/ enclosure

C R. J. Mattson, NRR
D. G. Eisenhut, NRR
R. H. Vollmer,' NRR
T. Speis, NRR

j H. L. Thompson, NRR
1 S. D. Mackay, NRR
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Mr. David Rossin-

Director
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center .

3412 Hillview Avenue
P.O. Box 10412
Palo Alto, California 94303

Dear Mr. Rossin:

Subject: Case Study Report - Operating Experience Related to Moisture
Intrusion in Environmentally Qualified Electrical Equiument
at Comercial Power Plants

Several occurrences of safety-related equipment failures resulting from
moisture intrusion have been found in the licensee event reports (LERs).
Primarily involved are alectrical components located in high humidity /high
temperature areas of the reactor building. Alerted by these e.csnts, AE0D
has perfonned a case study on moisture intrusion in environmentally fqualified electrical equipc.ent and our preliminary report on the subject
is enclosed.

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the oppcrtunity to review
the report, particularly with regaro to its completeness .and accuracy,
prior to the issuance of the AE00 final report. Changes to the findings,
conclusiens, and recomendations will be considered only if the underlying

g information concerning th details of plant design or systems operation is
t in error. Therefore, coments are being solicited on the technical accuracy

of the report. The findings, conclusions, and recomendations are provided
for your information in order that you understand the significance AE00
places on this concern and therefore obtain a more complete picture of the:

| total report.

I We would welcoce your coments either infonnally by phone or femally by
letter. Since we wish to finalize and issue the report shortly, we ask'

that any excents you my wish to a:ake be brought to our attention within
30 days from receipt of this letter.

.

As 3eu may know, AEOD reports do not represent an official NRC position or
the position of the responsible NRC program office. Our reports are one
input to an ongoing review and evaluation process, and any recommendation
contained in our final report will be considered and perhaps modified or
eliminated by the responsible' NRC office.
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A copy of the preliminary report and this letter are being placed in the
Public Document Room at 1717 H St,reet, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20555.

If you have ar.y questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact
Mr. Medhat El-Zef tawy of my staff. Mr. El-Zeftawy can be reached at
301/492-4434.

Sincerely,

s'
'

.

C. J. Heltemes, Jr. , Director
Office for Analysis and Evaluation

of Operational Data
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As stated
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I'r. Stephen L. Rosen, Director
Analysis and Engineering Division
Institute of !!uclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 ?arkway ,

Suite 1500
,

Atlanta, GA 30339

Dear Mr., Rosen:

SUBJECT: CASE STUDY REPORT - OPERATING EXPERIENCE RELATED TO MOISTURE
INTRUSION IN EfNIRONMENTALLY QUALIFIED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
AT COMMERCIAL POWER PLANTS

.

Y

Several occurrences of safety-related equipment failures resulting from
moisture intrusion have been found in the licensee event reports (LERs).
Primarily involved are electrical components located in high humidity /high
temperature areas of the reactor building. Alerted by these events, AEOD

j has performed a case study on moisture intrusion in environmentally qualified
electrical equipment and our preliminary report on the sub. ject is enclosed.

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the opportunity to review
the report, particularly with regard to its completeness and accuracy, prior
to the issuance of the AE00 final report. Changes to the findings, conclusions,
and recommendations will be considered only if the underlying information
concerning the details of nlant design or systems operation is in error.

C Therefore, etments are ceing solicited on the tec.hnical accuracy of the
report. The findings, conclusions, and recommendations are provided for
your infomation in order that you understand the significance AE00 pl. aces
on this concern and therefore chtain a more complete picture of the total'

report. '

t!e would we.lcome your comments eitte- info m ally by phone or formally by
letter. Since we wish to finalize and issue the report shortly, we ask that
any coments you may uish to make be brought to cur attention within 30 days
from receipt of this letter. 4

As you may know AEOD reports do not represent an official NRC position or
the position of the responsible NRC program office. Our reports are one
input to an ongoing review and evaluation process, and any recommendation
contained in our final report v:111 be considered and perhaps modified or
eliminated by the responsible NRC office.
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) A copy of the preliminary report and this letter are being placed in the
Public D3cument Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington. D.C. 20555.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact'

Mr. Medhat El-Zeftawy of my staf f. Mr. El-Zef tawy can be reached at
301/492-4434.

Sincerely,
.t,

/3
C. J. Heltemes, Jr. , Director
Office 'or Analysis and Evaluation

of Operational Data

Enclosure:,

As stated
cc: E. P. Wilkinson, INPO
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PRELIMINARY ORAFT

OPERATING EXPERIENCE RELATED TO
MOISTURE INTRUSION IN ENVIRONMENTALLY

QUALIFIED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
AT COMMERCIAL POWER REACTORS

Case Study Report
Reactor Operations Analysis Branch '

Of fice for Analysis and Evaluation
C' ' of Operational Data

AUGUST 1983

( Prepared by: Medhat El-Zeftawy

.-

NOTE: This report documents the preliminary results of an ongoing study by the
Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data with regard to a
particular operational situation. This report is issued for review and
comment as part of ~ the "pect review" process used for AE00 cash studies.
Since the study is ongoing, the content, findings, and recommendations
are preliminary and may not represent the final position of AE00, the
responsible program office or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
,. /'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Nuclear power plant equipnent important to safety must be able to function

throughout its installed life. General Design Criteria 1 and 4 specify that

safety-related electrical equipment in nuclear facilities must be capable of

perfonning its safety-related function under environmental conditions

associated with all noma 1, abnormal, and accident plant operation. '

A document entitic.1 " Guidelines for Evaluating Environmental Qualification of

Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors" (DOR Guidelines) was issued

in November 1979. In addition, the NRC has issued NURE3-0588, " Interim-Staff-

Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Ra14.ed Electrical Equipment,"

which contains two sets of criteria. The first is for plunts originally reviewed

in accorcance with IEEE 323-1971 and the second is for plants reviewed in accor-

dance with IEEE 323-1974. On January 14, 1980, the NRC issued IE Bulletin

79-01B which included the DOR Guidelines, and NUREG-0588 concerning the environ-

mental qualification of electrical equipment. In order to ensure compliance with

the criteria, the NRC staff required all licensees of operating reactors-to submit
(_ a re-evaluation of the- qualification of safety-related electrical equipnent which-

cay be exposed to a harsh environment. On June 1982, an environmental goe'lifi-

cation of-safety-related electric equipnent for nuclear power plants rule (50.49)

was provided to the NRC commission. However, the licensees of nuclear power

plants with operating licenses which were issued prior to this rule are not
,

required to qualify their existing and operable safety-related electrical

equipnent according to the requirements of this rule.

Numerous occurrences of safety-related equipment failures resulting from moisture

intrusion were reported to the NRC after the issuance of IE Bulletin 79-01B.

The equignent includes, but is not limited to, electrical wiring termination

.
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boxes, junction boxes, and pressure switch instrumentation. The majority of the

f ailures reported have involved BWRs and have been located outside of primary

containment in the reactor bui', ding basement.

The cause analysis for these operating events indicated two major cnntributing

factors:

(1) Loss of environmental protection boundary provided, e.g. maintenance.

(2) Inadequate protection provided for moisture sources involved, e.g. i

( unsealed conduit.

Analysis indicated that the two modes- of component failure are shorting (or-

groun, ding) and corrosion. The corrective action which has been taken for the

first mode of . failure (shorting) was cleaning and drying the equipment. For

the second mode of failure (corrosion), the corrective action was a complete

repiscement of the components involved.

Based on thi analysis, some recommendations are provided which could be used

(
to reduce the frequency- of safety-related electrical equipment failures- result-

ing from moisture intrusion.
,

.

.
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Introduction

The manufacturers and users of electrical equipment in nuclear power appli-

cation are required to provide a:.surance that the equipment will meet or

exceed its performance requirements throughout its installed life. Equipment

that is used to perform a necessary safety function must be capable of main-
4

taining functional acerability under all service conditions postulated to

oc. cur during the installed life for the time it is required to operate. This i

requirement, as stated in General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23 of Appendix

A and Sections III and XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, is applicable to

equipment located inside as well as outside containment.

Numerous occurrences of safety-rtlated equipment failures resulting from

moisture intrusion have been reported to the NRC. Primarily involved are-

electrical components located in high humidity /high temperature areas of the

reactor building outside primary containment.

Intensive independent NRC staff reviews covering the importance of equipment

qualification have been occurring. The results of these studies-have included
,

the Nuance of IE Bulletin 79-01B concerning the environmental qualification

of electrical equipment; NUREG-0588 " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
,

Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment"; proposed Regulatory

Guide 1.89, Rev.1, " Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment-

Important to. Safety for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"; and a new

rule in 10 CFR Part 50, " Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related

Electrical Equipnent for Nuclear Power Plants."

As part of the operating license review for each plant, the NRC staff-evaluates

the applicant's equipment qualification program by reviewing the qualification

documentation on selected safety-related equipment. The objective of this review

. ,
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is to provide reasonable assurance that the equipment can perform its

intended function in the most limiting environment in which it is expected to .

function.

. To provide guidance to be used by the NRC staff for use in the ongoing

licensing reviews, a number of positions have been developed on selected
'

areas of the qualification issue. These positions provide guidance on the

establishment of service conditions, methods for qualifying equipment, and

other related matters. For example, the effects of aging, sequential
f
( versus simultaneous testing, and the "as-installed" configuration of the

.

equipment testing with its intertace connections have been treated.

This report documents the occurr nces of safety-related equipment failures

resulting from moisture intrusion in operating light water reactors. The

equipment includes, but is not limited to, electrical wiring termination

boxes, junction boxes, and pressure switch instrumentation. Also, supplied

in this report is the analysis of these collected operational events with

the findings and recommendations emphasizing the need for all holders of
(

operating licenses or construction permits ,to recognize the potential for\

degradation of environmentally qualified equipment due to itaproper main , *
,

tenance or improper use.

Description of Ecuf pment

a

The components that have failed due to moisture intrusion, wetting caused by

water leakage, and corrosion are listed in Table 1. The manufacturer and

the component code are also listed. The complete description of each event

is provided in Appendix A.

I
i

.
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Table 1 - Operational Events

Equipment Component
Plant Description Manufacturer Number / Code Deficiency

Brunswick 2 Pressure switch Barksdale E11-PS-N020A Corrosion due
& E11-PS-N020C to moisture

Brunswick 2 Pressure switch Barksdale E51-PS-N012A Corrosion due
& E51-PS-N012C to moisture

Brunswick 2 Pressure switch Barksdal e E11 ' S-N016D Corrosion due
to moisture

Brunswick 2 Pressure switch Barksdal e Ell-PS-N020C Corrosion due
to moisture

( Brunswick 2 Level switch Not listed E41-LSL-H002 Corrosion

Brunswick 2 Pressure switch Barksdale E11-PS-N016D Corrosion
& E11-PS-N0200

Brunswick 2 Temperature switch Fenwall E41-TS-3314 Moisture
intrusion

Brunswick 2 Neutron source- General SRM (C&D) Moisture
range monitor Electric Co. i ntrusioni

E. I . Hatch Pressure switch Barksdale E41-PS-N0120 Corrosion

Oyster Creek Logic-channel Not listed RE17D Wotting
swi tch

( M:Guire Fire detection- Not listed DGP, No. 1 Corrosion
data gathering
panel

Duare Arnold Pressure sw '-5 Barksdale PS-8404C Co'rrosion
Valve Co.

E. I. Hatch Pressure switch Barksdale E41-N0010 Corrosion +

Millstone 1 Motor housing Porter Perless Not listed Corrosion
Motors-

Pilgrim Electrical contacts Limitorque MO-1001-7C Corrosion
in pump trip logic Corp.

Dresden HPCI valve Limitorque 210683A2, Moisture
motor Corp. Model B102953

E. I . H a tch Pressure switch Barksdal e Instru. Co'rrosion

Peach Bottom Delta press. switch Dwyer DPS 0400-16 Corrosien
Brunswick 2 Valve disc Not listed Valvex-2 Moisture

.
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Equi ptent Component
Plant _ Descriotion Manufacturer Number / Code Deficiency

-

Pilgrim HPCI circuitry larry Steam HTEXCH Wetting
Turbine Co.

E. 1. Hatch Inst. switch Yarway (Level) Inst. Foul ed
Switch 2 contact

E. 1. Hatch Pressure switch Barksdale 2E41-N017B Comp.
failure

Millstone Breakers Not listed MCC-101AB-2 Water
intrusion -

t

Brunswick 2 Switch r.;odule SCAM Instrument 86PTGR-D186 Electronic
Corp. failure

(
LaSalle Radiation General Atomic Co. 2018-X751A Rain water

detector

Fitzpatrick Motor Porter, H.K.G. , 10-MOV-30A Water q
Inc. intrusion

Brun2 wick 2 Monitor Nuclear Measure- F3M3-1AX Wattr
transfo rmer ments Inc. intrusion

Dresden 3 Fire system Not listed HPCI/ Fire Humidity / ,

Sys. Init. vapor
Al arm

* Prairie Island Motor leads Not listed Wiring /Elecon. Wetting
~

( Browns Ferry 2 Temp. Switch Fenwal Model 17002-40 Wetting
TS-1-29A

,

Browns Ferry 3 Valve / solenoid Velcor FSV76-65, Moi'sture
assembly Model No.

V52630 529-1

Quad-Cities Valve operator Limitorque M0-1-1402-25B Vater leek
Corp.

Surry i Flow transmitter Fischer & Porter FT-1495 Water-

a Co. intrusion
~

^ Surry 1 Flow transmitter Fischer & Porter FT-1494 Water
Co. intrusion

'
Zion Generating Pressuis as- Fischer & Porter 2PT-514 Condensation
Station mitter Co.

Surry 2 Defective Coil ASCO Coil for Moisture
TV-MS-201C intrusion

>

' ' - -
.. . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Equi pment Component
Plant Description kanufacturer Number / Code Deficiency

Sequoyah 1 Junction box Not listed Junction Box Electrical
$ 2270 short

Fi tzpatrick Motor contactor General MOV-39B Motor llater
Electric Co. Contactor intrusion

c

b

,

.

M

g

$
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Analysis ard {, valuation of Operating Experience

Several moisture intrusion-related equipment failures have occurred. The equip.

ment involved includes, but is not limited to, electrical wiring termination

boxes, junction bo):es, cnd pressure sw*tch instrtmentation. The majority of the

f ailures reported have involved Bn'Rs and have been located outside of primary

containment in the reactor building basement HPCI, LPCI, and RHR/RCIC ptnp

rooms. Appendix A details a ntaber of these failures, as described in Licensee

Event Reports (LERs).

For example, at the Brunswick plants, the affected pap rooms nonna11y experi-

ence an operational environment of about 95'F and 90% relative humidity. Due

to systet leakage and sump overflow probicms, these rooms may also experience

some water a:cumulation on their floors. This water can have a temperature of

up to 130*F. Events reported indicate that failures occur frequently in equip-

ment that has been environmentally qualified. LERs 81-108/03L and 81-139/03T

( Appendix A) describe moisture intrusion-related contact corrosion failures of

presst.re switches associated with the RHR and RCIC systems. These switches

were located in the -17 foot elevation-ptnp rooms and were purchased to with-

stand an ea 4ronment of 290'F,16.2 psia,100% relative humidity and +

,

71.0 x 10 rads. Thus, these switches should have been able to perform correctly

in the environment where they were located. Careful investigation and analysis

revealed that the following causes for such equipment problems are most likely:

1. Moisture entering into unsealed conduit connections at cable trays.

Cable trays are located throughout the reactor building. The moisture

enters unsealed conduit and subsequently condenses within the conduit

and uses the conduit as a piped pathway to connecting equipment such

as tennination boxes, switches and instr.nentation;

.

-
-

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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2. tbisture in the local environment entering the equi:. tent at moisture

resistant but not inoisture tight unduit connections; and

3. tbisture intrusion at improperly sealed .rquipment enclosure covers.

In items 2 and 3 moisture may condeuse and enter the connecting conduit,

where, as in item 1, other equisnent may be affected. (Se,e Figure 1 for

a diagram of moisture 1.1trc:.f on pathways.) The cause analysis for these

operating events indictied two major contributing factors;
4

Loss of envirotnental protection boundary provided, e.g., as a result,-

of mahtenance.

Inadequate protection boundary provided for moisture sources involved,-

e.g., unsealed conduit, or other pathways for the entry of moisture into

the equiptent.

An:ther contributing factor is the elevations) aspect where downward water

< flow and collection becomes a possible problem. This involves water intrusion

into electrical boxes from moisture entering an unsealed conduit located

( above and leading to such devices. This would apply to a conduit connected

to and rising above such devices which are open at some point at a higher .

elevation, and which may be subject to steam condensation and/or water

spray envirornents at those higher elevations.

Analysis indicates that two modes of failure for these components are shorting

(or grounding) due to wetting and water leak, and corrosion. The cori ective

action taken for the first mode of failure (shorting) was to clean and dry the

e quipment. For the second' mode of failure (corrosion), the corrective action

was a complete replacement of the components involved. Also, there were some

it.cidents wtiere the cceponents have failed due to improper re-assembly follow-

ing maintenance or surveillance activities.

- --
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Findings

1. Corrosion failures of electrical contacts in safety-related switches

caused by noisture collection within the switch housing ' nave been a

recurring problen at nuclear power plants.

2. Safety-related equipment failures caused by water accumulation within

electrical equipment enclosures (e.g., switch housings, terminal boxes,

junction boxes, cabinets) have occurred as a result of water / moisture

conveyed within connected conduits and/or entering externally through

_aduit-to-enclosure air gaps.

3. Failures of safety-related electrical equignent caused by corrosion and/

or water collection within protective enclosures have occurred predominantly

in local environments involving high humidity, steam, water leaks or sprays.

4 The more recently reported failures, caused by moisture effects of safety-

related electrical devices located outside primary containment structuras

have occurred mostly at BWR f acilities.

(
5. Failures have involved devices installed in local environment, for which

environmental qualification information sheets would indicate they are J
,

qualified for service.

6. Failures of safety-related electrical devices provided with environmental

protection as a result of moisture intrusion often can bt-attributed to

improper re-assembly of enclosures following maintenance or surveillance

activities.

7. In situations wtiere cabling ends in open conduits at elevated locations

within the reactor building, a potential exists for the conduit to collect

1
|-
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moisture at equipment connected to the conduit at lower elevations if

the elevated open end is located in a water vapor (or steam) condensation

environment or subject to water sprays or leaks.

8. Operating experience shows that failures of safety-related electrical

devices, where they have occurred, can often be traced to gaps in the

"as-installed" composite assembly of individual components.

, . -

Conclusions,

4

( Nuclear power plants with operating licenses issued prior to the environmental

qualification rule (50.49) are not required to qualify their existing'

safety-related electrical equipment in accor, dance with the requirements of

this rule. However, an equipment qualification program based on IE Bulletin

79-01B which inciudes the 00R guidelines and NUREG-0588 recommendations is
i

being used to address the environmental qualification'of electrical equip-

ment in harsh environment for operating plants. Based on the. analysis and

evaluation of the- operational events for operating (licensed) plants listed

{ in Appendix A, it is concluded that despita their existing environmental

qualification, safety-related equipment fails due to moisture intrusion from

various sources. The pathways for moisture entering f.he..various pieces of

equipment are through unsealed conduit or openings associated with terminal

boxes, junction boxes, and housings, etc. These pathJays do exist as a result

of inadequate installation or improper or incomplete maintenance-activities.-,

Recomendations -
.

As a result of the findings described in this report, AE00 recom:tends that
,,

.

the !E staff:
.

* '
.

, ,e, e M

_ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - _ . - -
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A. . Issue a Bulletin or Infomation notice as appropriate to initiate an
'evaluation of the equipent installation procedurcs against the drarings

and specifications supplied with the equipent compared to the actual

installation in the operating plants.

B. Tak, 3propriate actions to revise the inspection program to include areas

needed to ensure:

1. Control of equipment environment during nomal plant operation.

( 2. That maintenance programs include ade > sate controls to ensure resto-

ration of vapor barriert, gaskets and seals to the environmentally .

qualified condition following maintenance or testing. For example:
,

c. Provide waterproof sealing from the outside for all electrical

cunduit-to-junction boxer and conduit-to-teminal box connection

points for safety-related equipment located in areas of the reactor

building actually or potentially subject to high temperature steam

or water impingement.

(
b. Seal from the inside all electrical conduit-to-junction box or

conduit-to-teminal box connection points for safety-related

electrical eqt pment where such boxes are located in areas of the

reactor building which may be subject to water intrusion from

moisture piped within unsealed conduits.

c. Provide drain holes in the bottom of electrical boxes. The existence

(or lack) of box drain holes should be determined by inspection.

3. Improved quality control of surveillance and/or maintenance activities

which involve disassembly / reassembly of components required for

.

.t 3
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environmental protection of safety-related electrical equipnent.

4. Training of the af fected personnel in areas which cover electronics

and instrumentation and their associated installation techniques and

pro'lems.o

5. Adequate administrative controls to ensure that , equipment which is

environmentally qualified is identified prior to maintenance, and

t;1at appropriate instructions are included to verify that the

equipment is properly protected against moisture intrusion upon

reassembly .

\

l

\

'

;.

,

,

w -
-
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APPENDIX A

Abstract of Licensee Event Reports *
Related to Moisture Int usion

1. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 10/18/81
LER Number: 81-108/03L

Event Description: During plant operation with no evolutions in progress,

the " Core Spray or RHR Pumps Running" annunciator was received. This

event occurred again on 10/20/81. Immediately following cach event a

( check of plant ope;ating parameteas found no abnomalities and no core

spray or RHR pumps running.

Cause Description: These events resulted from the respective actuation

of " A" and "C" RHR pump discharge ADS initiation logic "A" pemissive

pressure switches 2-E11-PS-N020A on 1/18/81 and NO2L~ on 10/20/81, both

due to corrosion of each switches' internals resulting from moisture

accumulation in the instruments.

grrectiveAction: A replacement switch was installed in place of NO20A

and was calibrated; NO20C was cleaned and calibrated.
.

.

2. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant. Unit 2

Event date: 12/20/81
LER Number: 81-139/03L

Event Description: During the perfomance of the RCIC system turbine,

exhaust diaphragm high prest':re channel functional test, RCIC turbine

exhaust diaphragm instruments, 2-E51-PS-H012A and C-Model Number 02H-M15055,

did not actuate when a test signal was applied. The RCIC system was then

declared inoperable in accordance with technical specifications.
.

*This is an actual LERs description as received by the Office of AEOD.
,

,s_._
._
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Cause Description: Corrosion from moisture accumulation in the switch

internals of both instruments prevented them from actuating during the

periodic test.

Corrective Action: Both instruments were cleaned, resealed end the

periodic test was satisfoctorily completed. A work request authorization

was written to seal the attached electrical conduit to these instruments in-

order to eliminate a suspected moisture intrusion path.

3. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 11/02/81
LER Number: 81-120/03L

Event Description _: During plant operation, the " Core Spray or RHR Pumps

wining" annunciator was received. An immediate check of plant operating

parameters found no abnomalities and no core si, ray or RHR pumps running.

Cause Description: The actuation of "0" RHR pump discharge ADS initiation

i logic 'A" pemissive cressure switch, 2-E11-PS-N016D, was caused by moisture
"

accumulation in the switch's internals.

(,
Corrective Action: The moistui e was removed from the switch and it was<

.

'

calibrated and returned to service.

4. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 10/29/81
LER Number: 81-122/03L

Event Description: During a reactor startup,.the " Core Spray or RHR Pumps

Running" annurciator was rcceived. An immediate check of plant operating

parameters found no abnormalities and no core spray or RHR pumps running.

Cause Description: Inadequate maintenance on "C" RHR pump discharge kDS

initiation logic ' A" pemissive pressure switch, 2-E11-PS-N020C, during

-
_ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _
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corrective action to the event reported in LER Number 2-81-108, permitted

remaining corrosion in the switch to actuate and cause the annunciation.

Corrective Action,: The switch was cleaned, calibrated and returned to

service.
.

5. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 10/14/81
LER Number: 81-094/03L

Event Description: During the performance of condensate storaga tank (CST)

(' low water level chanr.el functional test, low level switch 2-E41-LSL-N002,

Model Hamber 83842-A2, would not actuate on a simulated low level. This

switch provides a signal to close the HPCI system CST suction valve

2-E41-F004, and open the HPCI system suppression pool suction valves

2-E41-F041 and F042, on low CST level. The suction for the HPCI system

was then manually aligned to the suppression pool.

Cause Description: Corrosion buildup at the switch actuator arm prevented ,

5it from moving and actuating the switch.

(
Corrective Action: The corrosion was cleaned from the arm and it was

.

'. lubricated and exercised to ensure free movement.

6. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Unit 2

Event date: 12/16/81
LER Number: 81-136/03L

Event Description: During plant operation, the "I9re ypray or RHR Pumps

Running" annunciator was received after securing 2D RHR pump from suppression

pool pumping operations. On 12/17/81, while performing the channel functional

test of the ECCS LPCI pump discharge pressure interlock, it was discovered

that the " Core Spray of RHR Pumps Running" annunciator would not initiate

.

e
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as required. In each case, the ADS was declared inoperable in accordance

wt th the technical spectfications.

Cause Description: Corrosion in the switch internals of 2-E11-PS-N016D

and NO203 caused N016D to initiate the annunciation on 12/16/81 and

prevented both instruments from initiating the annunciation during

the periodic test on 12/17/81.

Corrective Action: Suitable replacement instrumentation was installed

{ in place of both instruments.

7. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 10/07/81
LER Number: 81-109/03L

Event Description: During plant operation, HPCI system seal leak

decection ambient temperature high and HPCI logic power failure

annunciators were received. An itamediate investigation revealed the

HPCI system isolation logic power supply fuse, located in distribution

panel E61a, was blown. The HPCI system was then declared inoperable

and was isolated.
.'

Caure Description: Electrical shorting to ground of HPCI steamline

tunnel temperature switch 2-E41-TS-3314. Model Number 170002-40,

occurred due to moisture accumulation in the switch housing resulting'

from corrosion of the switch housing caused the event.

Corrective Action: A new temperature switch and logic power supply

fuse were installed which returned the liPCI leak detection system too
t

nonnal . The HPCI system was declared operable and returned to nonnal.

8. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 07/15/82
LER Number: 82-086/03L

'
. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Event Description: Ouring the ongoing 1982 refueling outage, routine

surveillance revealed that SRMs C and D wue both indicating an erratic,

upscale count rate. SRMs A and B indicated a normally expected count.

rate.

Cause Description: Both monitor detectors experienced moisture intrusion

into their detector cable connectors due to a guide tube sealing gland
j

leak on SRM 0. SRM C also had a loss of continuity in the monitor instru-

ment high voltage B and C type connecter.

Corrective Actio,n: The leak was repaired, the B and C type connector

was replaced, both monitor cable connectors were dried and waterproofed,

and the monitors were returned to service.

[ 9. E.1. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Event date: 9/29/81
LER Number: 81-096/03L

Event Descriotion: With the reactor at steady state operation and

performing HNP-2-3309, HPCI turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure switch

( functional test and calibratic , 2E41-N0120 was found out of tolerance,

I the switch actuated at 12.7 ps'g. Tech. Spec. section 3.3.2-2 requires

actuation at < 10 psig.
,

Cause Deceription: The cause has been attributed to the switch and its

mechanisms being corroded.

Corrective Action: The switch was replaced. The other switches were

| inspected and found to be acceptable.

10. Oyster Creek.

E"ent date: 2/18/82
LER Humber: 82-.010/01T

.

t
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Event Description: On January 9,1982, the fire protection deluge

system for reactor building elevation 51 ft. actuated due to smoke emanating

from an overheated bearing in the cleany system auxiliary pump motor.

_ A DC ground resulting from wetting was traced to switch RE170 which

could have rendered a logic channel for the core spray system inoperable.

Also, as a result of the wetting, an AC ground fault in the RPS was traced

to the position indication switches for the supply valves to the torus,

resulting in a partial loss of containment isolation valve position

indication.

Cause Description: Cause is attributed to an inadequate. safety evaluation.

Existing electrical sealing techniques , judged adequate were not. Range

of deluge spray to instrument rack was underestimated.

Corrective Action: A re-evaluation of the integrity of the reactor

building safety-relate equipment with regard to fire protection system

wetting was perfomed. The re-evaluation with designated corrective

action will be reviewed by the plant operations review committee and

approved by the director of station operations. All items' determined

to require sealing or drip shield protection will be protected prior *

to plant s'artup from the current shatdown.
.

11. McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 1 J

Event date: 07/01/82
LER Humber: 82-060/03L 4

Event Description: While in Mode 5, investigation of fire detection

system (EFA) trouble alt.ms which could not be cleared on July 1,. 6.--

and 13, resulted in EFA zones 63 and 64 (RHR pump room) being declared,.

inoperable on each day. This violates Tech. Specs. ).

, __ _ _ _
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Cause Description: These were the result of water leaking into Data

Gathe %g Panel (DGP) No.1 causing the failure of several components

due to corrosion (water from condensation on the Nuclear Service Water
'

(RN) piping).

Corrective Action: Failed components were replaced, and subsequent

efforts co prevent water corrosion included drilling holes in the bottom

of DGP-1, sealing panel door and cable penetration, and covering DGP-1

with plastic. The RN piping will be insulated to prevent condensation.

C -

12. Nane Arnold Energy Center

Event date: 04/07/82
LER Ntaber: 82-02C/03L

Event Description: During cold thutdown while performing surveillance

testing of the main steam isolatio.$ valse-leakage control system (MSIV-LCS),

main steam line pressure switch PS-0404C failed, rendering the MSIV-LCS on

the "C" main steam line inoperable. Following manual system initiation,

PS-5404C reisolates 'C" steam line LCS if steam line pressure has not

( decayed to less than 5' psig in one minute. System operability required

cy Tech. Spec. 3.7.'t. . ,-

Cause Description: Failure of PS-8404C was due to slight corrosion on
'

its tenninel strip which resulted in a poor electrical connection.

Corrective Action: The pressure switch and tenninal strip were cleaned and

lubricated to prevent further corrosion. The pressure switch was functionally
,

tested r.atisf actory.

13. E.1. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Event date: 7/26/80 -

LER Number: 80-114/03L
'

.

**
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Ever.t Description: On 7/26/80, while taking Hatch Unit 2 to cold shutdown,

the HPCI system f ailed to isolate at greater than or equal to 100 psig ,

(Tech. Spec. Table 3.3.2-2). HPCI was manually isolated at 89.3 psig.

The " A" logic auto isolated at 87 psig. The "B" logic auto isolated

at. 80 psig.

Cause Description: "B" isolation logic pressure switch 2E41-N0010,

Barksdale B2T-M1255, was corroded, affecting the instrument setpoint.

Corrective Action: The instrument was replaced. " A" isolation logic

pressure instruments were in calibration. Investigation of control

room pressure indication has been initiated.

14. Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1

Event date: 12/3/81
LER Ntt ber: 81-Qa0-03L

Event Descriotion: On December 3,1981, at 1815 hours, while performing

containment isolation valve operability demonstration,1-CU-3 f ailed to

close on an isolation signal. In addittun 1-CV-3 did not shut when

( given a "close" signal from the control switch. Tech. Spec. 3.7.0

requires that during reactor power operating conditions, cleanup ,-

deminerali:er isolation valve,1-CU-3, be operable.

Cause Description: Investigation revealed that the motor housing was
1

corroded, causing a brush to freeze into its holder, preventing contact

with the commutator. This caused an open circuit as well as an are

between the brush and the commutator which damaged the commutator bars.

Additionally the n.otor bearings were corroded. This corrosion resulted

from a steam leak in the area that entered tha motor through an opening

where a plug was missing.

) - .
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15. Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
.

Event date: 12/21/81
LER Number: 81-064/03L

Event Description: During a refueling outage, the "C" RHR ptrnp

was observed to be running with no suction flow path. The pump was

immediately tripped, the suction valves opened.

Cause Description: This event occurred because electrical contacts

in the pump trip logic were corroded to the extent that they had

seized in the open position, which is indicative of an open suction

path. The situation was aggravated by inadequacies in the imple-

mentation of administrative controls.

Corrective Actions: Corrective actions were implemented to repair or

replace faulty camponents, conduct a performance test on "C" RHR pump

to detemine if any degradation had occurred, and review incident with

operations personnel.

16. Oresden Nuclear Power Station

Event date: 7/12/82
LER Number: 82-030/01T .

,

Event Description: During nomal operation while perfoming DOS 2300-1,

HPCI motor operated valve operability test, steam supply isolation valve

2301-4 failed to close. Redundant isolatica valve 2301-5 was closed in
,

accordance with Tech. Specs. The system was previously declared inoperable
.

due to another unrelated problem. .

Cause Description: The cause of tnis event was due to a valve packing

leak. Moisture through the valve packing entered the valve operator

and shorted out the motor.

. .
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19. Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station

Event date: 08/13/82
LER Number: 82-024/0.T

Event Description: Ouring recovery from a scram, with HPCI being used

for pressure control, HPCI tripped after five minutes running due to

high reactor water level. Af ter a pump restart, attempts to bring

pump past idle speed were unsuccessful. Eleven manual SRV actuations

were therefore necessary to control pressure.

C_ause Description: HPCI Gland Seal Condenser gasket failure caused

wetting of the HPCI circuitry.

Corrective Action: The control circuits were dried and calibrated. Gasket

repair was accoglished. Four quick-starts under pressure tested both

repairs. Modification options for making controls more tolerant of harsh

environment are being assessed.

20. E. I. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Event date: 07/30/82

{ LER Number: 82-065/03L

Event Description: While Unit 1 was operating at normal full load, the
,

'

Reactor Vessel Level Instrument Switch No. 2 was found inoperative

during routine surveillance testing. Tech. Specs. requires both ADS

actuation channels to be operable. The redundant ADS permissive channel

was operable. In accordance with Tech. Specs. 3.2-4, Unit I was placed

in a 24-hour LCO.

Cause Description: The cause of this event was a fouled contact on the

No. 2 swi tch. -

,

9
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Corrective Action: The switch was replaced. The reactor vessel level

instrument was calibrated and satisf actorily tested. It was returned

to service. Yarway icvel switches are functionally tested monts per

Tech. Specs. 4.2-4b.

21. E. I. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Event date: 05/31/82
LER Number: 82-058/03L

Event Description: With Unit 2 in steedy state full power operation,

- the "HPCI turbine exhaust pressure Hi" and "HPCI turbine trip solenoid
~

energized" alarms activated. The HFCI system was detemined to be

inoperable. Unit 2 was placed in a 14-day LCO in compliance with'

Tech. Specs. 3.5.1. A.

Ca_use Description: The cause of this event has been attibuted to component

failure. The failure was due to fouled contacts on the HPCI turbine

exhaust pressure switch number 2E41-N017B.

Corrective Action: Tne switch was repaired and recalibrated, e.nd then

returned to service.

.

*

22. Millstone Nuclear Power Station

Event date: 03/18/82
LER Wumber: 82-008/03L

Event Description: At 1845 hours, breakers that operate a main steam line

drain valve, an inboard torus spray stop valve and an inboard drywell spray

stop valve were found to be tripped due to water damage.

Cause Description: The break 2rs were damaged by water that entered the

MCC after soaking through an environmental enclosure penetration seal.

*- -- -!I ..
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Corrective Action: The breakers were repaired. Penetration seals will

be sodified to prevent recurrence.

23. Brunswick Steam Electric Flant, Unit 2

Event date: 03/01/82
LER Number: 82-044/03L

Event Description: During plant operation, while perfonning the channel

functional test and calibration of the HPCI steam leak detection isolation

system instrumentation, it was discovered that HPCI room ambient temperature

p switch 2-E41-TS N602A would not respond to an applied test signal. HPCI

system was declared inoperable. At the time' of this event, the LPCI and

ADS systems were operable.

Cause Descriotion: This event was due to electronic failure of the -

switch module. .

grrectiveAction: The module Model No. 86PTGR-0186 was replaced. The

periodic test was satisfactorily completed, and the HPCI system was

declared operable.

24. LaSalle County Nuclear Station, Unit 1
,

.

Event date: 5/15/82
LER Number: 82-021/03L

Event Description: Control room HVAC outside air radiation moriitor

failed high due to moisture. This was attributed to rain water finding

its way into the-detector.- This "hi" rad-signal initiated the emergency
,

make up train. However, the tornado damper was inadvertently closed,

shutting cff all suction to the make up train. Emergency make up fan

was then put in the pull-to-lock control switch position to prevent fan

damage from possible motor overload.

i

6
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Cause Description _: Outside air radiation detector 2D18-K751A failed

due to rain water finding its way into its circuitry around conduit,

junction boxes or metal to metal interfaces.

Corrective Action: All outside air radiation detectors are sealed

with weather proof sealant at probable leakage points. A work

request had been submitted to provide a permanent " shelter" above

these detectors.

25. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant

Event date: ' 5/14/82
LER Wumber: 82-023/03L

Event Description: During nonnal operation, while conducting surveil-

lance, containment isolation valve 10 MOV 38A was funnd inoperable |

and containment spray loop A was declared inoperable. Test of LPCI,

Emergency Service Water, Emergency Diesel Generator and other containment

spray components was satisfactory.

Cause Description: Failure of the motor on valve 10 MOV 053A was the

cause. Disassembly of the motor revealed the presence of water which
*

had apparently entered to motor via the conduit during an earlier ..

unrelated maintenance activity.

Corrective Action: A replacement motor was removed from the spare

parts and installed.
!

26. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 02/09/82
LER Number: 82-031/03L -

,

Event Description: During plant operation, a water leak dripping on

the equipment cabit;et of primary containment atmospheric monitor

.

.
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2-CAC-ATH-1263 came in contact with the monitor power supply trans-

fomer and resulted in a loss of power to the monitor. Following

initial disc of this event, the plant fire brigade was dis-

patched to the su.ie in case of fire; however, deenergizing the cabinet

prevented a ' ire.

Cause Description: Weli water from a small gasket leak on the upstream

valve body flange of RHRSW header flushing valve, 2-SW-Y140, dripped

onto the monitor transformer causing the monitor power failure.

C Corrective Action: The transformer was replaced and the monitor,

Model No. F3M3-1 AX, was returned to service. The leaking V140

gasket was replaced with one of greater durability and the valve

was returned to service. h

27. Dresden, Unit 3

Evert date: 11/30/81'
t.ER kumber: 81-039/01T

Event Description: Unit.startup was in progress when a HPCI room fire

system initiation alam sounded. It was determined upon investigation,

that fire protection deluge system had actuated. The HPCI was isolated,

an unusual event declared, and a normal unit shutdown initiated.
.

Cause Description: Cause of the fire. system initiation is believed to

be a high concentration of humidity / steam vapor in the HPCI room whichs

spuriously actuated the ionization type detector.

Corrective Action: All affected equipment including the fire system

detector had been checked for operability and returned to service.
,

Station Fire Marshall will review the HPCI room fire system for possible

modifications to improve reliability.
.
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28. Prairie Island Nuclear Generatirg Plant

Event date: 9/21/81
LER Number: 81-023/03L

*

Event Description: During surveillance testing, one cooling water e

header isolation valve did not close fully. Tech. Specs. 3.3.D.1.b

appl ie s.

Cause Description: Motor leads in a junction box were wet.

Corrective kction: Wiring was rene ied by splicing and the valve
"

tested satisfactorily. Similar junction boxes in the area were

inspected.

29. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit 2

Event date: 07/11/82
LER Number: 82-020/03L

Event Description: During normal operation while performing surveil-

lance on the main steam tunnel high-temperature switches on Unit 2,

temperature switch TS-1-29A f ailed to operate. Tech. Specs. requires

the switch to operate at 1200*F. Above the trip setting initiates .

main steam line isolation.

Cause Description: A valve was found leaking, keeping the switch.

junction box wet.

Corrective Action: The leak was reduced, the switch was replaced, a new

junction box was sealed, and the switch was functionally tested and

returned to service.

30. Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station

Event date: 07/13/82
LER Number: 82-017/03L

..

D
*
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Event Description: While taking the inboard core spray injection valve

(1-1402-253) out of service for inspection, the valve failed to open

from the control room. The consequences were minimal because the

redundant core spray loop, the LPCI mode of the RHR system, and both

Diesel Generators associated with Unit 1 were operable. The outboard-

isolation valve was manually opened making the "B" loop of core spray

operable in less than an hour. -

Cause Description,: This failure was caused by water from a pacdng

k leak running into the motor operator. The water caused damage to-

the rotor and brake of the motor operator.

Corrective Action: The imrHediate corrective action was to close the

outboard valve and manually open the inboard valve. The motor operator

will be repaired when parts become available.

31. Surry Power Station, Unit 1

Event date: 9/12/81
LER Number: 81-048/03L

Event Description: While the unit was being returned to service'following

a rod control problem, "C" steam flow transmitter FT-1495, was found to

indicate low. A containment entry was made to inspect the instrument and

verify correct valve lineup, at which time it failed high.

Cause Description: Water entered the electronic section of the transmitter

via an electrical conduit attached to the transmitter and caused the

electronics to fail.

, Corrective Action: The transmitter was replaced with or.e of a different
.

design.

.
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32. Surry Power Station, Unit 1

Event date: 9/20/81*

LER Number: 91-052/03L

Event Description _: While the unit was being removed from service to

- repai;* feedwater leaks inside contair. ment, the steam flow indicator for

"C" steam generator, FI-1494, would not indicate less than 2.5 x 10 lbs/Pr.

The failed channel'f. bistable was placed in the tripped mode and the

redundant channel was verified to be indicating normally.

Cause Description: Water entered the electronic section of the -

transmitter via an electrical conduit attached to the transmitter

and caused the electronics to fail.

Corrective Actions: The transmitter was replaced.-

33. Zion Generating Station

Event date: 3/06/82
LER Number: 82-005/03L

Event Description: During cold shutdown, 2A steam generator pressure trans- a

( mitttr 2PT-514 failed high at 4.690 YOC. This condition was non-cor.servative

for the high steam line differential pressure safety injection. ,-

< -

Cause Description: The failure was caused by condensation entry inte the

transmitter through the signal conduit connection due to a nearby steam leak.

Corrective Action: .The steam leak was repaired. .The transmitter wa;-

dried, cleared and recalibrated. ,

34. Surry Power Station, Unit 2

Event date: 5/01[81
LER Number: 81-027/03L

,
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Event Descriptiun,: With the unit at full power, the performance of PT-8.5 -

(monthly CLS logic testing) revealed that TY-MS-201C control circuit would
>.

not respond to a Train *B' actuation signal.

Cause Dercription: The cause of this event was shorting of Train f. coil

due to moisture accumulation in an adjacent junction box.

, Corrective Action: The inmediate corrective action was to verif|t the

redundant train to be operable. The defective coil was replaced and

tested. The etber two coils associated with Train B were replaced

as a precautionary measure.

35. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1

Event date: 8/28/81
LER Humber: 81-113/03L

Event Description: With Unit 1 in Mode 1, the containment isolation and

ice bed systems were declared inoperable due to an electrical short in

the wiring to ice condenser system isolation valve C1-FCV-61-194.

Cause Description: A junction box was saturated with liquid from the

glycol expansion tank located above the junction box, causing the isolation

valve to fail close. This resulted in a rise of the ice bed temperaturt..

Corrective Action: The junction box was cleaned and new terminal strips

installed. The junction box was sealed closed.

J. J. A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant'

Event date: 1/29/81
LER Number: 81-015/03L

Event Description: During nomal operation, primary containment isolation

valve M0Y-393 mot:r contractor tripped due to watei entering the motor

control center from an electrical conduit. The isolation valve and other

valves in the same line remained closed.
,

*
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Cause Description: A construction deficiency is considered the cause of

water entering the motor control center via a conduit from an underground

man hole outside of the building.

b Corrective Action: The conduit was realed and the motor contrae.or dried

out. The valve was tested and returned to service.

)
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